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Coveo for Sitecore 3 is an integration of our full-fledged search engine, directly in Sitecore 7.0 to 8.1. It can replace Lucene altogether, or play
along with it. Its flexibility thus gives you great control over what gets indexed and how it is indexed. It even allows you to
build full-featured, Coveo-based search interfaces right out of the box. And the best part is: it's free!

Consider that there are two main versions of Coveo for Sitecore:

Coveo for Sitecore 3, supporting only Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)-based indexes. This version is in maintenance mode, meaning that
its next versions are only covering bug fixes.
Coveo for Sitecore 4, supporting both CES-based and cloud-based indexes. This version is being actively developed, and continues to
include new features.

This documentation teaches you all the concepts that you need to know about Coveo for Sitecore 3, ranging from how to install it to how to
perform advanced customizations of the product. The audience of this documentation is assumed to be integrators and developers alike, since
you will find explanations and examples on how to use our APIs and how to tweak the product to fit your particular needs.

For any question regarding either Coveo for Sitecore or its documentation, please use our Q&A site: answers.coveo.com.

Coveo for Sitecore 101
Discover the basics of Coveo for Sitecore in a succinct guide.

Coveo for Sitecore Installation and Upgrade Guide
Learn all the steps required to install and upgrade Coveo for Sitecore.

Coveo for Sitecore Administrator's Guide
Learn how to administer the modules that make up Coveo for Sitecore.

Coveo for Sitecore Developer's Guide
Discover how you can build a search interface and tweak its settings or how you can perform advanced customizations.

Getting Help and Support
Find answers to your questions and learn how to solve the most common issues.

Coveo for Sitecore 101
We are thrilled that you have decided to give Coveo for Sitecore a try!

This guide will cover how you can:

Set up Coveo for Sitecore.
Index your content.
Test it out to see if everything works properly.
Change what gets indexed, and how it is indexed.

Once you complete these sections, you will be shown the .next steps to follow

Setting Up Coveo for Sitecore
Follow these steps to install Coveo for Sitecore and its required modules.

Coveo for Sitecore 3 will no longer be supported starting May 1st, 2019.

If you're a Coveo for Sitecore user, it's time to upgrade to Coveo for Sitecore 4.1. Find out more !here

If you're a Coveo for Sitecore partner, find out more !here

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4
http://answers.coveo.com
https://developers.coveo.com/display/public/SitecoreV3/End-of-Life+Announcement+-+Information+for+Users
https://developers.coveo.com/display/public/SitecoreV3/End-of-Life+Announcement+-+Information+for+Partners
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Step 1 - Install ASP.NET MVC

ASP.NET MVC is one of the dependencies of Coveo for Sitecore. So even though you will
not necessarily be developing an MVC-based website, you still need to install the MVC
version which is appropriate for your Sitecore version:

Sitecore Version MVC Version to Install

7.0 MVC 3.0

7.1 and up MVC 4.0

Step 2 - Install Sitecore

This can be a plain Sitecore 7.X/8.X instance or a demo site based on these versions (such as ). See also our list of Launch Sitecore supported
.Sitecore versions

Step 3 - Download Coveo for Sitecore

Fill out our   to receive:online form

An installation package of Coveo Enterprise Search 7 (CES) for Sitecore.
An installation package of Coveo Search API.
An installation package of Coveo for Sitecore.
A license file for Coveo for Sitecore.

Step 4 - Install Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)

This is the search engine that will run in the background.

Simply run the installation package that you received ( ) and Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64 (XXXX) .exefor Sitecore perform
.the required steps

A few important things to consider:

Remember to enable the Admin Service.
You do not have to perform the First Time Setup (i.e. create an index), as this will be automatically handled by Coveo for Sitecore.

Step 5 - Install Coveo Search API

This service handles all queries performed from within a Coveo search page, and forwards them to the proper endpoint in CES.

Simply run the installation package that you received ( ) and  .Coveo Search API 8.0.XXX.exe perform the required steps

Step 6 - Install Coveo for Sitecore

This includes our integration for Sitecore 7.X/8.X.

Using the Sitecore Installation Wizard, upload and install the package that you received ( ) and Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (YYYY).zip pe
.rform the required steps

A few important things to consider:

You need to choose the appropriate package for your specific Sitecore version.
In the configuration steps, use the license code that you received from us.
Once the installation is completed, make sure that you rename these files to enable the Coveo Search Provider:

Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example to Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config.example to Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
Coveo.UI.Controls.config.example to Coveo.UI.Controls.config

What's Next?

Proceed to  .Indexing Content

Indexing Content
Before you can actually perform queries in the Content Editor or in a purposely built search

MVC 5.0 is supported starting from Sitecore 7.2

http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc3
http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc4
http://www.coveo.com/en/solutions/coveo-for-sitecore/download
http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc5
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interface, you need to rebuild your search indexes. This is because your search indexes are
now connected to the Coveo search engine instead of Lucene.

Step 1 - Rebuild Your Search Indexes

Follow the steps given in .Rebuilding Your Search Indexes

A few important details to consider:

Choose the right index(es) to rebuild depending on your particular needs. For development and testing purposes, the sitecore_maste
 search index is good enough. However, for production purposes, you will most likely rebuild all the available search indexes.r_index

The more items a Sitecore database contains, the more time it will take to rebuild its corresponding search index.

Step 2 - Validate That Your Content Is Being Indexed

These tools can help you to validate that your content is being properly indexed:

The  allows you to see in real time what is being indexed by the Coveo search engine.CES Console

The  allows you to manage and see the content indexed by the Coveo search engine. For each search index, aCES Administration Tool
corresponding CES source is created to hold its content.

What's Next?

A search index is an easily searchable representation of a specific Sitecore database.
It is actively maintained by Sitecore, so as soon as an item is modified, it is updated
accordingly. Under the cover, search indexes are driven by the Lucene search engine
by default. Installing Coveo for Sitecore replaces it with the Coveo search engine.

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/using_the_ces_console.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/administration_tool.htm
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Proceed to .Testing It Out

Testing It Out
Now that you have rebuilt your search indexes, verify that the whole query loop works as
expected. There are actually two complementary methods to test this.

Step 1 - Perform a Query from the Content Editor

Log into the Sitecore Content Editor.
Select the  root item./sitecore

Open a search tab by clicking on the magnifying glass icon.

Enter the following query: . And hit enter.@uri

You should get as many search results as there are Sitecore items in the currently selected Sitecore database. By default, the master
database is selected.

Note:
Starting from Sitecore 8.0, queries performed from the Content Editor are no longer
driven by Coveo for Sitecore by default (see Using Coveo Side by Side With

). If you are using Sitecore 8.0 or higher, skip to   to validate thatLucene\Solr step 2
queries are working properly.
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Step 2 - Perform a Query from a Purposely Built Search Interface

Log into the Sitecore Content Editor.
Select the  item./sitecore/Content/Home

Right-click the item and choose  > .Insert Coveo Search Page
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In the popup, enter  .Coveo Search Page

Select your new  item.Coveo Seach Page

Preview it in the Page Editor (  > ).Publish Preview

You should now see a fully working search interface with actual search results being returned.
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7.  

What's Next?

Proceed to .Controlling What Gets Indexed and How

Controlling What Gets Indexed and How
So far, you have been able to index all the items of one or all of your Sitecore databases. But
you can actually control which items get indexed and how their fields are indexed.

Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Before going further, let's look at the configuration file that is central to everything in Coveo
for Sitecore. It contains many settings, including some to control the way items are indexed.

Location

It is typically located under <sitecore installation
.folder>\Website\App_Config\Include\Coveo.SearchProvider.config

It is initially named . You have toCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
rename it to  in order to enable the Coveo Search Provider.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
The Coveo Search Provider is what drives queries and indexing operations in Coveo for Sitecore. It acts as a bridge between Sitecore
and the Coveo search engine.

Relevant Sections

Here are the sections that are most relevant to you:

/configuration/sitecore/pipelines: allows you to configure a list of .pipelines
/configuration/sitecore/coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration: allows you to configure the various connection-related
settings of Coveo for Sitecore.
/configuration/sitecore/coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration/fieldMap: allows you to configure how Coveo for Sitecore
indexes the different fields of Sitecore items. For example, you can make a field full-text searchable or sortable, and even make it behave
as a facet (see the   section in  ).FieldMap Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File
/configuration/sitecore/coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration/fields[@raw:AddComputedIndexField]: allows you to
define a list of .computed fields
/configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration: allows you to define all the different settings of the Coveo Search
Provider, including connection and index-related settings. You should not tamper with this section unless you know what you are doing
(see ).Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

 

For releases prior to December 2015, the  element was located under the defaultIndexConfiguration /configuration/sitec
 element.ore/contentSearch/configuration
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Using Pipelines

Pipelines define a list of processors that perform some specific operation in Sitecore. For example, using pipelines, you could completely change
the way items are indexed, such as change an item's name or body.

These tutorials will help you discover the possible uses of pipelines in the context of Coveo for Sitecore:

Using Pipelines
Indexing Documents with Basic HTML Content
Indexing Items with HTML Content Processor

Using Inbound Filters

Inbound filters are a specific kind of pipeline. They can be used to filter out items from your search indexes. For example, you may want to
completely discard items located outside the Media Library. Coveo for Sitecore actually comes shipped with such an inbound filter, namely Coveo

, which allows you filter out items located outside some specific Sitecore.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ItemPathInboundFilter
path.

Refer to this tutorial for more concrete examples:

Excluding Sitecore Items From Your Index

Using Computed Fields

Computed fields allow you to index additional fields on your Sitecore items. These fields are calculated while indexing. For example, you may
want to add a field whose value actually comes from a referenced item, or you may want to perform some numerical computation on a field and
output the result as a new field.

Read these tutorials to learn how to implement computed fields:

Creating a Computed Field for a Referenced Item
Creating a Computed Date Field
Passing Custom Parameters to Computed Fields
Working with Fields

What's Next?

Proceed to .Next Steps

Next Steps
Now that you understand the basics of Coveo for Sitecore, here are the topics that you
should cover next.

Creating and Customizing a Search Interface

In , you learned how to use a basic search interface as a way to validate thatTesting It Out
Coveo for Sitecore was set up properly. However, you can go further by creating a more
advanced search interface.

Creating a Basic Search Interface From the Page Editor shows you how to work with
the Page Editor to build a complete search interface from our predefined set of
components: Coveo Search, Facet, Facet Range, Facet Slider and Sort. This
point-and-click, drag-and-drop approach is generally used when you are first
learning Coveo for Sitecore.
Understanding How a Search Interface Works Behind the Scenes shows you how this all works behind the scenes from a developer's
perspective. To understand this part, you should have some basic understanding of ASP.NET, CSS, and JavaScript.
Changing the Look and Feel of a Search Interface shows you some concrete customizations for a search interface.

Deploying Coveo for Sitecore in a Local, Remote, or Distributed Configuration

You have several choices when it comes to deploying Coveo for Sitecore:

You can install everything (including CES, Sitecore, and Coveo for Sitecore) on the same server (see  ).Installing Coveo for Sitecore
You can install CES on one server and Sitecore and Coveo for Sitecore on another server (see Setting Up Coveo for Sitecore in a

).Remote Server Configuration
You can install CES on one server and Sitecore and Coveo for Sitecore on multiple servers (see Installing Coveo for Sitecore in a CM or

).CD Configuration
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Managing Your License

Coveo for Sitecore uses a , meaning that you can enable the Enterprise-related features only when you really need them.feature-based license

Coveo provides three different editions:

Free Edition: basic edition that comes free of charge.
Pro Edition: intermediate edition with additional web content, usage analytics, and support.
Enterprise Edition: a more complete edition with all features enabled (xDB integration, boosting/filtering rules, additional connectors).

To learn how to manage your license, read .Managing Your License

Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore

When upgrading Coveo for Sitecore, simply follow the steps given in .Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore
If you are upgrading from a previous release, make sure that you apply all the changes in  broughtCoveo.SearchProvider.config
by each individual release between the origin and target releases. For example, if you are upgrading from the December 2015 release to
the March 2016 release, you should apply the changes made in the  and the .January 2016 release March 2016 release

An easier method to cumulatively apply a series of consecutive updates is to:

Install the new package of Coveo for Stecore using the Installation Wizard.
Using a merge tool, such as , compare your current  file to the one that has just beenWinMerge Coveo.SearchProvider.config
updated ( ).Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example
Bring into  all the required changes.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Save the file.
Do the same with the   and the Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config  files.Coveo.UI.Controls.config

Getting Help and Support

In our  section, you can find useful resources if you have a question or if you need to troubleshoot an issue.Getting Help and Support

Coveo for Sitecore Installation and Upgrade Guide
This guide covers how to install and upgrade Coveo for Sitecore.

Information on the features and changes in specific Coveo for Sitecore releases can be found in the  .Coveo for Sitecore Release Notes

Installing Coveo for Sitecore

To install and use Coveo for Sitecore, you need to install these modules in order:

Sitecore 7 or 8
Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) and Coveo Search API
Coveo for Sitecore

Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore

To upgrade Coveo for Sitecore, refer to  .Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore

To upgrade Sitecore with Coveo for Sitecore installed, refer to  .Upgrading Sitecore with Coveo for Sitecore

Best Practices When Deploying Coveo for Sitecore
Coveo for Sitecore is a flexible solution that allows various deployment scenarios. This page will guide you on selecting the one that is appropriate
for your environment.

Same Server VS Dedicated Server

While the Coveo index can run on the same machine as Sitecore, this is not mandatory. The Coveo index is perfectly capable of communicating
with a remote instance of Coveo for Sitecore. This is the first decision that you will need to make: whether to install the Coveo index and Sitecore
on the same or on different servers. It is recommended that you run both on the same server for smaller sites (1CM & 2CDs) and that you use
dedicated servers for larger sites (2CM & 2CD or more). These deployment scenarios are both well documented in the Coveo for Sitecore

. However, keep in mind that depending on the size of your Coveo index, the resources of your server (CPU,Installation and Upgrade Guide
memory, and disk space) may be used to varying degrees. Thus, to get optimal performances, you may want to consider running Sitecore on a
separate server, even for small sites. Refer to   for more details.Coveo Platform Hardware and Software Requirements

Redundancy and Mirrors

The Coveo index offers many options when it comes to scaling (see  ). It is recommended that you set up yourCoveo Scalability Model

http://www.coveo.com/en/solutions/coveo-for-sitecore/features-support
http://winmerge.org/
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/coveo_platform_hardware_and_software_requirements.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/coveo_scalability_model.htm
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environment with at least one mirror to provide redundancy. On appropriate hardware, one Coveo mirror can handle up to 25 Query per Second
. The baseline recommendation in terms of scaling is to add one mirror to your Coveo farm when you reach the 20 QPS threshold. (QPS)

Developer Environment

For small teams of developers, it is recommended that each developer runs their own instance of the Coveo index. This allows everyone to
manage and configure their own index, without impacting the other developers. This is also how Coveo for Sitecore is configured to be installed
by default (out of the box). For larger teams, you might not want your developers to all have a separate index; you can configure a centralized
Coveo index that will serve all queries. When using this approach, you will need to configure Coveo for Sitecore in such a way that it views all
Sitecore instances as one.

Installing Sitecore
This page covers the installation of Sitecore 7.X/8.X.

Requirements

You need a running instance of SQL Server 2012 (Full or Express edition).
Check out the list of .supported Sitecore versions

Installing Sitecore

Run the Sitecore installation package.
Enter your new Sitecore instance name. This name will be the default name of your website.
Make sure that you enter the right SQL server name and credentials.
Once the installation is complete, validate that your instance is accessible (i.e. http://SitecoreInstanceName/).

What's Next?

You can now proceed to  .Installing Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) and Coveo Search API

Installing Coveo Enterprise Search
This page covers the installation of the Coveo services, which include:

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES): the underlying search engine
Coveo Admin Service: used to perform administrative tasks remotely
Coveo Search API: a REST endpoint used to perform queries

Steps

Download the . June 2017 release of CES for Sitecore
Run the installation package and perform the steps of the wizard (see Installing CES on the Master Server).

Download the  .August 2017 release of the Coveo Search API
Run the installation package:

On the first page:
Select the This installation is part of a Sitecore Integration option.
Choose  .Next

On the   page:Application Secret Token
Click the  button to generate a new token.Generate Random Token

Choose  .Next
Choose  .Install
In the last screen, choose .Finish

The default Sitecore credentials are Admin  and   b for the login and password respectively.

You may want to enable Admin Service Security. This ensures that the Admin Service is secured via HTTPS. A few more steps
are required, as explained in .Securing the Admin Service

The only feature required by Coveo for Sitecore is the Queue crawler. It will be automatically enabled when you enter your
license in Coveo for Sitecore.

The  token is shared by the Search API and the Sitecore instance. Sitecore will use thisApplication Secret
exact same token to establish a trusted connection with the Search API service.

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/about_mirror_servers.htm
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/about_mirror_servers.htm
http://SitecoreInstanceName/
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8996/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8996)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=110
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1135/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1135.exe
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What's Next?

You can now proceed to Installing Coveo for Sitecore.

Installing Coveo for Sitecore
This page covers the installation of Coveo for Sitecore into your Sitecore instance.

Requirements

A running instance of a supported Sitecore version (for the installation procedure,
see  . For the list of supported Sitecore versions, see Installing Sitecore Supported

).Versions and Dependencies
A running instance of Coveo Enterprise Search (CES), including the Admin Service
(see  ).Installing Coveo Enterprise Search
A running instance of Coveo Search API (see  ).Installing Coveo Enterprise Search
ASP.NET MVC installed on your Sitecore server:

Sitecore Version MVC Version to Install

7.0 MVC 3.0

7.1 and up MVC 4.0

Installation Procedure

Download the Coveo for Sitecore package corresponding to your Sitecore version.

Sitecore Version Coveo for Sitecore Package

8.1.X Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0 (1367).zip

8.0.X Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0 (1367).zip

7.5.X Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0 (1367).zip

7.2.X Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0 (1367).zip

7.1.X Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0 (1367).zip

7.0.X Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0 (1367).zip

Upload and install the   package using the Sitecore Installation Wizard (Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1367).zip Sitecore
 >   >   >  ).Desktop Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard

The last screen will show that the service is installed but cannot be started. This happens because the Coveo index is
not initialized and configuring certificates cannot be done yet. The Coveo for Sitecore package will complete the
Search API configuration process.

To configure MVC while installing Sitecore, refer to the  . If you have alreadySitecore MVC Developer's Reference Guide
installed Sitecore and you now want to enable MVC manually, refer to .Sitecore MVC Playground Part 1: Enable MVC

MVC 5.0 is supported starting from Sitecore 7.2

You can request download links and a license for Coveo for Sitecore by filling out the .online form

Note:
You can also download the binaries and documentation of previous releases (see ).Downloads

Note:
This operation can take several minutes to complete.

Note:

http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc3
http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc4
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://sdn.sitecore.net/Reference/Sitecore%207/MVC%20Reference.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2012/06/Sitecore-MVC-Playground-Part-1-Enable-MVC.aspx
http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc5
http://www.coveo.com/en/solutions/coveo-for-sitecore/download
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Once the package is installed, the Coveo for Sitecore Configuration Wizard will appear.
In the   screen:Configure where the Coveo index is located

Choose either one of these options:
On the same server as this Sitecore instance: this means that you are running CES and Sitecore locally, on the same
server.

On a remote server: this means that you are running CES remotely, on a separate server.

If you are asked whether to overwrite files or items during the installation, proceed to do so.
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In  , enter the path of the index folder on the CES server (typically  ).Coveo Index Path C:\CES7

 

In the   screen:Configure the REST endpoint
In  , enter:Search API URI  

For a local setup: http://localhost:8080/
For a remote setup:   server's FQDN or alias}:8080/http://{Coveo Search API

In  , enter the application secret of the Coveo Search API (located in the  /  node ofApplication Secret applications secret
the   file).config.yml
Click  .Next

Note:
If you have not already performed the First-Time Setup in CES, specify a path of your choice (e.g. ). TheD:\CES7
required index folder will be created where you specified on the CES server, and the Coveo.SearchProvider.con

 file will be updated to reflect this location. If you have already performed the First-Time Setup, specifyfig.example
the path of the index folder created by CES (the default location is ).C:\CES7

Note:
Make sure that you enter a path with a valid format. You should not use a network or DFS path.

http://localhost:8080/
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In the   screen:Configure the RabbitMQ indexing queue connection
In  , enter:URI

For a local setup: amqp://localhost:5682/
For a remote setup: amqp://{CES server's FQDN or alias}:5682/

In  , enter the username of a RabbitMQ administrator account (the default value is  ).Username guest
In  , enter the password of the account (the default value is  ).Password guest

If you set up your own RabbitMQ administrator credentials while installing CES (see Installing Coveo Enterprise
), you must specify those credentials here.Search

The password entered on this screen is encrypted and saved in the  filCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
e. An encryption key is automatically created in the  folder of your\Data\Coveo\ConfigurationEncryptionKeys
Sitecore instance.

amqp://localhost:5682/
amqp://localhost:5682/
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c.  

d.  
7.  

a.  
i.  
ii.  
iii.  

 
Click  .Next

In the   screen:Configure the Coveo Admin Service  
In  , enter:Admin Service URI

For a local setup: http://localhost/AdminService
For a remote setup (unsecured):   server's FQDN or alias}/AdminServicehttp://{CES
For a remote setup (secured):   server's FQDN or alias}/AdminServicehttps://{CES

http://localhost/AdminService
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7.  
a.  

iii.  

b.  

i.  
ii.  
iii.  
iv.  

v.  

vi.  

vii.  

In case you want to secure the Admin Service:

 
Select  .Use a secure Admin Service
In  , enter the username that you configured in CES to secure the Admin Service.Admin Service Username
In  , enter the password that you configured in CES to secure the Admin Service.Admin Service Password
In  , choose the certificate file ( ) that was previously generated and exported by the CES installationCertificate File .pfx
wizard. By default, the certificate file is created under .C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search 7
In  , enter the certificate's private key password that you configured previously in the CESPrivate Key Password
installation wizard.
In  , enter the username of an account that is a member of the Local Administrators group onAdministrator Username
the Sitecore server.
In  , enter the password of the account.Administrator Password

Note:
You may need to disable UAC for this step to work (see Getting "Unable to add the certificate to the 'Root' store.

).Access is denied." in the Configuration Wizard
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b.  

vii.  

c.  
8.  

a.  
b.  
c.  

Click  .Next
In the   screen:Configure the Sitecore credentials used to retrieve security permissions

In  , enter the username of the Sitecore account to use to retrieve security permissions of indexed items.Username
In  , enter the password of the Sitecore account to use to retrieve security permissions of indexed items.Password
Click  .Next
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8.  

c.  

9.  
a.  

b.  

In the   screen, sBody indexing options elect the type of body indexing that you prefer for your Sitecore items.
To index no body content, select None.

To index field values, choose  . Basic Select the indexing options you prefer for this type of indexing.
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9.  

b.  

c.  To index the full HTML rendering of the published Sitecore items, choose Rich.
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10.  
 

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2016 RELEASE
Enter a  to log analytics. For more information, see Data Token Configuring Coveo Usage Analytics.
If you do not have a data token, simply click Next.

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#June_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1312
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10.  

11.  In the  screen, enter the license code that you have received from Coveo and click  .Enter your Coveo for Sitecore license  Next

Note:
This is not your CES license code. You should have received an activation email containing the license code as an attachment
(see the attached TXT file).
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11.  

12.  
 
In the   screen, review the details of your new license and clickReview your license     Next .
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12.  

13.  The following web page will automatically open in your default web browser. It contains valuable information and resources to help you
get started. You can minimize this window for now.
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14.  

15.  
a.  
b.  

c.  

If you go back in Sitecore, the last screen of the Configuration Wizard should be displayed.

 
On the Sitecore server, rename those files    :(typically located under  App_Config\Include )

 to  .Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example Coveo.SearchProvider.config
 to  .Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config.example Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
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c.  
16.  

17.  

18.  
19.  

 to   Coveo.UI.Controls.config.example Coveo.UI.Controls.config .
Depending on your Sitecore revision, there may be some lines that you want to uncomment in the   filCoveo.SearchProvider.config
e. Scan the file for any relevant section. For example, you may want to uncomment the   fields/field[@fieldName="culture"] no

if you are using a Sitecore revision later than 150400.de 
If you installed CES on a remote server, you need to perform additional steps (see Setting Up Coveo for Sitecore in a Remote Server

).Configuration

Click   in the Configuration Wizard.Close
Once the Configuration Wizard is closed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.
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20.  

a.  

i.  

ii.  

b.  

21.  

, Coveo for Sitecore will update the Search API configuration file and start the service.As soon as an item is indexed

 
On the server where the Search API service  , open the   file (typically located under is running config.yml C:\Program

).Files\Coveo Search API 8

Ensure that the   setting points to a valid certificate path. The path should be serverCertificatePath <CES index
.path>\Config\Certificates\cert-ca.pem

Ensure that the   setting   a valid certificate path. The path should be clientCertificatePath points to <CES index
.path\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12

Start the   Coveo Search API  service.

If you are using the   database, remember to publish the   database, as items created by Coveo for Sitecore will need to beweb master
replicated to this database as well.

When the Search API is installed on a different machine from CES, you should configure the Search API service manually (see
 for the available options).Windows Service Configuration File

When editing the  file, make sure that you indent settings using spaces only. Tabs are considered invalidconfig.yml
and will therefore prevent the configuration from loading properly.
After saving your  file, you must restart the Coveo Search API service for your modifications to takeconfig.yml
effect.

You can access the services list from  >  >  > .Control Panel System and Security Administrative Tools Services

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File
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Disabling the Default Indexes

 more than one Search. However, for Sitecore 7.1 and below, since you cannot useFor Sitecore 7.2 and above, this step must not be done
Provider at once, you have to disable the Lucene index which is embedded in Sitecore by default.

Disable the files that match the following patterns   from the App_Config\Include folder of your Sitecore instance:

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.*.config
Sitecore.Social.*.config

 

 

Removing the Full Page XHTML Validation Rule

The   Validation Action task validates the HTML compliance of a search page. Since the   uses customJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
 attributes on HTML elements, the Validation Action task will prevent you from publishing pages containing Coveo search components.

Follow those steps to remove the XHTML validation rule from the Validation Action and the Workflow :

Open the Sitecore Content Editor and navigate to the   Global Rules item (/sitecore/System/Settings/Validation
)Rules/Global Rules  .

In the   section, remove the   rule from those defined for  and  .Validation Rules Full Page XHtml Validate Button  Workflow
Save the   item.Global Rules

What's Next?

You should now proceed to  .Rebuilding Your Search Indexes
You can also learn about UI customizations in  .Customizing a Search Interface

Installing Coveo for Sitecore in a CM or CD Configuration

For websites with low traffic, one Sitecore server may be enough. However, as the load of a website increases over time, more servers may be
required. Sitecore offers the ability to scale a website's infrastructure in many ways. One could have many content management   servers and(CM)
also many content  servers. Additionally, Sitecore may need to connect to an SQL cluster if necessary, which further complexifiesdelivery (CD)
the overall topology. Before explaining how to configure such an environment, let’s clarify some of Sitecore's scalability concepts.

Concepts

Content Management

The content management is a type of Sitecore instance used for authoring Sitecore content. The content management hosts are not publicly
accessible from the web.

Content Delivery

The content delivery is a type of Sitecore instance used solely to show the website publicly. Please note that Sitecore content authoring tools
should be disabled on these instances.

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) Main Instance

This is the main CES instance. This instance is responsible for indexing and querying documents. When there are mirrors, the main instance is
also responsible for replicating changes to the mirrors.

Step 1 - Set Up the Sitecore Infrastructure

This example will show you how to implement the following environment, composed of 2 content management hosts, 2 content delivery hosts,
and an additional database ( ) that is used for the public website. All databases are installed on a single SQL Server host.pub

Note:
Files can be disabled by changing the file extension. A common practice is to append  to the filename (after the )..disabled .config
This method is recommended.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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3.  
4.  
5.  

1.  

This schema was borrowed from the  . It illustrates the exact environment that needs to be replicated.Sitecore Scaling Guide

The environment is composed of the following hosts:

SQL: this host holds all the databases. Web could have an SQL cluster with several hosts; it would be the same in Sitecore.
CM1 & CM2: the content management hosts.
CD1 & CD2: the content delivery hosts.

In this scenario, CES will be installed on a separate server named  . Please refer to the   to replicate and configure theCES Sitecore Scaling Guide
Sitecore infrastructure described above.

Step 2 - Install and Configure Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)

Now that the Sitecore infrastructure is built, you are ready to install Coveo Enterprise Search (CES). In this topic, you will be installing CES on a
server named  . CES  Refer to   Installing Coveo Enterprise Search  for more information.

Since several servers will need to communicate with  , you need to open the following ports in your firewall:CES

For the Admin Service, the port is   or   depending if the Admin Service runs in standard or secured mode.80 443
Port  : to allow the Sitecore REST endpoint to communicate with the Search API service.8080
Port  : to allow the Search Provider to communicate with the CES instance.52800
Port  : to allow content management hosts to push documents to the indexing queue.5682  
If you installed CES mirror instances, you must open port   to allow the main CES instance to communicate with the mirrors.52810

Step 3 - Install and Configure Coveo for Sitecore

Deploying Coveo for Sitecore on CM1

Now that Coveo Enterprise Search is installed, you are ready to install Coveo for Sitecore on CM1.

Proceed to installing the Coveo for Sitecore package. Please note that in this tutorial, CES is not installed on the same host as the Sitecore
instance; the Search Provider configuration must thus be modified accordingly.

Configuring the   Databasepub

In the  , a database named   was added to Sitecore. You must add an index definition so that this database is alsoSitecore Scaling Guide pub
indexed by CES.

http://sdn.sitecore.net/Reference/Sitecore%207/Scaling%20Guide.aspx
http://sdn.sitecore.net/Reference/Sitecore%207/Scaling%20Guide.aspx
http://sdn.sitecore.net/Reference/Sitecore%207/Scaling%20Guide.aspx
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On  , open the   file located under the   folder of your Sitecore site.CM1 Coveo.SearchProvider.config App_Config\Include
Find the   element that corresponds to the   database. The element will look like this: index web

<index id="Coveo_web_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
    ...
</index>

Select the whole element, from   to   and paste it before the   element.<index...> </index> </indexes>
Apply the following changes to the element that you have just pasted.

Change the value of the   attribute to  . The element should now look like this:id Coveo_pub_index

<index id="Coveo_pub_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">

Set the   element value to  . The element should now look like this:index/locations/crawler/Database pub

<Database>pub</Database>

Set the   element value to  . The element should now look like this:index/strategies/strategy/param pub

<param desc="database">pub</param>

Save and close the file.

Rebuilding the Search Index for the   Databasepub

The   database is now properly configured and can be indexed by CES. Follow these steps to index its content:pub

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Indexing Manager (  >   >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Control Panel Indexing Indexing Manager
Select the   index and choose  . Depending on the number of Sitecore items to index, this task may takeCoveo_pub_index Rebuild
several minutes to complete.
Choose   when indexing is completed. The content of the   database is now indexed.Finish pub

Deploying Coveo for Sitecore on Other Content Management and Content Delivery Hosts

The following procedure must be repeated for any additional content management and content delivery host.

Copying the Package

The Search Provider's package contains several files that are added to the Sitecore website directory. Those files must be copied to all Sitecore
instances (CMs and CDs). The package contains a   file, which contains a   folder. The   folder mimics the folder structurepackage.zip files files
found in the Sitecore website. You can simply copy the content of the   folder in your Sitecore instance   folder. Copy thosefiles website
package files to any other Sitecore instance.

Copying the CES Certificate

You also need to copy the CES certificate to the Sitecore instance. Copy the   file located under cert-iis.p12 C:\CES7\Config\Certificat
 on the   host to the current Sitecore instance. It is recommended that you copy the file to the   folder of the Sitecore instance andes CES website

name it according to its host name. In this example, the name is:  .cert-ces.p12

Copying the Coveo for Sitecore License

Coveo for Sitecore creates a  file in the Sitecore instance  directory. Copy that file to the same location on all Sitecorecoveolicense.xml Data
instances (CMs and CDs).

Copying the Coveo Data Directory
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d.  

e.  

f.  

3.  

Coveo for Sitecore creates a  directory in the Sitecore instance  directory to store configuration encryption keys Coveo Data (ConfigurationEn
. These keys must be the same on all Sitecore instances to be able to decrypt the encryptedcryptionKeys\RijndaelEncryptionKeys)

configuration elements. Copy the  folder to all \Data\Coveo Sitecore instances (CMs and CDs).

Configuring Coveo for Sitecore

Since the CES instance is shared between all Sitecore instances, you need to configure the Search Provider to use the right index.

Open the   file located in the   folder.Coveo.SearchProvider.config App_Config/Include
Apply the following configuration changes. Please note that all XML paths below are relative to the   configuration/sitecore/coveo
element.

 
Set the   element value to the absolute path of the certificatedefaultIndexConfiguration/SearchCertificatePath

file. In this example, the path is  . The elementC:\inetpub\wwwroot\TheSitecoreInstance\website\cert-ces.p12

should now look like this:

<SearchCertificatePath>C:\inetpub\wwwroot\TheSitecoreInstance\website\cert-
ces.p12</SearchCertificatePath>

Set the   element value todefaultIndexConfiguration/AdminServiceConfiguration/AdminServiceUri  http://c
or   depending if the Admin Service runs in standard or secured es:80/AdminService https://ces:443/AdminService

mode. The element should now look like this:

<AdminServiceUri>http://ces:80/AdminService</AdminServiceUri>

Set the   element value todefaultIndexConfiguration/SearchServiceUri  https://ces:52810/7.0/CoveoSearch
. The element should now look like this: Service

<SearchServiceUri>https://ces:52810/7.0/CoveoSearchService</SearchServiceUr
i>

Set the   ,  , and   elements values to the samedefaultIndexConfiguration/ QueueUri QueueUsername QueuePassword
values as the   file from the   host. You may have to create the  elementCoveo.SearchProvider.config CM1 QueuePassword

. The elements should now look like this:

<QueueUri>Same as CM1 QueueUri element</QueueUri>
<QueueUsername>Same as CM1 QueueUsername element</QueueUsername>
<QueuePassword>Same as CM1 QueuePassword element</QueuePassword>

AVAILABLE SINCE: JANUARY 2016 RELEASE
Set the   element value to the same value as the defaultIndexConfiguration/UserIdentityName Coveo.SearchProvi

 file from the   host. When an empty value is set, the user identity name will be generated based on the instanceder.config CM1
name.

Copy the   element from the   file from the   ho<index id="Coveo_pub_index" ...> Coveo.SearchProvider.config CM1
st and paste it before the   element.</indexes>

You will want every Sitecore instance to share the same CES indexes (for the  ,  ,  , and  databases). In CES, thecore master web pub 
source name is computed based on the Sitecore instance name. If instance names are different between Sitecore instances, then the
Search Provider will scope query results using the wrong source name, and no results will be returned. To fix this, specify the source

For releases before December 2015, the  element was located under the defaultIndexConfiguration configuration/
 element.sitecore/contentSearch/configuration

When indexing Sitecore items from many hosts, it is mandatory to set the  to a fixed value. WhenUserIdentityName
hosts use different  values, the source is reconfigured repeatedly. This causes lots ofUserIdentityName
configuration changes and slows down the overall indexing process.

http://ces/AdminService
http://ces/AdminService
https://ces/AdminService
https://ces:52810/7.0/CoveoSearchService
https://ces:52810/7.0/CoveoSearchService
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#January_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1226_Minor_Rollout
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name parameter for each index definition. Doing so ensures that the Search Provider will use the right source when indexing documents
or scoping queries. Ensure that any index definition has the   element containing the proper index source name. TheSourceName
element on the   will be similar to this one: Coveo_pub_index

<SourceName>Coveo_pub_index - CM1</SourceName>

You also want all sources in CES to use the same security provider instance. Otherwise, a query run from any instance other than   wiCM1
ll return the wrong search results. This is why you need to set the  element'defaultIndexConfiguration/SecurityProviderName
s value to the name of the security provider that was automatically created when you installed the Coveo for Sitecore package on  :CM1

<SecurityProviderName>Sitecore Security Provider for CM1</SecurityProviderName>

Open the   file located in the   folder.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config App_Config/Include
Set the URI of the Search API service in the   element. Replace   with the host name.SearchApiUri <remote CES host>

<SearchApiUri>http://<remote CES host>:8080/</SearchApiUri>

Ensure that the application secret key in the   element matches the one configured for the Search APIApplicationSecret
service.

Additional Configuration Steps for Deploying Coveo for Sitecore on Other Content Delivery Hosts Only

The following procedure must be repeated exclusively for any additional content delivery host.

 
Enable Sitecore's   file by removing the   extension.SwitchMasterToWeb.config.example .example
Enable Coveo's   file by removing the   extension.SwitchMasterToWeb.Coveo.config.example .example
Open the   file located in the   folder.Coveo.SearchProvider.config App_Config/Include
For a Content Delivery instance, keep only the index definition for the   database and remove the others. Also remove the indexingpub
strategy for the   element. The   element now looks like this: Coveo_pub_index <indexes>

Note:
This parameter is case-sensitive. You must respect the casing of the source's name as it appears in the CES Admin Tool.

You can retrieve the security provider's name in the CES Admin Tool under  >  > . ItConfiguration Security Security Providers
should be in the form Sitecore Security Provider for {hostname}-{sitecore_instance_name}.

Sitecore provides a file named  that should be enabled on Content Delivery hosts.SwitchMasterToWeb.config.example

For Sitecore 7.x, this file must be downloaded from the Sitecore web site.
For Sitecore 8.x, the file is located in . To ensure that all indexes are disabled correctly, it is stronglyApp_Config\Includes
recommended that you move  and SwitchMasterToWeb.config.example SwitchMasterToWeb.Coveo.config.examp

 to a subfolder named .   le zSwitchMasterToWeb Sitecore first parses .config  files in alphabetical order, and then
 processes all subfolders and their content in alphabetical order. Prefixing the subfolder's name with "z" ensures that the .conf

 ig  files it contains will be processed at the very end, and consequently disable search indexes defined in all previously parsed
config files.

The CD servers should not be used to perform indexing tasks. All  elements must be removed from the  <strategy> <index>
definition.
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<indexes hint="list:AddIndex">
    <index id="Coveo_pub_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
        <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
        <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
            <crawler type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
                <Database>pub</Database>
                <Root>/sitecore</Root>
                <StopOnError>true</StopOnError>
            </crawler>
        </locations>
        <propertyStore
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.IndexDatabasePropertyStore,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
            <Key>$(id)</Key>
            <Database>core</Database>
        </propertyStore>
    </index>
</indexes>

In the scenario above, only the pub and core databases are used on the CD servers. By default, Coveo for Sitecore creates sites using
the web database, which will cause an error in the current setup. To change the sites, simply locate the <sites> section and change the
references to use the pub database:

<sites>
    ...
    <site patch:before="*[1]" name="coveorest" virtualFolder="/coveo/rest"
physicalFolder="/coveo/rest" enableAnalytics="false" database="pub"
domain="extranet" />
    ...
    <site patch:before="*[1]" name="coveoanalytics"
virtualFolder="/coveo/rest/v6/analytics" enableAnalytics="true" database="pub"
domain="extranet" />
    <site patch:before="*[1]" name="coveo_website" virtualFolder="/sitecore
modules/Web/Coveo" physicalFolder="/sitecore modules/Web/Coveo"
rootPath="/sitecore/content" startItem="/home" language="en" database="pub"
domain=... />
</sites>

Furthermore, it is recommended to skip the Sitecore login validation and update in CES, to simplify the deployment. Add the following
section in the   section of the same config file:defaultIndexConfiguration

<defaultIndexConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
    ...
    <securityConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.SecurityConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
        <SkipSitecoreCredentialsUpdate>true</SkipSitecoreCredentialsUpdate>
        <SkipSitecoreLoginCheck>true</SkipSitecoreLoginCheck>
    </securityConfiguration>
</defaultIndexConfiguration>

During the initialization, Coveo for Sitecore accesses CES to validate it has been properly initialized. On Content Delivery systems, this
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validation is unnecessary. You thus need to add the following section in the   section of the same configdefaultIndexConfiguration
file:

<defaultIndexConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
    ...
    <SkipFirstTimeSetupCheck>true</SkipFirstTimeSetupCheck>
</defaultIndexConfiguration>

Validating Connectivity of the New Hosts

To validate the connectivity between the Sitecore instance and CES, you can simply use a Coveo search page from you site. If you do not have
such a page, you can also browse to this URL: . The server should reply with a JSON http://TheSitecoreInstance/coveo/rest
response similar to this one:  

{
  "totalCount" : 171248,
  "duration" : 155,
  "indexDuration" : 109,
  ...
}

In this case, the REST endpoint returned results, so Sitecore can communicate successfully with CES.

Setting Up Coveo for Sitecore in a Remote Server Configuration

In this topic:
Requirements
Step 1 - Copy the SSL Certificate of the CES Server to the Sitecore Server
Step 2 - Modify the Coveo Search Provider Configuration File
Step 3 - Modify the Coveo REST Endpoint Configuration File

Your Search API Service Is Installed on the Same Machine as CES
Your Search API Service Is Installed on the Same Machine as Sitecore

Step 4 - Allow Communication Between Both Machines
On the Sitecore Server
On the CES Server

Step 5 - Rebuild the Index

To reduce the load on the Sitecore server, you may want to install Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) on its own server. This has a few implications:

Additional configuration must be made, so that the different modules that make up Coveo for Sitecore can still communicate with each
other.
Since communications now occur between two different servers, they must be secured in some way.

The current procedure will show you how to accomplish this.

Requirements

You must install CES on a remote server (see ).Installing Coveo Enterprise Search
You should have already installed Coveo for Sitecore on the Sitecore server (see ).Installing Coveo for Sitecore

Step 1 - Copy the SSL Certificate of the CES Server to the Sitecore Server

For Coveo for Sitecore to be able to communicate with the Coveo Search Service securely, you must copy the SSL certificate of the CES server (t
) to the Sitecore server.ypically located at C:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12

It is suggested that, in your Sitecore folder (usually located under  ), you create a new folderC:\inetpub\wwwroot\<sitecore instance>
called   and copy the license there.CES

Step 2 - Modify the Coveo Search Provider Configuration File

You must configure certain things in the configuration files in order to have your Sitecore instance communicate with your CES instance.

http://thesitecoreinstance/coveo/rest
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Open your   file. It is located under  .Coveo.SearchProvider.config <sitecore instance>\Website\App_Config\Include
In the   node, set the value of the   element to the URL of the Search ServicedefaultIndexConfiguration searchServiceUri
running on the remote server (typically  ).https://<remote hostname>:52810/7.0/CoveoSearchService
In the   node, in the   element, and enter the path of the CES certificate. IfdefaultIndexConfiguration searchCertificatePath
you followed the previous suggestion, you would need to enter C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<sitecore

.instance>\CES\cert-iis.p12
In the   node, set the value of the   element to the URL of the Sitecore instance (typically defaultIndexConfiguration serverUrl ht

). This allows the security provider on the remote server to communicate with the Sitecore instance, totp://<Sitecore hostname>
resolve item permissions.

Step 3 - Modify the Coveo REST Endpoint Configuration File

The Coveo REST endpoint   the Coveo Search API serviceallows queries to be performed from within Sitecore. Those queries are forwarded to ,
which is responsible for running the actual query.

Simply follow the steps appropriate to your situation.

Your Search API Service Is Installed on the Same Machine as CES

In this scenario, you must configure the Coveo REST endpoint used by Sitecore to connect to the Search API over the network.

Open the   file in a text editor.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
Make sure that the value of the   element matches the location of the Coveo Search API service. The default value is SearchApiUri htt

.p://localhost:8080

Save any changes that you have made to the file.

Your Search API Service Is Installed on the Same Machine as Sitecore

In this scenario, you must configure the Coveo Search API service to connect to the CES server over the network.

Using a text editor, open the Search API   file (typically located under  ).config.yml C:\Program Files\Coveo Search API 8
Make sure that the value of the   >   property matches the URL of the CES server.server uri

To validate the URL of the Coveo Search API service, open a web browser and append/rest/search to the URL taken from
the configuration file.

For example, if you have the following value in the configuration file:

<SearchApiUri>http://<remote CES hostname>:8080</SearchApiUri>

You must use the following URL for your test in a web browser:

http://<remote CES hostname>:8080/rest/search

If Windows authentication is enabled, as it is by default, the web page should prompt you for your credentials. After entering
valid ones, the service should return a JSON response.

To validate the URL of the CES server, open a browser and append/7.0/CoveoSearchService?wsdl to the URL taken
from the configuration file.

For example, if you have the following value in the configuration file:

server:
    uri: https://<remote CES hostname>:52810

You must use this URL for your test in a web browser:

https://<remote CES hostname>:52810/7.0/CoveoSearchService?wsdl
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Copy the certificate files named   and   from the remote CES server to the host where the Coveo Searchcert-ca.pem cert-iis.p12
API service is running. On the CES server, the certificates should be located under  .C:\CES7\Config\Certificates
In the  file:config.yml

Set the value of the   >   property to the location of the   file.server serverCertificatePath cert-ca.pem
Set the value of the   >   property to the location of the   file.server clientCertificatePath cert-iis.p12
Save the file.

Restart the Search API service. In  , run , and then C:\Program Files\Coveo Search API 8 StopService.bat StartService.b
. It is important to restart the Coveo Search API service anytime you modify the  file to have them take effect.at config.yml

Step 4 - Allow Communication Between Both Machines

Now that you have configured your Sitecore instance to communicate with your CES server, you need to allow communication between both
machines.

On the Sitecore Server

Open the following ports:

Port 5682: always open this port.
This port is used to communicate with RabbitMQ, which is installed alongside CES

Port 8080: open this port if you installed the Coveo Search API on the same server as CES.
This port is used to communicate with the Coveo Search API.

On the CES Server

Open the following ports:

Port 5682: always open this port.
This port allows communication between Sitecore and RabbitMQ.
Port 52810: always open this port.
This port allows CES to communicate with the Coveo Search API Web Service.

Port 8080: open this port if you installed the Coveo Search API on the same server as Sitecore.
This port allows communication to the Coveo Search REST Endpoint.

Port 80: open this port if you selected an unsecured connection during your installation of Coveo for Sitecore.
This port allows CES to communicate with a non-secured Sitecore server
Port 443: open this port if you selected a secured connection during your installation of Coveo for Sitecore.
This port allows CES to communicate with a secured Sitecore server.

Step 5 - Rebuild the Index

Now that everything is properly configured, you need to rebuild your search indexes (see  ).Rebuilding Your Search Indexes

Setting Up Coveo for Sitecore Infrastructure with the legacy Sitecore Azure Module

You might get a warning regarding untrusted certificates. You will then get an XML document representing the web service
definition.

This is the list of default ports. These ports can be configured in the configuration files noted above.
If you changed the default ports, make sure that you open the new ones as in the configuration files.

Note:
SITECORE 7.1-

Prior to this step, the default indexes need to be disabled (see ).Disabling the Default Indexes

Note:
Upon creating the Sitecore security provider, an initialization error might be displayed in the CES console, such as The remote name

.could not be resolved: '<your sitecore instance name>'

If this issue occurs, open the , select   >   >   and click on yourCES Administration Tool Configuration Security Security Providers
Sitecore security provider. Ensure that the URL in the field   field is reachable by the CES server (e.g. bySitecore Server Url
changing the URL for a static IP or modifying your  file) and click  .Hosts Apply Changes

Then, rebuild your Sitecore index as mentioned in the previous section.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Installing+Coveo+for+Sitecore#InstallingCoveoforSitecore-Disable-Indexes
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This topic describes the recommended infrastructure to integrate Coveo for Sitecore with the Sitecore Azure module. The diagram below
represents a simplified view of the components involved in an Azure deployment.

First of all, the infrastructure must provide a Sitecore instance acting as the . This instance can either be installedDeployment Manager (DM)
on-premises or on a virtual machine. The DM is responsible for creating and maintaining the editing and delivery farms in Windows Azure.

 

Creating a farm in Azure generates a cloud service inside of which is a web role to host the Sitecore instance. A cloud service containing web
roles is often referred to as a PaaS (Platform as a Service) cloud service. The part of Coveo for Sitecore that is embedded in Sitecore runs in the
same PaaS cloud service as the Sitecore instance.

 

However, Coveo for Sitecore depends on many other components that must be installed on regular IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) virtual
machines. An IaaS cloud service is much like a subnet containing virtual machines. For small environments, such as development or staging
environments, this IaaS cloud service could have only one virtual machine with all standalone components installed on it. However, bigger staging
and production environments will use several virtual machines to support fail-over and load balancing. In all cases, the same principle applies.
The other cloud services only need to know how to connect to the standalone components such as Coveo Enterprise Search, Coveo Admin
Service, Coveo Search API, and RabbitMQ.

 

Installing and configuring the standalone components in the IaaS cloud service is very similar to installing an on-premises environment. See Instal
.ling Coveo Enterprise Search

 

Communicate with the IaaS Cloud Service

Since Coveo for Sitecore is embedded into the Deployment Manager and eventually in Content Delivery instances, it needs to be able to
communicate with the standalone components installed in the IaaS cloud service. Here are the endpoints that need to be configured in order to
provide what Coveo for Sitecore needs.

52810: Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) search service used to perform LINQ search queries.
443: Coveo Admin Service used to remotely create and maintain resources in CES. Because the cloud service endpoints are available
publicly, the Coveo Admin Service should always run in secure mode when deployed to Windows Azure.
5682: RabbitMQ, used by Coveo for Sitecore to index the Sitecore items.
8080: Coveo Search API, used by Coveo for Sitecore to perform search queries through the REST endpoint embedded in Sitecore.

Optionally:

52800: Used by CES to synchronize the master index with its mirrors. This port must be opened only when the master and its mirrors are
installed on different cloud services.
80: Used by the Coveo Admin Service when running in non-secured mode.

 

For more information on how to configure endpoints, see  .Set up endpoints on a virtual machine in Azure

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/virtual-machines-set-up-endpoints/
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Continue to the next steps, in the section .Configuring Coveo for Sitecore with the legacy Sitecore Azure Module

Configuring Coveo for Sitecore with the legacy Sitecore Azure Module

This topic describes how to configure Coveo for Sitecore to work with the Sitecore Azure module.

 

Requirements

You should read  .Setting Up Coveo for Sitecore Infrastructure with the legacy Sitecore Azure Module
You should have installed and configured an Azure cloud service with the back-end components.

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)
Coveo Admin Service
Coveo Search API
RabbitMQ

You should have installed and configured the Sitecore instance that acts as the Deployment Manager (DM).

 

Installation

Install Coveo for Sitecore on the Deployment Manager (DM). Please proceed with Setting Up Coveo for Sitecore in a Remote Server
.Configuration

 

Performing the Initial Indexing

Once Coveo for Sitecore has been installed and configured on the Deployment Manager (DM), it is time to build the indexes for the first time. The
initial rebuild will create various resources in CES, such as the sources, fieldsets, security provider, and user identity.

If you wish, you can specify fixed source and security provider names for the indexes. Please refer to Changing the Name of Sources
 and  .Created in the Coveo Index Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Make sure the whole site has been published to the   database.web
Rebuild the indexes.

At this point, every Sitecore item should have been indexed by CES. You can validate that the index contains the expected documents using the 
.Coveo's Administration Tool

 

Preparing Configuration for CDs

Now that the DM instance is working, the configuration files can be modified to allow CDs to be deployed. For a better understanding of the
deployment of Coveo for Sitecore on multiple servers, you can read  .Installing Coveo for Sitecore in a CM or CD Configuration

 

Step 1 - Setting the Search Certificate Path

Since Sitecore Azure uses Web Roles to host the Sitecore instances in the cloud, it is not possible to know the physical installation path before
the instance is actually deployed; this becomes an issue when the search certificate path is an absolute path. The solution is to put the search
certificate inside the website and configure it using a relative path.

On the CES VM, locate the  certificate file. Its default location is cert-iis.p12 C:\CES7\Configuration\certificates\cert-ii
.s.p12

On the DM, create a subfolder inside the Sitecore website, for example C:\<sitecore physical
, and copy the certificate file inside the folder. You can also rename the certificate file to give it alocation>\Website\certificates

meaningful name.
Edit the  file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

Locate the  elementSearchCertificatePath
Set its value to point to the certificate file location using a relative path, for example .certificates\theCertificate.p12
The resulting XML element should look like this.

Unlike on-premises environments with Content Manager (CM) and Content Delivery (CD) instances, the files used by Coveo for
Sitecore do not need to be copied manually to every CM and CD instance. When deploying to Windows Azure, the Sitecore Azure
module takes care of copying the files to the other instances.

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/opening_the_administration_tool.htm
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<SearchCertificatePath>certificates\theCertificate.p12</SearchCertificatePa
th>

 

Step 2 - Creating the CD Farm

Open the Sitecore Azure management panel.
Select  or  from the  drop-down. ADevelopment [Staging] Development [Production] Environment Type  dialog window should
present a world map showing the available datacenters.
Clicking a datacenter allows to add or update a deployment. A deployment consists of an Editing or Delivery farm.
Deploy a Delivery farm.

 

Step 3 - Creating a New Index for the CDs Database

Since the deployment manager can be installed on-premises, the CDs will not share the same databases as the DM. When deploying the CDs,
the  and  databases are copied in the cloud and become Azure databases in the process. Then, a publishing target is added to the DM,core web
allowing content authors to publish new content directly to the delivery farm.

In the previous step, you added a new database for the CDs. However, there are no indexes configured to crawl its content. A new search index
definition must be added to the DM configuration file.

Find the CDs database name.
Open the   file.App_config/ConnectionStrings.config
Find the database entry that matches the delivery farm.
Copy the database name from the   attribute.name

Edit the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Duplicate the   index definition.Coveo_web_index
Update the index name. For example, set it to  .Coveo_web_cd_index
Update the database name in both the  and  elements.crawler strategy
The new index definition should look like this.
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<index id="Coveo_web_cd_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
  <configuration ref="coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration" />
  <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
    <crawler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
      <Database>the_Azure_database_name</Database>
      <Root>/sitecore</Root>
      <StopOnError>true</StopOnError>
    </crawler>
  </locations>
  <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
    <strategy
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.Strategies.OnPublishEndAsynchronou
sStrategy, Sitecore.ContentSearch">
      <param desc="database">the_Azure_database_name</param>
      <CheckForThreshold>true</CheckForThreshold>
    </strategy>
  </strategies>
  <propertyStore
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.IndexDatabasePropertyStore,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
    <Key>$(id)</Key>
    <Database>core</Database>
  </propertyStore>
</index>

Rebuild the new index.

 

Step 4 - Freezing the Source Name for the CD

The last thing left to do is to ensure that the CD instances will target the search index that was added in the previous step. This is an important
step, as the search index content must match Sitecore's instance content. If a CD instance uses a content database and a search index tied to
another database, it might return wrong results or even break the whole site.

On the deployment server, there are the following databases and indexes:

Database Search Index

core Coveo_core_index

master sitecore_master_index

web Coveo_web_index

the_Azure_database_name Coveo_web_cd_index

 

However, the CD instances are slightly different from the DM. Not only do they not have the  database, but their  database targets anmaster web
Azure database instead of the original   database.web

What you want for the CD is to have a  that will use the same Coveo source as the DM does. In other words, the sourceCoveo_web_index
name must be explicitly set on the CM to match the source created for the   on the DM. To do so, you can use a SitecoreCoveo_web_cd_index
include file to alter the  setting. SourceName It is possible to add include files that are applied only when deploying Azure farms. Include files
should work as usual.
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Please not that, when deploying the instance, the Sitecore Azure module simplifies the configuration files by merging all the include files together
as usual. Then, it breaks the whole configuration element into smaller include files again. This means that the settings that were set in a specific
file on the DM are in another file on the CDs. For example, the settings defined in  are moved to Coveo.SearchProvider.config contentSe

 in the CD package.arch.config

There is also a special folder that must be used to apply specific settings when deploying a farm to Azure. The folder location is C:\inetpub\ww
. As the folder name suggests, any file put into this folder will overridewroot\your sitecore instance\Website\AzureOverrideFiles

the website’s files.

Here is a sample file showing you how to set the source name of the  for the CDs.Coveo_web_index

 

<configuration xmlns:patch="http://www.sitecore.net/xmlconfig/">
  <sitecore>
    <contentSearch>
      <configuration
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
        <indexes hint="list:AddIndex">
          <index id="Coveo_web_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
            <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
              <patch:delete />
            </strategies>
            <SourceName>Source name for the_Azure_database_name</SourceName>
          </index>
          <index id="sitecore_master_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
            <patch:delete />
          </index>
          <index id="Coveo_web_cd_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
            <patch:delete />
          </index>
        </indexes>
      </configuration>
    </contentSearch>
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

 

At this point, the delivery farm can be deployed and will target the right CES source. Publishing to the CDs database will also rebuild the
appropriate search index, keeping the search results synchronized with the CDs content.

Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore
This section describes the upgrade process of Coveo for Sitecore.

Best Practices When Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore

This section covers the best practices when it comes to upgrading Coveo for Sitecore.

When deploying a delivery farm, the Sitecore Azure module generates an Azure package in the sitecore
 folder. You might want to verify the package's content to ensure that the effective CD configurationinstance\Data\AzurePackages

matches the expected configuration.
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Upgrading from March 2017 (3.0.1363) to July 2017 Maintenance Release (3.0.1367)

This section covers the detailed steps necessary when you upgrade Coveo for Sitecore between these releases.

Upgrade Procedures for Previous Releases (October 2014 - March 2017)

This section contains the upgrade procedures for previous releases.

Upgrade Procedures for Previous Releases (December 2013 - September 2014)

This section contains the upgrade procedures for previous releases.

Best Practices When Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore

To take advantage of new features, enhancements, and bug fixes that come with new releases of Coveo for Sitecore, you will need to eventually
upgrade it. This page describes the best practices that you should consider when upgrading and going live with your deployment.

General Best Practices

Best Practice #1: Carefully Read and Follow the Instructions of the Upgrade Procedure

Each release of Coveo for Sitecore has a procedure describing the specific steps necessary to upgrade from the previous release.

If the release you need to upgrade to is not strictly consecutive with the one you have already installed, then follow the steps of every upgrade
procedure between those releases. For example, if you are planning to upgrade from the June 2014 Release to the September 2014 Release,
make sure to execute all these procedures in this order:

Upgrading From June 2014 (3.0.532) to July 2014 (3.0.558)
Upgrading From July 2014 (3.0.558) to August 2014 (3.0.639)
Upgrading From August 2014 (3.0.639) to September 2014 (3.0.690)

Alternatively, if there are too many releases between your current release and the most recent one, you can:

Keep a copy of   and  .Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
Upload and install the most recent Coveo for Sitecore package.
Using a merge tool, manually merge your custom changes made in your backed up config files to the new config files.

Best Practice #2: Upgrade All the Components of the Integration

Coveo for Sitecore is made of several components, each one needing to be updated:

The Coveo Search Platform
The Coveo Search API
The Coveo for Sitecore

Best Practice #3: Test the Upgrade in a Non Production Environment

Upgrades often require a few changes to the configuration files, so upgrading a production site may cause some down time on your search
pages.

Upgrade Frequency

When actively developing a website, it is generally recommended that you upgrade to each new monthly release of Coveo for Sitecore. Then,
once you go live, it is recommended that you upgrade only once or twice a year to make sure that you take advantage of the latest enhancements
and bug fixes. While you might not want to upgrade a site that is running smoothly and without issues, these recommendations are based on the
fact that upgrades become more complex as your current release becomes older.

If you encounter a problem or a bug that needs to be fixed, refer to the   to find out if the issue has already been fixed. If so, youreleases notes
need to upgrade to the associated release. If not, look at the   portal to find an appropriate solution. Alternatively, you can report the problemQ&A
to our support team. Issues fixed in the product are usually available in the next monthly release or in hotfixes for critical ones.

Upgrading from July 2017 Maintenance Release (3.0.1367) to October 2018 Maintenance
Release (3.0.1385)
This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the July 2017 maintenance release to the October 2018 maintenance release.

This maintenance release was tested with the March 2017 release of Coveo Enterprise Search (CES 7.0.8850). You are still
encouraged to upgrade to the latest CES release ( ) to benefit from its fixes.June 2017 release - 7.0.8896

https://answers.coveo.com/
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8996/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8996)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
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Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1385).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update   is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.MS14-059

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the   file, make sure that the   value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as  , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

 
The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

 

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the   option and click   both times.Overwrite Apply to all

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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Upgrading from March 2017 (3.0.1363) to July 2017 Maintenance Release (3.0.1367)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the March 2017 release to the July 2017 maintenance release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

This maintenance release was tested with the March 2017 release of Coveo Enterprise Search (CES 7.0.8850). You are still
encouraged to upgrade to the latest CES release ( ) to benefit from its fixes.June 2017 release - 7.0.8896

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update  is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.MS14-059

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8996/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8996)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1367).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Step 2 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider Configuration File

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all
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Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customization intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

Upgrade Procedures for Previous Releases (October 2014 - March 2017)

This section contains the upgrade procedures for previous releases of Coveo for Sitecore.

Upgrading from December 2016 (3.0.1352) to March 2017 (3.0.1363)
Upgrading from September 2016 (3.0.1332) to December 2016 (3.0.1352)
Upgrading from June 2016 (3.0.1312) to September 2016 (3.0.1332)
Upgrading from March 2016 (3.0.1266) to June 2016 (3.0.1312)
Upgrading from January 2016 (3.0.1226) to March 2016 (3.0.1266)
Upgrading from December 2015 (3.0.1188) to January 2016 (3.0.1226)
Upgrading from October 2015 (3.0.1123) to December 2015 (3.0.1188)
Upgrading from September 2015 (3.0.1116) to October 2015 (3.0.1123)
Upgrading from August 2015 (3.0.1084) to September 2015 (3.0.1116)
Upgrading From July 2015 (3.0.1081) to August 2015 (3.0.1084)
Upgrading From June 2015 (3.0.1055) to July 2015 (3.0.1081)
Upgrading From May 2015 (3.0.1026) to June 2015 (3.0.1055)
Upgrading From April 2015 (3.0.1000) to May 2015 (3.0.1026)
Upgrading From March 2015 (3.0.974) to April 2015 (3.0.1000)
Upgrading From February 2015 (3.0.955) to March 2015 (3.0.974)
Upgrading From January 2015 (3.0.891) to February 2015 (3.0.955)
Upgrading From December 2014 (3.0.863) to January 2015 (3.0.891)
Upgrading From November 2014 (3.0.807) to December 2014 (3.0.863)
Upgrading From October 2014 (3.0.784) to November 2014 (3.0.807)
Upgrading From September 2014 (3.0.721) to October 2014 (3.0.734)

Upgrading from December 2016 (3.0.1352) to March 2017 (3.0.1363)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the December 2016 release to the March 2017 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the March 2017 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the February 2017 release (8.0.1133). Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

When using Sitecore 7.x, the following Lucene indexes are replaced by Coveo indexes. Remember to disable the Lucene indexes
configuration files by appending  to the file name..disabled

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Core.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Master.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Web.config

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update  is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.MS14-059

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

http://winmerge.org/
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1363).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider Configuration File

Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customization intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

When using Sitecore 7.x, the following Lucene indexes are replaced by Coveo indexes. Remember to disable the Lucene indexes
configuration files by appending  to the file name..disabled

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Core.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Master.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Web.config

http://winmerge.org/
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Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

In the   node, after the   element, add the following element:restEndpointConfiguration AnalyticsDataTokenMap

<AnalyticsUri>https://usageanalytics.coveo.com</AnalyticsUri> 

Upgrading from September 2016 (3.0.1332) to December 2016 (3.0.1352)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the September 2016 release to the December 2016 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the December 2016 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the May 2016 release (8.0.1130). Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1352).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update  is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.MS14-059

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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6.  

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider Configuration File

Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customization intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example

In the   node, after the   item, add the following pipeline:pipelines coveoInboundFilter

When using Sitecore 7.x, the following Lucene indexes are replaced by Coveo indexes. Remember to disable the Lucene indexes
configuration files by appending  to the file name..disabled

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Core.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Master.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Web.config

http://winmerge.org/
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<initialize>
  <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.EnableTls12Processor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</initialize>

In the  node, after , add the following node:defaultIndexConfiguration adminServiceConfiguration

<!-- Coveo security configuration -->
<securityConfiguration type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.SecurityConfiguration,
Coveo.Framework" />

In the  node,  for the _id field, add the   parameter:fieldNames includeForFreeTextSearch="true"

<fieldType fieldName="_id" includeForFreeTextSearch="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
type="Sitecore.Data.ID, Sitecore.Kernel" returnType="System.String" />

In the   node, add a name to the   node:scheduling Coveo.SearchProvider.Agents.SynchronizeTopResults

<agent name="CoveoSynchronizeTopResults"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Agents.SynchronizeTopResults, Coveo.SearchProviderBase"
method="Run" interval="00:01:00">

SwitchMasterToWeb.Coveo.config.example

At the beginning of the   node, add the following nodes:sitecore

<coveo>
  <defaultIndexConfiguration>
    <SkipFirstTimeSetupCheck>true</SkipFirstTimeSetupCheck>
    <securityConfiguration>
      <SkipSitecoreCredentialsUpdate>true</SkipSitecoreCredentialsUpdate>
      <SkipSitecoreLoginCheck>true</SkipSitecoreLoginCheck>
    </securityConfiguration>
  </defaultIndexConfiguration>
</coveo>

Upgrading from June 2016 (3.0.1312) to September 2016 (3.0.1332)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the June 2016 release to the September 2016 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the September 2016 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the May 2016 release (8.0.1127). Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update  is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.MS14-059

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1332).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider Configuration File

Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customization intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

 

The  Was Added in Sitecore 7.0 and 7.1coveoInboundFilterPipeline

In Sitecore 7.0 and 7.1, removing the  creates an error in the logs. For more information, see coveoInboundFilterPipeline Getting "Unable
.to run the pipeline 'coveoInboundFilterPipeline'" Error in the Log

Add the following element at the end of the  node:pipelines

<!-- Pipeline used to execute Coveo inbound filter processors. -->
<coveoInboundFilterPipeline>
</coveoInboundFilterPipeline>

Step 4 - Manually Update the REST Enpoint Configuration File

The   Is Now Commented by DefaultAnalyticsDataTokenMap

Since Sitecore 7.0 and 7.1 cannot properly handle the , it is now commented by default.AnalyticsDataTokens

For more information, see Getting "Could not find property 'AnalyticsDataTokens' on object of type:
.Coveo.Framework.Configuration.AnalyticsDataTokenMap" error

Upgrading from March 2016 (3.0.1266) to June 2016 (3.0.1312)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the March 2016 release to the June 2016 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the June 2016 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the June 2016 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

When using Sitecore 7.x, the following Lucene indexes are replaced by Coveo indexes. Remember to disable the Lucene indexes
configuration files by appending  to the file name..disabled

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Core.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Master.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Web.config

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update  is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.MS14-059

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

http://winmerge.org/
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1312).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider Configuration File

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all
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Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customization intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

 

The crawler Type Was Changed in Sitecore 8.1

In Sitecore 8.1, the crawler has been improved, removing the need for Coveo to replace it. It is now recommended to change back the type of the
crawler to Sitecore's item crawler. In other Sitecore versions, the issue remains, hence the   should be kept.CoveoItemCrawler

For Sitecore 8.1 configuration, change all the references to the   to the   in the Coveo indexes.CoveoItemCrawler SitecoreItemCrawler

<crawler type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler, Sitecore.ContentSearch">

The   Site Definition Was Changed in Sitecore 8.1coveoanalytics

In Sitecore 8.1, the   parameter in Sitecore sites definition was renamed to  . The renaming must be appliedenableAnalytics enableTracking
to the Coveo sites definitions. The following code snippet shows the renamed parameters of the   nodes in the site Coveo.SearchProvider.c

 file.onfig

<!-- The site coveorest needs to be inserted as the first element, or before any other
sites that have the coveorest site as a child (e.g. sites defined with
virtualpath="/"). -->
<site patch:before="*[1]" name="coveorest" virtualFolder="/coveo/rest"
physicalFolder="/coveo/rest" enableTracking="false" database="web" domain="extranet"
/>
<!-- The site coveoanalytics needs to be inserted before coveorest, because it
requires analytics to be enabled. -->
<site patch:before="*[1]" name="coveoanalytics"
virtualFolder="/coveo/rest/v6/analytics" enableTracking="true" database="web"
domain="extranet" />

Step 4 - Manually Update the REST Enpoint Configuration File

The   section was addedAnalyticsDataTokenMap

A new section was added in the   file to set the Coveo Usage Analytics data token in the configurationCoveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
file instead of directly in the Search page. Make sure to manually merge this section into your current configuration file.

Step 5 - Manually Update the SwitchMasterToWeb Configuration File

In the  , change the agent configuration for the SwitchMasterToWeb.Coveo.config Coveo.SearchProvider.Agents.SynchronizeTopR
 to the following.esults

When using Sitecore 7.x, the following Lucene indexes are replaced by Coveo indexes. Remember to disable the Lucene indexes
configuration files by appending  to the file name..disabled

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Core.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Master.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Web.config

If you are using Sitecore 7.0 or 7.1, refer to this  article.known issue

If you are using Sitecore 7.0 or 7.1, refer to this  article.known issue

http://winmerge.org/
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Step 6 - Move the Coveo Usage Analytics Data Token to the REST Endpoint Configuration File (Optional)

With the June 2016 release of Coveo for Sitecore, the Coveo Usage Analytics data token is now set in the REST Endpoint configuration file.

If the Coveo Usage Analytics are enabled for your search page, you are encouraged to remove the data token from the search page and move it
to the configuration file.

Go to the presentation details of your search page, and under the  section, cut the  .Analytics Coveo Usage Analytics data token
In the , go to the  section, and click on the  menu item.Control Panel Coveo Search Configuration
Click on .Configures the Usage Analytics
Paste the data token.
Click on .Next

Upgrading from January 2016 (3.0.1226) to March 2016 (3.0.1266)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the January 2016 release to the March 2016 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the March 2016 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the March 2016 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1266).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select   and then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

 
<agent name="CoveoSynchronizeTopResults">
  <patch:delete />
</agent>

 

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update  is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.MS14-059

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted two times with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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6.  

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customization intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

 

The  Section Was Changedevents

New events were added to the  section. These new events update the permission models in Coveo when modifications are made toevents
Sitecore's roles and users. The following code snippet shows what to add to the events node.

When using Sitecore 7.x, the following Lucene indexes are replaced by Coveo indexes. Remember to disable the Lucene indexes
configuration files by appending  to the file name..disabled

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Core.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Master.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Web.config

http://winmerge.org/
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<events>
  ...
  <event name="user:created">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUserCreated"/>
  </event>
  <event name="user:updated">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUserUpdated"/>
  </event>
  <event name="user:deleted">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUserDeleted"/>
  </event>
  <event name="roles:usersAdded">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUsersAddedToRole"/>
  </event>
  <event name="roles:usersRemoved">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUsersRemovedFromRole"/>
  </event>
</events>

The   Section Was Changedpipelines

New pipelines were added to better define the fields to index in Coveo. The following code snippet shows what to add to the pipelines node.

<pipelines>
  ...
  <!-- Coveo pipeline used to retrieve the fields to index for a regular search index.
-->
  <coveoIndexingGetFields>
    <!-- The AddSpecialFieldsProcessor adds Sitecore's built-in fields to the search
index. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.AddSpecialFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The AddComputedFieldsProcessor adds the computed fields to the search index.
-->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.AddComputedFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The IncludeFieldsFromConfigOnlyProcessor adds the included fields to the
search index. If at least one included field is specified, the processor stops the
pipeline. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.IncludeFieldsFromConfigOnlyProces
sor, Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The AddCoveoFieldsProcessor adds specific Coveo fields to the search index.
-->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.AddCoveoFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The AddTemplateFieldsProcessor gets the fields from a list of templates and
then adds them to the search index.
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         The processor invokes the coveoIndexingGetTemplates pipeline to retrieve the
templates. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.AddTemplateFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The AddAnalyticsFieldsProcessor adds fields related to Sitecore Analytics to
the search index. Those fields are used by the personalization features. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.AddAnalyticsFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The AddExternalFieldsProcessor adds the fields declared in the ExternalFields
element to the search index. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.AddExternalFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The AddFieldMapFieldsProcessor adds the fields declared in the field map to
the search index. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.AddFieldMapFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The ExcludeFieldsFromConfigProcessor excludes the fields defined in the
ExcludeField element from the search index. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Fields.ExcludeFieldsFromConfigProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
  </coveoIndexingGetFields>
  <!-- Coveo pipeline used to retrieve the templates with the fields that should be
indexed. -->
  <coveoIndexingGetTemplates>
    <!-- The IncludeTemplatesFromConfigOnlyProcessor adds the included templates to
the list. If at least one included template is specified, the processor stops the
pipeline. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Templates.IncludeTemplatesFromConfigOnly
Processor, Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The AddAllTemplatesProcessor adds all templates to the list. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Templates.AddAllTemplatesProcessor,
Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
    <!-- The ExcludeTemplatesFromConfigProcessor excludes the templates defined in the
ExcludeTemplate element from the template list. -->
    <processor
type="Coveo.AbstractLayer.Processors.Indexing.Templates.ExcludeTemplatesFromConfigProc
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essor, Coveo.AbstractLayer" />
  </coveoIndexingGetTemplates>
</pipelines>

Upgrading from December 2015 (3.0.1188) to January 2016 (3.0.1226)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the December 2015 release to the January 2016 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the December 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES

Upgrade Coveo Search API to the December 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1226).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Note:
The January 2016 release of Coveo for Sitecore uses the December 2015 release of Coveo Enterprise Search, as it does not
have a  release.January 2016

Note:
The  release of Coveo for Sitecore uses the December 2015 release of the Coveo Search API, as it does notJanuary 2016
have a  release.January 2016

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update MS14-059 is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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6.  

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customization intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

 

 

Step 4 - Manually Update the Customized Sublayouts and Renderings

If you customized Coveo's search sublayouts or MVC renderings, you might need to manually merge the most recent changes that were
introduced in these files. The Coveo Search Component can now display user-friendly errors, for instance when the search index is not available.
The following changes have been made to the sublayout and rendering files.

When using Sitecore 7.x, the following Lucene indexes are replaced by Coveo indexes. Remember to disable the Lucene indexes
configuration files by appending  to the file name..disabled

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Core.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Master.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Web.config

http://winmerge.org/
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CoveoSearch.ascx

The file is located in  .<sitecore instance path>\Website\layouts\Coveo

Replace this snippet (located at the very end of the file):

...
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>
 
<% if (!Model.IsConfigured && SitecoreContext.IsEditingInPageEditor()) { %>
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
        });
    </script>
<% } %>

with this one:

...
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

<% if (Model.HasErrors) { %>
    <div class="CoveoServerError">
        <h3><%= Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_TITLE]
%></h3>
        <h4><%= Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_DETAIL]
%></h4>
    </div>
    <% if (SitecoreContext.IsEditingInPageEditor()) { %>
        <script type="text/javascript">
            Coveo.$(function() {
                Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
            });
        </script>
    <% } %>
<% } %>

 

CoveoSearchMobile.ascx

The file is located in  .<sitecore instance path>\Website\layouts\Coveo

Replace this snippet (located at the very end of the file):

...
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

<% if (!Model.IsConfigured && SitecoreContext.IsEditingInPageEditor()) { %>
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
        });
    </script>
<% } %>
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with this one:

...
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

<% if (Model.HasErrors) { %>
    <div class="CoveoServerError">
        <h3><%= Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_TITLE]
%></h3>
        <h4><%= Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_DETAIL]
%></h4>
    </div>
    <% if (SitecoreContext.IsEditingInPageEditor()) { %>
        <script type="text/javascript">
            Coveo.$(function() {
                Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
            });
        </script>
    <% } %>
<% } %>

 

SearchView.cshtml

The file is located in  .<sitecore instance path>\Website\Views\Coveo

Replace this snippet (located at the very end of the file):

} else if (Html.Coveo().IsEditingInPageEditor()) {
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
        });
    </script>
}

with this one:

}
@if (Model.HasErrors) {
    <div class="CoveoServerError">
        <h3>@Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_TITLE]</h3>
        <h4>@Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_DETAIL]</h4>
    </div>
    if (Html.Coveo().IsEditingInPageEditor()) {
        <script type="text/javascript">
            Coveo.$(function() {
                Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
            });
        </script>
    }
}
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SearchViewMobile.cshtml

The file is located in  .<sitecore instance path>\Website\Views\Coveo

Replace this snippet (located at the very end of the file):

} else if (Html.Coveo().IsEditingInPageEditor()) {
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
        });
    </script>
}

with this one:

}
@if (Model.HasErrors) {
    <div class="CoveoServerError">
        <h3>@Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_TITLE]</h3>
        <h4>@Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_DETAIL]</h4>
    </div>
    if (Html.Coveo().IsEditingInPageEditor()) {
        <script type="text/javascript">
            Coveo.$(function() {
                Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
            });
        </script>
    }
}

Upgrading from October 2015 (3.0.1123) to December 2015 (3.0.1188)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the October 2015 release to the December 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the December 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the December 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

This release of Coveo for Sitecore brings breaking changes to the  and Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.SearchProvider
 files. Before performing the upgrade, disable the following files:.Rest.config

Rename  to .Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.SearchProvider.config.disabled
Rename  to .Coveo.SearchProvider.Licensing.config Coveo.SearchProvider.Licensing.config.disabled
Rename  to .Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config.disabled
Rename  to .Coveo.UI.Controls.config Coveo.UI.Controls.config.disabled

Please, ensure that the Microsoft MVC security update MS14-059 is installed on every Sitecore host in your environment.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/security/ms14-059
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1188).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all
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Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customizations intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

 

 

The defaultIndexConfiguration Section Moved to a New Location

The   section was moved from   to  . The defaultIndexConfiguration /sitecore/contentSearch/configuration /sitecore/coveo d
 section is defined in the  file. The following code snippet shows the locationefaultIndexConfiguration Coveo.SearchProvider.config

change.

<!-- Before December 2015 release -->
<sitecore>
  <contentSearch>
    <configuration type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
      <defaultIndexConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
          ...
      </defaultIndexConfiguration>
    </configuration>
  </contentSearch>
</sitecore>
 
<!-- December 2015 release -->
<sitecore>
  <coveo>
    <defaultIndexConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
      ...
    </defaultIndexConfiguration>
  </coveo>
</sitecore>

 

The   Section Moved to a New LocationrestEndpointConfiguration

The   section moved from   to  . The restEndpointConfiguration /sitecore/contentSearch/configuration /sitecore/coveo restE
 section is defined in the  file. The following code snippet shows thendpointConfiguration Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

location change.

Since some configuration sections moved to a different location, the easiest way to upgrade is to start with the up-to-date   fil.example
es and merge your own settings into it.

When using Sitecore 7.x, the following Lucene indexes are replaced by Coveo indexes. Remember to disable the Lucene indexes
configuration files by appending  to the file name..disabled

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Core.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Master.config
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Lucene.Index.Web.config

http://winmerge.org/
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<!-- Before December 2015 release -->
<sitecore>
  <contentSearch>
    <configuration type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
      <restEndpointConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.RestEndpointConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
        ...
      </restEndpointConfiguration>
    </configuration>
  </contentSearch>
</sitecore>
 
<!-- December 2015 release -->
<sitecore>
  <coveo>
    <restEndpointConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.RestEndpointConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
      ...
    </restEndpointConfiguration>
  </coveo>
</sitecore>

 

The Type of the   Element Changed/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration

The   element now uses the default Sitecore implementation instead of a Coveo-specific/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration
implementation. This element is defined in the   file. The following code snippet shows the element for theCoveo.SearchProvider.config
various Sitecore versions.

<!-- Before December 2015 release -->
<configuration type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  ...
</configuration>
 
<!-- December Release -->
<!-- Sitecore 7.0 and 7.1 -->
<configuration type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider">
  ...
</configuration>
 
<!-- Sitecore 7.2 and above -->
<configuration type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.ContentSearchConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
  ...
</configuration>

 

The   Is Now Defined Directly on Every Coveo Indexesconfiguration

Before this release, the   section was programmatically loaded and set on the Coveo indexes, making it difficultdefaultIndexConfiguration
to fully benefit of Sitecore's flexibility. In this release, Coveo for Sitecore leverages the configuration file to assign the   property.configuration
The following code snippet shows if it affects the Coveo search index configuration.
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<!-- Before December 2015 release -->
<index id="Coveo_master_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
  <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">...</locations>
  ...
</index>
 
<!-- December 2015 release -->
<index id="Coveo_master_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
  <configuration ref="coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration" />
  <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">...</locations>
  ...
</index>

 

The  Section Was Addedevents

The following node was added in the Coveo.SearchProvider.config file, under the <sitecore> node.

<configuration>
  <sitecore>
    <events timingLevel="custom">
      <event name="item:deleting">
        <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.SetupRequirementsEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnItemDeleting" />
      </event>
      <event name="item:saved">
        <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.SetupRequirementsEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnItemSaved" />
      </event>
    </events>
    ...
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

The   Was RemovedcoveoExternalIndexConfigurationPathsPipeline

It applies only to Sitecore 7.2 and above. The following pipeline was removed from the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

<coveoExternalIndexConfigurationPathsPipeline>
  <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.AddRequiredExternalIndexConfigurationPathsProces
sor, Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoExternalIndexConfigurationPathsPipeline>

Upgrading from September 2015 (3.0.1116) to October 2015 (3.0.1123)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the September 2015 release to the October 2015 release.
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Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the October 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the October 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore xx 3.0 (1123).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select   then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customizations intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

Upgrading from August 2015 (3.0.1084) to September 2015 (3.0.1116)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the August 2015 release to the September 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the August 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the September 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

http://winmerge.org/
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore xx 3.0 (1116).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all
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Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customizations intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as   to do that.WinMerge

Adding the coveoInboundFilterPipeline Element

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the   element and add the   as shown below.<pipelines>  pipeline and its processorcoveoInboundFilterPipeline

<coveoInboundFilterPipeline>
  <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" >
    <!-- Uncomment this to apply the processor only to the specified indexes. -->
    <!-- <includedIndexNames hint="list">
      <indexName>Coveo_web_index</indexName>
    </includedIndexNames> -->
    <!-- Uncomment this to apply the processor to all indexes but those specified
in the list. -->
    <!-- <excludedIndexNames hint="list">
      <indexName>Coveo_master_index</indexName>
    </excludedIndexNames> -->
    <!-- Exclusion has priority over inclusion. This means that if the same index
is specified both in inclusion and exclusion, the processor won't be applied. -->
  </processor>
</coveoInboundFilterPipeline>

Save the file.

Upgrading From July 2015 (3.0.1081) to August 2015 (3.0.1084)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the July 2015 release to the August 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the August 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the August 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore XX 3.0 (1084).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select   then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://winmerge.org/
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Merging Your Modifications into the Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore updates the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file ( ) withCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
the latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually merge these modifications into your current configuration file (Coveo.SearchProvide

). This method allows you to keep your own customizations intact, while still benefiting from the latest enhancements brought in ther.config
product. You can use a merge tool such as  to do that.WinMerge

Securing the Admin Service

If you enabled Admin Service Security while upgrading CES or afterwards, then you will need to configure the Coveo Search Provider's
configuration file to support this feature.

Using a text editor, edit the  file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Modify the  element as follows:adminServiceConfiguration/AdminServiceUri

<AdminServiceUri>https://{CES Server Domain Name or
Alias}/AdminService</AdminServiceUri>

Note:
Make sure that the AdminServiceUri setting uses the same hostname as the one specified in the certificate that you
generated using the CES installation wizard.

http://winmerge.org/
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Specify the Admin Service credentials that you previously configured in the CES installation wizard in the adminServiceConfigurati
 and   elements.on/Username adminServiceConfiguration/Password

Save and close the file.
Open the MMC Console and add the   snap-in for the  .Certificates Computer account
Choose the   node.Trusted Root Certification Authorities/Certificates
Import the certificate ( ) that you previously generated using the CES installation wizard..pfx

Upgrading From June 2015 (3.0.1055) to July 2015 (3.0.1081)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the June 2015 release to the July 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the July 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the July 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore xx 3.0 (1081).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select   then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Before you perform the upgrade, disable your  file by renaming it to Coveo.UI.Controls.config Coveo.UI.Controls.config.d
.isabled

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secure mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the default configuration files ( ) to be updated with theCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
latest fixed and enhancements, you need to manually apply the same modifications to your current configuration files.

Updating the   FileCoveo.SearchProvider.config

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the   element and add the   pipeline as shown below.<pipelines> coveoResolveItemUniqueUri

<coveoResolveItemUniqueUri>
  <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.ResolveItemUniqueUriProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoResolveItemUniqueUri>

Locate the   element and add a task agent as shown below. You will probably need to add the   element as<sitecore> <scheduling>
well.
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<scheduling>
  <agent type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Agents.SynchronizeTopResults,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="Run" interval="00:01:00">
    <DatabasesToSynchronize>master;web</DatabasesToSynchronize>
  </agent>
</scheduling>

Still under the   element, add a setting as shown below. You will probably need to add the   element as well.<sitecore> <settings>

<settings>
  <setting name="Coveo.TopResults.FolderPath"
value="/sitecore/system/Modules/Coveo/Top Results" />
</settings>

Save the file.

Steps Specific to Sitecore 7.2 Update-4 (rev. 150408), Sitecore 8.0 Update-3 (rev. 150427) and Sitecore 8.0 Update-4 (rev. 150621)

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the   element and add the following child element:<fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">

<field
fieldName="culture">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.Culture,Sitecore.Conten
tSearch</field>

Save the file.

Updating the  FileCoveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
Locate the   element and add the  processor as<coveoProcessParsedRestResponse> ResolveResultClickableUriProcessor
shown below.

<coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>
  <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.Resolve
ResultClickableUriProcessor, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest" />
</coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>

Save the file.

Updating the   FileCoveo.UI.Controls.config.disabled

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.UI.Controls.config.disabled
Most processors now reference  instead of , as you can see in the example below. Refer to the Coveo.UIBase.dll Coveo.UI.dll Cov

 file to find out which references you need to change.eo.UI.config.example

<processor type="Coveo.UI.PipelineProcessors.SaveDatasource.Save, Coveo.UIBase"/>

Adding this processor will modify the format of clickable URIs displayed in your Coveo Search Page (see Using the Sitecore
). Skip this step in your want your clickable URIs to keep their originalLinkManager to Resolve URIs in a Coveo Search Page

format.
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Save the file.
Rename the file to  .Coveo.UI.Controls.config

Step 4 - Updating UI References on Items and .ascx Files

Since it is not possible to upgrade items that were duplicated before the upgrade of Coveo for Sitecore, you may need to manually change
references to  in some items and  files that you duplicated.Coveo.UI .ascx

Here is a list of items that may require such a change:

Items located under  . Those items have a field named   in the   section. The value/sitecore/Layout/Models/Coveo Model Type Data
of the field is comprised of a namespace, a comma, and the name of a DLL file (e.g. Coveo.UI.Mvc.Models.FacetModel,

). Duplicates of those items should now reference  instead of .Coveo.UIBase Coveo.UIBase Coveo.UI
Every  layout file associated with a Coveo component. By default, those files are located under  . All.ascx /Website/layouts/Coveo
those files contain a  directive that should reference  instead of . The line should look like this:Register Coveo.UIBase Coveo.UI

<%@ Register TagPrefix="coveoui" Namespace="Coveo.UI.Controls"
Assembly="Coveo.UIBase" %>

Upgrading From May 2015 (3.0.1026) to June 2015 (3.0.1055)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the May 2015 release to the June 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the . Refer to   for more details.June 2015 release Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the . Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.June 2015 release

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore xx 3.0 (3.0.1055).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select   then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7711/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7711)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.543/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.543.exe
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the default configuration file ( ) to be updated with theCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually apply the same modifications to your current configuration files.

The easiest method to do this is to start from the freshly updated   file and, using a merge tool, to manually merge into this file your own.example
customizations made in the original   file. You then only need to remove the  extension from the filename so that it becomes.config .example
your current configuration file. This is the most reliable way to make sure that your   file is properly updated..config

Another method is to manually patch your current   file based on the following steps:.config

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Under the /configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration/fieldReaders/ma

 element, replace the following element:pFieldByTypeName

<fieldReader fieldTypeName="datetime"
fieldReaderType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.FieldReaders.DateFieldReader,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />

with:
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<fieldReader fieldTypeName="datetime"
fieldReaderType="Coveo.SearchProvider.FieldReaders.DateTimeFieldReader,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />

Save the file.

Upgrading From April 2015 (3.0.1000) to May 2015 (3.0.1026)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the April 2015 release to the May 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the April 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the May 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore 7x 3.0 (1026).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the default configuration files ( ) to be updated with theCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
latest fixed and enhancements, you need to manually apply the same modifications to your current configuration files. Follow the steps
corresponding to your Sitecore version.

Sitecore 7.5.X:

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the   element and add configurations for the   an<fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName"> __smallcreateddate
d   fields.__smallupdateddate

<fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
  ...
  <fieldType fieldName="__smallcreateddate" sitecoreFormat="yyyyMMdd"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>
  <fieldType fieldName="__smallupdateddate" sitecoreFormat="yyyyMMdd"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>
</fieldNames>

Save the file.
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Sitecore 8.0.X:

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the   element and add configurations for the   an<fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName"> __smallcreateddate
d   fields.__smallupdateddate

<fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
  ...
  <fieldType fieldName="__smallcreateddate" sitecoreFormat="yyyyMMddTHHmmZ"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>
  <fieldType fieldName="__smallupdateddate" sitecoreFormat="yyyyMMddTHHmmZ"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>
</fieldNames>

Save the file.

Upgrading From March 2015 (3.0.974) to April 2015 (3.0.1000)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the March 2015 release to the April 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the April 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the April 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore 7x 3.0 (1000).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the default configuration files ( ) to be updated with theCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually apply the same modifications to your current configuration files.

The easiest method to handle this is to start from the freshly updated  file and, using a merge tool, to manually merge into this file your.example
own customizations made in the original  file. Then you only need to remove the  extension from the filename so that it.config .example
becomes your current configuration file. This is the most reliable way to make sure that your  file is properly updated..config

Another method is to manually patch your current  file based on the following guidelines. Make sure that you follow the steps.config
corresponding to your current Sitecore version.

Sitecore 7.5

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

SITECORE 8.0-

Under the /configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration/exclude[@hint='
 element, add the following element:list:ExcludeField']

<Hidden>{39C4902E-9960-4469-AEEF-E878E9C8218F}</Hidden>

SITECORE 8.1+
Under the /configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration/exclude[@hint='
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 element, add the following element:list:AddExcludedField']

<Hidden>{39C4902E-9960-4469-AEEF-E878E9C8218F}</Hidden>

Save the file.

Sitecore 8.0

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Under the  element, add the/configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration
following element:

<EnableExternalIndexes>true</EnableExternalIndexes>

Under the /configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration/fieldMap/fieldN
 element, add the following element:ames[@hint='raw:AddFieldByFieldName']

<fieldType fieldName="alltemplates" isMultiValue="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>

Under the  element,/configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/indexes[@hint='list:AddIndex']
replace the following element:

<index id="sitecore_master_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">

with:

<index id="Coveo_master_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">

Under the   element,/configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/indexes[@hint='list:AddIndex']
replace the following element:

<index id="sitecore_web_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">

with:

<index id="Coveo_web_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">

Under the   element,/configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/indexes[@hint='list:AddIndex']
remove the following element:
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<index id="sitecore_core_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
  <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
    <crawler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
      <Database>core</Database>
      <Root>/sitecore</Root>
      <StopOnError>true</StopOnError>
    </crawler>
  </locations>
  <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
    <strategy
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.Strategies.SynchronousStrategy,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
      <param desc="database">core</param>
    </strategy>
  </strategies>
  <propertyStore
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.IndexDatabasePropertyStore,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
    <Key>$(id)</Key>
    <Database>core</Database>
  </propertyStore>
</index>

Save the file.

Upgrading From February 2015 (3.0.955) to March 2015 (3.0.974)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the February 2015 release to the March 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the March 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the March 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the installation wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore 7x 3.0 (974).zip

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the default configuration files ( ) to be updated with theCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
latest fixed and enhancements, you need to manually apply the same modifications to your current configuration files.

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Insert in the   node the   element, which can be found in the <pipelines> coveoResolveItemSite Coveo.SearchProvider.config.ex

 file.ample

<!-- Pipeline used to resolve an item site. This pipeline is invoked when
indexing documents to compute the item URI. -->
<coveoResolveItemSite>
  <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.ResolveItemSiteProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoResolveItemSite>

Insert in the   node the following elements, which can be found in the <defaultIndexConfiguration ...> Coveo.SearchProvide

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all
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 file.r.config.example

<!-- This setting must be set to 'true' in order to index profile-related fields.
These fields are mandatory for automatic boosting to work properly.
     Otherwise, set it to 'false' to prevent those fields from being indexed. One
benefit of this is that indexing speed and query time will improve. -->
<IndexAnalyticsFields>false</IndexAnalyticsFields>
<!-- Set this to false if you want to disable indexing of Coveo-specific fields.
-->
<IndexCoveoFields>true</IndexCoveoFields>

Insert in the   node the following element, which can be found in the   <fieldNames ...> Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example
file.

<fieldType fieldName='alltemplates' isMultiValue="true"
settingType='Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework'
/>

Specific updates:
For Sitecore 7.2, update the   element attributes with the ones in the <fieldMap ...> Coveo.SearchProvider.config.ex

 file.ample

<fieldMap type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoFieldMap, Coveo.SearchProvider">

For Sitecore 7.5, insert in the   node the following elements, which can be found in the <fields ...> Coveo.SearchProvide
 file.r.config.example

Please note that, if you are using the Automatic Boosting feature, you must replace the  elementIndexAnalyticsFields
from the code sample below with this one .<IndexAnalyticsFields>true</IndexAnalyticsFields>

Follow this step only if you are using Sitecore 7.2.

Follow this step only if you are using Sitecore 7.5.
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<field
fieldName="calculateddimension">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.Calcu
latedDimension,Sitecore.ContentSearch</field>
<field
fieldName="istemplate">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.IsTemplate,Sit
ecore.ContentSearch</field>
<field
fieldName="haschildren">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.HasChildren,S
itecore.ContentSearch</field>
<field
fieldName="lock">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.IsLocked,Sitecore.Co
ntentSearch</field>
<field
fieldName="site">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.Site,Sitecore.Conten
tSearch</field>
<field
fieldName="sizerange">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.FileSizeGroupin
g,Sitecore.ContentSearch</field>
<field
fieldName="version">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.StoreVersionTermV
ector,Sitecore.ContentSearch</field>
<field
fieldName="urllink">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.UrlLink,Sitecore.
ContentSearch</field>
<field
fieldName="isbucket_text">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.IsBucket,Si
tecore.ContentSearch</field>

Save the file.

Upgrading From January 2015 (3.0.891) to February 2015 (3.0.955)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the January 2015 release to the February 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the February 2015 release. Refer to   for more details.Upgrading CES
Upgrade Coveo Search API to the February 2015 release. Follow the normal steps of the Installation Wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

We recommend that you rebuild the sources at the end of the installation and configuration.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the February 2015 release of the Coveo for Sitecore package.

Sitecore Version Coveo for Sitecore Package

7.0.X Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0 (955).zip

7.1.X Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0 (955).zip

7.2.X Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0 (955).zip

7.5.X Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0 (955).zip

When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the default configuration files ( ) to be updated with theCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually apply the same modifications to your current configuration files.

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(955).zip
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Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Insert the element below in the   element.<pipelines>
For Sitecore 7.0 and 7.1, please use this element.

<coveoGetContextCoveoIndex>
  <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.FetchCoveoIndex,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoGetContextCoveoIndex>

For Sitecore 7.2 and up, please use this element instead.

<coveoGetContextCoveoIndex>
  <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.FetchCoveoIndexOnly,
Coveo.SearchProvider" />
</coveoGetContextCoveoIndex>

Insert the element below in the   element.<conversionTypes ...>

<conversionType inputType="System.Globalization.CultureInfo"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldCultureInfoValueConverter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />

Only if you are using Sitecore 7.5, insert the elements below in the   element.<conversionTypes ...>

<conversionType inputType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.IIndexableId,
Sitecore.ContentSearch"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexableIdConverter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
<conversionType inputType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.IIndexableUniqueId,
Sitecore.ContentSearch"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexableUniqueIdConverter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />

Save the file.

Upgrading From December 2014 (3.0.863) to January 2015 (3.0.891)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the December 2014 release
to the January 2015 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the . Refer to January 2015 release Upgr
 for more details.ading CES

Upgrade Coveo Search API to the . Follow the normal steps ofJanuary 2015 release
the Installation Wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

We recommend that you rebuild the sources at the end of the installation and configuration.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice
before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config AdminServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7338/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7338)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.301/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.301.exe
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the January 2015 release of the Coveo for Sitecore package matching your Sitecore version.

Sitecore Version Coveo for Sitecore Package

7.0.X Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0 (891).zip

7.1.X Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0 (891).zip

7.2.X Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0 (891).zip

7.5.X Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0 (891).zip

When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.

package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(891).zip
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the default configuration files ( ) to be updated with theCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
latest fixes and enhancements, you need to manually apply the same modifications to your current configuration files.

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Insert the elements below in the   element.<queryConfiguration ...>

<!-- The ExpandQueries element defines whether to expand queries (i.e. uses the
thesaurus). -->
<ExpandQueries>true</ExpandQueries>

Save the file.

Step 4 - Encrypt the Sitecore Password in the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File (Optional)

The January 2015 release of Coveo for Sitecore adds the ability to encrypt the Sitecore password stored in the Coveo.SearchProvider.conf
 file. If you entered your password in clear text, it will continue to work. However, if you want to encrypt it, follow the steps described in ig Configur

.ing the Sitecore Credentials

Upgrading From November 2014 (3.0.807) to December 2014 (3.0.863)

It is recommended that you rebuild the sources at the end of the installation and configuration.
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This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the November 2014 release
to the December 2014 release.

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to the . Refer to December 2014 release U
 for more details.pgrading CES

Upgrade Coveo Search API to the . Follow the normal stepsDecember 2014 release
of the Installation Wizard.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Disable the Coveo Search Provider by renaming the  file to Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.SearchProvider.config.di
. sabled

Do the same operation for the files  ,  , and Coveo.SearchProvider.Licensing.config Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config C
.oveo.UI.Controls.config

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the December 2014 release of the Coveo for Sitecore package matching your Sitecore version.

Sitecore Version Coveo for Sitecore Package

7.0.X Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0 (863).zip

7.1.X Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0 (863).zip

7.2.X Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0 (863).zip

7.5.X Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0 (863).zip

When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, the Configuration Wizard will appear. Click  .Next

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config SearchServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

Note:
This step is mandatory, as some breaking changes were introduced by this release of Coveo for Sitecore.

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7256/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7256)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.260/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.260.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(863).zip
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On the next screen, enter the path of your CES configuration folder and click  . If CES is installed on a different server from Sitecore,Next
leave this value as is.

 

 
In the next screen, enter the Search API URI and the application secret key. The application secret key must be the exact same thing that
was configured in the Search API service.

The default Search API URI is . http://localhost:8080/
If you do not remember the application secret key, look into the Search API service configuration file under the  > Applications S

 property. The default location of the configuration file is  .ecret C:\Program Files\Coveo Search API 8\config.yml
Click  .Next

Make sure that you enter a properly formatted path. You should not use a network or DFS path.

http://localhost:8080/
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10.  
a.  
b.  
c.  

 
In the next screen, enter the URI, username, and password used to connect to RabbitMQ, and click  .Next

The default URI is  . amqp://localhost:5682/
The default username is  .guest
The default password is  .guest

If you changed the RabbitMQ username and/or password prior to the upgrade or if CES is not installed on the same
server as your Sitecore instance, you can refer to the Coveo.SearchProvider.config.disabled file to get the
values to enter in this screen.

The password entered on this screen is encrypted and saved in the Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example fil
e. An encryption key is automatically created in the \Data\Coveo\ConfigurationEncryptionKeys folder of your
Sitecore instance. If you are scaling Coveo for Sitecore over multiple servers, you should copy this encryption key to
all of your Sitecore instances before you upgrade them to ensure that any encrypted information in the original
configuration file can be copied to those instances as well and be decrypted successfully.

amqp://localhost:5682
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11.  

12.  

The following web page will be automatically opened with your default web browser. It contains valuable information and resources to
help you get started. You can minimize this window for now.

If you go back in Sitecore, the last screen of the Configuration Wizard should be displayed. Click  .Finish

Do not rename the  and  Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config.example
files now. You must ensure the configuration files are up-to-date before you re-enable the Search Provider.
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Once the Configuration Wizard is closed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the configuration files to be updated (with the latest fixes and enhancements), you need to manually
apply the same modifications.

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config.disabled
Remove the   element from the configuration if it exists. It should look like what you see below. If<DefaultNumberOfResults ...>
you entered something specific here, you will have to move it to the new element of step 4.

<!-- The DefaultNumberOfResults element defines the default maximum number of
results that are returned from a LINQ statement. -->
<DefaultNumberOfResults>10</DefaultNumberOfResults>

Remove the   element from the configuration if it exists. It should look like what you see below. If<EnableSitecoreBoosting ...>
you entered something specific here, you will have to move it to the new element of step 4.

<!-- The EnableSitecoreBoosting element defines whether Sitecore boosting should
be used in queries. -->
<EnableSitecoreBoosting>true</EnableSitecoreBoosting>

Insert the  element below after the  elqueryConfiguration <adminServiceConfiguration></adminServiceConfiguration>
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ement.

<!-- Coveo LINQ configuration -->
          <queryConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.QueryConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
            <!-- The DefaultNumberOfResults element defines the default maximum
number of results that are returned from a LINQ statement. -->
            <DefaultNumberOfResults>10</DefaultNumberOfResults>
            <!-- The EnableDuplicateFiltering element defines whether duplicates
should be filtered by the index in a LINQ statement. -->
            <EnableDuplicateFiltering>false</EnableDuplicateFiltering>
   <!-- The EnableSitecoreBoosting element defines whether Sitecore boosting
should be used in queries. -->
            <EnableSitecoreBoosting>true</EnableSitecoreBoosting>
          </queryConfiguration>

Insert the elements below in the   element.<pipelines>

<!-- Pipeline used to modify the Sitecore fields configuration before the field
set is created/updated in CES. -->
      <coveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipeline>
      </coveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipeline>
      <!-- Pipeline used to specify which fields should be returned on LINQ
queries results.
           By default, the AddAllFieldsProcessor will return all fields. Comment
this pipeline and uncomment the others to specify basic fields.
           The AddAllFieldsProcessor will also stop the pipeline execution. -->
   <coveoQueryFieldPipeline>
        <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
        <!--<processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddBasicFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
         <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddVirtualFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
         <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcess
or, Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />-->
   </coveoQueryFieldPipeline>

Update the  element with the content of the one in the   file.QueueUri Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example

<QueueUri>Same URI as the QueueUri element of the
Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example file</QueueUri>

Copy the   and  elements from the   file and insertQueueUsername QueuePassword Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example
them inside the   element just after the  element.<defaultIndexConfiguration ...> QueueUri
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<QueueUsername>Same username as the QueueUsername element of the
Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example file</QueueUsername>
<QueuePassword>Same encrypted password as the QueuePassword element of the
Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example file</QueuePassword>

Insert the element below in the  element.<fieldNames ...>

<fieldType fieldName="_path" isFacet="true" isMultiValue="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>

Update the   element with the one in the <fieldReader fieldTypeName="date" ... /> Coveo.SearchProvider.config.exa

 file.mple

<fieldReader fieldTypeName="date"
fieldReaderType="Coveo.SearchProvider.FieldReaders.DateFieldReader,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />

Insert the element below in the   element.<rankingIgnoredFields ...>

<field fieldName="ismediaitem" />

Remove the following elements from the   element.<exclude ...>

<__Updated>{D9CF14B1-FA16-4BA6-9288-E8A174D4D522}</__Updated>
<__UpdatedBy>{BADD9CF9-53E0-4D0C-BCC0-2D784C282F6A}</__UpdatedBy>

Insert the element below as the last child of the  element.<sites>

<site patch:before="*[1]" name="coveo_website" virtualFolder="/sitecore
modules/Web/Coveo" physicalFolder="/sitecore modules/Web/Coveo"
rootPath="/sitecore/content" startItem="/home" language="en" database="web"
domain="extranet" allowDebug="true" cacheHtml="true" loginPage="/sitecore/login"
/>

The result should look like this:

<sites>
  ...
  <site patch:before="*[1]" name="coveo_website" virtualFolder="/sitecore
modules/Web/Coveo" physicalFolder="/sitecore modules/Web/Coveo"
rootPath="/sitecore/content" startItem="/home" language="en" database="web"
domain="extranet" allowDebug="true" cacheHtml="true" loginPage="/sitecore/login"
/>
</sites>

Save the file.
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Re-enable the Coveo Search Provider by renaming the  file to Coveo.SearchProvider.config.disabled Coveo.SearchProvide
.r.config

Perform the same operation for the following files:  , Coveo.SearchProvider.Licensing.config Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.
, and  .config Coveo.UI.Controls.config

Upgrading From October 2014 (3.0.784) to November 2014 (3.0.807)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the October 2014 release to
the November 2014 release. 

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Services

All you need to do is run the Sitecore Platform Installer installation package and follow the
normal steps of the installation wizard. Please note that the Search API service is introduced
in this release and will be installed by the Sitecore Platform Installer. Refer to Upgrading CES
 for more details.

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

Disable the Coveo Search Provider by renaming the  file to Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.SearchProvider.config.di
.sabled

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore 7x 3.0 (807).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, the Configuration Wizard will appear. Click  .Next

It is recommended to rebuild the sources at the end of the installation and configuration.

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config SearchServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

Note:
This step is mandatory, as breaking changes were introduced by this release of Coveo for Sitecore.

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/upgrading_ces.htm
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In the next screen, enter the path of your CES configuration folder and click . If CES is installed on a different server from Sitecore,Next
leave this value as is.

 
In the next screen, enter the Search API URI and the application secret key. The application secret key must be the exact same thing that
was configured in the Search API service.

The default Search API URI is  .http://localhost:8080/
If you do not remember the application secret key, look into the Search API service configuration file under the  > Applications S

 property. The default location of the configuration file is  .ecret C:\Program Files\Coveo Search API 8\config.yml
Click  .Next

Make sure that you enter a properly formatted path. You should not use a network or DFS path.
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The following web page will be automatically opened with your default web browser. It contains valuable information and resources to
help you get started. You can minimize this window for now.

 Now if you go back in Sitecore, the last screen of the Configuration Wizard should be displayed. Click  .Finish
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12.  Once the Configuration Wizard is closed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the configuration files to be updated (with the latest fixes and enhancements), you need to manually
apply the same modifications.

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config.disabled
Remove the whole   element. This configuration element has been moved into the <restEndpointConfiguration ...> Coveo.Sear

. The whole configuration element should look like the code snippet below.chProvider.Rest.config

<!-- Coveo Rest endpoint search settings -->
<restEndpointConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.RestEndpointConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
    <Hostname>localhost</Hostname>
    <Port>52800</Port>
   
<SSLCertificatePath>C:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12</SSLCertificatePath>
</restEndpointConfiguration>

Insert the snippet below inside the   element.<defaultIndexConfiguration ...>
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<!-- The DefaultNumberOfResults element defines the default maximum number of
results that are returned from a LINQ statement. -->
<DefaultNumberOfResults>10</DefaultNumberOfResults>

Insert the element below inside the   element.<externalFields hint="raw:AddExternalField">

<field fieldName="sysrowid" />

Insert the snippet below inside the  element. Please note this is only a sample of<fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField"> 
how to use the  .ReferencedFieldComputedField

<!-- This is another example of built in Coveo computed fields. Use it to get any
value from a referenced field.
     Supported attributes, fieldName: The new field to create,
                           sourceField: The field containing the referenced item
id.
                           referencedFieldName: Name of the field on the
referenced item.
    <field fieldName="theNewFieldToCreate" sourceField="theReferencedFieldId"
referencedFieldName="referencedField">Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.Referen
cedFieldComputedField, Coveo.SearchProviderBase</field> -->

Save the file.
Re-enable the Coveo Search Provider by renaming:

Coveo.SearchProvider.config.disabled to Coveo.SearchProvider.config.
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config.example to  .Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

Browse to the   folder.C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<your sitecore instance>\Website\Coveo\rest
Keep only the  file and delete the rest of the files and subfolders.web.config

Upgrading From September 2014 (3.0.721) to October 2014 (3.0.734)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the September 2014 release
to the October 2014 release. 

Step 1 - Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)

All you need to do is run the CES installation package and follow the normal steps of the
installation wizard. Refer to  for more details.Upgrading CES

Step 2 - Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore

If you are using the Coveo Admin Service in secured mode, please read this notice before installing the package.

In the  file, make sure that the  value uses the same hostname as the oneCoveo.SearchProvider.config SearchServiceUri
specified in the certificate. If you are using a different hostname, such as , you might get the error below when installing thelocalhost
package.

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.
...
[WebException: The underlying connection was closed: Could not establish trust
relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel.]
...
[SecurityNegotiationException: Could not establish trust relationship for the
SSL/TLS secure channel with authority 'localhost'.]

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4031
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Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Access the Installation Wizard (  >   >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Development Tools Installation Wizard
Upload and install the   package.Coveo for Sitecore 7x 3.0 (734).zip
When prompted to overwrite files, click  .Yes to all
When prompted to overwrite items, select  , then click  .Overwrite Apply to all

Once the installation is completed, the Configuration Wizard will appear. Click  .Next

In the next screen, enter the path of your CES configuration folder and click . If CES is installed on a different server from Sitecore,Next
leave this value as is.

 
In the next screen, enter the license code that you have received from Coveo and click  .Next

You might be prompted twice with this question. Simply select the  option and click  both times.Overwrite Apply to all

Make sure that you enter a properly formatted path. You should not use a network or DFS path.

Please note that this is not your CES license code. You should have received an activation email containing the license code
as an attachment (see the attached TXT file).
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9.  The following web page will be automatically opened with your default web browser. It contains valuable information and resources to
help you get started. You can minimize this window for now.
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10.   Now if you go back in Sitecore, the last screen of the Configuration Wizard should be displayed. Click  .Finish
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11.  Once the Configuration Wizard is closed, make sure that you restart both the Sitecore client and server.
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Step 3 - Manually Update the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

Since upgrading Coveo for Sitecore causes the  file to be updated (with the latest fixes andCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
enhancements), you need to manually apply the same modifications to your   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

Using a text editor, open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Add the following element as a child of the  element:CesMasterInformation

<CesConfigurationPath>C:\CES7</CesConfigurationPath>

Add the following element as a child of the  element:acceptedConnections

<CesAcceptedConnection type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CesAcceptedConnection,
Coveo.Framework">
    <ConnectionComponent>ADMIN</ConnectionComponent>
    <ConnectionPort>52810</ConnectionPort>
    <ConnectionType>HTTPS</ConnectionType>
</CesAcceptedConnection>

Save the file.
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Upgrade Procedures for Previous Releases (December 2013 - September 2014)

This section contains the upgrade procedures for previous releases of Coveo for Sitecore.

Common Upgrade Procedures
Upgrading From August 2014 (3.0.639) to September 2014 (3.0.690)
Upgrading From July 2014 (3.0.558) to August 2014 (3.0.639)
Upgrading From June 2014 (3.0.532) to July 2014 (3.0.558)
Upgrading From April 2014 (3.0.381) to June 2014 (3.0.532)
Upgrading From December 2013 (3.0.247) to January 2014 (3.0.272)

Common Upgrade Procedures

While the steps required for upgrading Coveo for Sitecore may slightly differ between the different releases, some portions of this procedure are
common to all releases.

Sections
Common CES Upgrade Procedure
Common Search Provider Upgrade Procedure
Common Search Interface Upgrade Procedure

Common CES Upgrade Procedure

All you have to do to upgrade CES is run the CES installation package and follow the standard steps of the installation wizard. If you need more
information, please refer to the Coveo Online Help page Upgrading CES.

Common Search Provider Upgrade Procedure

Follow these steps to upgrade the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Provider package.

Use your   configuration file as your configuration backup. You do not need to copy it as the upgradeCoveo.SearchProvider.config
will not overwrite it; only the  . ItsCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example file will be created or overwritten during the upgrade
default location is: C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance

.name>\website\App_Config\Include\Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Log into Sitecore using the Desktop mode with Administrator privileges.
Click   >   >  .Sitecore Development Tools Installation Wizard
After the   opens, upload the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Provider package, click  , and then   to proceed.Installation Wizard Next Install
A confirmation window will open asking whether to overwrite existing files or not. Click  .Yes to all
Restart the Sitecore client and the Sitecore server once the installation is completed.
Apply any customization made to the   file before the upgrade if you want to use the Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.Search

 file as your search provider configuration file.Provider.config.example

Common Search Interface Upgrade Procedure

 

This is the common procedure for upgrading the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Interface package.

Backup the   configuration file. To do so, on the server that hosts the Sitecore instance, copy the Coveo.UI.Controls.config Coveo.
 file and rename it to  . Its default location is: UI.Controls.config Coveo.UI.Controls.config.backup C:\inetpub\wwwroot\

.<instance name>\website\App_Config\Include\Coveo.UI.Controls.config
Stop the   service.Coveo Enterprise Search 7
Stop the   service.Coveo Admin Service
Log into Sitecore using the Desktop mode with Administrator privileges.
Click on the   button, then select  , and then  .Sitecore Development Tools Installation Wizard
Once the   opens, upload the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Interface package, and click   and then   toInstallation Wizard Next Install
proceed.

Make sure that your CES and Coveo for Sitecore are from the same monthly releases when upgrading. Otherwise, it can lead to
compatibility problems.

If you are upgrading the Coveo Search Provider package on a Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 (update 1) or Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130918
(update 2) instance, you will need to use the  crawlers in your  cSitecoreItemCrawler Coveo.SearchProvider.config
onfiguration file (see ).Problem Loading the CoveoItemCrawler Class

If you are using the  dependency injector in your website application (other than version 3.0.1.10), you will need to add aNinject
binding redirection to your  file prior to upgrading (see ).web.config Problem Loading the Ninject Assembly

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4031
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A confirmation window will open asking whether to overwrite existing files or not. Click  .Yes to all
Another confirmation window will open asking whether to overwrite existing items or not. Select the   option and click Overwrite Apply to

.all
Restart the Sitecore client and the Sitecore server once the installation is completed.
Start the   service.Coveo Enterprise Search 7
Start the   service.Coveo Admin Service
Apply any customization made to the   file before the upgrade using the Coveo.UI.Controls.config Coveo.UI.Controls.config

 file..backup
If you duplicated any component presentation file provided by Coveo, make sure to merge your changes with the latest presentation files.
Those files are located in the   and   folders of your Sitecore instance./website/layouts/Coveo /website/Views/Coveo

Upgrading From August 2014 (3.0.639) to September 2014 (3.0.690)

The September 2014 Release introduces a few changes in the   and   files.Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.UI.Controls.config

Here are the detailed steps for upgrading Coveo for Sitecore from the July 2014 to the September 2014 Release.

Upgrade CES to the August release (or later). Refer to   for more details.Common CES Upgrade Procedure
Upgrade the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Provider package (see ).Common Search Provider Upgrade Procedure
Update the following lines in your  :Coveo.SearchProvider.config

 
Open the   file using a text editor.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
The   file now includes default elements for the CES external fields. Those elements wereCoveo.SearchProvider.config
added inside the   element.fieldMap

<!-- Fields in this section are fields that doesn't exist on Sitecore
items, but exist in CES or in external sources. -->
<externalFields hint="raw:AddExternalField">
    <field fieldName="sysauthor"/>
    <field fieldName="syscollection"/>
    <field fieldName="sysconcepts"/>
    <field fieldName="sysdate"/>
    <field fieldName="syssource"/>
    <field fieldName="sysrowid" />
</externalFields>

Save.
If the Search Interface package was installed on the Sitecore instance, please proceed to .Common Search Interface Upgrade Procedure
The  now have a  component. Search Page (MVC) Resources

The following items need to be published for them to work properly on the web instance:
 and   from Search View Layout Search View Layout Mobile /sitecore/Layout/Layouts/Coveo

Coveo Search View Resources and   from Coveo Search View Resources Mobile /sitecore/Layout/Re
nderings/Coveo
Coveo Search Page (MVC) from /sitecore/Templates/CoveoModule/Search

If you created a  Search Page in MVC with the  as the default template, the mobile Search Page (MVC) Coveo Search View
 will need to be replace by .Resources Coveo Search View Resources Mobile

The Coveo Page Events changed name. The  folder  needsCoveo  under /sitecore/System/Settings/Analytics/Page Events
to be republished.
The   now apply on all sources, including the external sources.Filter expression rules

If you do not want to filter any external source, add or where  field  to syscollection is equal External Content
after the current rule.

Alternatively, instead of updating the  file manually, you can use a merge tool. To do so,Coveo.SearchProvider.config
start with the  file and merge your modifications into it. Once the merging isCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
complete, you can directly skip to step 4.
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If you do not want to filter a particular external source, add   afteor where  field  to syssource is equal Source Name
r the current rule.

Upgrading From July 2014 (3.0.558) to August 2014 (3.0.639)

The August 2014 release introduces a few changes in the   and   files.Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.UI.Controls.config

Here are the detailed steps for upgrading Coveo for Sitecore from the July 2014 to the August 2014 release.

Upgrade CES to the August release (or later). Refer to   for more details.Common CES Upgrade Procedure
Upgrade the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Provider package (see ).Common Search Provider Upgrade Procedure
Update the following lines in your  :Coveo.SearchProvider.config

 
Open the   file using a text editor.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
The casing of many elements names was changed to be closer to Sitecore standards. Here are the element names to modify.
Remember to also fix the closing element names:

Element Name in July Release Line Number in July Release Element Name in August Release

CoveoItemProcessingPipeline lines 5, 6 coveoItemProcessingPipeline

CoveoPostItemProcessingPipeli
ne

lines 8, 10 coveoPostItemProcessingPipeli
ne

CoveoFieldConverterPipeline lines 12, 15 coveoFieldConverterPipeline

CoveoFieldNameTranslatorPipel
ine

lines 21, 23 coveoFieldNameTranslatorPipel
ine

CoveoAutomaticBoostingPipelin
e

lines 25, 27 coveoAutomaticBoostingPipelin
e

Alternatively, instead of updating the  file manually, you can use a merge tool. To do so,Coveo.SearchProvider.config
start with the  file and merge your modifications into it. Once the merging isCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
completed, you can directly skip to step 4.
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b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

f.  

4.  
5.  

a.  

RestEndpointConfiguration lines 39, 43 restEndpointConfiguration

DefaultIndexConfiguration lines 45, 466 defaultIndexConfiguration

AdminServiceConfiguration lines 48, 62 adminServiceConfiguration

FieldReaders lines 75, 81 fieldReaders

IndexFieldStorageValueFormatt
er

lines 94, 112 indexFieldStorageValueFormatt
er

VirtualFieldProcessors lines 113, 118 virtualFieldProcessors

 
The   file now includes default elements for  ,  ,Coveo.SearchProvider.config SitecoreUsername SitecorePassword
and  . Those elements were added inside the   element.ServerUrl defaultIndexConfiguration

<!-- The SitecoreUsername element allows to specify the user identity used
by the CES security provider. -->
<SitecoreUsername>sitecore\admin</SitecoreUsername>
<SitecorePassword>b</SitecorePassword>
<!-- The ServerUrl element allows to specify the URL where other hosts can
connect to the Sitecore instance.
     This should be specified when CES is on a separate host than the
Sitecore instance. -->
<ServerUrl><!-- Enter the Sitecore instance url here. --></ServerUrl>

The   field was added to the field map. Insert the code block below inside the fullpath <fieldNames
 element.hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">

<fieldType fieldName='fullpath' isSortable="false" isFacet="true"
includeForFreeTextSearch="false" isMultiValue="false"
settingType='Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration,
Coveo.Framework' />

The   computed field was added. Insert the code block below inside the parsedupdatedby <fields
 element.hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">

<field
fieldName="parsedupdatedby">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.ParsedUpd
atedBy,Sitecore.ContentSearch</field>

The   element was also added. Insert the code block below before the rankingIgnoredFields <exclude
 element if you are using Sitecore versions 8.0 or prior, and hint="list:ExcludeField"> <exclude

 if you are using Sitecore versions 8.1+. Both are inside the hint="list:AddExcludedField"> defaultIndexConfigurat
 element.ion

<rankingIgnoredFields hint="raw:AddRankingIgnoredField">
    <field fieldName="haslayout" />
</rankingIgnoredFields>

If the Search Interface package was installed on the Sitecore instance, please proceed to .Common Search Interface Upgrade Procedure
The  file is updated by the Search Interface package. Here are the changes that were made since theCoveo.UI.Controls.config
last release.

The casing of some element names changed to be closer to Sitecore standards. Here are the element names to change. Please

If you already set specific values for these elements, make sure they appear only once in the configuration file.
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a.  

b.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

1.  

2.  
3.  

4.  
5.  

a.  
b.  

c.  

remember to change the closing element names as well.

Element Name in July Release Line Number in July Release Element Name in August Release

InheritsFromCoveoTemplate Lines 26, 38 inheritsFromCoveoTemplate

CoveoAnalyticsPipeline Lines 39, 43 coveoAnalyticsPipeline

 
A processor was defined in the   pipeline but is not used anymore. Remove this code block:publishItem

<publishItem>
    <processor patch:after="*[starts-with(@type,
'Sitecore.Publishing.Pipelines.PublishItem.AddItemReferences')]"
type="Coveo.UI.PipelineProcessors.PublishItem.AddDataSourceItems, Coveo.UI"
>
        <AutoPublishRootPath>/sitecore/Content</AutoPublishRootPath>
    </processor>
</publishItem>

 

Upgrading From June 2014 (3.0.532) to July 2014 (3.0.558)

This section describes how to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore from the June 2014 release to the July 2014 release.

Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore requires that you upgrade its modules in the following order:

Upgrade Coveo Enterprise Search (see  ).Common CES Upgrade Procedure
Upgrade the Coveo Search Provider (see ).Common Search Provider Upgrade Procedure
Upgrade the Coveo Search Interface (see ).Common Search Interface Upgrade Procedure

Upgrading From April 2014 (3.0.381) to June 2014 (3.0.532)

The June 2014 release introduces a few changes in its assembly and namespace names that will impact your Coveo.SearchProvider.confi
 file.g

Here are the detailed steps for upgrading Coveo for Sitecore from the April 2014 release to the June 2014 release.

If you have not already done so, install both  and  if you are using Sitecore 7.1/7.2, or only   if you are using Sitecore MVC 3  MVC 4 MVC 3
7.0.
Upgrade CES to the June release (or later). For more details, see  .Common CES Upgrade Procedure
Since the class handling the configuration file has changed, you must disable Coveo for Sitecore before installing the new Search
Provider package. To disable Coveo for Sitecore, rename the   file to Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.SearchProvider.co

. The file is located in the   folder of your Sitecore instance. You might encounter errors ifnfig.disabled /App_Config/Include
Sitecore has no configured search index. To avoid such errors, you can reenable the Lucene search index while upgrading Coveo for
Sitecore. Once Coveo for Sitecore is ready, you can disable Lucene again.
Upgrade the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Provider package. Refer to   for more details.Common Search Provider Upgrade Procedure
Update the following lines in your  : Coveo.SearchProvider.config

Open the Coveo.SearchProvider.config file using a text editor.
Remove this line:

<processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.ValidateItemProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProvider" />

In the   section, change the assembly names from   to  .pipelines Coveo.SearchProvider Coveo.SearchProviderBase
For example, the line:

Alternatively, instead of updating the  file manually, you can use a merge tool. To do so,Coveo.SearchProvider.config
start with the  file and merge your modifications into it. Once the merging isCoveo.SearchProvider.config.example
completed, you can directly skip to step 6.

http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc3
http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc4
http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc3
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c.  

d.  

e.  

f.  

g.  

<processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.AddCoveoVersionTag,
Coveo.SearchProvider" />

 would become:

<processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.AddCoveoVersionTag,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />

Still in the   section, add the   configuration. Insert this element before the pipelines CoveoAutomaticBoostingPipeline </
 element.pipelines>

<!-- Pipeline used to automatically boost search results according to the
DMS data. -->
<CoveoAutomaticBoostingPipeline>
    <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.AutomaticBoostingProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</CoveoAutomaticBoostingPipeline>

Under the   section, locate this line:contentSearch

<configuration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.Framework">

 and replace it with:

<configuration
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.SearchProvider">

In the   section, locate this line:VirtualFieldProcessors

<virtualFieldProcessor fieldName="_content"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.ContentFieldProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProvider" />

 and replace it with:

<virtualFieldProcessor fieldName="_content"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.ContentFieldProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />

In the   section, set the   as a facet. This is mandatory with Sitecore 7.2.x. Insert this element beforefieldMap _displayName
the   element.</fieldNames>

Make sure that only the assembly name - not the namespace - is modified.
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g.  

h.  

i.  

j.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  

<fieldType fieldName='_displayname' isFacet="true"
settingType='Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration,
Coveo.Framework' />

In the   section, replace the three   types for:indexes crawler

<crawler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase">

In the   section, add the   sub-site. Insert this element before the   element.sites coveoanalytics </sites>

<!-- The site coveoanalytics needs to be inserted before coveorest, because
it requires analytics to be enabled. -->
<site patch:before="*[1]" name="coveoanalytics"
virtualFolder="/coveo/rest/v6/analytics" enableAnalytics="true"
database="web" domain="extranet"/>

Save the file.
Rename the modified Search Provider configuration file to   to re-enable Coveo for Sitecore.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
In your Sitecore  folder, delete the  file.bin Coveo.UI.ClientExtensions.dll
In your Sitecore   folder, delete the  file.App_Config/Include Coveo.UI.ClientExtensions.config
If the Search Interface package was installed on the Sitecore instance, please proceed to  .Common Search Interface Upgrade Procedure
 

Upgrading Layouts From April 2014 (3.0.381) to June (3.0.532)

Several changes happened between the April 2014 and the June 2014 releases regarding search interface components. This topic explains how
to upgrade your customized layouts to the June 2014 release.

When you want to customize the search components, the recommended approach is to clone the Coveo components and copy the Coveo layout
files (see ). Doing this, you can be sure that your custom changes are not going to be overwrittenUsing Multiple Layouts for Coveo Components
when installing new versions of Coveo for Sitecore. Let us explain the differences between the layout files in both releases.

Changes Overview

Here are the major changes done in the June 2014 release.

The Web Forms and MVC implementation are sharing the same properties. Most of the properties that were available directly on the Web
Forms user control are now available through the   property. For example, see the difference for setting the facet title. With the AprilModel
2014 release, the facet title was accessed like this:  . With the June 2014 release, the   property isdata-title='<%= Title %>' Title
accessed through the   property like this:  .Model data-title='<%= Model.Title %>'
The client initialization code of Coveo for Sitecore has been moved from the   file to an external JavaScript library.CoveoSearch.ascx

If you are upgrading Coveo for Sitecore on a Sitecore instance prior to 7.0 rev. 131127 (update 3), skip this step and u
se the   crawlers instead of the  (see SitecoreItemCrawler CoveoItemCrawler Problem Loading the

)CoveoItemCrawler Class .

If you are upgrading Sitecore from version 7.0.x to 7.1.x, the custom rules defined by Coveo for Sitecore will need to be moved.
You can either upgrade Coveo for Sitecore using the package that matches your Sitecore version or follow the steps given in E

.nabling the Coveo Rules in Sitecore 7.1

In previous versions of the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Interface packages (April and lower), an erroneous Sitecore item was
introduced. The condition named  was overridden by this Coveo item, which does not have the exact same behavior.Field
This could cause rules that are not Coveo-related to behave badly. A regular upgrade will not fix this issue. If you encounter
this problem, you can either download  (for Sitecore 7.0) or Coveo for Sitecore 70 - Field Item Fix.zip Coveo for Sitecore 71 -

 (for Sitecore 7.1), which both contain the required fix. Ensure that you choose  during theField Item Fix.zip Overwrite
installation.

https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931948/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%20-%20Field%20Item%20Fix.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1444315820277&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931948/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%20-%20Field%20Item%20Fix.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1444315820327&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931948/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%20-%20Field%20Item%20Fix.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1444315820327&api=v2
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The   library is located in the   folder of your Sitecore instance. Moving this code out of theCoveoForSitecore.js Website/Coveo/js
search component reduces code redundancy.
In many locations in  , Coveo for Sitecore was relying on ASP.NET placeholders with specific IDs to hide someCoveoSearch.ascx
components, such as the search box, facets, or sort links. Coveo now uses   conditions in the markup to achieve this. The syntax isif
closer to the Razor syntax used in MVC views.

Upgrading the Customized   FileCoveoFacet.ascx

For the facet, you will get the server properties from the   instead of the user control itself. Here is the new facet element markup. PleaseModel
note that the code block does not contain the whole file.

<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title='<%= Model.Title %>'
                        data-field='<%= Model.Field %>'
                        data-number-of-values='<%= Model.NumberOfValues %>'
                        data-id='<%= Model.UniqueId %>'
                        data-enable-collapse='<%= Model.EnableCollapse %>'
                        data-enable-more-less='<%= Model.EnableMoreLess %>'
                        data-enable-settings='<%= Model.EnableSettings %>'
                        data-lookup-field='<%= Model.LookupField %>'
                        data-sort-criteria='<%= Model.Sort %>'
                        data-is-multi-value-field='<%= Model.IsMultiValueField %>'
                        data-show-icon='<%= Model.ShowIcon %>'
                        data-computed-field='<%= Model.ComputedField %>'
                        data-computed-field-operation='<%=
Model.ComputedFieldOperation %>'
                        data-computed-field-format='<%= Model.ComputedFieldFormat %>'
                        data-computed-field-caption='<%= Model.ComputedFieldCaption
%>'
                        data-include-in-breadcrumb='<%= Model.IncludeInBreadcrumb %>'
                        data-number-of-values-in-breadcrumb='<%=
Model.NumberOfValuesInBreadcrumb %>'
                        data-include-in-omnibox='<%= Model.IncludeInOmnibox %>'
                        data-enable-facet-search='<%= Model.EnableFacetSearch %>'
                        data-facet-number-of-values-in-facet-search='<%=
Model.NumberOfValuesInFacetSearch %>'
                        data-allow-toggling-operator='<%= Model.AllowTogglingOperator
%>'
                        data-use-and='<%= Model.UseAnd %>'
                        data-page-size='<%= Model.MorePageSize %>'
                        data-injection-depth='<%= Model.InjectionDepth %>'
                        data-available-sorts='<%= String.Join(",",
Model.AvailableSorts) %>'></div>

 

Upgrading the Customized   FileCoveoSearch.ascx

Since the search component is at the heart of a search interface, it is the most complex to upgrade. Here is a step by step procedure on how to
upgrade it.

Include the localized strings for the JavaScript UI. Replace this line:

<script src="/Coveo/js/cultures/<%= CultureName %>.js"></script>

with this one:
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2.  

3.  

<script type="text/javascript" src="/Coveo/js/cultures/<%= Model.CultureName
%>.js"></script>

Remove the   file. It is not required anymore, as its logic is now included in the   jQueryexpressionutils.js coveoForSitecore
plugin defined in  . Remove this line:CoveoForSitecore.js

<script src="/Coveo/js/expressionutils.js"></script>

Replace the initialization JavaScript code to use the   jQuery plugin instead. Replace this  element: coveoForSitecore script
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<script type="text/javascript">
    var indexSourceName = "<%= IndexSourceName %>";
    var restEndpointUri = "<%= Parameters["RestUri"] %>";
    var indexSourceName = "<%= IndexSourceName %>";
    var hiddenExpression = "<%= HiddenExpression %>";
    var boostExpressions = "<%= BoostExpressions %>";
    var externalSources = new Array();
    <% foreach (string value in ExternalContentSources) { %>
        externalSources.push('<%=value%>');
    <% } %>
    $(function () {
        Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints.default = new
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
            restUri: restEndpointUri,
            useJsonp: true
        });
        <% if (EnableClientSideLogging) { %>
            Coveo.Logger.enable();
        <% } %>
        if (!isCoveoSearchInitialized) {
            $('#search')
                .on("buildingQuery", function(e, args) {
                    <% if (FilterCulture) { %>
                       
args.queryBuilder.constantExpression.add(getFilterExpression(externalSources,
'<%= ToCoveoFieldName("language") %>', '<%= LanguageName %>'));
                    <% }
                       if (LatestOnly) { %>
                       
args.queryBuilder.constantExpression.add(getFilterExpression(externalSources,
'<%= ToCoveoFieldName("_latestVersion") %>', '1'));
                    <% } %>
                })
                .coveo('init', {
                    ResultList: {
                        infiniteScrollContainer: $(window)
                    },
                    SearchInterface: {
                        hiddenExpression : getHiddenExpression(indexSourceName,
externalSources, hiddenExpression, boostExpressions)
                    }
                });
            isCoveoSearchInitialized = true;
        }
    });
</script>

with this one: 

<script type="text/javascript">
    Coveo.$(function() {
        var options = <%= Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions() %>;
        Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init', options);
    });
</script>
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a.  

b.  

c.  

4.  

5.  

This step is one of the most important because many future changes are based on it. There are some important things you should be
aware of.

First, notice that jQuery is referenced through   instead of  . The jQuery library used by Coveo is now scoped to the Coveo.$ $ Cov
 variable. This variable is initialized when the   file is included in the page with the jQuery library that iseo.$ CoveoJsSearch.js

currently loaded. You can then use another version of the jQuery library if you want without impacting Coveo for Sitecore.
The call to   might seem obscure. Since the initialization is done in anModel.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions()
external library, the call returns a JavaScript object that contains all the parameters used by the  plugin tocoveoForSitecore
initialize the search interface correctly. You can alter the content of the   variable to specify your own values (see options Coveo

).for Sitecore jQuery Plug-In
Finally, the call to   initializes the search components with the given options. It doescoveoForSitecore('init', options)
all the work required to initialize Coveo for Sitecore and then it calls  . If you want to perform somecoveo('init', options)
custom event handling like altering queries before they are performed, you should register your event handlers before calling the 

 plugin.coveoForSitecore

Replace this line:

<input type="text" style="visibility:hidden"/>

with this one:

<input type="text" class="fix-submit" />

Update the search interface component properties. Replace this code block:

<div id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface" data-enable-history="<%=
EnableHistory %>"
                                              data-results-per-page="<%=
ResultsPerPage %>"
                                              data-excerpt-length="<%=
ExcerptLength %>"
                                              data-filter-field="<%= FilterField
%>"
                                              data-hide-until-first-query="<%=
HideUntilFirstQuery %>"
                                              data-auto-trigger-query="<%=
AutoTriggerQuery %>">

with this one:

<div id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface" data-enable-history="<%=
Model.EnableHistory %>"
                                              data-results-per-page="<%=
Model.ResultsPerPage %>"
                                              data-excerpt-length="<%=
Model.ExcerptLength %>"
                                              data-hide-until-first-query="<%=
Model.HideUntilFirstQuery %>"
                                              data-auto-trigger-query="<%=
Model.AutoTriggerQuery %>">

Please note that the  attribute is not set out of the box in Coveo for Sitecore anymore. This setting hasdata-filter-field
been removed from the search component properties. If you need to use it, you can still specify the field name by using the To

 user control method. The  attribute would be set like this:CoveoFieldName data-filter-field
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6.  

7.  

To be able to report JavaScript UI events to Sitecore DMS, add the code block below inside the  .<div id="search" ...>

<% if (Model.EnableAnalytics) { %>
    <div class="CoveoAnalytics" data-endpoint="<%= Model.AnalyticsRestUri %>"
data-send-to-cloud="false"></div>
<% } %>

Replace the placeholders used to hide some parts of the layout with the corresponding   statements. For each placeholder, replaceif
only the opening and closing elements. The placeholder content remains the same. For instance, the   placeholder markup was: PHLogo

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHLogo" runat="server">
    ...
</asp:PlaceHolder>

and should be replaced with:

<% if (Model.DisplayLogo) { %>
    ...
<% } %>

This table show you the placeholders with their corresponding replacements: 

Placeholder Opening Element Conditional Statement

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHLogo" runat="server"> <% if (Model.DisplayLogo) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHSearchBox"
runat="server">

<% if (Model.DisplaySearchBox) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHFacets" runat="server"> <% if (Model.DisplayFacets) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHQueryBreadcrumb"
runat="server">

<% if (Model.DisplayBreadcrumb) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHQuerySummary"
runat="server">

<% if (Model.DisplayQuerySummary) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHQueryDuration"
runat="server">

<% if (Model.DisplayQueryDuration) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHSorting" runat="server"> <% if (Model.DisplaySorting) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHDidYouMean"
runat="server">

<% if (Model.DisplayDidYouMean) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHErrorReport"
runat="server">

<% if (Model.DisplayErrorReport) { %>

data-filter-field='<%= ToCoveoFieldName("TheFieldFieldName") %>'
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8.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHResultList"
runat="server">

<% if (Model.DisplayResultList) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHTopPager" runat="server"> <% if (Model.DisplayTopPager) { %>

<asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHBottomPager"
runat="server">

<% if (Model.DisplayBottomPager) { %>

The search component includes some other components on which attributes are set using user control properties. Those properties are
now accessed from the   property. Here are the elements to update:Model

The  . Replace this code block:CoveoSearchBox

<div class="CoveoSearchBox" data-activate-omnibox="<%= ActivateOmniBox
%>"></div>

with this one:

<div class="CoveoSearchBox" data-activate-omnibox="<%=
Model.ActivateOmniBox %>"></div>

The top  . Replace this code block:CoveoPager

<div class="CoveoPager" data-number-of-pages="<%= PagerNumberOfPages %>"
                        data-navigation-button="<%= PagerShowPreviousNext
%>"></div>

with this one:

<div class="CoveoPager" data-number-of-pages="<%= Model.PagerNumberOfPages
%>"
                        data-show-previous-next="<%=
Model.PagerShowPreviousNext %>"></div>

The  . Replace this code block:CoveoResultList

<div class="CoveoResultList" data-wait-animation="fade"
                             data-enable-infinite-scroll="<%=
EnableInfiniteScroll %>"
                             data-infinite-scroll-page-size="<%=
InfiniteScrollPageSize %>">

with this one:

<div class="CoveoResultList" data-wait-animation="fade"
                             data-enable-infinite-scroll="<%=
Model.EnableInfiniteScroll %>"
                             data-infinite-scroll-page-size="<%=
Model.InfiniteScrollPageSize %>">

The bottom  . Replace this code block:CoveoPager
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d.  

9.  

1.  

2.  

<div class="CoveoPager" data-number-of-pages="<%= PagerNumberOfPages %>"
                        data-show-previous-next="<%= PagerShowPreviousNext
%>"></div>

with this one:

<div class="CoveoPager" data-number-of-pages="<%= Model.PagerNumberOfPages
%>"
                        data-show-previous-next="<%=
Model.PagerShowPreviousNext %>"></div>

At the end of the file, after the   closing element, add this code block: </coveoui:WhenConfigured>

<% if (!Model.IsConfigured && SitecoreContext.IsEditingInPageEditor()) { %>
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
        });
    </script>
<% } %>

This part is used to enhance how the Coveo components are refreshed when modified from the Page Editor.

Upgrading the Customized   FileCoveoSearchResources.ascx

The   file includes the scripts and stylesheets that are required by Coveo for Sitecore. To upgrade it, you needCoveoSearchResources.ascx
to:

Remove this code block: 

<script type="text/javascript">
    var isCoveoSearchInitialized = false;
</script>

After the reference to the   file, add this code block: CoveoJsSearch.js

<script type="text/javascript" src="/Coveo/js/CoveoForSitecore.js"></script>
<% if (SitecoreContext.IsEditingInPageEditor()) { %>
    <script type="text/javascript"
src="/Coveo/js/PageEditorDeferRefresh.js"></script>
<% } %>

This will include the   jQuery plugin. Doing so will include the   file when inside thecoveoForSitecore PageEditorDeferRefresh.js
Page Editior, enhancing the way Coveo components are refreshed when modified.

Upgrading the Customized   FileCoveoSort.ascx

Upgrading the sort component is similar to the facet. You only need to use properties from the   property instead of directly using the userModel
control properties.

Replace this line: 
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2.  

a.  
b.  
c.  

3.  
a.  
b.  
c.  

4.  
a.  
b.  
c.  

5.  
a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  

i.  
ii.  
iii.  

6.  
a.  

<span class="CoveoSort" data-sort-criteria="<%= Criteria %>"><%= Title %></span>

with this one:

<span class="CoveoSort" data-sort-criteria="<%= Model.Criteria %>"><%= Model.Title
%></span>

 

Upgrading the Customized   FileSearch Layout.aspx

Replace this line:

<div id="CenterColumn">

with this one:

<div id="coveo-center-column">

This makes the default search layout more responsive, instead of being fixed to a specific width.

 

Enabling the Coveo Rules in Sitecore 7.1

 

In Sitecore 7.1, the Sitecore team made several improvements around the Rules Engine. However, the default behavior is now only to show the
rules that are bound to a specific rule context. Since there are currently no such rule context, no rules are being displayed. Follow these steps to
get the Coveo rules back.

Log into the Sitecore Content Editor.
Create a rule context for Coveo.

Navigate to the  item./sitecore/System/Settings/Rules 
Right-click >   >  .Insert Rules Context Folder
Name the new item  .Coveo Search Rules

Create a Coveo tag.
Navigate to the   item./sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Definitions/Tags
Right-click >  >  .Insert  Tag
Name the new item  .Coveo

Go back to the Coveo Search Rules item to bind the Coveo tag.
Navigate to the   item./sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Coveo Search Rules/Tags/Default
In the Tags field, select the   tag.Coveo
Save the item.

Insert the necessary conditions and actions.
Navigate to the   item./sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Definitions/Elements
Right-click >  >  .Insert  Element Folder
Name the new item  .Coveo
Bind the Coveo tag.

Navigate to the   item./sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Definitions/Elements/Coveo/Tags/Default
In the Tags field, select the   tag.Coveo
Save the item.

Move the Coveo conditions and actions to the new location.
Navigate to the first   folder (the actual item path is /sitecore/system/Settings/Rules/Coveo/Coveo /sitecore/syst

Starting from the June 2014 release of Coveo for Sitecore, different packages are available depending on the Sitecore version. When
installing the Search Interface package for Sitecore 7.1 and up, the rules are automatically installed to their correct location.

Follow the procedure below if you have Coveo for Sitecore deployed on a Sitecore 7.0 instance, and are upgrading to Sitecore 7.1 and
up.
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6.  
a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

7.  
a.  

b.  

c.  
d.  

e.  

f.  
8.  

1.  

2.  
3.  

a.  
b.  

c.  
4.  

a.  

b.  
c.  
d.  

i.  
ii.  
iii.  

iv.  
5.  

1.  

2.  

).em/Settings/Rules/Coveo/Actions
Move any action item contained inside this folder to /sitecore/system/Settings/Rules/Definitions/Elements/Cov

. The easiest way to do it is to right-click the item to move >  >  .eo Copying  Move To
Navigate to the second  folder (the actual item path is /sitecore/system/Settings/Rules/Coveo/Coveo  /sitecore/s

).ystem/Settings/Rules/Coveo/Conditions
Move any condition item contained inside this folder to /sitecore/system/Settings/Rules/Definitions/Elements/C

. The easiest way to do it is to right-click the item to move >  >  .oveo Copying  Move To
The last thing to to is to bind the source of the filtering and boosting fields to the rule context.

Navigate to the /sitecore/templates/CoveoModule/Search/Coveo Search Parameters/Results
 item.scope/FilterExpressionRules

Set the   field's value to Source rulespath=/sitecore/system/Settings/Rules/Coveo Search
.Rules&hideactions=true&includecommon=false

Save the item.
Navigate to the /sitecore/templates/CoveoModule/Search/Coveo Search Parameters/Results

 item.scope/BoostExpressionRules
Set the   field's value to Source rulespath=/sitecore/system/Settings/Rules/Coveo Search

.Rules&includecommon=false
Save the item.

Delete the item  ./sitecore/system/Settings/Rules/Coveo

 

Upgrading From December 2013 (3.0.247) to January 2014 (3.0.272)
Here are the detailed steps for upgrading Coveo for Sitecore from the December 2013 release to the January 2014 release.

Upgrade CES to the build 7.0.6339 or higher. Refer to  for more details.Common CES Upgrade Procedure

Upgrade the Coveo for Sitecore - Search Provider package. Refer to  for more details.Common Search Provider Upgrade Procedure
Update the Rabbit MQ port number to   in the   configuration file.5682 Coveo.SearchProvider.config

Open the   file using a text editor.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the   element. Change the element value to  . If you changed theQueueUri amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5682/
Rabbit MQ username, password, host name, or service port, modify the   value accordingly.QueueUri
Save the file.

Update the index sources to use the modified queue URI.
Open the CES Administration Tool. When logged on the CES server, the default URL is the following: http://localhost:80

.81/
Click the Index menu item at the top.
Click the   collection on the left.Sitecore Search Provider
Follow these steps for each Sitecore source that belongs to the upgraded instance.

Edit the source by clicking its name.
Click the   menu item on the left.General
Validate the value of the   field. The value should be the same as in the   fQueue URI Coveo.SearchProvider.config
ile. Correct the value if necessary.
Click the   link at the bottom and proceed with the next source.Apply Changes

If the Search Interface package was installed on the Sitecore instance, please proceed with Common Search Interface Upgrade
.Procedure

Upgrading Your Edition or Your Support Plan
Whether you  are upgrading your edition or you are renewing your support plan of Coveo for Sitecore, you now only need to update your Coveo
for Sitecore license, which will automatically take care of updating your Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) license if it is needed. Renewing your
support plan will only update your Coveo for Sitecore license, whereas upgrading to the Pro Edition or to the Enterprise Edition will also update
your CES license. This is needed to enable additional crawlers and features in CES.

Here is a generic procedure that describes how you should go about updating your Coveo for Sitecore license.

Example - Upgrading the Free Edition to the Pro Edition

Access the   panel (  >   >  ).Coveo Search Sitecore Start Menu Control Panel Coveo Search

a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  

After upgrading CES to build 7.0.6339 or higher, you may have two RabbitMQ services running, one named  and theRabbitMQ
other named . You should disable or uninstall the previous RabbitMQ service, i.e. the service named RabbitMQ for Coveo R

. To do so:abbitMQ

.Open the Services windows (Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services)
Right-click on the service named RabbitMQ.
Select .Properties
Under the  tab, change  to .General Startup type Disabled

amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5682/
http://localhost:8081/
http://localhost:8081/
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2.  

3.  
4.  

a.  
b.  

5.  
a.  

Choose  .Update License

In the    screen, choose  .Update Coveo for Sitecore License Wizard Next
In the next screen:

Enter the license code that you have received.
Choose  .Update

In the next screen:
Review the details of your new license. Your edition     should be enabled,  should bePro, Analytics Logging External Content 
set to 500000, and  and  should be unlimited.Search Queries Sitecore Item Indexing
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5.  
a.  

b.  
6.  

a.  
b.  
c.  

7.  
8.  
9.  

 
Choose .Next

In the next screen:
Validate that you see "License successfully updated" at the top of the screen.
Check  .Restart the Sitecore server
Choose  .Close

From the Sitecore Content Editor, re-index at least one Sitecore item to trigger the CES license update (  >  ).Developer Re-Index Tree
Access the CES Administration Tool.
Review the details of your CES license (  >  ). The Active Directory, Queue, and Web crawlers should be enabled.Configuration License
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9.  

Upgrading Sitecore with Coveo for Sitecore
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1.  

2.  
3.  

1.  

2.  
3.  

4.  
5.  
6.  

In this topic:
Best Practices
Upgrade to a New Update Revision

With the Same Release of Coveo for Sitecore
With a New Coveo for Sitecore Version

Upgrade to a New Major or Minor Version of Sitecore

To benefit from the latest features, enhancements, and bug fixes of Sitecore, you may wish to upgrade your instance. This page describes the
procedure to follow to upgrade your Sitecore instance with Coveo for Sitecore installed on it.

Best Practices

Here are some of the best practices to follow to avoid common issues when upgrading Sitecore with Coveo for Sitecore installed.

Verify that Coveo for Sitecore is compatible with your Sitecore version (see  ).Supported Versions and Dependencies
Back up your Sitecore instance with Coveo for Sitecore before upgrading Sitecore. This includes backing up your files, licenses,
encryption keys, and databases
Disable your Coveo for Sitecore   files. They can be found in the   folder, and start with . This way,.config App_Config\Include Coveo
you can avoid any potential conflict with other Sitecore   files..config
Upgrade from one update of Sitecore to the one strictly consecutive to the one you have installed. For instance, if you want to update
from Sitecore update 1 to update 3, it is a good practice to update from update 1 to 2, and then from update 2 to 3.
If you wish to upgrade both Sitecore and Coveo for Sitecore, upgrade Sitecore first, and Coveo for Sitecore after.
Follow the  .Best Practices When Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore
After having finished upgrading Sitecore and Coveo for Sitecore, rebuild your indexes (see ).Rebuilding Your Search Indexes

Upgrade to a New Update Revision

You may want to upgrade your Sitecore version to a new update revision, for instance from Sitecore version 8.0 update 1 to 8.0 update 5. In this
case, you would need to follow these steps.

With the Same Release of Coveo for Sitecore

You simply need to follow the Sitecore upgrade steps found on the  .Sitecore Developer Portal

Coveo for Sitecore releases one version per minor Sitecore version per release (see  ). Coveo for Sitecore will thus already beDownloads
configured for your revision of Sitecore.

With a New Coveo for Sitecore Version

If you wish to upgrade your Sitecore instance to a new update revision while also upgrading your Coveo for Sitecore version, you need to follow
these steps:

Go to your   folder, and disable all of the Coveo   files. A common practice is to add   at theApp_Config\Include .config .disabled
end of their file name.
Upgrade your Sitecore instance. Follow the upgrade steps found on the  .Sitecore Developer Portal
Once your Sitecore instance is upgraded, you are ready to start  .Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore

Upgrade to a New Major or Minor Version of Sitecore

You may wish to upgrade your Sitecore version to a new major or minor version, for instance from Sitecore version 7.5 to 8.0, or from 8.0 to 8.1 In
this case, you need to follow these steps:

Go to your   folder, and disable all of the Coveo   files. A common practice is to add   at theApp_Config\Include .config .disabled
end of their file name.
Update your Sitecore instance. Follow the steps found on the  .Sitecore Developer Portal
Once your Sitecore instance is upgraded, download and install the new Coveo for Sitecore package corresponding to your new Sitecore
instance. Follow the steps found on  .Installing Coveo for Sitecore

Using a merge tool such as  , manually merge your customization from your disabled files into your new   files.WinMerge .config
If you also wanted to upgrade your Coveo for Sitecore version, you are ready to start  .Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore
Rebuild your indexes (see  ).Rebuilding Your Search Indexes

Make sure that you upgrade to the same Coveo for Sitecore version that you had on your previous Sitecore instance.

For instance, if you had the March 2016 release of Coveo for Sitecore (3.0.1266) for Sitecore 8.0 on your Sitecore 8.0 instance,
and have now upgraded to Sitecore 8.1, make sure that you install the March 2016 release of Coveo for Sitecore (3.0.1266) for
Sitecore 8.1.

https://dev.sitecore.net/
https://dev.sitecore.net/
https://dev.sitecore.net/
http://winmerge.org/
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Coveo for Sitecore Administrator's Guide
This guide covers how to administer the different modules that make up Coveo for Sitecore.

Although you may be able to use Coveo for Sitecore with only limited knowledge about the product, understanding how it works behind the
scenes will really help you in taking control of your own deployment.

Administering Coveo for Sitecore

Administering Coveo for Sitecore actually means administering the following 3 modules:

Coveo Search Provider
RabbitMQ
Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)

Administering the Coveo Search Provider
The Coveo Search Provider is a central piece of Coveo for Sitecore, as it drives queries and allows your Sitecore content to be indexed by Coveo
Enterprise Search (CES).

On some occasions, an administrator may want to modify its default behavior.

This section covers the following topics:

Supported Sitecore Features
Managing Your License
Synchronizing Coveo for Sitecore with Coveo Enterprise Search
Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File
Understanding the REST Endpoint Configuration Files
Rebuilding Your Search Indexes
Changing the Crawling Root of an Index
Changing the Name of Sources Created in the Coveo Index
Configuring the Sitecore Credentials
Using Windows Authentication to Query External Sources
Coveo Control Panel Administration Access

Supported Sitecore Features

The following table lists the features of Sitecore that are supported in Coveo for Sitecore. Select the appropriate feature name to access its
associated documentation.

Feature Available Since Supported Description

Ignore Index Fields Sitecore 7.0 update 1 Prevents the search provider
from mapping an index field to
your C# object.

Mapping Targets Sitecore 7.0 update 1 Specifies how the index fields
are mapped to your C# objects.
With Coveo for Sitecore, fields
are always mapped to the
object's indexer and properties.

Predefined Queries Sitecore 7.0 update 1 Decorates your C# objects with
predefined queries that will be
executed when querying your
objects.

Global LINQ Filters Sitecore 7.2 initial release Applies global search filters to
every query executed through
the LINQ layer or the Search UI.

Global LINQ Filters

The Global LINQ Filters allow the creation of filters that will be applied to every query that is executed through the LINQ layer. This can be used to
globally limit search results based on security or templates

To define a Global LINQ Filter, follow these steps:

Global LINQ Filters are only available starting from Sitecore 7.2 rev. 140228 (initial release) or later.
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Create a new class that inherits from the Sitecore.ContentSearch.Pipelines.QueryGlobalFilters.ApplyGlobalLinqFil
 class. Override the   virtual method and apply your custom logic, as shown in the following code sample:ters GetQuery

using Sitecore.ContentSearch.Pipelines.QueryGlobalFilters;
namespace Coveo.Custom
{
    public class CustomGlobalFilter : ApplyGlobalLinqFilters
    {
        protected override object GetQuery(QueryGlobalFiltersArgs args)
        {
           Â // Filter search results by keeping only those that have been
created in the last 3 days.
            IQueryable<SearchResultItem> query =
(IQueryable<SearchResultItem>)args.Query;
            query = query.Where(item => item.CreatedDate >
DateTime.Now.AddDays(-3));
            return query;
        }
    }
}

Open your   configuration file and add the following lines in the   XML element:Coveo.SearchProvider.config <pipelines>

<contentSearch.getGlobalLinqFilters>
    <processor type="Coveo.Custom.GlobalQueryFilter, Coveo.Custom" />
</contentSearch.getGlobalLinqFilters

Open  (typically located under  ) inLinqScratchPad http://SitecoreInstanceName/sitecore/admin/LinqScratchPad.aspx
your browser and execute a query to validate that the Global LINQ filter is working as expected.

 

Ignore Index Fields

The   is a feature introduced in Sitecore update 1. It can be applied to any C# object property to prevent theIgnoreIndexFieldAttribute
search provider from mapping it to a value retrieved from the index. In the following example, the property   will never be mapped, even ifCity
there is a field named  in the index.City

public class Airport : SearchResultItem
{
 [IgnoreIndexField]
 public string City { get; set; }
}

This attribute is only applied when mapping the fields to the C# object. Performing a query on the field will still work as expected. For example, the
following query will retrieve every airport in Montreal.

var result = context.GetQueryable<Airport>()
     .Where(item => item.City == "Montreal")
     .ToList();

 

 

Mapping Targets

http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/Sitecore-7-Development-Team/Posts/2013/05/Sitecore-7-LinqScratchPad.aspx
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Mapping targets were introduced in Sitecore update 1 as a breaking change. They were added as a parameter to the method MapDocumentFiel
 inside the   class. Mapping targets specify how the fields retrieved from the index should bedsToType AbstractFieldNameTranslator

mapped on the C# object. Currently, three mapping targets exist:

Indexer will map the index fields directly onto the C# object's indexer (for example,  ). airport["City"] = indexField;
Properties will map the index fields directly onto the C# object's properties (for example,  ).airport.City = indexField;
Anything will simply map the index fields on the C# object's indexer and its properties.

Coveo for Sitecore ignores the   parameter, instead mapping the fields to the C# object's indexer and its properties, asMappingTargetType
depicted by the   mapping target type. There is no significant performance gain in mapping the index fields only on the indexer or theAnything
properties. Therefore, both targets are always mapped. Furthermore, mapping targets are only specified in the item mapping phase. Developers
using the Solr, Lucene, or Coveo for Sitecore search providers cannot configure this value. The mapping targets can only be modified within the
search provider itself.

Predefined Queries

Predefined queries are a feature that was added in Sitecore 7 update 1, and it is now supported in Coveo for Sitecore. This feature allows
developers to decorate any C# object inheriting the   class with a set of filters, which will be applied upon querying the object.SearchResultItem
In the following example, a predefined query is appended to the  object.Airport

[PredefinedQuery("templatename", ComparisonType.Equal, "Airport"]
public class Airport : SearchResultItem
{
 public string City { get; set; }
}

Upon querying the object, the expression   will be added to the LINQ expression automatically. As a result, obvioustemplatename=="Airport"

expressions can be eliminated just as you type the query.

// Retrieving all airports when the object is decorated with a
PredefinedQueryAttributeÂ 
var result = context.GetQueryable<Airport>().ToList();
Â 
// Retrieving all airports when the object is not decorated with a
PredefinedQueryAttribute
var result = context.GetQueryable<Airport>()
                    .Where(item => item.TemplateName == "Airport")
                    .ToList();

 

 

Managing Your License

Coveo for Sitecore Free Edition comes shipped with a feature-based license, meaning that you can buy and enable additional functionality in the
product on a per-need basis.

This section gives information that you may find useful to understand how this new licensing model works.

Understanding the License
Updating the Coveo for Sitecore License
Viewing the Coveo for Sitecore License Details

Understanding the License

Coveo for Sitecore comes shipped with a license tailored to the needs of a specific user or organization. This is why we need to store the
following information in the license.

A possible use case for discriminating the mapping targets inside a generic Search Provider would be to have a different naming
convention for properties and indexer values. For example, a field with special characters such as    in the index could be#OfAirplanes
mapped to the property   (since property names starting with the symbol # are not supported in C#),airport.NumberOfAirplanes
but mapped to the indexer . However, Coveo for Sitecore only supports alphanumerical names inside itsairport["#OfAirplanes"]
index. Therefore, all the index fields are valid property names. In this context, such a use case has no benefits.
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Field Name Description

Name Name of the customer who requested a license.

Company Company of the customer who requested a license.

Type Type of the license (Free, Pro or Enterprise).

Support Plan Expiration Date The expiration date of your support plan, if you have one.

The above information can be viewed in the Sitecore Control Panel (See  ).Viewing the Coveo for Sitecore License Details

Depending on the type of your license, advanced features may be enabled or disabled. With a Free Edition license, all the advanced features are
disabled.

Please note that disabled features will not appear in the properties of Coveo for Sitecore components. Additionally, APIs related to these features
are also disabled, meaning that calling them will have no effect whatsoever.

Advanced features

Analytics logging

The Coveo search interfaces can log various search-related events in the Sitecore DMS. These events can then be used for query suggestions or
reporting. 

Such logging is disabled in the Free Edition. Please note that the Coveo Analytics can be enabled (see Configuring the Search Interface Analytics
) by upgrading to the Pro Edition.  

Content personalization

By "Content Personalization", we really mean the Automatic Boosting feature, which is driven in part by the data stored in the DMS.

Automatic Boosting is a feature that can help you personalize your Search components by leveraging information coming from the profiles and
patterns. It is able to automatically boost the ranking of search results based on a visitor's pattern card (see  ).Using Automatic Boosting

DMS conditional rendering

The Conditional Rendering feature includes two things:

The rules that are specific to the DMS and that you can use with the Coveo Search components (see Using Boosting/Filtering Rules on
). To use these rules, you also need to have the   feature enabled.the Search component Rule Editor

The rule that can use the data that has been stored in the DMS previously and that is able to change your layouts accordingly (see Using
). In this case, you need to have the   feature enabled as well.the Coveo Conditional Renderings Analytics Logging

External content

Coveo for Sitecore search interfaces can search within documents that are located externally from Sitecore.

The External Content feature is disabled in the Free Edition. External sources cannot be added in the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)
Administration Tool either. Additionally, the   section is unavailable in the Coveo Search Component's properties.External Content

Please contact us to get a CES license that allows external sources to be added.

For more information about external content, see  .Displaying External Content in a Search Interface

Layout personalization

This feature can leverage the DMS data to personalize your Coveo Components according to the current visitor's pattern card (see Personalizing
).Coveo Components

Rule Editor

The Coveo Search component can use a set of rules to boost and/or filter search results. This is really the simplest and quickest way to boost or
filter your search results (see  ).Using Boosting/Filtering Rules on the Search component

The Rule Editor is disabled in the Free Edition. Instead, you will have to use the   to manually adjustJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
the ranking of search results.

Monthly Search Queries

The Free Edition of Coveo for Sitecore has its Monthly Search Queries limited to 50 000. Other editions have this parameter set as unlimited. The
Monthly Search Queries Limit corresponds to the number of queries that can be sent to CES per month.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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Queue Documents Indexing

The Free Edition of Coveo for Sitecore has its Queue Documents limited to 200 000.  The  Other editions have this parameter set as unlimited. Qu
 Limit corresponds to the number of Sitecore items that can be indexed in CES.eue Documents

External Documents Indexing

Pro and Enterprise editions are limited by default to 500 000 external documents. The External Documents Limit corresponds to the number of
documents from external sources that can be indexed in CES. This feature is disabled in the Free Edition.

CES mirrors

The CES Mirrors limit corresponds to the number of CES mirrors that can be configured to distribute search queries. The Enterprise Edition has a
default mirrors limit of 2, the Pro Edition a limit of 1 and the Free Edition has none.

Updating the Coveo for Sitecore License

Whenever you buy a support plan or you decide to upgrade from the Free Edition to the Enterprise Edition, you should receive a new license
code. The Upgrade License Wizard allows you enter your new license code and restart the Sitecore server to enable additional features. This
wizard is intended to be used by Sitecore Administrators.

Using the Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore License Wizard

Open the Coveo Search section of the Sitecore Control Panel (see ).Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Choose  .Update License

In the Update Coveo for Sitecore License wizard, choose  .Next

The Update License Wizard displays details about your current license.
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4.  In the next screen, enter your new license code and choose  .Update
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In the next screen, review the details of your new license and choose  .Next
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In the next screen, select Restart the Sitecore server and choose Close.
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1.  
2.  

3.  

Synchronize the Coveo Enterprise Search configuration (see ).Synchronize Coveo Enterprise Search Configuration

When you have multiple CMs or CDs, copy the new  file to your other CMs and CDs. The license is usually locatedcoveolicense.xml
under .<your Sitecore instance>\Data
You should now be able to use the new features enabled by your license.

Viewing the Coveo for Sitecore License Details

A Coveo for Sitecore license contains information about the advanced features that are enabled and the support plan that you have chosen.

To View the Details of Your License

Open the Coveo Search section of the Sitecore Control Panel (see ).Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Choose  .License Details

The   dialog will be displayed. It contains all the details of your license.Coveo for Sitecore License

This step is necessary because the Coveo for Sitecore license contains a Coveo Enterprise Search license that needs to be
sent to Coveo Enterprise Search. The synchronization of this license is done manually or automatically at the beginning of an
indexing operation.

If you also use CES mirrors, these will automatically get the new license from the Master server.
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If you have a Coveo for Sitecore Free Edition license, two   buttons will be displayed.Upgrade
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If you have a Coveo for Sitecore Pro Edition license, an Upgrade button will be displayed along with your support plan details.
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If you have an old Coveo For Sitecore license with a support plan, the  field will display , along with the name of your supportEdition Pro
plan.
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Synchronizing Coveo for Sitecore with Coveo Enterprise Search

Coveo for Sitecore sometimes needs to synchronize information between Sitecore and Coveo Enterprise Search.

This section gives information that you may find useful to configure the synchronization, or trigger manual synchronization.

Synchronize Coveo Enterprise Search Configuration
Updating Security Cache

Synchronize Coveo Enterprise Search Configuration

Automatic Synchronization

Coveo for Sitecore automatically synchronizes its configuration with Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) at the beginning of every Sitecore item
indexing operation.

A Sitecore item indexing operation happens when:

A Sitecore index is rebuilt.
A re-index tree is triggered.
A publish is triggered.
An item is created, modified, or deleted.

Manual Synchronization
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AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2016 RELEASE

Coveo for Sitecore configuration sometimes needs to be manually synchronized with CES when:

The Coveo for Sitecore license is updated (see ).Updating the Coveo for Sitecore License
The Sitecore credentials are updated (see ).Configuring the Sitecore Credentials
The indexing queue connection values are updated (see ).Configuring the Coveo for Sitecore Indexing Queue Connection
A Coveo for Sitecore configuration file is changed to add, modify, or remove options.

 

To manually synchronize the Coveo for Sitecore configuration:

Open the Coveo Search section of the Sitecore Control Panel (see  ).Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Choose Actions.

The   dialog will be displayed. Choose  .Coveo for Sitecore Actions Synchronize Coveo Enterprise Search Configuration

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
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3.  

4.  

5.  

The   will be displayed. Select the indexes you want to synchronizeSynchronize Coveo Enterprise Search Configuration Wizard  and
choose Synchronize.

In the next screen, choose Close.
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5.  

Updating Security Cache

AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2016 RELEASE

In this topic:
Sitecore User and Role Events
Manual Update

Update All
Update User or Role

Coveo for Sitecore automatically manages a security cache between Sitecore and Coveo Enterprise Search. It is fully refreshed by default each
night to synchronize security identities from Sitecore to Coveo Enterprise Search.

A Sitecore event triggers specific entity updates immediately, when a change affecting users and roles occurs in Sitecore, but it is possible to
manually trigger this update from the Control Panel of Sitecore.

Sitecore User and Role Events

Sitecore triggers multiple events when changes are made to the entities. Coveo for Sitecore hooks itself to these events by default, according to
the following table.

EVENT HANDLER

user:created OnUserCreated

user:updated OnUserUpdated

user:deleted OnUserDeleted

roles:usersAdded OnUsersAddedToRole

roles:usersRemoved OnUsersRemovedFromRole 

 

Hence, in the Coveo.SearchProvider.config file, the following elements have been added.

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
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1.  
2.  

3.  

<events>
  ...
  <event name="user:created">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUserCreated"/>
  </event>
  <event name="user:updated">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUserUpdated"/>
  </event>
  <event name="user:deleted">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUserDeleted"/>
  </event>
  <event name="roles:usersAdded">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUsersAddedToRole"/>
  </event>
  <event name="roles:usersRemoved">
    <handler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Events.EntityEventHandler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="OnUsersRemovedFromRole"/>
  </event>
</events>

Manual Update

Open the Coveo Search section of the Sitecore Control Panel (see  ).Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Choose Actions.

The Coveo for Sitecore Actions dialog will be displayed.
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3.  

1.  

You may want to either update all the entities in the security cache or simply update a specific user or role. Note that the former can be
time consuming.

Update All

Choose   in the  section.Update All Update Security Cache
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1.  

2.  
3.  

1.  

Choose  .Update
The security cache update should be started. Choose to close the dialog.Close 

Update User or Role

Choose  in the  section.Update User Or Role Update Security Cache
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1.  

2.  
3.  
4.  

Enter the name of the user or role you want to update, and select the type.
Choose .Update
The update of the security entity should be started.

Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File

You can configure the Coveo Search Provider by modifying the Coveo.SearchProvider.
 file, which is located under  . This page describes its variousconfig App_Config\Include

sections and settings.

Basic Configuration Settings

Those are the basic settings that must be configured initially. They can be found under the co
 element.nfiguration/sitecore/coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration

If the entity does not exist, or has just been deleted, you have to confirm the operation.

For releases before December 2015, these settings can be found under the configu
ration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfigu

 element.ration
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In this topic:
Basic Configuration Settings
Index-Related Configuration
Settings
Security-Related Configuration
Settings
Miscellaneous Configuration
Settings

CesMasterInformation
ComputedFields
FieldMap

fieldNames
externalFields

FieldReaders
IndexFieldStorageValueFor
matter
VirtualFieldProcessors
Using Logging for
Debugging Purposes

Using Pipelines 

 

Name Description Example value

AdminServiceUri The Admin Service URI. http://localhost/AdminService

CollectionName The name of the collection in CES. Sitecore Search Provider

AVAILABLE SINCE: DECEMBER 2015
RELEASE

DefaultNumberOfFacetValues

The default number of facet values that are
returned when performing a LINQ query
(FacetOn function).

16

DefaultNumberOfResults The default number of results that are
returned when performing a LINQ query.

10

EnableSitecoreBoosting Whether  Sitecore boosting is or not
supported in queries.

true/false

EncryptDataOnQueue Whether or not to encrypt data sent to the
indexing queue.

true/false

FieldsBatchSize The number of fields to send in a single
batch to the Admin Service.

250

AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2016 RELEASE

ForceDeleteExcludedItems

Whether  to force a delete call on or not
excluded items.

true/false

IndexAllFields Whether  to index all Sitecore fields. If or not
set to , all the needed field must befalse
specified in the config file.

true/false

IndexAnalyticsFields Whether  to index fields needed for or not
Analytics, such as the    field._tracking

true/false

IndexCoveoFields Whether  to index Coveo fields on or not
documents. These fields are system fields
that are not starting with an underscore (_),
such as .templatename

true/false

IndexFilePath The Index file path where to store
index-related files.

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\JetStreamSitec
ore7\Data\indexes\Coveo_Index\ind
ex.xml

IndexReferrerItemsOnUpdate Whether  referrer items are re-indexed or not
on an item update.

true/false

MultipleValueSeparator The separator used for fields that contain
multiple values. For example, a field could
contain a series of GUIDs.

;

By design, Coveo for Sitecore
does not make calls to delete
items excluded by a filter
subsequently to their indexing. You
can enable this option if you want
to force the deletion of these items.

Do not forget to disable it once you
are done to avoid allocating
resources to this process when it is
unnecessary.

Note:
This must match what is set on the
side of CES.

http://localhost/AdminService
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#December_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1188
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#December_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1188
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
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QueuePassword The RabbitMQ password. guest

QueueUri The RabbitMQ URI.  amqp://localhost:5682/

QueueUsername The RabbitMQ username. guest

QueueCompressionThresholdInBytes The message size threshold beyond which
binary data is compressed in RabbitMQ
queues. Useful when indexing large files in
the media library.

10 (MB).

RequirementsInvalidateDelay The delay, in seconds, before the index
requirements are invalidated. Setting the
value to zero means that the index
requirements will be checked before any
indexing operation. The index requirements
include the sources, fieldsets, security
provider, and user identity.

Useful when there are frequent indexing
operations that are batched by Sitecore's
search provider. In other words, the index
configuration is verified each time an item is
indexed. This behavior might occur in these
situations, for instance:

When managing items programmatically
(e.g. add/update/remove).
When using Sitecore's workbox to
update many items at once.
When managing buckets.

0

SearchCertificatePath The search certificate path. C:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-
iis.p12

SearchServiceUri The CES Search Service URI. https://localhost:52810/7.0/CoveoSearchSer
vice

SecurityProviderName The name of the security provider in CES.
Used when many Sitecore instances are
targetting the same CES.

Sitecore Security Provider

ServerUrl The Sitecore server URL. Used by the Coveo
security provider.

http://jetstreamsitecore7/

ShortenUrls Whether  the clickable URI should be or not
shortened. This will be taken into account in
the  when resolving URIs ofUrlOptions
documents.

 

true/false

When you set this password using
the Configuration Wizard, it will be
stored in its encrypted form in the
configuration file. You can also set
it manually by editing the
configuration file and entering the
password as clear text. Be aware
that, once you do that, it will stay
unencrypted.

The URI may contain credentials
(e.g.: amqp://username:passw

). When ord@localhost:5682/
it contains credentials, the QueueU

 and  settsername QueuePasword
ings are not used.

amqp://localhost:5682/
amqp://localhost:5682/
https://localhost:52810/7.0/CoveoSearchService
https://localhost:52810/7.0/CoveoSearchService
http://jetstreamsitecore7/
amqp://username:password@localhost:5682/
amqp://username:password@localhost:5682/
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SitecorePassword The Sitecore password. Used for the Coveo
security provider.

b

SitecoreUsername The Sitecore username. Used for the Coveo
security provider.

sitecore\admin

SitecoreWebServiceUri The URI of the Sitecore Web Service. Used
to retrieve the binary data of Sitecore items.

http://sitecoreInstance/sitecore%20modules/
Web/Coveo/WebService/SitecoreWebServic
e.asmx

SiteName The site name to extract Sitecore content
from.

website

SkipFirstTimeSetupCheck Whether  to s or not kip the First time setup
check on Coveo Enterprise Search when
initializing. Can be used on Content Delivery
only servers.

true/false

AVAILABLE SINCE: JANUARY 2016 RELEASE

UserIdentityName

The name of the user identity in CES. Used
when many Sitecore instances are targeting
the same CES instance.

Sitecore user identity

Index-Related Configuration Settings

These are the settings that are specific to the Coveo index. They can be found under the configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/conf
 element.iguration/indexes

Name Description Example value

param desc="p_Name" The name (id) of the index.  

BinaryDataPropertiesWriter The instance of IBinaryDataPropertiesWriter
used to write binary data properties on
documents sent to CES.

 

Locations > Crawler > database

 

The database name associated with the
crawler.

master

Locations > Crawler > root

 

The starting point of this crawler when
indexing.

/sitecore

Strategies List of all the indexing strategies to apply to
this index.

 

Strategy > Type The Sitecore strategy to use. You need to add all the required parameters
after this tag so the strategy can run
correctly.

When you set this password using
the Configuration Wizard, it will be
stored in its encrypted form in the
configuration file. You can also set
it manually by editing the
configuration file and entering the
password as clear text. Beware
that once you do that, it will stay
unencrypted.

http://jetstreamsitecore7/
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#January_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1226_Minor_Rollout
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SourceName The source name to be used in CES. This
should only be set if you explicitly want to
override the default source name created by
Coveo for Sitecore.

 

<indexes hint="list:AddIndex">
    <index id="Coveo_master_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
        <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
        <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
          <crawler type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
            <Database>master</Database>
            <Root>/sitecore</Root>
          </crawler>
        </locations>
        <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
          <strategy
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.Strategies.SynchronousStrategy,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
            <param desc="database">master</param>
          </strategy>
        </strategies>
        <propertyStore
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.IndexDatabasePropertyStore,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
          <Key>$(id)</Key>
          <Database>core</Database>
        </propertyStore>
    </index>
</indexes>

Security-Related Configuration Settings

Those are settings that are specific to the security configuration of the Search Provider. They can be added under the  configuration/siteco
 re/contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration  element.

<securityConfiguration type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.SecurityConfiguration,
Coveo.Framework">
 <AnonymousUsers>extranet\anonymous</AnonymousUsers>
    <IndexPermissions>true</IndexPermissions>
    <SkipSitecoreCredentialsUpdate>false</SkipSitecoreCredentialsUpdate>
    <SkipSitecoreLoginCheck>false</SkipSitecoreLoginCheck>
</securityConfiguration>

Name Description Default value

You should not use the same
source name for different Sitecore
instances, given that they are all
linked to the same CES instance.
Be aware that this may cause
major indexing and querying
issues.
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AnonymousUsers A semicolon-separated list of usernames that
are considered as anonymous Sitecore
users.

extranet\anonymous

IndexPermissions Whether or not to index the Sitecore
permissions on items. Disabling this will
index all the items as Anonymous.

true

SkipSitecoreCredentialsUpdate Skips the Sitecore credentials update in
Coveo for the Security Provider. To be used
on Content Delivery servers to simplify the
setup.

false

SkipSitecoreLoginCheck Skips the login validation in Sitecore. To be
used on Content Delivery only servers to
simplify the setup.

false

Miscellaneous Configuration Settings

Those are miscellaneous settings that are used to configure various modules of the Sitecore Search Provider. They can be found under the conf
 element.iguration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/DefaultIndexConfiguration

CesMasterInformation

The CES master information defines the different settings used to connect to CES. Here is an example:

<CesMasterInformation type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CesMasterInformation,
Coveo.Framework">
 <Id>default</Id>
 <acceptedConnections hint="list:AddAcceptedConnection">
  <CesAcceptedConnection type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CesAcceptedConnection,
Coveo.Framework">
   <ConnectionComponent>ADMIN</ConnectionComponent>
   <ConnectionPort>52800</ConnectionPort>
   <ConnectionType>CMF</ConnectionType>
  </CesAcceptedConnection>
 </acceptedConnections>
</CesMasterInformation>

ComputedFields

Computed fields are fields that are created from a combination of other fields (see  ).Creating Computed Fields

A typical computed fields section looks like this:
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<fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">
  <field
fieldName="daterange_month">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.DateRangeMonthFacet,
Sitecore.ContentSearch</field>
  <field
fieldName="daterange_week">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.DateRangeWeekFacet,Si
tecore.ContentSearch</field>
  <field
fieldName="daterange_year">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.DateRangYearFacet,Sit
ecore.ContentSearch</field>
  <field
fieldName="parsedcreatedby">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.ParsedCreatedBy,Site
core.ContentSearch</field>
  <field
fieldName="parsedlanguage">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.ParsedLanguage,Siteco
re.ContentSearch</field>
</fields>

 

FieldMap

The field map defines how a field is mapped between Coveo and Sitecore. Here is an example:

<fieldMap type="Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMap, Coveo.Framework">
  <param desc="coveoReflectionFactory"
type="Coveo.Framework.Utils.CoveoReflectionFactory, Coveo.Framework" />
  <fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
    <fieldType fieldName='_id'
settingType='Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework'
type='Sitecore.Data.ID, Sitecore.Kernel' returnType='System.String'/>
    <fieldType fieldName='_uniqueid'
settingType='Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework'
type='Sitecore.Data.ItemUri, Sitecore.Kernel' returnType='System.String'/>
  </fieldNames>
  <externalFields hint="raw:AddExternalField">
    <field fieldName="sysauthor"/>
    <field fieldName="syscollection"/>
    <field fieldName="syssize" fieldTypeName="Number"/>
  </externalFields>
</fieldMap>

 

The field map also defines how fields are handled in Coveo Enterprise Search (CES). For example, to include a field in a facet or to make it
sortable, it must be defined in the   node. Please note that changes to this section will be taken into account in CES only after thefieldMap
affected items are re-indexed. Some of the most common options that can be defined on the   are explained in the following table.fieldType

fieldNames

Parameter name Description Example value Default value

Please note that for Sitecore 7.2 and up, the namespace for the field map has changed. Use this definition instead: <fieldMap
.type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoFieldMap, Coveo.SearchProvider">
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fieldName Defines the field name. _uniqueId  

includeForFreeTextSearch Defines whether or not full-text
search operations can be
performed on this field.

true / false false

isDisplayField Defines whether or not the field
should be displayed in search
results.

true / false true

isFacet Defines whether  facets or not
can be bound to this field. This is
also required for wildcard search.

true / false false

isMultiValue  Defines whether  this field or not
contains multiple values. This is
required for the "OR" and "AND"
filtering in the facets.

true / false false

isSortable Defines whether  search or not
results can be sorted by this
field.

true / false false

isExternal Defines whether  the or not
translation (addition of the "f"
prefix and the sourcename hash
suffix) should be avoided on this
field.

true / false false

returnType  Defines the type of the field as
seen by the index. In the  exaid
mple, for it to be indexed as a st

, you would specify ring Syste
. It needs to be usedm.String

with a .typeConverter

System.String if you want a
string,  for anSystem.Int32
integer field,  for aSystem.Date
Date field, etc.

System.String

settingType Defines the type of the class that
will be used for the configuration
of this field. This should not be
changed by a user.

Coveo.Framework.Configur
ation.FieldConfiguration
, Coveo.Framework

Coveo.Framework.Configur
ation.FieldConfiguration
, Coveo.Framework

type Defines the input type of the
field. For example, for an  fieldid
, the input type would the be type
corresponding as an ID in
Sitecore. This information is not
used by the Coveo Search
Provider. Modifying it will not
override the Sitecore value for
this field.

Sitecore.Data.ID,
Sitecore.Kernel

System.String 

typeConverter Defines the converter that will be
used for this specific field. It must
works with the  and the type ret

; the converter shouldurnType
take a field of the  as inputtype
and then outputs the converted
value of returnType.

Sitecore.ContentSearch.C
onverters.IndexFieldGuid
ValueConverter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch

null

externalFields

Parameter name Description Example value Default value

fieldName Defines the field name. syssize  

fieldTypeName Defines the type of the field seen
by the Coveo components
(Facet, Facet Range, Slider).

Number / Integer / Date /
Datetime

String

If you modify a field parameter of type Facet or Sortable, you will have to perform a rebuild of your Sitecore indexes (  Sitecore Desktop
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FieldReaders

The FieldReaders node defines which .NET class should handle a specific Sitecore field type. You can easily customize how a field is read by
specifying its type name. In the   assembly, Sitecore already provides a few field readers for various types, such asSitecore.ContentSearch
Checkbox, Date, RichText, Image, Lookup, etc. Furthermore, you can create your own field readers in .NET by inheriting the Sitecore.Conten

 class and overriding the   and   methods. For more details ontSearch.FieldReaders.FieldReader GetFieldValue GetIndexFieldName
how to achieve this, you can visit   or  .Sitecore's technical blog Sitecore's official documentation portal

<FieldReaders type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.FieldReaders.FieldReaderMap,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
  <mapFieldByTypeName hint="raw:AddFieldReaderByFieldTypeName">
    <fieldReader fieldTypeName="checkbox"
fieldReaderType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.FieldReaders.CheckboxFieldReader,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
    <fieldReader fieldTypeName="datetime"
fieldReaderType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.FieldReaders.DateFieldReader,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
    <fieldReader fieldTypeName="date"
fieldReaderType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.FieldReaders.DateFieldReader,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
  </mapFieldByTypeName>
</FieldReaders>

IndexFieldStorageValueFormatter

The index field storage value formatter is used to convert some field into a format recognized by the Coveo index. Here is an example:

>   >   >   >  ) for the modifications to take effect in your search results.Sitecore Menu Control Panel Indexing Indexing Manager

http://www.sitecore.net/community/technical-blogs/getting-to-know-sitecore/posts/2013/05/sitecore-7-search-provider-part-6-controlling-which-values-get-indexed.aspx
https://doc.sitecore.net/.aspx
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<indexFieldStorageValueFormatter
type="Coveo.Framework.Conversion.CoveoIndexFieldStorageValueFormatter,
Coveo.Framework" >
    <param desc="coveoReflectionFactory"
type="Coveo.Framework.Utils.CoveoReflectionFactory, Coveo.Framework" />
    <conversionTypes hint="raw:AddConverter">
        <conversionType inputType="System.Guid"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldGuidValueConverter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
        <conversionType inputType="Sitecore.Data.ID"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldIDValueConverter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
        <conversionType inputType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemId"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldSitecoreItemIDValueConvertor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" >
            <param type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldIDValueConverter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
        </conversionType>
        <conversionType inputType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemUniqueId"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldSitecoreItemUniqueIDValueConvertor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" >
            <param
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldItemUriValueConvertor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
        </conversionType>
        <conversionType inputType="Sitecore.Data.ItemUri"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldItemUriValueConvertor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
        <conversionType inputType="Sitecore.Data.ShortID"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters.IndexFieldShortIDValueConverter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
        <conversionType inputType="System.DateTimeOffset"
type="Coveo.Framework.Conversion.DateTimeOffsetValueConverter, Coveo.Framework" />
        <conversionType inputType="System.TimeSpan"
type="Coveo.Framework.Conversion.TimeSpanValueConverter, Coveo.Framework" />
        <conversionType inputType="System.DateTime"
type="Coveo.Framework.Conversion.DateTimeValueConverter, Coveo.Framework" />
    </conversionTypes>
</indexFieldStorageValueFormatter>

The common options of the conversion types are explained in the following table.

Parameter name Description Example

inputType Defines the type to which the conversion will
be applied. This means that all fields with this
type will be converted with the specified
converter.

Sitecore.Data.ItemUri

type Defines the type of the converter that will be
used for this conversion type.

Sitecore.ContentSearch.Converters
.IndexFieldItemUriValueConvertor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch

CoveoFieldMap vs IndexFieldStorageValueFormatter
In the conversion process for fields, the  will be used first if you specified a  and a  for aCoveoFieldMap returnType typeConverter
specific field. If it fails or if you have not specified anything, it will try to find the good converter in the IndexFieldStorageValueForm

 element. If the type of the field is not defined there, it will simply index the raw value of the field.atter
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1.  

VirtualFieldProcessors

Some fields can be created outside of the Sitecore context and have a meaning only in the search context. Those are not real fields on Sitecore
items, but fields created on-the-fly by the corresponding processor using the values from actual fields.

<virtualFieldProcessors hint="raw:AddVirtualFieldProcessor">
  <virtualFieldProcessor fieldName="daterange"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.VirtualFields.DateRangeFieldProcessor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
  <virtualFieldProcessor fieldName="_lastestversion"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.VirtualFields.LatestVersionFieldProcessor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
  <virtualFieldProcessor fieldName="_url"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.VirtualFields.UniqueIdFieldProcessor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
  <virtualFieldProcessor fieldName="_content"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.ContentFieldProcessor, Coveo.SearchProvider" />
</virtualFieldProcessors>

Using Logging for Debugging Purposes

The Sitecore Search Provider uses the log4net logging library bundled with Sitecore. To enable logging, add the following node into the web.con
 file of your Sitecore instance. To enable logging in whatever portion of the code, modify the logger's name.fig

<log4net>
  <appender name="CoveoLogger" type="log4net.Appender.SitecoreLogFileAppender,
Sitecore.Logging">
    <file value="$(dataFolder)/logs/Coveo.Search.{date}.txt" />
    <appendToFile value="true" />
    <layout type="log4net.Layout.PatternLayout">
      <conversionPattern value="%4t %d{ABSOLUTE} %l %-5p %m%n" />
    </layout>
  </appender>
  <logger name="Coveo" additivity="false">
    <level value="INFO" />
    <appender-ref ref="CoveoLogger" />
  </logger>
</log4net>

Using Pipelines 

You can add Sitecore pipeline processors using the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file (see  ).Using the Coveo Pipelines

You can also learn about the various pipeline processors oferred for HTML content (see   and Indexing Documents with Basic HTML Content Index
).ing Items with HTML Content Processor

Understanding the REST Endpoint Configuration Files

When loading a search page in a web browser, the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework components use the Coveo Search REST endpoint as a
proxy to perform queries. This endpoint is installed in the Sitecore website, so it can take advantage of the information provided by the Sitecore
context. To make this communication work, the Coveo Search REST endpoint relies on two very important components:

Please note that starting from Sitecore 7.5, the namespace changed to <indexFieldStorageValueFormatter
.type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoIndexFieldStorageValueFormatter, Coveo.SearchProvider" >

The below method enables logging for the namespace . Therefore, any other class which uses log4net and which is not locatedCoveo
in that namespace will not log anything via that logger.
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1.  
2.  

A custom HTTP handler that is seen as the REST endpoint itself. Its default location on the website is  ./coveo/rest
The Coveo Search API service, which is usually installed along with the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) instance. The Coveo Search API
service is responsible for querying the Coveo Enterprise Search search index through the Coveo Search Service.

Understanding the Coveo Search API Configuration File (config.yml)

The Coveo Search API service configuration is located in the   file. This file uses the  format.config.yml YAML

The code below shows a sample   file with explanations for the most commonly used settings. See config.yml Windows Service Configuration
 for all available options.File

# The "http" section defines settings used with web browsers requests.
http:
 
  # The "port" setting defines on which port the Coveo Search API service is
listening.
  # The default port number is (8080).
  port: 8080
 
# The "server" section defines settings used to connect to the Coveo Enterprise Search
index.
server:
 
  # The "uri" setting defines the host name and port number of the Coveo Enterprise
Search instance.
  # Usually the Coveo Search API service is installed on the same server as Coveo
Enterprise Search.
  uri: https://localhost:52810
 
  # The "serverCertificatePath" setting defines the path of the server certificate
file.
  # Using this certificate file, the Coveo Search API can validate that it is
connecting to the Coveo Enterprise Search instance it is supposed to.
  serverCertificatePath: C:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-ca.pem
  
  # The "clientCertificatePath" setting defines the path of the client certificate
file.
  # Using this certificate file, Coveo Enterprise Search can validate that the Coveo
Search API client can be trusted.
  clientCertificatePath: C:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12
 
# The "applications" section defines settings for a list of different applications.
# The dash (-) symbol represents a list item.
applications:
 
    # The "name" setting defines the application name.
    # It is strongly recommended to use a meaningful name such as the Sitecore
instance name.

In a nutshell, a YAML file must respect these rules:

The settings are indented using spaces only. Many YAML parsers do not support tabs. If you want to use the tab character
when editing files, make sure that your text editor automatically replaces tabs with spaces.
Comments begin with the hash ( ) symbol.#
Settings are defined using this key/value format: 
key: value
Notice the space character after the colon ( ).:
Boolean values are represented with  and .true false

When updating the config.yml file, you must restart the Search API service to use the updated settings.

http://www.yaml.org/spec/1.2/spec.html
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File
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  - name: Sample Application
 
    # The "secret" setting defines a key that is shared by the Coveo Search API and
the Sitecore instance to establish a trusted connection.
    # This information must not be available publicly otherwise it can compromise the
indexed documents.
    secret: replace this by your own application secret
 
    # The "allowImpersonate" setting defines if the application can impersonate user
identities.
    # With Coveo for Sitecore, the value of this setting must be (true) so search
queries can be performed
    # with the user that was authenticated by Sitecore.
    allowImpersonate: true
 
# The remaining sections are mostly used when using the Coveo Search API in the
"standalone" mode.
# They may be used with Coveo for Sitecore for some specific scenarios such as when a
user
# is authenticated by Sitecore and Windows at the same time.
basicAuthentication:
  enabled: false
  provider: Active Directory
windowsAuthentication:
  enabled: true
  provider: Active Directory
guest:
  enabled: false
  name: DOMAIN\user
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  provider: Active Directory
tokens:
  sharedKey: replace this by your own secret shared key

 

Understanding the Coveo Search Provider Configuration File (Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config)

On the Sitecore side, there is also an important configuration file. It looks like this:

<configuration xmlns:patch="http://www.sitecore.net/xmlconfig/">
  <sitecore>
    <pipelines>
      <!-- The "coveoProcessRestJsonResponse" pipeline handles the response that is
received from the Coveo Search API service.
           It allows the user to influence the way JSON is parsed and serialized. -->
      <coveoProcessRestJsonResponse>
        <!-- This processor deserializes the JSON response into .NET objects, invokes
the "coveoProcessParsedRestResponse" pipeline
             and then serializes the .NET objects into JSON again. -->
        <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessRestJsonResponse.ParseJsonRestS
earchResponseProcessor, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest" />
      </coveoProcessRestJsonResponse>
      <!-- The "coveoProcessParsedRestResponse" pipeline allows to alter the search
results that are returned by the Coveo Search API service.
           This way, one can add, modify or remove result fields at run-time. -->
      <coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>
        <!-- This processor resolves the REST results clickUri field in the context of
the current site using the Sitecore LinkManager. -->
        <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ResolveResul
tClickableUriProcessor, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest" />
      </coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>
      <!-- The "getSearchUserIdentities" pipeline is used to define which user
identities are performing the search query.
           In other words, it allows to map identities of various types to the active
Sitecore user. -->
      <getSearchUserIdentities>
        <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.GetSearchUserIdentities.AddVirtualGroups,
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest" />
        <!-- This processor maps Sitecore users to Active Directory users by following
a domain mapping. -->
        <!--
        <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.GetSearchUserIdentities.AddActiveDirectoryI
dentity, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest">
          <domainMappings hint="raw:AddDomainMapping">
            <domainMapping sitecoreDomain="ad" adDomain="acme.corp.com" />
          </domainMappings>
        </processor>
        -->
      </getSearchUserIdentities>
      <httpRequestBegin>
        <!-- This processor is required to ensure that requests targeting the Coveo
Search REST endpoint are not handled by Sitecore. -->
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        <processor patch:before="processor[@type =
'Sitecore.Pipelines.HttpRequest.ItemResolver, Sitecore.Kernel']"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRestSearchReq
uest, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest" />
      </httpRequestBegin>
    </pipelines>
    <coveo>
      <!-- Coveo Rest endpoint search settings -->
      <restEndpointConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.RestEndpointConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
        <!-- The "ApplicationSecret" must match the "secret" setting from the Coveo
Search API config.yml file for a CES7 on-premises installation.
             This way the Sitecore instance can establish a trusted connection with
the Coveo Search API. -->
        <ApplicationSecret>replace this by your own application
secret</ApplicationSecret>
        <!-- The timeout period for requests going through the Search API proxy.-->
        <RequestTimeout>00:00:30</RequestTimeout>
        <!-- Defines the location of the Coveo Search REST endpoint in the website.
-->
        <RestEndpointPath>/coveo/rest</RestEndpointPath>
        <!-- The period while the search token is valid. -->
        <SearchTokenExpiration>01:00:00</SearchTokenExpiration>
        <!-- The URI to connect to the Coveo Search API service.
             The Coveo Search API is usually installed on the same server as Coveo
Enterprise Search.
             If the "port" setting was modified in the Coveo Search API config.yml
file, it should be updated here. -->
        <SearchApiUri>http://localhost:8080</SearchApiUri>
        <!-- The Coveo Usage Analytics data token mapping per site. -->
        <!-- This element is new in the June 2016 release of Coveo for Sitecore
(3.0.1312). -->
        <AnalyticsDataTokenMap
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.AnalyticsDataTokenMap, Coveo.Framework">
          <!-- If you only use one site or want to use the same Coveo Usage Analytics
data token for all sites, set it here. -->
          <DefaultAnalyticsDataToken>MyAnalyticsDataToken</DefaultAnalyticsDataToken>
          <AnalyticsDataTokens hint="raw:AddAnalyticsDataToken">
            <!-- Add Coveo Usage Analytics data token per site using DataToken
element. -->
            <!-- <DataToken siteName="mySitename" dataToken="myDataToken" /> -->
          </AnalyticsDataTokens>
        </AnalyticsDataTokenMap>
        <AnalyticsUri>https://usageanalytics.coveo.com</AnalyticsUri>
      </restEndpointConfiguration>
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In this topic:
Rebuilding a Search Index
Re-Indexing Only a Section of
Your Content Tree

 

1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  

    </coveo>
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

Rebuilding Your Search Indexes

Queries in Sitecore are driven by its search indexes, and each search index is associated to
a specific Sitecore database. When you install Coveo for Sitecore, these indexes are no
longer driven by Lucene, but by Coveo instead.

There are some situations where you may want to re-index the items of your Content Tree,
and thus update your search indexes. Use one of the following methods, depending on your
needs.

Rebuilding a Search Index

This method will re-index all the items of the Content Tree for the Sitecore database that you selected. Every single item will be re-indexed,
regardless of whether or not it changed, so this operation can be time-consuming.

Use this method when:

You have just installed Coveo for Sitecore, as your search indexes are empty at this point.
You need to re-process all the items of your Content Tree, for example if you configured a Computed Field or an Inbound Filter.

Steps

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Open the Indexing Manager (  >  >  > ).Sitecore Start Menu Control Panel Indexing Indexing Manager
In the  dialog, choose .Welcome Next

In the  dialog, select the indexes that you want to rebuild.Select Search Index

Note:
Before you rebuild your search indexes, make sure that the Coveo for Sitecore package is installed properly by following the steps
given in .Installing Coveo for Sitecore
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Choose .Rebuild
Wait for the following dialog to complete.

Given that the CES console is opened, you should see all the items being re-indexed. The vast majority should be flagged as .Indexed

By default, only  is selected, which will rebuild the search index for the  database only.sitecore_master_index master

Note:
This operation can take a while to complete, depending on the number of search indexes that you have selected to rebuild, and
the number of items in the associated databases.
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Re-Indexing Only a Section of Your Content Tree

This method will re-index only one item of your Content Tree and its descendants. Only modified items will be re-indexed, so this method is quite
fast.

Use this method when:

You only need to re-index a section of your Content Tree. This is especially useful for development and testing/debugging purposes.

Steps

Log into the Sitecore Deskop.
In the lower-right corner, select the database for which you want to re-index an item. By default, the  database is selected.master

Open the Content Editor (  > ).Sitecore Start Menu Content Editor
In the left-hand side panel (Content Tree), select the item that you want to re-index.

Under the  tab, choose .Developer Re-Index Tree
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Wait for the following dialog to complete.

Given that the CES Console is opened, you should see the item - as well as its descendants - being re-indexed. Unchanged items should
be flagged as   Unchanged and modified items should be flagged as Indexed .

Changing the Crawling Root of an Index

AVAILABLE IN: MARCH 2016 RELEASE

In this topic:
Change the Crawling Root
Add a New Crawling Root
Test Your New Configuration

You may wish to change the crawling root of your indexes, most often to prevent indexing undesirable items into specific indexes. This can be
particularly useful in multi-site installations, or if you have indexes dedicated to specific content.

By changing the crawling root, you can focus the indexation on an item and its content tree, which can accelerate indexation time.

To display the  tab, right-click on the menu toolbar and select .Developer Developer

This option is only available if you are running Coveo for Sitecore side-by-side with another search provider that indexes Sitecore items,
such as Lucene or Solr.

For more information, see .Using Coveo Side by Side With Lucene\Solr

This procedure is meant for permanent or semi-permanent installations. For a simpler but temporary solution, see Re-Indexing Only a
.Section of Your Content Tree

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Rebuilding+Your+Search+Indexes#RebuildingYourSearchIndexes-content-tree
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Rebuilding+Your+Search+Indexes#RebuildingYourSearchIndexes-content-tree
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Change the Crawling Root

To change the crawling root of your indexes, follow these steps:

Open your  file. It is located under .Coveo.SearchProvider.config <Sitecore Instance>\Website\App_config\Include
In the  node, locate the index you wish to change.indexes
In this index, under  >  > , change the root to the one you want. The default value is .locations crawler Root /sitecore

Save and close your file.

Add a New Crawling Root

You may wish to add a new crawling root, for instance to index the files from your media library. To do so, simply follow these steps.

Open your   file. It is located under  .Coveo.SearchProvider.config <Sitecore Instance>\Website\App_config\Include
In the   node, locate the index you wish to change.indexes
Under the  node, add a new crawler. Since you want to index your media library items, add the following elements:locations

SITECORE 8.0-

<crawler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler, Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
  <database>web</database>
  <root>/sitecore/media library/Files</root>
  <stopOnError>true</stopOnError>
</crawler>

SITECORE 8.1+

<crawler type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
  <database>web</database>
  <root>/sitecore/media library/Files</root>
  <stopOnError>true</stopOnError>
</crawler>

Save and close your file.

Test Your New Configuration

Now that you have changed its crawling root, simply rebuild your index (see  ).Rebuilding Your Search Indexes

You should notice a change in the number of indexed items reflecting your modifications.

You can also see your indexed item by going to the CES Administration Tool > Content > Index Browser. 

Changing the Name of Sources Created in the Coveo Index

The first time you rebuild your indexes in Sitecore, Coveo for Sitecore creates a corresponding source in Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) for each
index. These sources are named after a combination of your Sitecore index, host, and instance names. For example, if you have a Sitecore
instance named  running on host  , when you rebuild the master index, it will create a source named SitecoreInstance WKS-000236 sitecore

 in CES._master_index - WKS-000236-SitecoreInstance

Typically, you may want to change the names of your sources to make them shorter and easier to remember whenever you need them to
manually perform a query.

Ensure that the path you enter includes the your Coveo search page for all Coveo indexes. Otherwise, you will get the following
error: .Precondition failed: The parameter 'p_Index' must not be null

You may wish to add a new crawling root to specifically include your search pages (see section below, Add a New Crawling
).Root

This code assumes you are changing your  index. You need to adapt the code to reflect your desired modifications.web
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Requirements

You have installed .Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)
You have installed .Coveo for Sitecore

Procedure

The current procedure will show you how to modify the name of the source corresponding to the Sitecore master index.

Open the   file using a text editor.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the element of the master index configuration. It should look like this:

<index id="sitecore_master_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
  <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
    <crawler type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
      <Database>master</Database>
      <Root>/sitecore</Root>
      <StopOnError>true</StopOnError>
    </crawler>
  </locations>
  <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
    <strategy
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.Strategies.SynchronousStrategy,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
      <param desc="database">master</param>
    </strategy>
  </strategies>
  <propertyStore
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.IndexDatabasePropertyStore,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
    <Key>$(id)</Key>
    <Database>core</Database>
  </propertyStore>
</index>

Add an element named   that encloses the desired source name in CES. For example, you could name your source  . YSourceName Test
our index configuration should now look like this:
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<index id="sitecore_master_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
  <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
    <crawler type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
      <Database>master</Database>
      <Root>/sitecore</Root>
      <StopOnError>true</StopOnError>
    </crawler>
  </locations>
  <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
    <strategy
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.Strategies.SynchronousStrategy,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
      <param desc="database">master</param>
    </strategy>
  </strategies>
  <propertyStore
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.IndexDatabasePropertyStore,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
    <Key>$(id)</Key>
    <Database>core</Database>
  </propertyStore>
  <SourceName>Test</SourceName>
</index>

Save the file and re-index your items (  >   >  >  ).Sitecore Desktop Control Panel  Indexing Indexing Manager
You can validate that the new source has been created in your CES Admin Tool:

Configuring the Sitecore Credentials

The  and  elements of the   file are used by the Coveo EnterpriseSitecoreUsername SitecorePassword Coveo.SearchProvider.config

Search (CES) security provider to retrieve the security permissions of indexed items. As the  element is encrypted, theSitecorePassword

Sitecore Credentials Configuration Wizard allows you to update your Sitecore username and password. This wizard is intended to be used by
Sitecore Administrators.

Using the Sitecore Credentials Configuration Wizard

Open the Coveo Search section of the Sitecore Control Panel (see ).Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Choose  .Configuration

The  element is case-sensitive. Ensure that the value you enter matches the casing of the corresponding sourceSourceName
in CES exactly. Typically, a source name looks like this: .Coveo_web_index - WKS-000236-Sitecore72u2

The first re-indexing may be longer, as a new source needs to be created. Please note that the old source will not be deleted.
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The  dialog will be displayed. Choose  .Coveo for Sitecore Configuration Sitecore Credentials

 
The  will be displayed. USitecore Credentials Configuration Wizard pdate the username, enter the password and choose Next.
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In the next screen, choose  .Close

 
Your  file (or  if the former does not exist) is updatedCoveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example
with the username and the encrypted password.
Synchronize the Coveo Enterprise Search configuration (see  ).Synchronize Coveo Enterprise Search Configuration

Using Windows Authentication to Query External Sources

Coveo for Sitecore allows you to integrate external content directly in search results returned by a Coveo Search Page. Often, security is not
much of a concern, as Sitecore items and external content items are both visible publicly. However, in some situations, external content is
secured, such as in an intranet website. This content may be secured with Windows permissions, for instance. This page explains how to deal
with such a mix of permissions (Sitecore and Windows) in Coveo for Sitecore.

Understanding Mixed Authentication

Being able to search for external content items in a Coveo Search Page means that it is able to deal with "mixed authentication." In other words,

This step is necessary because the new credentials needs to be sent to Coveo Enterprise Search. The synchronization is done
manually or automatically at the beginning of an indexing operation.
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the user is actually performing a query using several identities at the same time. The below diagram illustrates how the Coveo Search API service
deals with mixed authentication (i.e. Sitecore and Windows).

The browser calls the REST endpoint to get search results.
The REST endpoint forwards the call to the Search API, giving the known Sitecore user identity and asking the Search API to perform
Windows authentication.
The Search API performs Windows authentication with the client browser. The Windows user identity is now known by the Search API
and can be added to the search request.
The Search API sends the search query to the search index (CES) for processing.
CES computes the results considering permissions for both the Sitecore user identity and the Windows user identity. Search results are
then returned to the Search API, REST endpoint, and finally to the client browser.

Search results are returned to the Search API.
Search results are returned to the REST endpoint.
Search results are returned to the client browser.

Considerations

Since the REST endpoint delegates the authentication process to the Search API, there are some rules that need to be respected. Otherwise, the
authentication mechanism will not work, and the Windows user identity will not be added to the search query.

The Search API service must be installed on the same server as the Sitecore instance.
The hostname used to connect to the Search API service must be the same as the one used by the client browser to connect to the
Sitecore instance.
The hostname must correspond to the machine name. Adding a fake hostname in the   file will not work.hosts

However, CES can safely be installed on a different server, since the Search API and CES are using certificates to trust each other.

Configuring for Mixed Authentication

In this section, it is assumed that:

The external source already exists in CES.
The Search API service is installed on the same server as the Sitecore instance.
The appropriate ports are opened in the firewall.
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Step 1 - Configure the REST Endpoint to Use the Correct Hostname

As mentioned above, the hostname used to connect to the Sitecore instance must be the same as the one used by the REST endpoint to connect
to the Search API.

Edit the   file. The file is located in the Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config C:\inetpub\wwwroot\yourSitecoreInstance\W
 folder.ebsite\App_Config\Include

Find the   element.SearchApiUri
Adjust the value to use the correct hostname. In this topic, the machine name is  . Since the Search API is configured to runwks-000362
on port   by default, you should configure the element like this:8080

<SearchApiUri>http://wks-000362:8080/</SearchApiUri>

Save the file.

Step 2 - Add the External Source to the Search Page

Open the search page in the Page Editor.
Edit the properties of the  component.Coveo Search
Because some rules are defined by default, you may need to add a new condition to the   field to include the results fromFiltering Rules
the external source.

Select the   condition. It will appear inside the   rulewhere specific field compares to specific value Basic filtering
as  .and where specific field compares to specific value
Click on the   link to turn it into an  .and or
Click on the   link and enter  .specific syssource
Click on the   link and select  .compares to equals to
Click on the   and enter the external source name. In this case, it is  . The   rulespecific value Shared Files Basic filtering
will now look like this.

 
Click   to close the rule editor.OK

Find the   section and enter the name of the external source you want to add in the External Content Names of External Content
 field. If you want to add all sources from a collection, you can simply select the appropriate collection from the Sources Names of

 list.External Content Collections
Save changes and, optionaly, publish changes.

Step 3 - Asking the Search API to Perform Windows Authentication

You now need to tell the Search API that, in this search page, you want to perform Windows authentication in addition to the user identity that is
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provided (the Sitecore user identity in this case). This might sound complicated, but the  provides aJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
nice component to do that: the   component.Authentication Provider

Edit the sublayout (or view) file that corresponds to your search component. The defaults are:
CoveoSearch.ascx for Web Forms. It is located in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\yourSitecoreInstance\Website\layouts

.\Coveo
SearchView.cshtml for MVC. It is located in  .C:\inetpub\wwwroot\yourSitecoreInstance\Website\Views\Coveo

Find the element with a  attribute equal to  :class CoveoSearchInterface

<div id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface" ...

Right after the opening element, add the Authentication Provider component.

<div class="CoveoAuthenticationProvider" data-name="Windows"></div>

Save the file.

Testing it Out

For this example, we have two different users   and  . The external source contains one file that both userswks-000362\john wks-000362\mary
can access and one file that is private to each user. When accessing the search page each user can see the right items.

So, when John visits the search page, it gives this result.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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As you can see, John sees the Sitecore items. These come from the Sitecore source. He also sees   and John's Private Document Shared
 that come from the external source. As expected, he cannot see Mary's private document.Document

The same thing happens for Mary when she visits the same search page.
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Coveo Control Panel Administration Access

AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2016 RELEASE

All Sitecore administrators have access to the  Control Panel.Coveo Search section of the Sitecore

If a user needs to have access to the Coveo Search section without being a Sitecore administrator, you can assign it to the sitecore\Coveo
 role.Admin

Add a User/Role to the Coveo Admin Role

Open the .Role Manager
Select the  role and choose the  menu item.sitecore\Coveo Admin Members

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
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4.  The  will be displayed. Choose the  and select the User or Role you want to add.Add an Account Account Type
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5.  Choose   and then .OK Close

Administering RabbitMQ
RabbitMQ is a messaging platform installed alongside Coveo Enterprise Search (CES). It runs as a Windows service named RabbitMQ for

. Whenever the Coveo Search Provider receives item-related events from Sitecore (created, modified, deleted, etc.), it pushes theCoveo
corresponding items to RabbitMQ. Then, the Queue Crawler, which runs on the CES side, consumes the items stored in RabbitMQ and pushes
them to the Coveo index.

Generally, an administrator will need to administer RabbitMQ for troubleshooting purposes. The current section covers these related topics:

Accessing the RabbitMQ Management Console
Changing the Location of RabbitMQ Queues
Configuring the Coveo for Sitecore Indexing Queue Connection
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Accessing the RabbitMQ Management Console

RabbitMQ has a web management console that you can use to monitor queues created when you rebuild your indexes in Sitecore.

To access the console:

Open the following URL in a web browser:   http://localhost:15672/

You should be prompted to provide your credentials.

 
Enter the credentials in the login screen:

The default username is: guest
The default password is: guest

Validate that you see the RabbitMQ management console.

Note:
If the URL is unreachable, make sure that the   service is running. If the service refuses to start, youRabbitMQ for Coveo
can refer to the Event Viewer of Windows to find out why the service cannot start. Otherwise, see Resolving Coveo for

.Sitecore's Most Common Issues

If you specified your own RabbitMQ administrator credentials while , youinstalling Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)
must enter those credentials.

http://localhost:15672/
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5.  To monitor the status of your queues, choose the  tab. If no message is left with the status  for your queue, it means thatQueues Ready
all items were properly processed and indexed by Coveo for Sitecore.

Changing the Location of RabbitMQ Queues
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b.  

5.  

RabbitMQ stores its queues inside a database located under  by default.C:\Users\[username]\AppData\Roaming\RabbitMQ for Coveo
You may want to move this database to a different location, for example for disk space or performance reasons.

To change the location of queues:

Stop the  service (  > ).RabbitMQ for Coveo Administrative Tools Services
Locate the folder where RabbitMQ stores its data. It is typically located under C:\Users\[username]\AppData\Roaming\RabbitMQ

.for Coveo
Copy this folder and all its content to the new location.

Open the Windows Registry Editor:
Open the  dialog (  > ).Run... Start Run...
Enter  and choose .regedit.exe OK

For recovery purposes, export the key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Ericsson\Erlang\ErlSrv\1.1\RabbitMQ for
 (  > ).Coveo right-click Export

You can also optionally rename the folder. As shown in the above example, C:\Users\[username]\AppData\Roaming\R
abbitMQ for Coveo was relocated to . Please be careful not to alter the folder's structure andD:\Services\RabbitMQ
content when moving it.
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b.  

10.  
11.  
12.  
13.  
14.  

Copy the content of the string value to a text editor.Args  
In the text editor, use the   command to replace any path pointing to the old location with the new desired path.Find & Replace

Copy the content of your text editor back into the key's value and choose .OK
Now perform the exact same steps as above for the following string values:

Env (this one uses slashes as path separators).
WorkDir (this one uses backslashes as path separators).

Restart the  service.RabbitMQ for Coveo
Wait a few seconds for the service to load properly.
Browse to the new RabbitMQ data folder (i.e. ).D:\Services\RabbitMQ
Open the   file in a text editor.rabbit@[hostname].log
Validate that next to the last instance of the  string, the timestamp that appears shows a time later than when you=INFO REPORT=
restarted the RabbitMQ service.

To recover the old key and its values, double-click on the export file ( ) and choose  when you are prompted for.reg Yes
installing the key.

Note:
In the  string value, the data folder of RabbitMQ uses Args forward slashes (/) instead of backslashes (\), so be careful not to
use standard backslashes.

For example, you could search for  and replace it withC:/Users/[username]/AppData/Roaming/RabbitMQ for Coveo
.D:/Services/RabbitMQ

Alternatively, you can simply monitor the folder and verify whether or not the   column is updated occasionally.Date modified
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1.  
2.  
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4.  

If you are sure that the RabbitMQ service is now working properly with your new folder, then you can optionally delete the old RabbitMQ
 folder.for Coveo

Configuring the Coveo for Sitecore Indexing Queue Connection

As the  element of the  file is encrypted, the Indexing Queue Connection ConfigurationQueuePassword Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Wizard allows you to update your RabbitMQ URI, username, and password. This wizard is intended to be used by Sitecore Administrators.

Using the Indexing Queue Connection Configuration Wizard

Open the Coveo Search section of the Sitecore Control Panel (see ).Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Choose  .Configuration

The  dialog will be displayed. Choose  .Coveo for Sitecore Configuration Indexing Queue Connection

 
The  will be displayed. UIndexing Queue Connection Configuration Wizard pdate the values, enter the password, and choose Next.
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In the next screen, choose  .Close

 
Your  file (or  if the former does not exist) is updated.Coveo.SearchProvider.config Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example
Synchronize the Coveo Enterprise Search configuration (see  ).Synchronize Coveo Enterprise Search Configuration

The next connection to the indexing queue will use the updated values.

Administering Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)
Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) is the indexing/search engine platform that runs in the background of Coveo for Sitecore. It runs as a Windows
service named . Its Queue Crawler module - which runs inside the  process - isCoveo Enterprise Search 7 CESCustomCrawlers7.exe
responsible for consuming items stored in RabbitMQ and pushing them to the CES index.

This step is necessary because the new values needs to be sent to Coveo Enterprise Search. The synchronization is done
manually or automatically at the beginning of an indexing operation.
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In this topic:
Managing Your Sources
Managing Your Security
Providers
Further Details

 

Generally, an administrator will need to administer CES for customization and troubleshooting purposes. These pages will help you on this matter:

Managing Your CES Index
Managing Your CES License
Securing the Admin Service

Managing Your CES Index

Although your Sitecore search indexes are automatically managed by Coveo for Sitecore,
there are situations where you will need direct access to the underlying Coveo search engine.
For example:

to add external content in your Coveo index and thus make it accessible to a search
interface built using Coveo for Sitecore's components.
to troubleshoot communication or configuration issues between the Coveo index and
Coveo for Sitecore.

The  serves exactly this purpose in that it allows you to manage your Coveo index.CES Administration Tool

Managing Your Sources

When you , Coveo for Sitecore creates one source for each search index that you selected in the Indexingfirst rebuild your search indexes
Manager. For example, if you rebuild only the  search index, you will only have a single source located in the sitecore_master_index Siteco

 collection.re Search Provider

When clicking on the source, you can see how many items it actually indexed (about 34700 Sitecore items in this example). You can also see that
Live Monitoring is enabled by default, which automatically re-indexes any item modified in Sitecore. It is not recommended to disable it.

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/CES/7.0/Administrator/administration_tool.htm
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You can look at the actual items that were indexed by clicking on , just below .Details Number of Documents
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For one of these items, under  > , you can see all the fields that were indexed for this specific item. This can be very useful,Details Fields
especially when you are testing out a new .computed field
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Back to the source, under the  section, you can see that it links to a Field Set created by Coveo for Sitecore.Fields
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By clicking on  , you can see all the fields automatically indexed by the source.Edit
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Back to the source, under , you can see the various settings of the source. Those settings were automatically configured by Coveo forGeneral
Sitecore. For example, the source is of type Queue, which means that it uses the Queue crawler. There are also two parameters related to the
underlying messaging platform ( , ). Finally, the  parameter defines which security provider isQueue URI Queue Name Security Provider
associated with this source. In our case, it is the Sitecore security provider. Tampering with those settings is not recommended.
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Managing Your Security Providers

The initial rebuild of your search indexes also creates a corresponding security provider (  >  > ).Configuration Security Security Providers

When a security provider has connection issues with your Sitecore instance, it is often recommended to restart it, making it re-initialize itself and
try to reconnect to Sitecore.

Clicking on the security provider reveals that a few parameters were automatically configured by Coveo for Sitecore. You should not tamper with
them.

Further Details

For more information about managing CES, see .Administration Tool - Index Tab

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/administration_tool_-_index_tab.htm
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In this topic:
Purpose of the CES License
Features of the CES License
Further details

 

Managing Your CES License

When installing, Coveo for Sitecore will ask you for a license code. This license is for Coveo
for Sitecore itself.

However, CES also has its own license, which is automatically and transparently configured
as soon as you install Coveo for Sitecore. The type of CES license you will have depends on
your Coveo for Sitecore license.

Purpose of the CES License

The  is used to control:CES license

which features and crawlers are enabled.
how many documents/items are allowed to be indexed.

When used in a standard Enterprise Search context, CES requires that you manually manage its license. However, Coveo for Sitecore is
designed in such a way that you normally do not need to take care of the CES license, unless you want to upgrade it to enable more features and
crawlers.

Features of the CES License

By using a Coveo for Sitecore Free Edition license, you have a limited CES license:
only the Queue and Active Directory crawlers are enabled.
the advanced features of CES - such as Super Users or Text Analytics - are disabled.

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/administration_tool_-_license_menu.htm
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By using or upgrading to a Coveo for Sitecore Enterprise Edition license, you will get a more complete CES license:
the Queue and Active Directory crawlers are enabled by default. Note that Coveo provides you a separate CES license that
enables the Web crawler as well.
the advanced features of CES - such as Super Users or Text Analytics - are disabled.
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By starting with either one of these licenses, you can still upgrade your CES license separately to enable even more features and crawlers. For
instance, this can be very useful when working with   in Coveo for Sitecore.external content

Further details

For more information about managing your CES license, see  .Administration Tool - License Menu

Securing the Admin Service

In this topic:
Step 1 - Enable Admin Service Security
Step 2 - Validate the Admin Service Is Secure
Troubleshooting

The Admin Service is a service installed along with Coveo Enterprise Search (CES). It provides an API to the CES Administration Tool, which
allows the Coveo Search Provider to automate various tasks programmatically. If you install the Admin Service and CES on a dedicated server -
i.e. on a server different from Sitecore - it is highly recommended that you enable secure communications. Here are the necessary steps.

Step 1 - Enable Admin Service Security

When installing CES, in the   screen, choose   next to  .Configuration Configure Admin service security

 

In the   screen, select Coveo Enterprise Search Admin Service Security Options Enable Coveo Enterprise Search AdminService se

Note:
When installing or upgrading to the Enterprise Edition, you need to install a separate CES license.

Modifying the current install
If you have already installed CES but without the Admin Service feature (or without a secure Admin Service), re-run the
installation package and choose  . You will have access to the same screen as above. For CES releases prior to AugustModify
2015, it may be necessary to remove the Admin Service in a first step, then add it again to enable it and be able to change its
settings.

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/administration_tool_-_license_menu.htm
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.curity

In the same screen, click   next to  .Configure Configure credentials for the Admin Service
In the   screen, enter the credentials that will be used to secure the AdminCreate the access credentials for the CES Admin Service
Service.

Back in the previous screen, click   next to  .Configure Configure a certificate for the Admin Service
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b.  
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In the   screen, enter the settings that will be used to generate a certificate:Create a certificate to secure the Admin Service
CES Server domain name: enter the  of the CES server or an alias that you will be able to refer to using your  fileFQDN hosts
later on (e.g.   or  ).ces-server.acme.com SVR-CES

Private key password / Confirm password: enter the password that will be used to protect the certificate's private key.
Port number: enter the port number used by the Admin Service. By default, this will be 443.
Export path: enter the path where the certificate's   file will be exported..pfx

Note:
This value will end up in the  field of the generated certificate, thus representing the CES server's hostname.Subject
This implies that you will need to use this hostname throughout the steps of the .Configuration Wizard

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fully_qualified_domain_name
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Proceed with the rest of the installation steps.
Retrieve the generated certificate file ( ) and keep it for the upcoming configuration steps in Coveo for Sitecore's Configuration.pfx
Wizard.
Validate that the Admin Service's URI is accessible in a web browser (typically  ).https://localhost/AdminService

Step 2 - Validate the Admin Service Is Secure

When loading the Coveo Diagnostic Page of your Sitecore instance, all components should be in the   state, especially the AdminUp & running
Service.

Troubleshooting

Problem: port 443 is already used by another application or service.
Solution: you can easily change it via the file   that is located in the   folder of CES. ThereCoveo.CES.AdminService.exe.config bin
is a section called  . You can change the port there. Remember to restart the service after this change. appSettings

<appSettings>
    <add key="port" value="443" />
  </appSettings>

Problem: the Admin Service is not accessible via its URL.
Solutions:

Make sure that the Admin Service is started.
Make sure that a certificate is bound to the port of the Admin Service.
Make sure that no error shows up in the Coveo Diagnostic Page. A common error is: "Could not establish trust relationship for
the SSL/TLS secure channel with authority." It means that the Sitecore server does not trust the certificate of the Admin
Service/CES server. To diagnose this issue, you can enable the System.Net traces in the   of your Sitecore instanceweb.config
as explained in  . You should be looking for errors related to certificates and trustMy Favorite System.Net trace configuration file
in the generated   file..log

Problem: you see the  .invalid token
Solution: it means that the token that your Search Provider has is invalid. You have to restart Sitecore to get a new one immediately.

Understanding the Architecture of Coveo for Sitecore

https://localhost/AdminService
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/jpsanders/archive/2009/03/24/my-favorite-system-net-trace-configuration-file-dumps-process-id-and-date-time-information.aspx
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In this topic:
The Building Blocks

Block 1 - Coveo Search
Provider
Block 2 - Coveo Enterprise
Search (CES)
Block 3 - Coveo Admin
Service
Block 4 - RabbitMQ
Block 5 - Coveo Search
API Service

Event Workflow
Scenario 1 - Rebuilding
Your Search Indexes
Scenario 2 - Performing a
Query from the Content
Editor
Scenario 3 - Performing a
Query from a Coveo
Search Page

 

1.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  
d.  

This page covers the architecture of Coveo for Sitecore. You will learn about its different
parts and how they interact with each other. This will prove to be extremely valuable if you
need to troubleshoot issues.

The Building Blocks

From a conceptual point of view, Coveo for Sitecore is made of the following building blocks.

Block 1 - Coveo Search Provider

This module is deployed as a Sitecore package (ZIP file). Once installed, it replaces the
Lucene.NET search provider, which comes shipped by default with Sitecore 7.X. The Coveo
Search Provider acts as a bridge between Sitecore and Coveo Enterprise Search. It is
responsible for handling queries ran from within Sitecore and for synchronizing your search
indexes with the Coveo index.

Block 2 - Coveo Enterprise Search (CES)

This module is installed by the Coveo Enterprise Search installer. It is responsible for
creating, managing, and maintaining your Coveo index.

Among other things, it spawns:

a Queue crawler, which continually retrieves Sitecore items from your RabbitMQ
queues and indexes them.
a Sitecore security provider, which handles Sitecore security permissions and allows you to find only what you are allowed to see when
you perform a query.

Ultimately, CES is the module that handles all queries.

Block 3 - Coveo Admin Service

This module is installed by the Coveo Enterprise Search installer. It runs as a separate service from CES and serves as an automation tool for the
Coveo index. It exposes a web service, and you can send it commands to automate all kinds of tasks, such as creating a source or a security
provider, refreshing or deleting a source, creating or updating fields, etc.

Block 4 - RabbitMQ

This module is installed by the Coveo Enterprise Search installer. It is a messaging platform used jointly by the Coveo Search Provider and CES.
Internally, RabbitMQ has a database in which it stores message queues. Sitecore items get pushed to those queues by the Coveo Search
Provider, and the Queue crawler in turn retrieves those items and indexes them in the Coveo index.

Block 5 - Coveo Search API Service

This module is installed by the Coveo Search API installer. It runs as a separate service from CES and serves as a global REST endpoint that
handles queries ran from within Sitecore. Once it receives a query, it forwards it to the Coveo Search Service, which is a SOAP-based web
service exposed by CES. The Coveo Search Service executes the query and then returns the results as a SOAP response to the Search API
module, which itself returns results as a REST response to whichever Sitecore module initially triggered the query.

Event Workflow

Depending on the type of action that you trigger in Coveo for Sitecore, a very different sequence of events occurs under the cover. Here are some
of the most common scenarios.

Scenario 1 - Rebuilding Your Search Indexes

Rebuilding your search indexes causes these events to occur:

The Sitecore application from where you launched the rebuild (Sitecore Desktop or Content Editor) tells the Search Provider to rebuild
the chosen search index (e.g.  ).Sitecore_master_index
The Coveo Search Provider then tells RabbitMQ to create a queue corresponding to the chosen search index (e.g. Sitecore_master_

).index - <hostname>-<Sitecore instance name>
The Coveo Search Provider tells the Coveo Admin Service to create everything necessary on the CES side to begin indexing Sitecore
items. This includes:

a Field Set which defines a CES custom field for every Sitecore fields defined by Sitecore templates as well as for each
computed field defined in  .Coveo.SearchProvider.config
a User Identity which contains the credentials of a Sitecore admnistrator (e.g. Sitecore Admin for

).<hostname>-<Sitecore instance name>
a source of type Queue (e.g.  ).Sitecore_master_index - <hostname>-<Sitecore instance name>
a security provider of type Sitecore (e.g. Sitecore Security Provider for <hostname>-<Sitecore instance
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).name>
The Coveo Search Provider begins to fetch Sitecore items from the database corresponding to the chosen search index (e.g.  ).master
The Coveo Search Provider pushes those Sitecore items to the RabbitMQ queue corresponding to the chosen search index (e.g. Siteco

).re_master_index - <hostname>-<Sitecore instance name>
The Queue crawler begins to fetch Sitecore items stored in the RabbitMQ queue.
The Queue crawler indexes those Sitecore items including their metadata fields as well as their security permissions.
The Sitecore Security Provider expands security permissions found on Sitecore items in order to replicate the security model of Sitecore.
Thus, a query only returns the items that a user is allowed to see.

Scenario 2 - Performing a Query from the Content Editor

Performing a query from the Content Editor causes these events to occur:

The Content Editor builds a LINQ-based expression representing the query entered by the user and forwards it to the Coveo Search
Provider.
The Coveo Search Provider parses this expression and turns it into a query format understood by CES.
The Coveo Search Provider forwards the query to the Coveo Search Service.
The Coveo Search Service tells the Coveo index to execute the query.
CES executes the query and returns only the results that the user is allowed to see.
The Coveo Search Service returns search results to the Coveo Search Provider.
The Coveo Search Provider returns those search results in a format understood by Sitecore.
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Scenario 3 - Performing a Query from a Coveo Search Page

Performing a query from a Coveo Search Page causes these events to occur:

The Coveo Search Page sends the query to the Coveo Search REST Endpoint.
The Coveo Search REST endpoint forwards the query to the Coveo Search API Service
The Coveo Search API Service forwards the query to the Coveo Search Service.
CES executes the query and returns only the results that the user is allowed to see.
The Coveo Search Service returns search results to the Coveo Search API Service in a SOAP format.
The Coveo Search API Service returns search results to the Coveo Search REST Endpoint in a JSON format.
The Coveo Search REST Endpoint returns the search results to the Coveo Search Page (i.e. JS UI Search Interface).

Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Coveo for Sitecore adds a section in the Sitecore Control Panel that allow administrators to configure and troubleshoot it.

To Access the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
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In Sitecore 7

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Open the Control Panel (  >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Control Panel

 
Choose  .Coveo Search
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In Sitecore 8

Log into the Sitecore Experience Platform.
Open the Control Panel by clicking on its tile.

 
Locate the  section.Coveo Search
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Migrating a Lucene index configuration to a Coveo index configuration
You may have created your own custom index on top of Lucene. When using Coveo for Sitecore, you may want this custom index to be driven by
the Coveo index too. This requires a few changes in the index configuration file. 

For example, you may have the following Lucene index.

<configuration xmlns:patch="http://www.sitecore.net/xmlconfig/">
  <sitecore>
    <contentSearch>
      <configuration type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.ContentSearchConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
        <indexes hint="list:AddIndex">
          <index id="sitecore_list_index"
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneIndex,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider">
            <param desc="name">$(id)</param>
            <param desc="folder">$(id)</param>
            <!-- This initializes index property store. Id has to be set to the index
id -->
            <param desc="propertyStore"
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/databasePropertyStore" param1="$(id)" />
   <configuration
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/defaultLuceneIndexConfiguration">
     <fieldMap
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/defaultLuceneIndexConfiguration/fieldMap">
    <fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
      <field fieldName="name" storageType="YES" indexType="TOKENIZED" vectorType="NO"
boost="1f" type="System.String"
settingType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider">
     <analyzer
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.Analyzers.LowerCaseKeywordAnalyzer,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider" />
      </field>
      <field fieldName="owner" storageType="YES" indexType="TOKENIZED" vectorType="NO"
boost="1f" type="System.String"
settingType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider">
     <analyzer
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.Analyzers.LowerCaseKeywordAnalyzer,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider" />
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      </field>
      <field fieldName="recipients" storageType="YES" indexType="TOKENIZED"
vectorType="NO" boost="1f" type="System.Int32"
settingType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider">
     <analyzer
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.Analyzers.LowerCaseKeywordAnalyzer,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider" />
      </field>
      <field fieldName="__fullcreateddate"   storageType="YES"  indexType="TOKENIZED" 
vectorType="NO" boost="1f" type="System.DateTime" format="yyyyMMddTHHmmss"
settingType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider">
     <analyzer
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.Analyzers.LowerCaseKeywordAnalyzer,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider" />
      </field>
      <field fieldName="__fullupdateddate"   storageType="YES"  indexType="TOKENIZED" 
vectorType="NO" boost="1f" type="System.DateTime" format="yyyyMMddTHHmmss"
settingType="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider">
     <analyzer
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.Analyzers.LowerCaseKeywordAnalyzer,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider" />
      </field>
    </fieldNames>
     </fieldMap>
     <fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">
    <field
fieldName="__fullcreateddate">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.CreatedDate,Siteco
re.ContentSearch</field>
    <field
fieldName="__fullupdateddate">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.UpdatedDate,Siteco
re.ContentSearch</field>
     </fields>
   </configuration>
            <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
              <!-- NOTE: order of these is controls the execution order -->
              <strategy
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/indexUpdateStrategies/syncMaster" />
            </strategies>
            <commitPolicyExecutor type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.CommitPolicyExecutor,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
              <policies hint="list:AddCommitPolicy">
                <policy type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.TimeIntervalCommitPolicy,
Sitecore.ContentSearch" />
              </policies>
            </commitPolicyExecutor>
            <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
              <crawler type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
                <Database>master</Database>
                <Root>/sitecore/system/List Manager/All Lists</Root>
              </crawler>
            </locations>
          </index>
        </indexes>
      </configuration>
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    </contentSearch>
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

 

For it to be driven by Coveo, you need to make the following changes:

Proceed with this step only for releases before December 2015.

Change the value of the   attribute of the   node to type configuration Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchCo
. The end result should be:nfiguration, Coveo.SearchProvider

<configuration type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.SearchProvider">

Change the value of the   attribute of the   node to type index Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex, Coveo.SearchProvider
. The end result should be:

<index id="sitecore_list_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">

Change the parameters of the index to the following.

<param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>

The   should become a node instead of being a parameter to the index.propertyStore

<propertyStore desc="propertyStore"
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/databasePropertyStore" param1="$(id)" />

The second   node should have its   attribute value set to  .configuration ref coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration

<configuration ref="coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration">

Remove the whole   section, as the fields will be automatically detected based on templates. Keep the   section used forfieldMap fields
computed fields intact.

Remove the entire   section, as it is not used by Coveo.commitPolicyExecutor
Validate that the configuration file now looks like the following:

For releases before December 2015, set the  attribute value to ref contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConf

.iguration

You may want fields to be configured as facets, or to be sortable or full-text searchable in Coveo. If this is the case, keep the f
 section and convert your field configuration to the Coveo format (see ieldMap Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's

).Configuration File
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<configuration xmlns:patch="http://www.sitecore.net/xmlconfig/">
  <sitecore>
    <contentSearch>
      <configuration
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider">
        <indexes hint="list:AddIndex">
          <index id="sitecore_list_index"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex, Coveo.SearchProvider">
            <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
            <configuration ref="coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration">
              <fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">
                <field
fieldName="__fullcreateddate">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.CreatedDate,S
itecore.ContentSearch</field>
                <field
fieldName="__fullupdateddate">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.UpdatedDate,S
itecore.ContentSearch</field>
              </fields>
            </configuration>
            <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
              <crawler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
                <Database>master</Database>
                <Root>/sitecore/system/List Manager/All Lists</Root>
              </crawler>
            </locations>
            <propertyStore desc="propertyStore"
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/databasePropertyStore" param1="$(id)" />
            <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
              <strategy
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.Strategies.SynchronousStrategy,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
                <param desc="database">master</param>
              </strategy>
            </strategies>
          </index>
        </indexes>
      </configuration>
    </contentSearch>
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

For releases before December 2015, the resulting configuration will look like the following:
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8.  

9.  
10.  

Save and close the file.
Rebuild the index by using the Sitecore Indexing Manager. In the CES console, you should see the items being indexed by Coveo.

Using Coveo Side by Side With Lucene\Solr

<configuration xmlns:patch="http://www.sitecore.net/xmlconfig/">
  <sitecore>
    <contentSearch>
      <configuration
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
        <indexes hint="list:AddIndex">
          <index id="sitecore_list_index"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex, Coveo.SearchProvider">
            <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
            <configuration
ref="contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration">
              <fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">
                <field
fieldName="__fullcreateddate">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.Create
dDate,Sitecore.ContentSearch</field>
                <field
fieldName="__fullupdateddate">Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.Update
dDate,Sitecore.ContentSearch</field>
              </fields>
            </configuration>
            <locations hint="list:AddCrawler">
              <crawler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
                <Database>master</Database>
                <Root>/sitecore/system/List Manager/All Lists</Root>
              </crawler>
            </locations>
            <propertyStore desc="propertyStore"
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/databasePropertyStore"
param1="$(id)" />
            <strategies hint="list:AddStrategy">
              <strategy
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.Strategies.SynchronousStrategy,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
                <param desc="database">master</param>
              </strategy>
            </strategies>
          </index>
        </indexes>
      </configuration>
    </contentSearch>
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

Note:
This tutorial may not cover all possible migration scenarios. But you can refer to your own   Coveo.SearchProvider.config
to get a detailed example of what a Coveo index configuration file looks like.

DEPRECATED SINCE: DECEMBER 2015 RELEASE

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#December_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1188
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This page explains the concept of external indexes and how they are supported by Coveo for Sitecore.

Overview

The  feature allows you to combine search indexes from different search providers (Coveo, Lucene, Solr, etc.). You can use it if:External Indexes

You want to index certain items using the Coveo Search Provider (thus putting them in the Coveo search indexes), and index other items
using a different search provider, for instance a third-party add-on that relies on a custom index.
You want to index every item using both the Coveo search indexes and another search index. This means that items are indexed twice.
For example, think of a situation where you would like to perform queries either on a Lucene or Coveo index depending on the context.

Configuration

By default, support of external indexes is disabled (the same applies to earlier releases of Coveo for Sitecore). This means that indexes
configured in   automatically substitute any other search indexes.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

You can enable external indexes by using the   setting in  . Here is a configEnableExternalIndexes Coveo.SearchProvider.config
snippet to show you where it goes.

<contentSearch>
    <configuration type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
        <!-- Coveo Enterprise Search settings -->
        <defaultIndexConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
            ...
            <EnableExternalIndexes>true</EnableExternalIndexes>
            ...
        </defaultIndexConfiguration>
    </configuration>
</contentSearch>

You also need to add another pipeline for the configuration paths of the indexes:

<pipelines>
    <!-- Coveo Pipelines -->
    ...
    <coveoExternalIndexConfigurationPathsPipeline>
        <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.AddRequiredExternalIndexConfigurationPathsProces
sor, Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    </coveoExternalIndexConfigurationPathsPipeline>
    ...
</pipelines>

Additional Steps When Using Solr

AVAILABLE SINCE: DECEMBER 2015 RELEASE

Due to how Solr dependencies are injected into Sitecore, you might encounter some issue when Coveo tries to validate its configuration. To

This topic applies to Coveo for Sitecore releases prior to the December 2015 release (3.0.1188). Starting with the December 2015
release of Coveo for Sitecore, the external indexes are automatically supported with Sitecore 7.2 and up. The external indexes cannot
be supported on Sitecore 7.0 and 7.1.

Note:
External Indexes are supported only with Sitecore 7.2 and up
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prevent this error from occuring, you need to set the flag   to   in the configuration.SkipSiteNameValidation true

<sitecore>
  <coveo>
    <defaultIndexConfiguration>
      <SkipSiteNameValidation>true</SkipSiteNameValidation>
    </defaultIndexConfiguration>
  </coveo>
</sitecore>

Indexing Items Once Using Either Coveo Indexes or Other Indexes

A common example of this scenario is to index core, master, and web databases with Coveo search indexes, and index social media or analytics
data using Lucene indexes:

Index Name Provider

sitecore_master_index Coveo

Coveo_web_index Coveo

Coveo_core_index Coveo

social_web_index Lucene

sitecore_analytics_index Lucene

When the same index name is used by multiple indexes, the first loaded index takes priority over the others. For example, if Coveo and Lucene
both define a   search index, then the Coveo configuration takes priority. In this scenario, performing queries fromsitecore_master_index
both the Content Editor and a Coveo Search Page targets CES.

Indexing Items in Multiple Search Indexes

A common example of this scenario is to use Coveo indexes solely for end-user search queries (using the Coveo search components). In this
case, Coveo indexes have a different name from Lucene indexes.

Index Name Provider

Coveo_master_index Coveo

Coveo_web_index Coveo

sitecore_master_index Lucene

sitecore_web_index Lucene

sitecore_core_index Lucene

In such cases, performing queries from the Content Manager and a Coveo Search Page targets different search indexes. When using the Content
Manager, the Lucene indexes is used. On the other hand, performing search queries from the Coveo search page targets the Coveo indexes.

Using Sitecore Pipelines

Whenever you retrieve a search index instance, you need to call the ContentSearchManager.GetIndex(IIndexable indexable) metho
pipeline, which is used to find the index containing the specified item. If used in the contextd. This automatically invokes the   getContextIndex

of Coveo for Sitecore, this method will always query other search indexes before the Coveo search indexes. In other words, a Coveo index will be
chosen when it is the only available index for the specified item.

A Coveo Search Page behaves differently because of the   pipeline, which is automatically invoked by the CoveocoveoGetContextCoveoIndex
Search Provider when it needs a search index instance. The purpose of this pipeline is to return Coveo indexes only. Thus, queries will always be

In December 2015 release, if the Coveo.SearchProvider.config specifies a , make sure it ends with a slash ("/").ServerUrl

This is the default operating mode for Coveo in Sitecore 8.0 and later
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done on Coveo search indexes.

Constructor on type
'Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration' not found

Description

You're following the documentation on combining search indexes from different search providers: Using Coveo Side by Side with Lucene/Solr
. Your goal is to use Sitecore's built in Lucene provider to provide all API related searches in order to work with Brightcove.

However, you get this error message when loading Sitecore Indexing Manager : 

.Constructor on type 'Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration' not found

Description: An unhandled exception occurred during the execution of the current web request. Please review the stack trace for more
information about the error and where it originated in the code.

Exception Details: System.MissingMethodException: Constructor on type
'Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration' not found.

Source Error: 

An unhandled exception was generated during the execution of the current web request. Information regarding the origin and location
of the exception can be identified using the exception stack trace below.

Stack Trace: 
[MissingMethodException: Constructor on type 'Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration' not
found.]
System.RuntimeType.CreateInstanceImpl(BindingFlags bindingAttr, Binder binder, Object[] args, CultureInfo culture, Object[]
activationAttributes, StackCrawlMark& stackMark) +14297981
System.Activator.CreateInstance(Type type, BindingFlags bindingAttr, Binder binder, Object[] args, CultureInfo culture, Object[]
activationAttributes) +198
System.Activator.CreateInstance(Type type, Object[] args) +117
Coveo.Framework.Utils.CoveoReflectionFactory.CreateInstanceGeneric(Type p_Type, Object[] p_Params) +161

[ReflectionException: CreateInstanceGeneric<TType> (Type p_Type, object[] p_Params):
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration failed.]
Coveo.Framework.Utils.CoveoReflectionFactory.CreateInstanceGeneric(Type p_Type, Object[] p_Params) +398
Coveo.Framework.Utils.CoveoReflectionFactory.CreateInstanceGeneric(String p_ObjectTypeName, Object[] p_Params) +171
Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMapBase.CreateConfig(String p_Name, String p_FieldTypeName, String
p_InputTypeName, String p_ReturnTypeName, String p_TypeconverterName, String p_SettingTypeInfoName, String p_IsFacet,
String p_IsSortable, String p_IsMultiValue, String p_IsFreeText, String p_IsExternal, XmlNodeList p_ConfigNodeList) +817

[FieldMapException: COVEO_FIELD_MAP_EXCEPTION : Unable to create instance of:
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration, Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider]
Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMapBase.CreateConfig(String p_Name, String p_FieldTypeName, String
p_InputTypeName, String p_ReturnTypeName, String p_TypeconverterName, String p_SettingTypeInfoName, String p_IsFacet,
String p_IsSortable, String p_IsMultiValue, String p_IsFreeText, String p_IsExternal, XmlNodeList p_ConfigNodeList) +1142
Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMapBase.CreateFieldConfiguration(String p_FieldNameValue, String
p_FieldTypeNameValue, XmlNode p_ConfigNode) +695
Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMapBase.AddFieldByFieldName(XmlNode p_ConfigNode) +183

[TargetInvocationException: Exception has been thrown by the target of an invocation.]
System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[] arguments, Signature sig, Boolean constructor) +0
System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj, Object[] parameters, Object[] arguments) +76
System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.Invoke(Object obj, BindingFlags invokeAttr, Binder binder, Object[] parameters,
CultureInfo culture) +211
System.Reflection.MethodBase.Invoke(Object obj, Object[] parameters) +35
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(Object obj, Object[] properties) +832
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[] parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean
deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +759
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[] parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper)
+296
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetInnerObject(XmlNode paramNode, String[] parameters, Boolean assert) +117
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[] parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean
deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +577
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[] parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper)
+296
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetInnerObject(XmlNode paramNode, String[] parameters, Boolean assert) +117
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[] parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean
deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +577
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[] parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper)
+296
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetInnerObject(XmlNode paramNode, String[] parameters, Boolean assert) +1090
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Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[] parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean
deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +577
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[] parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper)
+296
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(String configPath, String[] parameters, Boolean assert) +666
Sitecore.ContentSearch.ContentSearchManager.get_SearchConfiguration() +281
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Client.Forms.IndexingManagerWizard.BuildIndexes() +163

[TargetInvocationException: Exception has been thrown by the target of an invocation.]
System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[] arguments, Signature sig, Boolean constructor) +0
System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj, Object[] parameters, Object[] arguments) +76
System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.Invoke(Object obj, BindingFlags invokeAttr, Binder binder, Object[] parameters,
CultureInfo culture) +211
System.Reflection.MethodBase.Invoke(Object obj, Object[] parameters) +35
Sitecore.Web.UI.Sheer.ClientPage.OnLoad(EventArgs e) +337
System.Web.UI.Control.LoadRecursive() +71
System.Web.UI.Page.ProcessRequestMain(Boolean includeStagesBeforeAsyncPoint, Boolean includeStagesAfterAsyncPoint)
+3178

Environment

Coveo for Sitecore 1000+
Error Message
Multiple Indexes, Lucene

 

Resolution

In the config file Sitecore.ContentSearch.MediaFramework.Brightcove.config, ensure you have exactly this:

<!--
DefaultIndexConfiguration - SC 7.0 Update 1
defaultIndexConfiguration - SC 7.0 Update 2
-->
<configuration ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/defaultLuceneIndexConfiguration">
<IndexAllFields>true</IndexAllFields>
<fieldMap ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/defaultLuceneIndexConfiguration/fieldMap">
<fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">

Note

Using the defaultIndexConfiguration is not appropriate. With Coveo for Sitecore, defaultIndexConfiguration will defaults to Coveo's index. This
is important because Brightcove indexes that are formed for Lucene's Index, not for Coveo's Index.

SSL/TLS Support

In this topic:
Support in Coveo for Sitecore

Installing the Enable_TLS_1_2.zip package
Support in Coveo Enterprise Search 7 (CES 7)

Establishing an HTTPS connection with a system may use different protocols. This topic describes which protocols are supported by the various
releases of Coveo for Sitecore and Coveo Enterprise Search.

 

Support in Coveo for Sitecore

Coveo for Sitecore
release

SSL 3.0 TLS 1.0 TLS 1.1 TLS 1.2

January 2015 (3.0.891)
and earlier

Yes - - -
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1.  
2.  
3.  

February 2015 (3.0.955)
to January 2016
(3.0.1226)

Yes Yes * *

Starting March 2016
(3.0.1266)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

* The protocol is supported by installing an additional Sitecore package. See the the next section for instructions.

 

Installing the Enable_TLS_1_2.zip package

The   package allows Coveo for Sitecore to use the TLS 1.1 and/or TLS 1.2 protocols when establishing an HTTPSEnable_TLS_1_2.zip
connection.

Download the package:  .Enable_TLS_1_2.zip
Open Sitecore's Installation Wizard ( ).Sitecore Menu > Developers Tools > Installation Wizard
Upload and install the package.

 

The package will deploy two files: 

App_Config\Include\EnableTls12.config: This file registers a processor into the   Sitecore pipeline that then allowsinitialize
the TLS 1.1 and/or 1.2 to be used by the application.
bin\EnableTls12.dll: This assembly contains the processor.

 

The   file can be modified to allow only TLS 1.1 or TLS 1.2. Please note that the processor can either enable a protocol orEnableTls12.config
leave the default; it will not disable any protocol.

 

<configuration xmlns:patch="http://www.sitecore.net/xmlconfig/">
  <sitecore>
    <pipelines>
      <initialize>
        <processor type="EnableTls12.EnableTls12Processor, EnableTls12">
          <EnableTls1_1>true</EnableTls1_1>
          <EnableTls1_2>true</EnableTls1_2>
        </processor>
      </initialize>
    </pipelines>
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

For instance, to enable only the TLS 1.2 protocol, set the elements as follow:

<EnableTls1_1>false</EnableTls1_1>
<EnableTls1_2>true</EnableTls1_2>

 

Support in Coveo Enterprise Search 7 (CES 7)

Coveo Enterprise
Search 7 release

SSL 3.0 TLS 1.0 TLS 1.1 TLS 1.2

January 2015 (7.0.7338)
and earlier

Yes - - -

https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/34243186/Enable_TLS_1_2.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1460044054160&api=v2
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In this topic:
Creating a Search Interface as
a Self-Contained Page
Inserting a Search Interface
into an Existing Page
Customizing the Properties of
Your Search Interface

Adding a Filter Expression
Adding a Boost Expression

What's Next?

1.  

February 2015 (7.0.7402)
to December 2015
(7.0.8047)

Yes Yes - -

Starting March 2016
(7.0.8225)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

 

 

Coveo for Sitecore Developer's Guide
This guide covers how to integrate advanced search capabilities into a Sitecore website using Coveo for Sitecore.

As a developer, your work will typically include working on any of these 3 areas.

UI Customization

This mostly involves integrating Coveo search capabilities into your Sitecore layouts and modifying the look and feel of search results.

Integrating Coveo for Sitecore in a Website
Customizing a Search Interface
Integrating Coveo for Sitecore Into an MVC-Enabled Website
Creating a Search Interface Optimized for Mobile Devices
Creating a Personalized Search Interface

Indexing Customization

This includes modifying the way Sitecore items are indexed by Coveo Enterprise Search (to either filter them or customize their metadata) and
adding complementary search results that come from an external repository (i.e. external to Sitecore).

Customizing the Indexing Process
Displaying External Content in a Search Interface

Ranking Customization

This includes modifying the order into which search results are displayed, depending on several factors.

Leveraging Sitecore Analytics in Coveo for Sitecore

Integrating Coveo for Sitecore in a Website
This section covers how you can integrate Coveo for Sitecore - namely a Coveo Search Interface - into a Sitecore website using the
out-of-the-box layouts and components.

Creating a Basic Search Interface From the Page Editor
Integrating Coveo for Sitecore Into an MVC-Enabled Website
List of Available Components
Launch Sitecore Demo Integration Guide

Creating a Basic Search Interface From the Page Editor

You can integrate Coveo to any Sitecore website and harness the full power and flexibility of the  .JavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
Doing so only requires a few simple steps.

To begin, proceed to  .Inserting and Customizing a Search Interface Component

Inserting and Customizing a Search Interface Component

Now that the Coveo JavaScript Search UI is installed, you are ready to create a search
interface and customize its properties. You can either create a search interface as a
self-contained page, or insert a search interface into an existing page.

 

Creating a Search Interface as a Self-Contained Page

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Right-click on the   item, and then select   >  .Home Insert Coveo Search Page

In the screen that appears, enter the name of the new search page (e.g.  ) and choose  .My Search Page OK
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3.  

4.  

5.  

1.  

Select the newly created search page and choose   >  .Publish Preview

Validate that you see your search page and that a few search results are displayed.

Inserting a Search Interface into an Existing Page

Open the Sitecore Page Editor.

This normally opens the   item by default, but you can optionally open a different page by appending  toHome ?sc_mode=edit
the URL of pretty much any page that has a layout.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

 
Click on the   button to insert a new page.Insert Page

Select the   template and choose  .Coveo Search Page Insert

The  template already includes both   and   components.Coveo Search Page Coveo Search Resources Coveo Search
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3.  

4.  

5.  

1.  

Validate that you see your search page and that a few search results are displayed.

Save and close the page.

Customizing the Properties of Your Search Interface

Open your page in the Sitecore Page Editor.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  
5.  
6.  

Edit the properties of the   component by using the floating toolbar.Coveo Search

Modify the properties according to the desired end result.

Close the dialog by clicking the   button.OK
Save and close your page.
Validate that you get the desired end result.

Adding a Filter Expression
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1.  
2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  
6.  

7.  
8.  

A Filter Expression is used to filter search results by a specific criterion such that only those that satisfy it will appear in search results. For
example, if you only wanted Toyota car models to appear in search results regardless of the query executed, you would need to follow this
procedure.

Edit the properties of the  component.Coveo Search
Click on the  hyperlink associated with the Filter Expressions.Edit Rule  

In the Rule Set Editor, select the  condition.where specific field compares to specific value

Validate that the condition appears under Rule Description. 

 
Click on the  hyperlink of your newly added condition.specific

Specify the field by which search results should be filtered. For example, the  field which identifies the car maker.Make

Click on the  hyperlink of your condition.compares to
Specify the comparison operator that should be used to compare the selected field to the still-to-be-defined value. For this example,
choose  .is equal to  

Only the conditions related to Sitecore fields are currently supported. Support for additional conditions will be added in future
releases of Coveo for Sitecore.

Only fields configured as facets can be added. For more information, see Configure a field as facet.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201404/Using+the+Sitecore+Search+Provider#UsingtheSitecoreSearchProvider-CesMasterInformation
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8.  

9.  
10.  

11.  

12.  
13.  
14.  

 

Click on the  hyperlink of your condition.specific value
Specify the value that the selected field should compare to. In this example, you only want Toyota models to appear in search results, so
you should specify Toyota. 

Validate that the condition is complete in the Rule Description section. 

Close the Rule Set Editor as well as the  properties dialog by clicking on their respective  buttons.Coveo Search OK
Save and publish your page.
Validate that only Toyota car models appear in search results, no matter what query is executed. 

In CES, search queries are always case-insensitive. Thus, both is equal to and is case-insensitively equal to o
perators will produce the same results. The same applies to is not equal to and is not case-insensitively
equal to operators. Please note that results with the same casing as the search query will have a higher ranking.
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14.  

1.  
2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  
6.  

Adding a Boost Expression

A Boost Expression is used to make a certain subset of search results appear first within all the search results returned by a query. In a way,
those specific search results are boosted up in the normal order of search results. For example, if you want Mazda car models to appear first in
search results, you would need to follow this procedure.

Edit the properties of the  component.Coveo Search
Click on the  hyperlink associated with the Boost Expressions.Edit Rule  

In the Rule Set Editor, in the left-hand side panel, select the  condition.where specific field compares to specific value  

Validate that the condition appears under Rule Description. 

Click on the  hyperlink of your newly added condition.specific
Specify the field by which search results should be boosted up, for example the  field which identifies the car maker.Make
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6.  

7.  
8.  

9.  
10.  

11.  

Click on the  hyperlink of your condition.compares to
Specify the comparison operator that should be used to compare the selected field to the still-to-be-defined value. For this example,
choose .is equal to  

 

Click on the  hyperlink of your condition.specific value
Specify the value that the selected field should compare to. In this example, since you want Mazda models to appear first in search
results, specify Mazda. 

Validate that the condition is complete in the Rule Description section. 

Only the conditions related to Sitecore fields are currently supported. Support for additional conditions will be added in future
releases of Coveo for Sitecore.

In CES, search queries are always case-insensitive. Thus, both is equal to and is case-insensitively equal to o
perators produce the same results. The same applies to the is not equal to and is not case-insensitively
equal to operators. Please note that results with the same casing as the search query will have a higher ranking.
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11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  
15.  

16.  

17.  
18.  
19.  

In the Rule Set Editor, in the right-hand side panel, select the  action.set result weight to number  

Validate that the action appears under Rule Description. 

Click on the  hyperlink of your newly added action.number
Specify the weight of the boost you want to give to your corresponding search results.

Validate that the action is complete in the Rule Description section. 

Close the Rule Set Editor as well as the  properties dialog by clicking on their respective  buttons.Coveo Search OK
Save and publish your page.
Validate that Mazda car models appear first in search results, no matter what query is executed. 

A result weight value between 1 and 100 is recommended.
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In this topic:
Inserting a Facet Component
in a Search Interface
What's Next?

 

19.  

1.  
2.  

3.  
4.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

5.  

6.  

 

 

What's Next?

You can now proceed to .Inserting and Customizing a Facet Component

Inserting and Customizing a Facet Component

A Facet component groups the different values of a field and allows you to filter search
results that match either one of those field values. For instance, if you wanted to filter search
results by car maker, you would need to follow this procedure.

 

Inserting a Facet Component in a Search Interface

Locate the  placeholder in the left-hand side section of the search interface.coveo-facets

Insert a   CoveoFacet  component at the location identified by a Add to here label.

Once the component is added, a dialog appears, allowing you to customize the properties of the component.
Specify these properties for the component:

Title: Maker

Field: Make

Sort: Occurences

Save and publish your page.

Refer to  to learn more about the various properties of a Search Interface componentSearch Component Properties

A   component must already be present on a page for a  to be able to be inserted.CoveoSearch CoveoFacet

The drop-down list displays fields defined in the Sitecore content tree under   >  >  > .System Settings Buckets Facets
If you want the field to be available in the drop-down list, you have to create it here. When a facet is added in this
Sitecore content tree, the Coveo for Sitecore index must be rebuilt. Note that fields are automatically configured as
facets.
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Inserting a Sort Component in
a Search Interface
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6.  

7.  

1.  

2.  

3.  
4.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

Validate that the facet appears in your search interface. Car makers should be sorted by the occurrence of their corresponding search
results. 

Validate that selecting a specific facet value only displays search results that match this value (e.g. Ford). 

 

 

 

What's Next?

You can now proceed to .Inserting and Customizing a Sort Component

Inserting and Customizing a Sort Component

A Sort component allows you to sort search results according to a particular order. For
instance, if wanted to be able to sort cars by the power of their engine, with the most powerful
ones appearing first, you would need to follow this procedure.

Inserting a Sort Component in a Search Interface

Locate the  placeholder in the right-hand side section of the searchcoveo-sorts
interface.
Insert a  component at the location identified by a  label.CoveoSort Add to here

Once the component is added, a dialog appears, allowing you to customize the properties of the component.
Specify these properties for the component:

Title: Engine Power

Sort Type: Field

Refer to  to learn more about the various properties of a Facet component.Facet Component Properties

Fields only appear in the list if they are added as sorting fields (see Adding a sorting field).

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201404/Using+the+Sitecore+Search+Provider#UsingtheSitecoreSearchProvider-CesMasterInformation
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4.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

5.  
6.  

7.  

1.  
2.  

3.  

4.  

Template: CarModel

Field: EnginePower

Sort Direction:   Descending

Save and publish your page.
Validate that the component appears in your search interface. 

Validate that search results appear in the correct order once you sort by Engine Power. 

 

What's Next?

You can now proceed to  .Inserting and Customizing a Facet Range Component

Inserting and Customizing a Facet Range Component

A Facet Range component is a specialized   with numeric and date fields. For example, if you want to filter search results byFacet component
date, you would need to follow this procedure.

Inserting a Facet Range Component in a Search Interface

Locate the   placeholder in the left-hand side section of the search interface.coveo-facets
Insert a CoveoFacetRange    component at the location identified by a Add to here label.

Once the component is added, a dialog appears which allows you to customize the properties of the component.

All fields configured as sortable in the  section of your  file are foundFieldMap Coveo.SearchProvider.config
under the template: Configured fields.

To learn more about the various properties of a Sort component, see .Sort Component Properties

A   component must already be present on a page for a  to be able to be inserted.CoveoSearch CoveoFacetRange
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1.  
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3.  
4.  

a.  

Specify these properties for the component:
Title: Event date
Field: EventDate

Sort: Alphabetically (ascending)
Date format: MM-dd-yyyy
Facet value ranges: check the box to specify that you want to search for a date and leave the range property to Automaticall
y generated ranges.
Unique Id : EventDateFacet

Save and publish your page.
Validate that the facet appears in your search interface. Event dates should be sorted by chronological order of their corresponding
search results, in the format you specified.

Validate that selecting a specific facet value only displays search results that match this value (e.g. 07-02-2014 - 07-23-2014).
 

 

What's Next?

You can now proceed to .Inserting and Customizing a Facet Slider Component

Inserting and Customizing a Facet Slider Component

A Facet Slider component is similar to a  component, except that instead of displaying a list of ranges, it displays only one range thatFacet Range
the user can modify at will by simply sliding buttons. For example, if you want to be able to filter search results by price, you would need to follow
this procedure.

Inserting a Facet Slider Component in a Search Interface

Locate the   placeholder in the left-hand side section of the search interface.coveo-facets
Insert a    component at the location identified by a   label.CoveoFacetSlider Add to here

Once the component is added, a dialog appears, allowing you to customize the properties of the component.
Specify these properties for the component:

The drop-down list displays fields defined in the Sitecore content tree under   >  >  > .System Settings Buckets Facets
If you want the field to be available in the drop-down list, you have to create it here. When a facet is added in this
Sitecore content tree, the Coveo for Sitecore index must be rebuilt. Note that fields are automatically configured as
facets.

To learn more about the various properties of a Facet Range component, see Facet Range Component Properties.

A   component must already be present on a page for a  to be inserted. CoveoSearch CoveoFacetSlider There are two
kinds of sliders: facet sliders and facet date sliders. The first is designed for numerical facets and the latter for date facets.
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4.  

a.  
b.  

c.  
d.  

e.  
f.  

g.  
h.  

5.  
6.  

7.  

Title: Price
Field: Price

Minimum: 0
Maximum: 10

Allow user to change the slider minimum value: true
Value Caption : From ${0} to ${1}
Display Graph : true
Unique Id : PriceSlider

Save and publish your page.
Validate that the facet appears in your search interface. The slider should display a small graph and the its range should be displayed in
the format that you specified.

Validate that clicking on a bar in the graph only displays search results corresponding to this value (e.g. ).From 5 to 6
 

 

Integrating Coveo for Sitecore Into an MVC-Enabled Website

In addition to standard ASP.NET components (user controls), Coveo for Sitecore comes shipped with ASP.NET MVC versions of these
components. This allows you to use our specialized components whenever you develop an MVC-based Sitecore website.

Follow these sections to learn more about our MVC components.

Setting Up MVC Support in Your Sitecore Instance
Understanding How MVC Components Work Behind the Scenes
Creating an MVC-Based Search Interface From the Page Editor

Setting Up MVC Support in Your Sitecore Instance

This page covers how you can enable the MVC integration in Sitecore 7.X.

The drop-down list displays fields defined in the Sitecore content tree under   >  >  > .System Settings Buckets Facets
If you want the field to be available in the drop-down list, you have to create it here. When a facet is added in this
Sitecore content tree, the Coveo for Sitecore index must be rebuilt. Note that Coveo for Sitecore automatically
configures fields as facets. Also note that the list will show only facets configured with numerical fields. If you are
inserting a Date Slider, the list will show only facets configured with date fields.

You can also automatically generate the minimum and maximum values. To do so, select the check box entitled Auto
.matically generate slider range

Refer to  to learn more about the various properties of a Facet Slider component.Facet Slider Component Properties
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Requirements

Prior to enabling the MVC integration, you should install the appropriate version of ASP.NET MVC according to your Sitecore version:

Sitecore Version MVC Version to Install

7.0 MVC 3.0

7.1 and up MVC 4.0

Steps

When you install a plain Sitecore 7.X instance, the Installation Wizard lets you choose whether you want to enable the MVC integration. By
default, this option is already selected (see  ).Sitecore MVC Developer's Reference Guide

There may however be situations where you need to enable MVC manually, especially if you unchecked Enable Sitecore ASP.NET MVC
 in the Installation Wizard.Integration

To enable MVC manually, you need to perform the steps described in  .Sitecore MVC Playground Part 1: Enable MVC

What's Next?

You can proceed to reading .Understanding How MVC Components Work Behind the Scenes

Understanding How MVC Components Work Behind the Scenes

This page is an overview of the Coveo for Sitecore MVC components.

Requirements

MVC must be enabled in your Sitecore instance (see Setting Up MVC Support in

MVC 5.0 is supported starting from Sitecore 7.2

Note:
By default, the MVC integration is not enabled in a  instance; manually enabling it will not work. Thus, to play withJetStream Demo 2.0
the MVC components of Coveo for Sitecore, it is recommended that you use a plain Sitecore 7.X instance.

http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc3
http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc4
http://sdn.sitecore.net/Reference/Sitecore%207/MVC%20Reference.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2012/06/Sitecore-MVC-Playground-Part-1-Enable-MVC.aspx
http://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc5
http://spn.sitecore.net/Partner-Resources/Demo-Systems/Jetstream-Demo.aspx
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In this topic:
Requirements
Using Views Instead of
Layouts and Sublayouts
Using the Coveo for Sitecore
MVC Template and
Components
Understanding the Code
Behind Views
What's Next?

 

).Your Sitecore Instance
You need a good understanding of traditional ASP.NET web pages and user controls
used in the context of Sitecore (see Relating Coveo for Sitecore Components to

).Sitecore Templates, Layouts and Sublayouts

Using Views Instead of Layouts and Sublayouts

When you develop a Sitecore website using ASP.NET MVC instead of standard ASP.NET,
the key difference is that you use View Renderings - or views - instead of traditional layouts
and sublayouts.

This implies that you will no longer be working with ASPX and ASCX files in the background, but with CSHTML files instead. For example, in the
context of Coveo for Sitecore, the Coveo Search View rendering links to a file named . The same principle applies to theSearchView.cshtml
other components of a search interface (i.e. facet and sort components).

There is also a model associated with each view, as you can see in the  field. A model manages the state of a component (see Model Model-View
), but you should not worry about this for now.-Controller

Using the Coveo for Sitecore MVC Template and Components

As you can see in the previous schema, there is an MVC version of the Coveo Search Page template (located under /sitecore/Templates/C
). This is what you need to create an MVC-based search interface.oveoModule/Search/Coveo Search Page (MVC)

Just like the standard Coveo Search Page template, the MVC-dedicated one defines the fields available on an item of type Coveo Search Page
(MVC), as well as the components that are automatically inserted by default in such a search page. If you look at the  item__Standard Values
associated with this template, you can see that only a Coveo Search View component is inserted by default in a Coveo Search Page (MVC).

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff649643.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff649643.aspx
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There is also an MVC version of each one of the standard ASP.NET components.

Understanding the Code Behind Views

CSHTML files associated with views are stored under . Their overall markup<sitecore installation folder>\Website\Views\Coveo
is similar to traditional ASPX and ASCX files. However, the difference lies in the syntax that you must use for inline code: the .Razor Syntax

For example, if you look at the code of  (Coveo Search View component), you will see:SearchView.cshtml

At the top, a block of JavaScript code to retrieve the default options of the .JavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
At the bottom, the same block of JavaScript code as in  , to initialize the  .CoveoSearch.ascx JavaScript Search Framework
All over the file, the same HTML elements as in .CoveoSearch.ascx
You can also find statements such as:

@if (Model.DisplayLogo) {
  <div class="coveo-logo-column">
    <div class="coveo-logo"></div>
  </div>
}

this uses the Razor Syntax.
it checks whether the  is checked in the options of the Coveo Search View component. If it does, thenDisplay the logo option
the inner  element is rendered.div

@using Coveo.UI
@using Coveo.UI.Extensions
@using Sitecore.Mvc
@model Coveo.UI.Mvc.Models.SearchModel

@* When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
   avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor.  *@

@Html.Coveo().RenderErrorSummary(Model.ValidateModel())
@if (Model.IsConfigured) {
    <script type="text/javascript"
src="/Coveo/js/cultures/@(Model.CultureName).js"></script>
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions =
@(Html.Raw(Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions()));
        });
    </script>

    <!-- This hidden input is required to bypass a problem with the Enter key causing
a form submission
        if the form has exactly one text field, or only when there is a submit button
present. -->
    <input type="text" class="fix-submit" />

http://www.asp.net/web-pages/tutorials/basics/2-introduction-to-asp-net-web-programming-using-the-razor-syntax
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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    <div class="search-container">
        <div id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface"
data-enable-history="@Model.EnableHistory"
                                                     
data-results-per-page="@Model.ResultsPerPage"
                                                     
data-excerpt-length="@Model.ExcerptLength"
                                                     
data-hide-until-first-query="@Model.HideUntilFirstQuery"
                                                     
data-auto-trigger-query="@Model.AutoTriggerQuery">
            @if (Model.AnalyticsEnabled) {
                <div class="CoveoAnalytics"
                     data-user="@Model.GetAnalyticsUser()"
                     data-endpoint="@Model.GetAnalyticsEndpoint()"
                     data-token="@Model.GetAnalyticsToken()"
                     data-search-hub="@Model.GetAnalyticsCurrentSiteName()"
                     data-send-to-cloud="@Model.CoveoAnalyticsEnabled">
                </div>
            }
            <div class="coveo-results-section">
                <div class= @if (Model.DisplayFacets) {
                                @:"coveo-results-column float-right"
                            } else {
                                @:"coveo-results-column"
                            }>
                    @if (Model.DisplaySearchBox) {
                        <div class="coveo-searchBox-column">
                            <div class="CoveoSearchBox"
data-activate-omnibox="@Model.ActivateOmniBox"
                                @if (Model.ActivateOmniBox) {
                                   
@:data-omnibox-delay="@Model.SearchBoxSuggestionsDelay"
                                }
                                @if (Model.IsSearchAsYouTypeActivated) {
                                    @:data-enable-search-as-you-type="true"
                                   
@:data-search-as-you-type-delay="@Model.SearchBoxSuggestionsDelay"
                                }>
                            </div>
                        </div>
                    }
                    </div>
                @if (Model.DisplayFacets) {
                    <div class="coveo-facet-column">
                        @if (Model.DisplayLogo) {
                            <div class="coveo-logo-column">
                                <div class="coveo-logo"></div>
                            </div>
                        }
                        @Html.Sitecore().Placeholder("coveo-facets-mvc")
                        &nbsp;
                    </div>
                }
                <div class= @if (Model.DisplayFacets) {
                                @:"coveo-results-column float-right"
                            } else {
                                @:"coveo-results-column"
                            }>
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                    @if (Model.DisplayBreadcrumb) {
                        <div class="CoveoBreadcrumb"></div>
                    }
                    <div class="coveo-results-header">
                        <div class="coveo-summary-section">
                            @if (Model.DisplayQuerySummary) {
                                <span class="CoveoQuerySummary"></span>
                            }
                            @if (Model.DisplayQueryDuration) {
                                <span class="CoveoQueryDuration"></span>
                            }
                        </div>

                        @if (Model.DisplaySorting) {
                            <div class="coveo-sort-section">
                                @Html.Sitecore().Placeholder("coveo-sorts-mvc")
                            </div>
                        }
                    </div>
                    <div class="CoveoHiddenQuery"></div>

                    @if (Model.DisplayDidYouMean) {
                        <div class="CoveoDidYouMean"></div>
                    }

                    @if (Model.DisplayErrorReport) {
                        <div class="CoveoErrorReport"></div>
                    }

                    @if (Model.DisplayResultList) {
                        if (Model.DisplayTopPager) {
                            <div class="CoveoPager"
data-number-of-pages="@Model.PagerNumberOfPages"
                                                   
data-show-previous-next="@Model.PagerShowPreviousNext"></div>
                        }
                        <div class="CoveoResultList" data-wait-animation="fade"
                                                    
data-enable-infinite-scroll="@Model.EnableInfiniteScroll"
                                                    
data-infinite-scroll-page-size="@Model.InfiniteScrollPageSize">

                            <script class="result-template"
type="text/x-underscore-template">
                                <div class='coveo-icon objecttype
{{-raw.objecttype}}'>{{-raw.objecttype}}</div>

                                {{/* Change the tooltip on the date. */}}
                                {{if(raw.@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("created", false))
=== raw.@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("updated", false))) { }}
                                    <div class='coveo-date'
title='@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.CREATION_TIME])'>{{-dateTime(raw.sysdate)}}<
/div>
                                {{ } else { }}
                                    <div class='coveo-date'
title='@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.LAST_TIME_MODIFIED])'>{{-dateTime(raw.sysdat
e)}}</div>
                                {{ } }}
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                                <div class='coveo-title'>
                                    {{ if (raw.@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("HasLayout",
false)) === "1" || raw.syssource !== "@Model.IndexSourceName") { }}
                                        <a
class='CoveoResultLink'>{{=title?highlight(title, titleHighlights):clickUri}}</a>
                                    {{ } else { }}
                                        <span
class='CoveoResultTitle'>{{=title?highlight(title, titleHighlights):''}}</span>
                                    {{ } }}

                                    {{ if (hasHtmlVersion) { }}
                                        <div class='CoveoQuickView' data-title="<span
class='coveo-icon objecttype {{-raw.objecttype}}'></span>{{= Title }}"
data-fixed='true' data-width='70%' data-heigth='70%'>
                                            <div class='coveo-quick-view-header'>
                                                <table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
                                                    <tr data-field='@@sysdate'
data-caption='Date' data-helper='dateTime' />
                                                    <tr data-field='@@sysauthor'
data-caption='Author' />
                                                    <tr data-field='@@clickuri'
data-html-value='true' data-caption='URL' data-helper='anchor'
data-helper-options='{text: \"{{= raw.syssource }}\" , target:\"_blank\"}'>
                                                </table>
                                            </div>
                                            <div class='CoveoQuickViewDocument'></div>
                                        </div>
                                    {{ } }}
                                </div>

                                <div class='coveo-excerpt'>
                                    {{=highlight(excerpt, excerptHighlights)}}
                                </div>

                                <table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
                                    <tr
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("_templatename"))'
data-caption='@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.TEMPLATE])' />
                                    {{ if (raw.@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("created",
false)) === raw.@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("updated", false))) { }}
                                        <tr
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("parsedcreatedby"))'
data-caption='@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.CREATED_BY])' />
                                    {{ } else { }}
                                        <tr
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("parsedcreatedby"))'
data-caption='@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.CREATED_BY])' />
                                        <tr
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("created"))'
data-caption='@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.CREATED])' data-helper='dateTime' />
                                        <tr
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("parsedupdatedby"))'
data-caption='@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.UPDATED_BY])' />
                                    {{ } }}
                                    <tr
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("parsedlanguage"))'
data-caption='@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.LANGUAGE])' />
                                    <tr>
                                        <th
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class='CoveoCaption'>@(Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.UNIFORM_RESOURCE_IDENTIFIER])<
/th>
                                        <td class='CoveoClickableUri'>
                                            <a href="{{= clickUri}}">{{=
clickUri}}</a>
                                        </td>
                                    </tr>
                                </table>
                            </script>
                        </div>

                        if (Model.DisplayBottomPager) {
                            <div class="CoveoPager"
data-number-of-pages="@Model.PagerNumberOfPages"
                                                   
data-show-previous-next="@Model.PagerShowPreviousNext"></div>
                        }
                    }
                </div>
            </div>
        </div>
    </div>
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init',
CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions);
        });
    </script>
}

@if (Model.HasErrors) {
    <div class="CoveoServerError">
        <h3>@Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_TITLE]</h3>
        <h4>@Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_DETAIL]</h4>
    </div>

    if (Html.Coveo().IsEditingInPageEditor()) {
        <script type="text/javascript">
            Coveo.$(function() {
                Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
            });
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1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  

1.  

        </script>
    }
}

What's Next?

You can proceed to reading .Creating an MVC-Based Search Interface From the Page Editor

Display the logo

Creating an MVC-Based Search Interface From the Page Editor

This page covers how you can create an MVC-based search interface.

Step 1 - Create the Search Interface

Log into the Sitecore Content Editor.
In the Content Tree, right-click on the  node./sitecore/Content/Home
Choose  > .Insert Coveo Search Page (MVC)

In the dialog that appears, enter the name of the new Coveo Search Page (e.g. ) and choose .Coveo Search Page MVC OK

Step 2 - Customize the Search Interface

Select your newly created Coveo Search Page item and choose  > . This should display your new search interface in thePublish Preview
Page Editor.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

In the top menu, choose  > .Home Edit

In the top menu, choose  to display the various placeholders where you can insert new components.Component

By selecting a specific placeholder and clicking on its corresponding  label, you can now insert new MVC-basedAdd to here
components, just like you would do with a standard ASP.NET-based search interface (see Creating a Basic Search Interface From the

).Page Editor

List of Available Components

This topic contains a list of all components that are available out of the box with Coveo for
Sitecore.

Available Components

Search Page

As its name states, the search page allows a user to search documents. The search page is
available for Web Forms and MVC. There is also a standard search page that is responsive,
and another variant that is optimized for mobile devices.

Typically a search page is composed of the following items:

A template that allows users to create pages from the Page Editor.
A layout that is bound to a specific device.
A search component, facet components, and sort components.

The following templates are available for a search page:

Coveo Search Page for sites using Web Forms.
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Coveo Search Page (MVC) for sites using MVC.

The following layouts are also available:

Search Layout for sites using Web Forms.
Search Layout Mobile for sites using Web Forms and optimized for mobile devices.
Search View Layout for sites using MVC.
Search View Layout Mobile for sites using MVC and optimized for mobile devices.

Search Component

The search component wraps many features that are common to advanced search scenarios such as:

A search box that provides suggestions.
A summary of selected facet values.
A result list with paging or infinite scrolling (results are fetched as user scrolls through them).
A list of facets.
A list of sort links.

Several flavors of the search component are available depending on the layout that you selected.

Item Path Description

/sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo Search Use it with the . Also, the Search Layout Coveo Search
 component must be added to the top of the page.Resources

/sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo Search
Mobile

Use it with the . Also, the Search Layout Mobile Coveo Search
 component must be added to the top of theResources Mobile

page.

/sitecore/Layout/Renderings/Coveo/Coveo Search View Use it with the .Search View Layout

/sitecore/Layout/Renderings/Coveo/Coveo Search View
Mobile

Use it with the .Search View Layout Mobile

To learn more about the available properties, refer to .Search Component Properties

Facet Component

The facet component must be used inside the search component.

The facet component is available in different versions depending on the layout you selected.

Item Path Description

/sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo Facet Use it with Web Forms layouts, such as  or Search Layout Search
.Layout Mobile

/sitecore/Layout/Renderings/Coveo/Coveo Facet View Use it with MVC layouts, such as  or Search View Layout Search
.View Layout Mobile

To learn more about the available properties, refer to .Facet Component Properties

Sort Component

The sort component must be used inside the search component.

Several flavors of the sort component are available depending on the layout that you selected.

Item Path Description

/sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo Sort Use it with Web Forms layouts, such as  or Search Layout Search
.Layout Mobile

/sitecore/Layout/Renderings/Coveo/Coveo Sort View Use it with MVC layouts, such as  or Search View Layout Search
.View Layout Mobile

To learn more about the available properties, refer to .Sort Component Properties

Comparison Table for Web Forms and MVC Components
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Web Forms Components MVC Components

Search Layout Search View Layout

Search Layout Mobile Search View Layout Mobile

Coveo Search Resources NA

Coveo Search Resources Mobile NA

Coveo Search Coveo Search View

Coveo Facet Coveo Facet View

Coveo Sort Coveo Sort View

 

 

Search Component Properties

This topic describes the properties that are available on the search component.

 

Property Description Additional Details

Results Scope

Filter expression rules Allows the use the Rule Editor to define a
filtering expression for the search
component.

 

Boost expression rules Allows the use the Rule Editor to define
boosting rules and assign different weight to
them. It influences the results ranking.

 

Automatic boosting according to the user's
pattern

Allows the user to enable automatic boosting
according to its current pattern. To learn
more about this parameter, see Using

.Automatic Boosting

This parameter is only available when the
DMS is enabled.

Filter results on the current context language Defines whether or not to return the version
of an item in the results list that matches the
current language. For example, if the current
language is English, then only the English
version of items are returned in the results
list.

This option is disabled by default.

Paging

Number of results per page The number of search results displayed per
page.

Default value is .10

This value is not used when the Enable
 option is enabled.Infinite Scrolling

Pager location The location where the pager component is
displayed in the search interface.

Bottom: Bottom of the page.
Top: Top of the page.
Both: Top and bottom of the page.
None: No pager component is
displayed.

Default value is .Bottom

The pager component is hidden when the En
 option isable Infinite Scrolling

enabled.

Show previous and next buttons Whether or not to display buttons to be able
to browse between consecutive search result
pages.

This option is enabled by default.
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Number of pages displayed in the pager The maximum number of page links that are
displayed in the pager component.

Default value is .10

Search Box placeholder text The placeholder text to write in the search
box.

 

Infinite Scrolling

Enable infinite scrolling Whether or not to progressively load search
results as you scroll through them.

This option is disabled by default.

Infinite scroll page size The number of additional search results to
display when they are progressively loaded.

Default value is .10

Layout

Display facets Whether  to display facet components or not
for search results.

This option is enabled by default.

Display logo Whether  to display the logo next to the or not
search box.

This option is enabled by default.

There is no logo in the mobile version.

Display the main search box Whether  to display the Search Box or not
component.

This option is enabled by default.

Display the Omni Box in the main search box Whether  to display suggestions when or not
typing in the main search box.

This option is enabled by default.

Search box suggestions behavior Specifies the type of suggestions provided by
the search box as the user types a query.

Available behaviors :

Query suggestions (Omnibox): shows
query suggestions below the search
box.
Search as you type: updates search
results as a user types.
No suggestions: disables the above
functionalities.

Default value is Query suggestions
.(Omnibox)

Display sorting components Whether  to display Sort components or not
for search results.

This option is enabled by default.

Display a loading animation before the first
query is executed

Whether  to display a loading animation or not
while waiting for the first query to be
executed successfully.

This option is enabled by default.

Display query duration Whether  to display the duration of a or not
query.

This option is enabled by default.

Display query summary Whether  to display the summary for or not
the number of results found.

This option is enabled by default.

Display breadcrumbs Whether  to display breadcrumbs for or not
search results.

This option is enabled by default.

Display Did You Mean Whether  to apply query corrections or not
when applicable.

When disabled, a query with a typo will not
be automatically corrected.

This option is enabled by default.

Display the error report Whether  to display errors that occur or not
during a query.

This option is enabled by default.

Display the results list Whether  to display search results. or not This option is enabled by default.

External Content    

Names of External Content Sources List of external content source names. You
must add one source name per line.

 

Analytics    
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Enable analytics Whether  the JavaScript Search events or not
are tracked in Sitecore analytics.

This option is enabled by default.

Analytics REST endpoint The relative URL of the REST endpoint that
tracks analytics events.

Default value is /coveo/rest/v6/analyt
.ics

Advanced

Auto Trigger Query Whether  to automatically trigger a or not
query when the search interface is loaded for
the first time.

This option is enabled by default.

Excerpt length The number of characters to display for the
excerpt of each search result.

Default value is .200

Activate the Omni Box in the search box Whether  to enable the OmniBox or not
component when queries are performed.

 

Enable history Whether  to keep an internal search or not
state.

This option is enabled by default.

This feature allows to:

use the Back and Forward buttons of the
web browser as a way to go through the
different search states (e.g. the Back
button can be used to go back to a
previous query)
use the URL in the browser as a unique
identifier of a query (e.g. the URL
contains the query as well as facet and
sort component selections)

 

Enable client-side logging Whether  to enable debugging traces in or not
the user browser.

This option is disabled by default.

Rest uri endpoint The relative URL of the REST endpoint used
to perform search queries.

Default value is ./coveo/rest

Index name Allows you to target a specific index when
performing queries.

This feature allows you to target a specific
index instead of using the context to detect it.
For instance, you could choose to always
target . This cansitecore_master_index
also be useful if you decide to query an index
that is not related to the context, such as sit

.ecore_analytics_index

Default Sort Options

Default Sort Type On first load and until a sort component is
selected, search results will be sorted
according to this property.

Default is .Relevancy

Default Sort Direction On first load and until a sort component is
selected, the sort direction will be set
according to this property.

Required only if  or  wasField Date
selected as default sort type.

Default Sort Field On first load and until a sort component is
selected, search results will be sorted
depending on the value of this field.

Required only if Field was selected as
default sort type.

Facet Components

These components can be used to offer faceting options for the result list to your visitors.

Facet Component Properties
Facet Slider Component Properties
Facet Date Slider component properties
FacetRange Component Properties

Facet Component Properties

This topic describes properties that are available on the facet component.
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Property Description Additional Details

Basic Settings

Title Specifies the title displayed at the top of the
facet.

 

Field Specifies the field whose values will be
displayed in the facet.

 

Number of Values Specifies the maximum number of values to
be displayed by default in the facet.

The default value is .5

Sort Specifies the criterion used to sort facet
values.

The default value is .Occurrences

Options

Enable collapse button Specifies if the facet is collapsible. This option is enabled by default.

Enable settings button Specifies if the settings button is enabled. This option is enabled by default.

Sort criteria displayed in the settings menu Specifies the criteria you want to be
displayed in the facet settings menu.

By default, the following sort orders are
selected: , , Occurrences Score Alphabet

, ically (ascending) Alphabetically
.(descending)

Icon Specifies the facet icon that is displayed next
to the title.

The icon must come from the media library.

Navigation

Enable search for the facet Specifies if the search box searching inside
the available values is displayed at the
bottom of the facet.

This option is enabled by default.

Number of values to display in the facet
search results

Specifies the number of values displayed in
the facet search results popup.

The default value is .15

Enable more/less button Specifies if the more/less button is enabled. This option is enabled by default.

Number of additional facet values to fetch
when 'More' is clicked

Specifies the number of additional facet
values to fetch when the 'More' button is
clicked.

The default value is .10

Integration

Include facet values in the omnibox Specifies if the facet should push data to the
Omnibox Component.

This option is enabled by default.

Include facet values in the breadcrumb Specifies if selected facet values should be
displayed in the breadcrumb.

This option is enabled by default.

Maximum number of facet values displayed
in the breadcrumb

Specifies the maximum number of values
that the facet should display in the
breadcrumb.

The default value is .5

Computed Field

Computed field Specifies the name of a field on which an
aggregate operation should be executed for
all distinct values of the facet's field. The
result of the operation is displayed along with
the number of occurrences for each value.
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Computed field operation Specifies the type of aggregate operation to
use on the computed field.

The default value is .sum

The available values are:

sum: Computes the sum of the
computed field values.
average: Computes the average of the
computed field values.
minimum: Finds the minimum value of
the computed field values.
maximum: Finds the maximum value of
the computed field values.

Computed field format Specifies how to format the values resulting
from a computed field operation.

The formats available are defined by the
Globalize.js library. The most common used
formats are:

c0: Formats the value as a currency.
n0: Formats the value as an integer.
n2: Formats the value as a floating point
with 2 decimal digits.

More information can be obtained in the
library's documentation (see Globalize.fo

).rmat

Computed field caption Specifies the computed field's caption in the
settings menu. For example, the value
Money is displayed as Money Ascending for
computed field ascending.

The default value is .Computed Field

Advanced Settings

Lookup field Gets the field used to display the facet
values. If the lookup field is not defined, the
facet values will be displayed using the Face

 field.tField

 

Is multi-value field Specifies if the facet has multiple values. This option is disabled by default.

Facet uses the AND operator Specifies if the facet uses the AND operator
instead of the OR operator to combine
selected values.

When using the AND operator, an item is
returned if it matches all selected facet
values at the same time. On the other hand,
with the OR operator, an item will be
returned when it matches at least one of the
selected facet values.

This option is disabled by default.

Allows user to select the facet operator Specifies if the user can select the facet
operator.

When using the AND operator, an item is
returned if it matches all selected facet
values at the same time. On the other hand,
with the OR operator, an item will be
returned when it matches at least one of the
selected facet values.

This option is disabled by default.

Show an icon next to the facet values Specifies if an icon is displayed next to each
facet value.

This option is enabled by default.

Facet accuracy determined by the number of
scanned results

The facet accuracy selection sets the
injection depth, the number of search results
that are scanned to find possible facet
values. Selections from Less Precise (Fast)
to Exact (Slowest) progressively increase the
number of scanned results, ensuring more
possible facet values are found, at the cost of
performance.

The default value is Less Precise
 for which  search results are(Fast) 1000

scanned. 
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Unique Id Specifies an optional unique identifier for a
facet. For example, this identifier will be used
to save the facet state in the URL hash. If
this field is not specified, the field name will
be used as the unique identifier.

 

FacetRange Component Properties

This topic describes properties that are available on the Facet Range component.

Options

All the options from   are available except:Facet

enableMoreLess
enableFacetSearch
isMultiValueField
includeInOmniBox

Additionnal Options

 

Property Description Additional Details

Basic Settings

Date Format Specifies the format of the date to be
displayed in the facet.

Uses the jquery  plugin to formatGlobalize.js
dates.

Facet Value Ranges Specifies the ranges that will be used to
display results.

 

 

 

Facet Slider Component Properties

This topic describes properties that are available on the Facet Slider component.

 

Property Description Additional Details

Basic Settings

Title Specifies the title displayed at the top of the
facet.

 

Field Specifies the field whose values will be
displayed in the facet.

 

Range Settings

Automatically generate ranges Specifies whether or not the slider range
must be automatically generated.

If enabled, the slider minimum and maximum
values will be set to the lowestrespectively 
and the highest values returned by the index.

Minimum Specifies the lowest boundary of the slider.  

Maximum Specifies the highest boundary of the slider.  

Allow user to change the slider minimum
value

Specifies whether you want a slider with two
buttons.

This option is disabled by default.

Number of steps Specifies the number of steps to include in
the slider.

The default is 10. E.g.: on a slider going from
0 to 10 and a number of steps of 10, slider
buttons can only be placed on 0, 1, 2, ..., 10.

Appearance Settings

https://github.com/jquery/globalize
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Display as percentage Specifies if you want to display results as a
percentage.

This option is disabled by default. If set to
true, slider values will be turned in
percentage, ranging from 0% to 100%.

Separator Specifies the separator used to display
results.

The default value is “-”

Units Specifies the units used to display results. To use, "Display as percentage" has to be di
.sabled

Value caption Specifies the format of the range displayed
under the slider.

Replace the boundary by {0} or {1}.

Options

Enable settings button Specifies if the settings button is enabled. This option is enabled by default.

Icon Specifies the facet icon that is displayed next
to the title.

The icon must come from the media library.

Integration

Include facet values in the breadcrumb Specifies if selected facet values should be
displayed in the breadcrumb.

This option is enabled by default.

Advanced Settings

Apply filter expression only when slider range
is modified

Indicates whether a filter expression is
always sent to the search index, even when
the slider range values are unchanged. In
other words, setting this parameter to "false"
indicates that the filter expression is always
in place. Thus, only documents having a
facet field value that matches the specified
range are returned. On the other hand,
setting this parameter to "true" indicates that
the filter expression is added only when
necessary. Thus, when the slider range is
unchanged, documents that do not have the
facet field might still be returned.

This option is disabled by default.

Add a graph Specifies if you want to display a graph on
top of your slider.

This option is disabled by default.

Graph number of steps Specifies the number of bar division of your
graph.

The default value is .10

Graph animation duration Specifies the duration of the slider animation
in milliseconds.

 Default is 500 ms.

Facet accuracy determined by the number of
scanned results

The facet accuracy selection sets the
injection depth, the number of search results
that are scanned to find possible facet
values. Selections from Less Precise (Fast)
to Exact (Slowest) progressively increase the
number of scanned results, ensuring more
possible facet values are found at the cost of
performance.

The default value is Less Precise
 for which  search results are(Fast) 1000

scanned. 

Unique Id Specifies an optional unique identifier for a
facet. For example, this identifier will be used
to save the facet state in the URL hash. If
this field is not specified, the field name will
be used as the unique identifier.

Must be specified if you are adding two
facets for the same field.

Facet Date Slider component properties

This topic describes properties that are available on the Facet Date Slider component. All options from Facet Slider are available; this page only
describes additional properties.

 

Property Description Additional Details
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Range Settings

Minimum Specifies the lowest boundary of the slider. In this component, the option is selected with
a calendar. 

Maximum Specifies the highest boundary of the slider. In this component, the option is selected with
a calendar.

Appearance Settings

Date Format Specifies the format of the date to be
displayed in the facet.

The program uses the jquery   pluGlobalize.js
gin to format dates.

Sort Component Properties

This topic describes the properties that are available on the sort component.

Property Description Additional Details

Basic Settings

Title Specifies the sort link caption.  

Sort Type This option specifies the sort criterion for the
component.

The available criteria are:

Relevancy: shows the most relevant
results first. This sort type could not be
inverted.
Date: sorts results on the indexed date.
QRE: sorts results based on the Query
Ranking Expressions (QRE) (i.e.
boosting expressions) that are defined
for the search component.
Field: sorts results based on the field
specified in . The specifiedSort Field
field must be marked as sortable in
CES.

The default value is .Relevancy

Sort Field Specifies the sort field used to sort results. When the  is specified, the Sort Field Sor
 must be set to .t Type Field

Sort Direction Specifies the direction in which results must
be sorted when the sort link is clicked.

The  is used only when Sort Direction So
 is set to  or .rt Type Date Field

Toggle Sort Direction Specifies whether or not the sort direction
alternates each time the sort component is
clicked.

This option is enabled by default.

Search Box Component Properties
This page describes the properties that are specific to the search box component. Refer to   to see the otherSearch Component Properties
properties available on the component.

 

Property Description Additional Details

Basic Settings

Unique identifier Specifies a unique identifier for the search
box.

 

Search page item The search page where this search box will
redirect queries.

 

Use default ordering behavior Specifies whether to use the default ordering
behavior in the omnibox, as defined by the J

.avaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)

If this option is enabled, omnibox sections
returning more results will be displayed on
top. Otherwise, component ordering on the
page will be kept.

https://github.com/jquery/globalize
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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Omnibox Result List Component Properties

This page describes the properties that are available on the Omnibox Result List component.

 

Property Description Additional Details

Basic Settings

Unique identifier Specifies a unique identifier for the Omnibox
Result List.

 

Header title Specifies the header title of the associated
result section in the Omnibox.

Default value is .Suggested Results

Result Scope

Filter expression rules Specifies additional filter rules that are
specific to the Omnibox Result List.

 

Number of results Specifies the number of results to display in
the associated results section of the
Omnibox.

For an empty value, a negative number, or 0,
the value will automatically be set to 1.

Launch Sitecore Demo Integration Guide

Coveo for Launch Sitecore is a demo package that offers an implementation of Coveo for Sitecore in the Launch Sitecore website following the
best practices.

Launch Sitecore is a simple demo website package. The default search capabilities of the site are limited and powered by the out of the box
Lucene index. Coveo for Sitecore can be easily integrated into the Launch Sitecore website to offer a better search experience and powerful
customization capabilities, thanks to the Coveo for Launch Sitecore demo package.

Supported Launch Sitecore Versions

Bootstrap 2 MVC Web Forms

Sitecore 7.2 Not available Not available

Sitecore 8.0 Not available Coveo for Launch Sitecore 8.0 WebForms
1.0 (1367).zip

Bootstrap 3 MVC

Sitecore 8.0 Not available

Sitecore 8.1 Not available

 

Coveo for Launch Sitecore currently only supports Launch Sitecore Web Forms for Sitecore 8.0.

Features

Bookmark-friendly search page

http://launchsitecore.net/
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Launch%20Sitecore%208.0%20WebForms%201.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Launch%20Sitecore%208.0%20WebForms%201.0%20(1367).zip
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Beautiful result template for team members

Intelligent facets for filtering
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1.  
2.  

3.  
4.  

a.  
b.  

5.  

6.  
7.  
8.  

9.  

Search box in the header of all pages
Relevance and date sort options
Boosting of articles over other type of content
Full integration with the site colors
Implementation of Coveo for Sitecore following the best practices

Installation Procedure

Access the   of the Launch Sitecore website (you need a free account).download page
Follow the installation procedure of Launch Sitecore. Make sure to download and install a version of Sitecore and Launch Sitecore
supported by Coveo for Launch Sitecore.
Request your Coveo for Sitecore Free Edition license by filling the  .online form
Install the Coveo for Sitecore components (see  ):Coveo for Sitecore Installation and Upgrade Guide

Download and install Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) and Coveo Search API (see  ).Installing Coveo Enterprise Search
Download and install the Coveo for Sitecore package that matches the Sitecore version you installed (see Installing Coveo for

).Sitecore

Download and Install the Coveo for Launch Sitecore package that matches the Sitecore and Launch Sitecore versions you installed. Whe
n prompted to replace files and items, choose to replace all files and override all items.
Rebuild the   and   search indexes (see  ).Coveo_master_index Coveo_web_index Rebuilding Your Search Indexes
Publish your Sitecore site from the Content Editor.
Ensure that all the Coveo for Sitecore components are working as expected on the Coveo Diagnostic Page (see Troubleshooting

).Problems Using the Coveo Diagnostic Page
Enjoy, analyze, modify, and play with your Coveo for Launch Sitecore demo.

Customize the demo

The Coveo for Launch Sitecore demo package installs the Coveo.Demos.LaunchSitecore Visual Studio solution and project inside your Sitecore
instance for you to read, understand, and modify the demo. The solution uses the   Visual Studio extension to compile SCSS filesWeb Essentials
to CSS.

Questions

Questions about the Coveo for Launch Sitecore demo can be asked on the Coveo online community:  . This forum is regularlyCoveo Q&A Forum
monitored by the Coveo staff.

Feedback

You have an idea to improve the demo? You have a suggestion on how we should have implemented it? Or even worse, you found a bug?
Contact us at  . We love to hear about your usage of Coveo.sitecore@coveo.com

Customizing the Indexing Process
This section covers how you can customize the indexing process that takes place in the background of Coveo for Sitecore, or more precisely how
you can modify the way Sitecore items are actually indexed by Coveo Enterprise Search (CES).

Understanding HTML Content Processors
Using Pipelines
Creating Computed Fields
Advanced Indexing Customizations
Excluding Sitecore Items From Your Index
Refreshing or Rebuilding a Search Index Programmatically

Understanding HTML Content Processors

This section explains the different methods that you can use to index an HTML representation of your Sitecore items.

Indexing Documents with Basic HTML Content
Indexing Items with HTML Content Processor

Indexing Documents with Basic HTML Content

If you want to enable full-text search on Sitecore items, this is the simplest way to do it.

When indexing a Sitecore item, an HTML representation is generated containing the field names and values. This HTML content is then used for
full-text search as well as for the Quick View.

Configuring the Basic HTML Content Processor

To avoid any compatibility problem, you must install the same monthly version of Coveo Enterprise Search, Coveo
Search API, Coveo for Sitecore, and Coveo for Launch Sitecore.

http://launchsitecore.net/download
http://www.coveo.com/en/solutions/coveo-for-sitecore/download
http://vswebessentials.com/
https://answers.coveo.com/
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2.  
3.  

4.  
5.  

Open the   file in a text editor. By default the file is located in Coveo.SearchProvider.config C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<your
.Sitecore instance>\website\App_Config\Include\

Locate the  element.coveoPostItemProcessingPipeline
Insert the following processor sub-element:

<processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.BasicHtmlContentInBodyProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase"/>

Re-index the Sitecore items (  >   >   >  ).Sitecore Desktop Control Panel Indexing Indexing Manager
You can now perform full-text search on this HTML content.

Options on the Processor

A few options are available on the processor:

Name Description Example value

IncludeFieldNames Whether the field names should be added to
the HTML content or not.

true/false

IncludeTextFieldsOnly Whether or not to add only text fields in the
HTML content (e.g. Single-Line Text,
Multi-Line Text).

true/false

FieldsToInclude Comma-separated list of fields to include. Name,DisplayName

TemplatesToInclude Comma-separated list of templates to
include.

Sample Item,Device

Options can be configured this way:

<processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.BasicHtmlContentInBodyProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
 <IncludeFieldNames>false</IncludeFieldNames>
</processor>

Indexing Items with HTML Content Processor

In this topic:
Adding a Specific Quick View Layout 
Setting Item Preview Layout  
Configuring the HTML Content Processor 
Adding Meta Information on Quick View 
Constraints and Limitations 

When enabling full-text search on an item, you might want to control exactly which content will be available. To enable full-text search on an item,
you must provide a quick view representation for this particular item. When using the HTML content processor method, you can decide which
content is displayed in the quick view, and thus control exactly which content is available. For more information on this topic, see Configuring the

.HTML Content Processor

You can use your website layout for the quick view, but remember that any text that is displayed in the page will be indexed. You might thus want
to hide menus and banners to keep only the relevant information. The recommended approach is to use a separate layout and device for the
quick view. Since CES only cares about the text, the quick view page might only show text content. Also, you could add a specific device for the
quick view that detects the user agent used for crawling (see ). Creating the Quick View Device The quick view page also allows meta tags to be
set, which adds content to item fields. Those fields could then be used for sorting or faceted search. See Adding Meta Information on Quick View.

 

There are alternative approaches to achieve the same result:
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1.  
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5.  

1.  
2.  

3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  

a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Adding a Specific Quick View Layout 

This is a fairly common operation in Sitecore:

Open the Content Editor and select the  item./sitecore/Layout/Layouts

You are encouraged to use a project specific folder for the new layout. To do so, right-click and select Insert > .Layout Folder
Give the new folder a meaningful name.
Right-click on the folder and select  > .Insert Layout
Follow the wizard steps. A new file will be created in the  folder of the web site. You could modify it to suit your needs. Thelayouts

default path is .C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<sitecore instance name>\website\layouts

To make your layouts more manageable, you can define new sublayouts that are template-specific. This way, you can reuse the Quick View
Layout for many items.

Creating the Quick View Device 

Open the  and select the item .Content Editor /sitecore/Layout/Devices

Right-click and select  > .Insert Device
Give it a meaningful name, like “Quick View.”
Activate the  tab and find the  field in the  section.Content Browser agent Detection
Set the value to  .Coveo Sitecore Search Provider

You just enabled an additional device that will be used later by Coveo to fetch an item’s quick view.

Setting Item Preview Layout  

Open the  and select a template for which you want to enable the  feature.Content Editor Preview
When you expand the desired template, you will see a sub item named . Select it.__Standard Values

Click the  tab at the top of the window. Then, click the  button.Presentation Details
Next to the  device, click the  link.Quick View [No layout specified]
Select the  from the tree.Quick View Layout
If you are using any sublayout that is specific to the template, follow these steps:

Click the  button.Edit
A new window will appear, click the  list item on the left.Controls
To add a sublayout, click the  button and then select the desired sublayout from the tree.Add
Type in the name of the placeholder in the  text box. The default placeholder name in our samples is Add to Placeholder conte

.nt

The template instances will now show something in Preview mode. To see an item in Preview mode, follow these steps:

Open the  and navigate to the desired item.Page Editor
Click the  button to enter the preview mode.Preview
The preview will use the  device. Click the  button and select the  device.Default Default Quick View

Configuring the HTML Content Processor 

On the Sitecore instance server, open the  file. By default the file is located in Coveo.SearchProvider.config C:\inetpub\wwwroo

.t\<sitecore instance name>\website\App_Config\include

Find the  element.coveoPostItemProcessingPipeline

Add the following processor element:  

1.  

2.  

Modify the code of unwanted UI components to avoid rendering their content when detecting the Coveo HTTP request user
agent.
Code a custom processor to remove unwanted sections after the rendered HTML is fetched.

For more information on these approaches, see .Indexing Only Relevant Parts of Sitecore Rendered Content

http://source.coveo.com/2016/04/18/indexing-only-relevant-parts-of-sitecore-rendered-content/
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3.  

<processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HtmlContentInBodyWithRequestsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />

In order to have quick view on items, make sure to publish all items to the web database. For more information, see .Constraints and Limitations

Adding Meta Information on Quick View 

It is also possible to set specific field values on items when using the quick view. It allows you, for instance, to set field values on an item when
rendering a sub item. To add metadata to an item's quick view, you only need to output tags like this one:

<meta name="theFieldName" content="The Field Value">

The meta element does not need to be placed in the page head; you can place it anywhere. When indexing the item, the field  willtheFieldName

be given the value  in the index for the item. Please note that the meta name must match the Sitecore field name.The Field Value

Constraints and Limitations 

There are currently some limitations when this method is used.

In order to get a quick view on an item, the following conditions must be met:
The item must have a layout so the item preview is displayed correctly in Sitecore.
The item preview must be available anonymously.

The quick view will contain the item data coming from the web database regardless of the database it belongs to. The returned results will
be accurate when searches are performed on the web database. When performing full-text search on the master database, results will
match the item data that is in the web database. Please note that this does not affect item permissions.
If a Sitecore item is secured, i.e. it cannot be accessed anonymously, Coveo will not be able to get the quick view for that item.
When adding meta information on the quick view, a Sitecore field with the same name must exist, otherwise the meta element will be
ignored.

Using Pipelines

Sitecore allows you to define pipelines. A pipeline is a sequence of processors, each responsible for implementing some specific functionality in
Sitecore (see ).All About Pipelines in the Sitecore ASP.NET CMS

While Sitecore already includes several such pipelines (defined in its  file), Coveo for Sitecore brings its own set of pipelines.web.config

Indexing and Search Pipelines

These pipelines implement indexing and search features. These are the most commonly customized pipelines.

Search REST Endpoint Pipelines

These pipelines implement features related to the local search REST endpoint of Coveo for Sitecore.

Analytics Pipelines

These pipelines implement features related to Sitecore Analytics.

Coveo UI Pipelines

These pipelines implement features related to the Coveo Search UI components.

Understanding the Indexing and Search Pipelines

The indexing and search pipelines allow you to:

Modify how Sitecore items are indexed in your search indexes.
Modify how and which search results are returned.

Among all pipelines included in Coveo for Sitecore, these are the most commonly customized ones. You can find them in the /configuration/

http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2011/05/All-About-Pipelines-in-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
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 section of the  file.sitecore/pipelines Coveo.SearchProvider.config

At the bottom of this page, you can find a series of code samples showing you how to implement your own custom processors for the most
commonly customized pipelines. You can also download the .complete Visual Studio 2013 solution

Overview of Pipelines

Pipeline Purpose Description Processors included by
default

Is typically customized?

coveoItemProcessing
Pipeline

Item pre-processing Used to pre-process
Sitecore items, allowing
you to reject them, create
entirely new virtual items
based on them, or fetch
associated items (see the
RelatedItemPreProce

ssor code sample below
). Input and ouput items
are of type  Sitecore.C
ontentSearch.IIndex

. Received itemsable
have not been processed
by the Coveo Search
Provider yet.

None Yes

coveoPostItemProces
singPipeline

Item post-processing Used to post-process
Sitecore items, allowing
you to perform various
customizations (see the T
ranslatedItemPostPr
ocessor code sample

). Processorsbelow
added to this pipeline
have access to the
original IIndexableItem
object and to the
pre-processed item as
well (and thus to all fields
added by the Coveo
Search Provider). Input
and output items are of
type Coveo.AbstractL
ayer.RepositoryItem
.CoveoIndexableItem
.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.AddCov
eoVersionTag

Yes

coveoFieldConverter
Pipeline

Field processing Used to filter out fields
and format the remaining
ones in a format
recognized by the Coveo
index (as specified in the 

 section of thefieldMap
Coveo Search Provider
configuration).

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.SkipMe
tadataNamesProcesso
r
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.FieldV
alueConverterProces
sor

No

contentSearch.getCo
ntextIndex

Context utilities Used to determine the
name of the search index
corresponding to the
currently selected
Sitecore item or
database.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.FetchC
oveoIndex

No

https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/31916264/Coveo.Demos.Pipelines.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1423239499647&api=v2
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.SkipMetadataNamesProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.SkipMetadataNamesProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.SkipMetadataNamesProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.SkipMetadataNamesProcessor.html
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coveoFieldNameTrans
latorPipeline

Field processing Used to  translate a
Sitecore field name to its
equivalent name in the
Coveo index (e.g.  Title
becomes @ftitle8762

, where '87624' is a4
hash value computed
from the name of the
Coveo source
corresponding to the
current search index).

Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Pipeline.CoveoFiel
dNameTranslatorProc
essor

No

coveoAutomaticBoost
ingPipeline

Analytics-based ranking Used to automatically
adjust the ranking of
search results based on
the browsing history of
the current user, which is
stored in the Sitecore
Analytics database.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Automa
ticBoostingProcesso
r

No

AVAILABLE SINCE:
MARCH 2016 RELEASE

coveoIndexingGetFie
lds

Fields set pre-processing Used to determine which
fields will be indexed by
Coveo. Reducing the
amount of indexed fields
results in faster indexing
and search queries, as
indexed documents are
smaller.

 

The Coveo.AbstractL
ayer.Processors.Ind
exing.Fields.AddTem
plateFieldsProcesso

 processor invokes the r c
oveoIndexingGetTemp

 pipeline to retrievelates
a list of templates from
which the fields are
extracted.

Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.AddSpecial
FieldsProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.AddCompute
dFieldsProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.IncludeFie
ldsFromConfigOnlyPr
ocessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.AddCoveoFi
eldsProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.AddTemplat
eFieldsProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.AddAnalyti
csFieldsProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.AddExterna
lFieldsProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.AddFieldMa
pFieldsProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Fields.ExcludeFie
ldsFromConfigProces
sor

Yes

https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.AbstractLayer~Coveo.AbstractLayer.Pipeline.CoveoFieldNameTranslatorProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.AbstractLayer~Coveo.AbstractLayer.Pipeline.CoveoFieldNameTranslatorProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.AbstractLayer~Coveo.AbstractLayer.Pipeline.CoveoFieldNameTranslatorProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.AbstractLayer~Coveo.AbstractLayer.Pipeline.CoveoFieldNameTranslatorProcessor.html
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
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AVAILABLE SINCE:
MARCH 2016 RELEASE

coveoIndexingGetTem
plates

Fields set pre-processing Used to determine which
templates will be indexed
by Coveo. Reducing the
number of templates to
index results in faster
indexing because less
items will be indexed. It
also reduces the amount
of indexed fields.

 

The coveoIndexingGe
 pipeline istTemplates

invoked by the Coveo.A
bstractLayer.Proces
sors.Indexing.Field
s.AddTemplateFields

 processorProcessor
which is executed by the 
coveoIndexingGetFie

 pipeline.lds

Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Templates.Include
TemplatesFromConfig
OnlyProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Templates.AddAllT
emplatesProcessor
Coveo.AbstractLayer
.Processors.Indexin
g.Templates.Exclude
TemplatesFromConfig
Processor

Yes

coveoBeforeUpdateFi
eldSetPipeline

Fields set pre-processing Used to pre-process
Sitecore fields before
they are added to their
corresponding fields set
in the Coveo index (see
the BeforeUpdateFiel
dSetProcessor code

). Thissample below
allows you to
programmatically make
fields facettable, sortable,
or multi-values just like
you can do via the field

 section of the CoveoMap
Search Provider
configuration.

None Yes

coveoQueryFieldPipe
line

LINQ field processing Used to include or
exclude which fields
should be returned in
LINQ query results.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Querie
s.AddAllFieldsProce
ssor
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Querie
s.AddBasicFieldsPro
cessor
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Querie
s.AddVirtualFieldsP
rocessor
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Querie
s.AddFieldsRelatedT
oSearchTypeProcesso
r

Yes

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddBasicFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddBasicFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddBasicFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddBasicFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddVirtualFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddVirtualFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddVirtualFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddVirtualFieldsProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor.html
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coveoInboundFilterP
ipeline

Item filtering Used to define inbound
filter processors. Inbound
filters are used to filter out
items from your search
indexes based on some
condition. Unlike the ind
exing.filterIndex.i

 pipeline, thisnbound
pipeline only applies to
Coveo indexes.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.InboundFilters.Ap
plySitecoreInboundF
ilterProcessor

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.InboundFilters.It
emPathInboundFilter
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.InboundFilters.In
dexLatestVersionInb
oundFilter

 

Yes

DEPRECATED IN:
MARCH 2017 RELEASE

indexing.filterInde
x.inbound

Item filtering Used to define inbound
filter processors. Inbound
filters are used to filter out
items from your search
indexes based on certain
conditions (see the Excl
udeStandardValuesIt
emsProcessor code

). Be awaresample below
that processors added to
this pipeline may conflict
with those defined in the
same pipeline in the Sit
ecore.ContentSearch

 file, so you may.config
need to remove them or
comment them out. This
pipeline requires the App
lySitecoreInboundFi
lterProcessor proces
sor to be defined in cove
oInboundFilterPipel

 in order to be appliedine
to Coveo indexes.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.InboundFilters.It
emPathInboundFilter
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.InboundFilters.In
dexLatestVersionInb
oundFilter

Yes

Adding a Processor to coveoItemProcessingPipeline

The following code sample shows you how to index a Sitecore item along with its related items. In this case, you can decide which items are
related to the original one. You will however need to adapt this code sample to make it work in your own environment.

http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ItemPathInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ItemPathInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ItemPathInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.IndexLatestVersionInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.IndexLatestVersionInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.IndexLatestVersionInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.IndexLatestVersionInboundFilter.html
https://developers.coveo.com/x/NBEvAg
https://developers.coveo.com/x/NBEvAg
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ItemPathInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ItemPathInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ItemPathInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.IndexLatestVersionInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.IndexLatestVersionInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.IndexLatestVersionInboundFilter.html
http://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProviderBase~Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.IndexLatestVersionInboundFilter.html
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using Coveo.Framework.Processor;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Pipelines;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch;
using Sitecore.Data.Fields;
using Sitecore.Data.Items;

namespace Coveo.Demos.Pipelines
{
    public class RelatedItemPreProcessor : IProcessor<CoveoItemProcessingPipelineArgs>
    {
        public void Process(CoveoItemProcessingPipelineArgs p_Args)
        {
            // In this example, our goal is to retrieve the media item related to the
item being currently processed, and index it along with the current item.
            // The template of the current item contains a field named 'MediaItem' of
type 'Droptree' which points to a specific item located in the media library.
            SitecoreIndexableItem indexableItem = p_Args.Item as
SitecoreIndexableItem;
            IIndexableBuiltinFields builtInFields = indexableItem;
            if (indexableItem != null) {
                Item item = indexableItem.Item;
                // If the item being currently processed is of the expected type
(template = 'Sample Item V2'), we process it.
                if
(builtInFields.TemplateId.ToString().Equals("{41013191-AB12-4074-BFF0-3861AA2148AC}"))
{
                    // Since this is a pre-processor, the Coveo Search Provider has
not yet processed the current item, so we only have the raw Sitecore item (i.e.
SitecoreIndexableItem)
                    // in our hands.
                    //
                    // Here, we retrieve the related media library item and we append
it to the list of output items.
                    // p_Args.OutputItem already contains the original item.
                    Field mediaItemField = item.Fields["MediaItem"];
                    Sitecore.Data.Database database =
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetDatabase(builtInFields.Database);
                    Item relatedMediaItem = database.GetItem(mediaItemField.Value);
                    p_Args.OutputItems.Add(new
SitecoreIndexableItem(relatedMediaItem));
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

Adding a Processor to coveoPostItemProcessingPipeline

The following code sample shows you how to index entirely virtual items (i.e. items that do not exist in Sitecore) based on existing items.  Again,
you will need to adapt this code sample to make it work in your own environment.

using System.Collections.Generic;
using Coveo.AbstractLayer.RepositoryItem;
using Coveo.Framework.Processor;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Pipelines;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch;
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using Sitecore.Data.Fields;
using Sitecore.Data.Items;

namespace Coveo.Demos.Pipelines
{
    public class TranslatedItemPostProcessor :
IProcessor<CoveoPostItemProcessingPipelineArgs>
    {
        public void Process(CoveoPostItemProcessingPipelineArgs p_Args)
        {
            // In this example, our goal is to manually translate a specific item from
English to French, and index its translated version as a separate item.
            SitecoreIndexableItem indexableItem = p_Args.Item as
SitecoreIndexableItem;
            IIndexableBuiltinFields builtInFields = indexableItem;
            if (indexableItem != null) {
                Item item = indexableItem.Item;
                // If the item being currently processed is of the expected type
(template = Sample Item), we process it.
                if
(builtInFields.TemplateId.ToString().Equals("{76036F5E-CBCE-46D1-AF0A-4143F9B557AA}"))
{
                    // If the 'Text' field has the expected value, it means that the
current item is indeed the one that we are interested in.
                    Field textField = item.Fields["Text"];
                    if (textField.Value == "<p>This is a test!</p>") {
                        // The value of the original item's UniqueId property has the
following format: sitecore://{database}/{item_id}?lang={language}&ver={version}.
                        // But our new item must have a different UniqueId value to be
indexed by Coveo, so we change the values of its language and version parameters.
                        string newUniqueId =
p_Args.CoveoItem.UniqueId.Replace("lang=en", "lang=fr").Replace("ver=1", "ver=2");

                        // To create a new item, we clone the original one and we
change the properties and values that we are interested in.
                        CoveoIndexableItem newItem = new CoveoIndexableItem {
                            BinaryData = p_Args.CoveoItem.BinaryData,
                            BinaryDataMimeType = p_Args.CoveoItem.BinaryDataMimeType,
                            BinaryDataPath = p_Args.CoveoItem.BinaryDataPath,
                            ClickableUri = p_Args.CoveoItem.ClickableUri,
                            FileName = p_Args.CoveoItem.FileName,
                            HasSubItems = p_Args.CoveoItem.HasSubItems,
                            Id = p_Args.CoveoItem.Id,
                            IsDeletedItem = p_Args.CoveoItem.IsDeletedItem,
                            ModifiedDate = p_Args.CoveoItem.ModifiedDate,
                            Parent = p_Args.CoveoItem.Parent,
                            ParentId = p_Args.CoveoItem.ParentId,
                            Path = p_Args.CoveoItem.Path,
                            Permissions = p_Args.CoveoItem.Permissions,
                            PrintablePath = p_Args.CoveoItem.PrintablePath,
                            Title = "Item Exemple",
                            UniqueId = newUniqueId,
                            Metadata = new Dictionary<string,
object>(p_Args.CoveoItem.Metadata)
                        };

                        // Here, we:
                        // -Manually translate the original title to French.
                        // -Change the value of a few metadata fields to reflect the
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differences in our translated item.
                        newItem.SetMetadata("Text", "Ceci est un test!");
                        newItem.SetMetadata("Language", "fr");
                        newItem.SetMetadata("Languages", "fr");
                        newItem.SetMetadata("Version", "2");

                        // Since we are using a post-processing pipeline, computed
fields such as ParsedLanguage have already been processed.
                        // So here we change its value to 'french'.
                        newItem.SetMetadata("parsedlanguage", "french");

                        // OutputCoveoItems always contains the original item as its
first item. It's actually the same instance of CoveoIndexableItem as in
p_Args.CoveoItem, so if you want to
                        // modify the original item, you can do it either through
p_Args.CoveoItem or p_Args.OutputCoveoItems.
                        p_Args.OutputCoveoItems.Add(newItem);
                    }
                }
            }
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        }
    }
}

Adding a Processor to coveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipeline

The following code sample shows you how to pre-process Sitecore fields before they are added to a Coveo fields set. The  fieldNumericField1
comes from some Sitecore template; Coveo for Sitecore makes it facettable. Again, you will need to adapt this code sample to make it work in
your own environment.

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using Coveo.AbstractLayer.Pipeline;
using Coveo.Framework.Fields.Config;
using Coveo.Framework.Processor;

namespace Coveo.Demos.Pipelines
{
    public class BeforeUpdateFieldSetProcessor :
IProcessor<CoveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipelineArgs>
    {
        public void Process(CoveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipelineArgs p_Args)
        {
            // If the index being currently processed is the one associated with the
'master' database, then we process the numeric field.
            if (p_Args.IndexName == "sitecore_master_index") {
                SetNumericFieldsAsFacet(p_Args.Fields);
            }
        }

        private void SetNumericFieldsAsFacet(IEnumerable<FieldConfig> p_Fields)
        {
            // Here, we get the 'NumericField1' field (which is of type 'Number') and
we set it as a facet, so that we will be able to create a Coveo Facet component based
on it.
            // This is the same thing as setting the field facettable directly through
the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file (isFacet="true").
            // This code is executed just before the Fields Set is processed by the
Coveo Search Provider. 
            FieldConfig fieldConfig = p_Fields.FirstOrDefault(field =>
String.Equals(field.SitecoreFieldName, "NumericField1",
StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase));
            if (fieldConfig != null) {
                fieldConfig.IsFacet = true;
            }
        }
    }
}

Adding a Processor to indexing.filterIndex.inbound

The following code sample shows you how to filter out items from your search indexes. In this case, the items named are__Standard Values 
excluded. Normally, you will not need to adapt this code sample to make it work in your own environment.
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using System;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch.Pipelines.IndexingFilters;

namespace Coveo.Demos.Pipelines
{
    public class ExcludeStandardValuesItemsProcessor : InboundIndexFilterProcessor
    {
        public override void Process(InboundIndexFilterArgs args)
        {
            // Here, we simply check whether the item being currently processed is a
'Standard Values' item. If so, we prevent it
            // from being indexed in the current search index.
            SitecoreIndexableItem item = args.IndexableToIndex as
SitecoreIndexableItem;
            if (String.Equals(item.Item.Name, "__Standard Values",
StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase)) {
                args.IsExcluded = true;
            }
        }
    }
}

Using the coveoInboundFilterPipeline

The advantage of using this pipeline over Sitecore's   pipeline is that its filters can be applied to specificindexing.filterIndex.inbound
Coveo indexes. In other words, indexes can be included or excluded from a processor's scope.

By default, a processor defined in this pipeline is applied to all Coveo indexes. To apply a processor only to specific indexes, specify those
indexes name under a   node as follows.includedIndexNames

<processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
  <includedIndexNames hint="list">
    <indexName>Coveo_web_index</indexName>
  </includedIndexNames>
</processor>

To apply a processor to all but certain specific indexes, specify the name of those indexes under a   node as follows.excludedIndexNames

<processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
  <excludedIndexNames hint="list">
    <indexName>Coveo_master_index</indexName>
  </excludedIndexNames>
</processor>

Adding a Processor to coveoInboundFilterPipeline

If an index is specified in both lists, the filter will not be applied to this index.
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The following code sample shows how you can filter out items from your search indexes. In this case, the items named  ar__Standard Values 
e excluded. Normally, you will not need to adapt this code sample to make it work in your own environment.

using Coveo.Framework.Items;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Pipelines;

namespace Coveo.Demos.Pipelines
{
    public class ExcludeStandardValuesItemsProcessor :
AbstractCoveoInboundFilterProcessor
    {
        public override void Process(CoveoInboundFilterPipelineArgs args)
        {
            // The ShouldExecute(CoveoInboundFilterPipelineArgs) tests whether the
code should be executed.
            // It will return false if p_Args.IsExcluded is true or if the current
index is excluded.
            if (ShouldExecute(p_Args)) {
                // Here, we simply check whether the item being currently processed is
a 'Standard Values' item. If so, we prevent it
                // from being indexed in the current search index.
                IIndexableWrapper item = args.IndexableToIndex;
                if (String.Equals(item.Item.Name, "__Standard Values",
StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase)) {
                    args.IsExcluded = true;
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

Understanding the coveoIndexingGetFields and coveoIndexingGetTemplates Pipelines

AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2016 RELEASE

This topic explains how Coveo determines which fields should be indexed and how it leverages the   and coveoIndexingGetFields coveoInd
 pipelines.exingGetTemplates

The schema below shows the actual sequence in which the processors are invoked.

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#March_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1266
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

The   processor retrieves some of the built-in Sitecore fields such as  ,  ,   andAddSpecialFieldsProcessor _id _name _templatename
so on. Those fields are used by Sitecore's Content Search and Coveo's filtering rules.

The   processor retrieves the computed fields that are defined in the AddComputedFieldsProcessor <fields
 element. By default, this list contains a series of computed fields used by Coveo's filteringhint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">

rules. You can also create your own computed fields (see  ).Creating Computed Fields

The   processor retrieves the fields that are defined in the IncludeFieldsFromConfigOnlyProcessor <include
 element for Sitecore versions prior to 8.1, and   forhint="list:IncludeField"> <include hint="list:AddIncludedField">

Sitecore versions 8.1+. When at least one field is marked as included, the field is added to the list of fields to index before the pipeline is
aborted. In other words, no more processors will be invoked. For more information on the  and  list,IncludeField AddIncludedField
see  .Customizing the Indexing Parameters
 The   processor adds fields that were used by Coveo. This processor is included to maintain backwardAddCoveoFieldsProcessor
compatibility with previous releases of Coveo for Sitecore.
The  processor does two things; it retrieves the templates to index, and then extracts the templateAddTemplateFieldsProcessor
fields to append them to the  pipeline arguments. To retrieve the templates, the processor invokes the coveoIndexingGetFields cove

 pipeline.oIndexingGetTemplates
The   processor retrieves the templates that are defined in the IncludeTemplatesFromConfigOnlyProcessor <includeTe

 element for Sitecore versions prior to 8.1, andmplate hint="list:IncludeTemplate"> <AddIncludedTemplate
 for Sitecore versions 8.1+. When at least one template is marked as included, thehint="listAddIncludedTemplate">

template is added to the list, and then the pipeline is aborted. No more processors will be executed in the coveoIndexingGetT
 pipeline. However, the   and the   pipeline willemplates AddTemplateFieldsProcessor coveoIndexingGetFields

continue normally. For more information on the  and  list, see IncludeTemplate AddIncludedTemplate Customizing the
.Indexing Parameters

The   processor retrieves all the available Sitecore templates and appends them to the pipelineAddAllTemplatesProcessor
arguments.

This processor is mandatory, as Coveo for Sitecore relies on the fields it defines.

This processor is mandatory, as Coveo for Sitecore relies on the fields it defines

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Customizing+the+Indexing+Parameters#CustomizingtheIndexingParameters-Includingorexcludingfieldsfromtheindexing
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Customizing+the+Indexing+Parameters#CustomizingtheIndexingParameters-Includingorexcludingtemplatesfromtheindexing
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Customizing+the+Indexing+Parameters#CustomizingtheIndexingParameters-Includingorexcludingtemplatesfromtheindexing
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5.  

c.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

The   processor excludes all the templates that are defined in the ExcludeTemplatesFromConfigProcessor <excludeTemp
 element for Sitecore versions prior to 8.1, and late hint="list:ExcludeTemplate"> <AddExcludedTemplate

 for Sitecore versions 8.1+. For more information on the  and hint="list:AddExcludedTemplate"> ExcludeTemplate Add
 list, see  .ExcludedTemplate Customizing the Indexing Parameters

The   processor appends Sitecore fields related to experience profiles and personalization.AddAnalyticsFieldsProcessor

The   processor appends the fields marked as external. This processor is mostly used to provideAddExternalFieldsProcessor
autocompletion on fields coming from external sources.
The  processor appends the fields defined in the field map to the pipeline arguments. For moreAddFieldMapFieldsProcessor
information on the Field Map section, see  .Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File
The  processor excludes all the fields that are defined in the ExcludeFieldsFromConfigProcessor <exclude

 element for Sitecore versions prior to 8.1, and   forhint="list:ExcludeField"> <exclude hint="list:AddExcludedField">
Sitecore versions 8.1+. For more information on the  and  list, see ExcludeField AddExcludedField Customizing the Indexing

.Parameters

The processor can be reordered according to your specific needs. You can also add your own custom processors.

Creating a Custom Processor for the   PipelinecoveoIndexingGetFields

In order to compile the class, you will need to reference the following assemblies:

Coveo.AbstractLayer
Coveo.Framework
Sitecore.Kernel

This sample adds the field   to the list of indexed fields. The field will then appear in the search index field set.myFieldName

public class AddCustomField :
Coveo.Framework.Processor.IProcessor<Coveo.AbstractLayer.Pipeline.CoveoIndexingGetFiel
dsArgs>
{
    public void Process(CoveoIndexingGetFieldsArgs p_Args)
    {
        // The fields are stored in the "Fields" property and can be added or removed.
        // A field can be added by simply passing its Sitecore name and type.
        Coveo.AbstractLayer.FieldManagement.FieldInformation newField
            = new Coveo.AbstractLayer.FieldManagement.FieldInformation("myFieldName",
"Single-Line Text");
        p_Args.Fields.Add(newField);
    }
}

 

Creating a Custom Processor for the   PipelinecoveoIndexingGetTemplates

In order to compile the class, you must reference the following assemblies:

Coveo.AbstractLayer
Coveo.Framework
Sitecore.Kernel

This sample uses the database associated with the search index to retrieve a template and add it to the arguments. Once this pipeline is
executed, Coveo gets the fields of each template to determine which fields need to be indexed.

This processor is mandatory if you are using Coveo's personalization features.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Customizing+the+Indexing+Parameters#CustomizingtheIndexingParameters-Includingorexcludingtemplatesfromtheindexing
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Customizing+the+Indexing+Parameters#CustomizingtheIndexingParameters-Includingorexcludingfieldsfromtheindexing
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Customizing+the+Indexing+Parameters#CustomizingtheIndexingParameters-Includingorexcludingfieldsfromtheindexing
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public class AddCustomTemplate :
Coveo.Framework.Processor.IProcessor<Coveo.AbstractLayer.Pipeline.CoveoIndexingGetTemp
latesArgs>
{
    public void Process(CoveoIndexingGetTemplatesArgs p_Args)
    {
        Coveo.Framework.Templates.TemplateManagerWrapper templateManager = new
Coveo.Framework.Templates.TemplateManagerWrapper();
        // Most of the time, a search index is associated with only one database.
        // However, it is possible for a search index to be associated with more than
one database.
        // In such case, make sure to retrieve the template using the right database.
        Coveo.Framework.Databases.IDatabaseWrapper database =
p_Args.IndexDatabases.First();
        ITemplate template = templateManager.GetTemplate("PUT THE TEMPLATE ID HERE",
database);
 
        // The templates are stored in the Templates property and can be added or
removed.
        p_Args.Templates.Add(template);
    }
}

Understanding the REST Endpoint Pipelines

The search REST endpoint pipelines allow you to handle, process, and customize REST requests sent to the local search REST endpoint
deployed by Coveo for Sitecore.

They are somewhat less frequently customized than the indexing and search pipelines. You can find them in the /configuration/sitecore/
 section of the  file.pipelines Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

The following table is a summary of all those pipelines:

Pipeline Purpose Description Processors included by
default

Is typically customized?

coveoProcessRestJso
nResponse

REST response
processing

Used to process REST
responses received from
the local search REST
endpoint.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Rest.Processors.C
oveoProcessRestJson
Response.ParseJsonR
estSearchResponsePr
ocessor

No

coveoProcessParsedR
estResponse

REST response
processing

Used to customize REST
response received from
the local search REST
endpoint.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Rest.Processors.C
oveoProcessParsedRe
stResponse.ResolveR
esultClickableUriPr
ocessor 

No

https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessRestJsonResponse.ParseJsonRestSearchResponseProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessRestJsonResponse.ParseJsonRestSearchResponseProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessRestJsonResponse.ParseJsonRestSearchResponseProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessRestJsonResponse.ParseJsonRestSearchResponseProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessRestJsonResponse.ParseJsonRestSearchResponseProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessRestJsonResponse.ParseJsonRestSearchResponseProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ResolveResultClickableUriProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ResolveResultClickableUriProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ResolveResultClickableUriProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ResolveResultClickableUriProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ResolveResultClickableUriProcessor.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ResolveResultClickableUriProcessor.html
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getSearchUserIdenti
ties

REST query processing Used to define which
user identities are
performing the search
query. In other words, it
allows you to map
identities of various types
to the active Sitecore
user.

 

See Creating a Processor
for the
getSearchUserIdentities
Pipeline

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Rest.Processors.G
etSearchUserIdentit
ies.AddVirtualGroup
s

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Rest.Processors.G
etSearchUserIdentit
ies.AddActiveDirect

 (disabled)oryIdentity

No

httpRequestBegin HTTP request routing Used to route REST
requests to the local
search REST endpoint,
so that they are not
processed by Sitecore.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Rest.Processors.H
ttpRequestBegin.Tra
nsferCoveoRestSearc
hRequest

No

Creating a Processor for the getSearchUserIdentities Pipeline

The   pipeline allows you to pass additional user identities when performing a search query against the searchgetSearchUserIdentities
index. This feature is especially useful when querying external content, as it can use security models other than Sitecore (Active Directory,
Sharepoint, Salesforce, etc).

In this example, we have a Sitecore instance that needs to present external content. This external content consists of files secured with Active
Directory. They are not stored in Sitecore, but are already indexed by Coveo. Different methods exist to achieve this behavior. The approach
presented here is to take an Active Directory account that can access the file, and inject it to the Sitecore identities. In other words, when
performing a search query, Sitecore will use two identities: the current Sitecore identity and the Active Directory identity allowed to read the files.
To achieve this task, a pipeline processor needs to be implemented. Here is a code sample to do it.

 

https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRestSearchRequest.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRestSearchRequest.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRestSearchRequest.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRestSearchRequest.html
https://apireference.coveo.com/sitecore/3.0/#Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest~Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRestSearchRequest.html
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using Coveo.Framework.Processor;
using Coveo.Framework.Security;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Pipelines;

namespace Tutorials.Lib.GetSearchUserIdentities
{
    /// <summary>
    /// This processor injects an additional user identity at query time.
    /// </summary>
    public class AddSpecificUserIdentity : IProcessor<GetSearchUserIdentitiesArgs>
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// The process method is called when the <b>getSearchUserIdentities</b>
pipeline is invoked.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Args">The arguments contains the active user and the list
of user identities used to perform the search query.</param>
        public void Process(GetSearchUserIdentitiesArgs p_Args)
        {
            // In this case, we have an Active Directory account (PublicContent) that
can see
            // every public item. Adding this PublicContent identity at query time
will allow
            // the website to present the public items to everybody, regardless of the
            // Sitecore user that is currently in use.
            p_Args.Identities.Add(new Identity {
                Name = "PublicContent",
                SecurityProviderName = "Active Directory",
                Type = IdentityType.User
            });
        }
    }
}

 

 

Build the code. In this sample, it generates the  file.Tutorials.Lib.dll
Copy the   file in the website's   folder.Tutorials.Lib.dll bin
Edit the   file to register the processor. Sitecore will then be able to use it. Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config All you have to do is
add this line inside the <getSearchUserIdentities> element.

<processor type="Tutorials.Lib.GetSearchUserIdentities.AddSpecificUserIdentity,
Tutorials.Lib" />

Sitecore can now retrieve the content that is granted to the   user.PublicContent

 

AddSpecificUserIdentity.cs

To validate which user identities are passed to the search index, you can use the  querystring parameter when calling the debug=1 /co
 endpoint.veo/rest

For example,  returns a JSON document containing the  atthttp://sitecoreInstance/coveo/rest?debug=1 userIdentities
ribute. The content of this attribute looks like this:
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Understanding the AddActiveDirectoryIdentity Pipeline Processor

When using Sitecore to host an intranet, it can be useful to use Sitecore's Active Directory (AD) module. This module allows you to grant Sitecore
permissions to Active Directory users just like regular Sitecore users. In this kind of use case, chances are that you want to search for documents
secured with Active Directory directly from Sitecore. This is where the   processor comes in.AddActiveDirectoryIdentity

 

The   processor provides a way to map a Sitecore domain to an Active Directory domain. When used withAddActiveDirectoryIdentity
Sitecore's Active Directory module it means that, with minimal configuration, you can retrieve the external documents secured with Active
Directory permissions.

 

The   file ships with a preconfigured example of the processor.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

<!-- This processor maps Sitecore users to Active Directory users by following a
domain mapping. -->
<!--
<processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.GetSearchUserIdentities.AddActiveDirectoryI
dentity, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest">
  <domainMappings hint="raw:AddDomainMapping">
    <domainMapping sitecoreDomain="ad" adDomain="acme.corp.com" />
  </domainMappings>
</processor>
-->

 

The   attribute represents the domain name as configured in Sitecore's membership provider. The acronym   is oftensitecoreDomain ad
used in Sitecore's documentation as an example.
The   attribute represents the real Active Directory domain name. Replace   by your own Active DirectoryadDomain acme.corp.com
domain name.
Uncomment the   element to activate the pipeline processor.<processor>

 

When active, the processor will take the current Sitecore user ( ) and will inject the Active Directory user ( ).ad\myUser acme.corp.com\myUser
The user names must be the same in Sitecore and Active Directory, otherwise the processor will not be able to provide a working user identity.

 

Understanding the Analytics Pipelines

The analytics pipelines are used to manage the Sitecore Analytics events. They are somewhat less frequently customized than the indexing and
search pipelines.

Coveo Analytics Pipelines

"userIdentities": [
  {
    "name": "extranet\\Anonymous",
    "provider": "Sitecore Security Provider",
    "type": "User"
  },{
    "name": "PublicContent",
    "provider": "Active Directory",
    "type": "User"
  }
]
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These pipelines can be found in the   section of the   file:/configuration/sitecore/pipelines Coveo.Analytics.xDB.config

Pipeline Purpose Description Processors included by
default

Is  customizedtypically
?

coveoAnalyticsPipel
ine

Analytics event
processing

Used to translate
Coveo-generated search
events to the format
expected by the Sitecore
Analytics database.

Coveo.Analytics.xDB
.Processors.HandleS
itecoreSearchEventP
rocessor

No

initializeTracker Analytics event filtering Used to ignore page
visits to the Coveo
Analytics site (as defined
in the sites section of the 
Coveo.SearchProvide

 file).r.config

Coveo.Analytics.xDB
.Processors.IgnoreA
nalyticsEndpointVis
itsProcessor

No

Understanding the Coveo UI Pipelines

The Coveo UI pipelines are used to handle UI and control-specific events either in the Page Editor, Content Editor, or a standard Coveo Search
Page.

They are somewhat less frequently customized than the indexing and search pipelines. You can find them in the /configuration/sitecore/
 section of the   file.pipelines Coveo.UI.Controls.config

The following table is a summary of all those pipelines:

Pipeline Purpose Description Processors included by
default

Is typically customized?

saveDatasource Data source management Used to edit the data
source of the current
rendering.

Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.SaveDataso
urce.Save

No

uiGetMasters Insert options
management

Used to define which
insert options should be
available in the Content
Editor (see All About

). In theInsert Options
context of Coveo for
Sitecore, this is used to
allow the Coveo Search
Page template (along
with its MVC version) to
appear within the
available insert options
under the /sitecore/c

.ontent node

Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.GetMasters
.AllowSearchPagePro
cessor

No

getChromeData Page Editor UI utilities Used to defer the refresh
of Coveo components in
the Page Editor. This is a
specialization of Siteco
re.Pipelines.GetChr
omeData.GetChromeDa

.taProcessor

Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.GetChromeD
ata.GetCoveoCompone
ntChromeData

No

inheritsFromCoveoTe
mplate

Template inheritance
utilities

Used to determine
whether a given item
inherits from one of the
Coveo templates.

Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.InheritsFr
omCoveoTemplate.Get
CoveoTemplates
Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.InheritsFr
omCoveoTemplate.Ref
erencedTemplateInhe
ritsFromCoveo

No

http://www.sitecore.net/de-de/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2012/03/All-About-Insert-Options-in-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/de-de/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2012/03/All-About-Insert-Options-in-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
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coveoAnalyticsPipel
ine

Analytics event
processing

Used to translate
Coveo-generated page
events (search, facet
search, document view,
etc.) to the format
expected by the Sitecore
Analytics database.

Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Handle
SearchEventProcesso
r
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Handle
DocumentViewEventPr
ocessor
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Handle
FacetSearchEventsPr
ocessor
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.Handle
PagerEventsProcesso
r
Coveo.SearchProvide
r.Processors.TrackA
nalyticsEventProces
sor

No

initialize Analytics REST endpoint
initialization

Used to initialize the
Analytics REST endpoint.

Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.Initialize
.InitializeCoveoRou
tes

No

getDataSourceDialog
URL

Data source dialog
management

Used to manage data
source dialogs.

Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.GetDataSou
rceDialogURL.GetFie
ldDescriptors
Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.GetDataSou
rceDialogURL.GetDia
logURL

No

preprocessRequest HTTP request
pre-processing

Used to pre-process
HTTP requests managed
by ASP.NET (see Import

).ant Pipelines in Sitecore
In the context of Coveo
for Sitecore, this is used
to fix a bug related to
query strings in Sitecore
7.0.4 and 7.1.1.

Coveo.UI.PipelinePr
ocessors.Preprocess
Request.RewriteQuer
yStringProcessor

No

Creating Computed Fields

Computed fields allow you to add new fields in your search indexes. Ultimately, this means that you will end up with additional fields in your
Coveo index, in addition to those of Sitecore.

Guidelines

A computed field is processed for every Sitecore item that gets re-indexed.
A computed field is normally used to add complementary information to indexed Sitecore items.
A computed field must be implemented using custom C# code. Since it is executed in the context of Sitecore, you can take advantage of
using the Sitecore API.
The more complex a computed field logic is, the longer it will take to process.

Implementing a Computed Field

There are essentially four different steps required when you implement a computed field:

Implement the computed field using custom C# code (you must implement the Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.IComp
 interface).utedIndexField

Add the computed field in the  file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Rebuild your search indexes, or at least re-index the Sitecore items that need your new field.
Use the new field in whatever way is needed. For instance, you may want to display it in a search interface.

http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2011/05/Important-Pipelines-in-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2011/05/Important-Pipelines-in-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2013/03/Sitecore-7-Computed-Index-Fields.aspx
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In this topic:
Requirements
Putting It into Context
Step 1 - Configuring the
Computed Field

Available Options
Step 2 - Rebuilding Your
Indexes
Step 3 - Using the Computed
Field

 

Examples

Here are complete tutorials that show you how to implement and use a computed field:

Creating a Computed Field for a Referenced Item
Creating a Computed Date Field
Passing Custom Parameters to Computed Fields

Creating a Computed Field for a Referenced Item

A Sitecore field can refer to a Sitecore item, which itself contains several fields of its own.
Sometimes, you may need to display those fields in a search interface. This way, you have
complementary information for each one of your search results. This can be easily done by
using computed field.

Requirements

You understand the purpose as well as the inner workings of a search provider (see 
).Administering the Coveo Search Provider

You have a running instance of the   (version 2.0) and you generatedJetstream Demo
a few flights using the  feature.Generate Flights

Putting It into Context

Jetstream contains items of type Flight (located under ). A Flight is composed of the following fields.sitecore/Content/Global/Flights

Field name Field type Example value

Flight Number Single-Line Text 3836

Departure Airport Droptree (reference) Airports/2/3/8/2/0/Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol (raw value is actually
{23820EE7-87A3-4265-B785-2A1D25C98F7
2}).

Departure Time Datetime 5/23/2014 10:01 PM

Arrival Airport Droptree (reference) Airports/9/C/2/F/4/Los Angeles International
Airport (raw value is actually
{9C2F4988-0951-443C-9526-5DBB5D8D9C
02}).

Arrival Time Datetime 5/24/2014 12:16 AM

Price Single-Line Text 586

If you choose to display raw field values (under  > ), you will discover that the Departure Airport and Arrival Airport fields actuallyView Raw Values
contain IDs or GUIDs. This is because they point to items of type Airport (located under ).sitecore/Content/Global/Airports

An Airport is composed of the following fields.

Field name Field type Example value

Airport Name Single-Line Text Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

Airport Code Single-Line Text AMS

City Single-Line Text Amsterdam

State Single-Line Text  

Country Single-Line Text Netherlands

Computed index field code is executed at indexing time. If the code is not optimized, it can slow down the whole indexing process.

Avoid running HTTP requests
Avoid querying a search index

Although this tutorial is based on Jetstream, you can easily adapt the
provided code to your specific situation. The underlying principle stays exactly the same.

http://spn.sitecore.net/en/Partner-Resources/Demo-Center.aspx
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Time Zone Droplink (+1:00) Central Europe Standard Time

Latitude Number 52

Longitude Number 5

Aliases Single-Line Text  

For each search result that represents a Flight item, you may want to display additional fields, such as the related Departure Airport City or
Departure Airport Code field. To do that, you need to create a computed field.

Step 1 - Configuring the Computed Field

You must first configure your computed field in the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file.

Using a text editor, open the  file (typically located under ).Coveo.SearchProvider.config App_Config\Include
Locate the  element with a   attribute equal to .fields hint raw:AddComputedIndexField
Insert the configuration required for your computed field as shown below (i.e. just the inner   element).field

<fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">
    <field fieldName="departureairportcity" sourceField="Departure Airport"
referencedFieldName="City">Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ReferencedFieldCom
putedField, Coveo.SearchProviderBase</field>
</fields>

Available Options

Here are the available options for your computed field:

Name Description Example value

fieldName The name of the new field to create departureairportcity

sourceField The field containing the referenced item's ID Departure Airport

referencedFieldName The name of the field on the referenced item City

returnType Return type of the field The possible values are: , , Integer Number
 and .date datetime

Its value should be formatted as  .<complete name of the class including namespace>, <assembly>

Step 2 - Rebuilding Your Indexes

To be able to use your newly created computed field, you now need to rebuild your Sitecore indexes.

Access the Indexing Manager of Sitecore (  >   >   >   >  ).Sitecore Desktop Start Menu Control Panel Indexing Indexing Manager
Rebuild your indexes.

In this example, Flight items should now have a field named   that contains the city of the departure airport associateddepartureairportcity
with the flight.

Step 3 - Using the Computed Field

Once you have rebuilt your indexes, you should be able to use your computed field in your layouts and sublayouts, just like any other Sitecore

field. To refer to it, remember that you need to use our custom extension function named .ToCoveoFieldName

Creating a Computed Date Field
Computed fields can also be used to create entirely new fields from the data found in an
item's existing fields. For example, if you would like to create an archiving system in Sitecore,

Since you can customize a computed field just like any other field, you can make it sortable or make it support free-text search, for
instance. For more information, see  . Note that in such a field map,   must have the same value as the one definedFieldMap fieldName
in the previous section.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Understanding+the+Coveo+Search+Provider%27s+Configuration+File#UnderstandingtheCoveoSearchProvider'sConfigurationFile-FieldMap
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In this topic:
Requirements
Step 1 - Creating the Required
C# Project
Step 2 - Configuring the
Computed Field
Step 3 - Rebuilding Your
Indexes

 

1.  

2.  
3.  

you would need to create a field containing the archive date of an item, which would be
based on an item's creation date.

 

Requirements

You have installed .Coveo for Sitecore
You have read .Creating a Computed Field for a Referenced Item

Step 1 - Creating the Required C# Project

Create a new C# project named  that references the   and the   assemblCoveo.Custom Sitecore.ContentSearch Sitecore.Kernel
ies (typically located under ).C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance name>\website\bin
Create a new class named . It should be located in the  namespace.ArchiveDateField Coveo.Custom
Paste the following code in the class.
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3.  

4.  
5.  

1.  
2.  

3.  
4.  

public class ArchiveDateField : IComputedIndexField
{
    // The 'Z' at the end of the format string tells CES
    // that the date value represents Universal time.
    private const string COVEO_INDEX_DATE_FORMAT = "yyyy/MM/dd@HH:mm:ssZ";
    private const string SITECORE_CREATED_FIELD = "__Created";

    /// <inheritdoc />
    public string FieldName { get; set; }
    /// <inheritdoc />
    public string ReturnType
    {
        get {
            return "datetime";
        }
        set {
        }
    }
    /// <inheritdoc />
    public object ComputeFieldValue(IIndexable p_Indexable)
    {
        SitecoreIndexableItem indexableItem = p_Indexable as
SitecoreIndexableItem;
        if (indexableItem != null) {
            IIndexableDataField dateField =
indexableItem.GetFieldByName(SITECORE_CREATED_FIELD);
            if (dateField != null) {
                DateTime itemCreationDate =
DateUtil.ParseDateTime(dateField.Value.ToString(), DateTime.MaxValue);
                // Ensure the date uses universal time
                if (itemCreationDate.Kind != DateTimeKind.Utc) {
                    itemCreationDate = itemCreationDate.ToUniversalTime();
                }
                return
itemCreationDate.AddYears(1).ToString(COVEO_INDEX_DATE_FORMAT);
            }
        }
        return null;
    }
}

Compile your project.
Copy the resulting assembly ( ) to the  folder of your Sitecore instance.Coveo.Custom.dll bin

Step 2 - Configuring the Computed Field

Using a text editor, open the  file (typically located under ).Coveo.SearchProvider.config App_Config\Include
Add the computed field in the   section of  as described in fields Coveo.SearchProvider.config Creating a Computed Field for a

. Set the value of the   attribute to  .Referenced Item fieldName archivedate
Add the field to your to your fieldmap .
Make your field sortable (isSortable="true"), facetable (isFacet="true"), and most importantly, specify its type and return type
to System.DateTime (type="System.DateTime" and returnType="System.DateTime").

To create a computed date field, the  property must return the  string and the  mReturnType datetime ComputeFieldValue
ethod must return the date formatted as .yyyy/MM/dd@HH:mm:ssZ
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4.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

1.  
2.  

 <fieldType fieldName="archivedate" isSortable="true" isFacet="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
type="System.DateTime" returnType="System.DateTime" />

Step 3 - Rebuilding Your Indexes

Access the Indexing Manager of Sitecore (  >  >  >  > ).Sitecore Desktop Start Menu Control Panel Indexing Indexing Manager
Rebuild your indexes.
Validate that the field now exists in the Coveo index:

Open the Index Browser inside the CES Administration Tool.

Find an item located inside your Sitecore instance.

Examine the item's fields by expanding the   >   tab.Details Fields

Validate that the   field exists and that it is of type  . Its value should be one year after the item'sarchivedate Date/time
creation date.

Passing Custom Parameters to Computed Fields

Sometimes, you may want to pass custom parameters to a computed field. For example, following the  tutorial,Creating a Computed Date Field
you may want to control when the  field is created on items. For this purpose, the current tutorial will demonstrate how you canarchivedate
configure the number of days before an item is archived.

Requirements

You have installed .Coveo for Sitecore
You have previously completed the   tutorial.Creating a Computed Date Field

Steps

Using Visual Studio, open the   class.ComputedDateField
Add a constructor to accept additional XML configuration.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

private readonly XmlNode m_Configuration;
public ArchiveDateField(XmlNode p_Configuration)
{
    m_Configuration = p_Configuration;
}

Add a method to parse the configuration's XML attributes and return their value.

protected string GetConfigurationValue(string p_ConfigurationKey)
{
    string configurationValue = null;
    if (m_Configuration != null && m_Configuration.Attributes != null) {
        XmlAttribute configurationAttribute =
m_Configuration.Attributes[p_ConfigurationKey];
        if (configurationAttribute != null) {
            configurationValue = configurationAttribute.Value;
        }
    }
    return configurationValue;
}

Add a property to retrieve the configuration value formatted as an integer.

protected int DaysBeforeArchiving
{
    get {
        int daysCount;
        if (!Int32.TryParse(GetConfigurationValue("daysBeforeArchiving"), out
daysCount)) {
            daysCount = 365; // One year by default
        }
        return daysCount;
    }
}

Change the ComputeFieldValue method to use the   property.DaysBeforeArchiving
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5.  

6.  
7.  
8.  

9.  
10.  

/// <inheritdoc />
public object ComputeFieldValue(IIndexable p_Indexable)
{
    SitecoreIndexableItem indexableItem = p_Indexable as SitecoreIndexableItem;
    if (indexableItem != null) {
        IIndexableDataField dateField =
indexableItem.GetFieldByName(SITECORE_CREATED_FIELD);
        if (dateField != null) {
            DateTime itemCreationDate =
DateUtil.ParseDateTime(dateField.Value.ToString(), DateTime.MaxValue);
            return
itemCreationDate.AddDays(DaysBeforeArchiving).ToString(COVEO_INDEX_DATE_FORMAT);
        }
    }
    return null;
}

Compile your project.
Copy the resulting assembly ( ) to the   folder of your Sitecore instance.Coveo.Custom.dll bin
Open your   file and add the   parameter as an XML attribute.Coveo.SearchProvider.config daysBeforeArchiving

<field fieldName="archiveDate"
daysBeforeArchiving="30">Coveo.Custom.ArchiveDateField, Coveo.Custom</field>

Rebuild your indexes using the Indexing Manager (  >   >   >   >  ).Sitecore Desktop Start Menu Control Panel Indexing Indexing Manager
Validate that your computed field now uses the d  parameter by following the validation steps described in step 3aysBeforeArchiving
of . There should be a difference of 30 days between both dates.Creating a Computed Date Field

Advanced Indexing Customizations

This section covers various advanced customizations for the indexing process that takes place when you rebuild your search indexes.

Using the Coveo Pipelines
Indexing Items with Custom Pipeline Processor
Customizing the Indexing Parameters
Understanding How The ClickableUri Value Is Computed
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Understanding and Customizing the Binary Data Indexing Process

Using the Coveo Pipelines

The Coveo Search Provider offers pipelines to customize the items that are indexed. This page is intended to explain what is offered by the
Search Provider.

The  PipelinecoveoItemProcessingPipeline

This pipeline uses the  class and can be used to control which items will be indexed by the SearchCoveoItemProcessingPipelineArgs
Provider.

This pipeline is applied before items are processed by the Search Provider.

In the args, you can find the following properties :

Name Type Description

Item IIndexable The original item that was sent by Sitecore
for indexing.

OutputItems List<IIndexable> The items that will be indexed by the Coveo
Search Provider. It contains the original item
that was sent by Sitecore.

Configuration 

In the  , you can add your processor using the args under the  element.Coveo.SearchProvider.config coveoItemProcessingPipeline

Example Usage of the Pipeline

You could use this pipeline to create more items with the provided one, or to index items that would be related to the one being currently indexed.

Adding an item in the   list will cause it to be indexed by the Search Provider. Make sure that this item is complete before you add it.OutputItems

The  PipelinecoveoPostItemProcessingPipeline

This pipeline uses the   class and can be used to customize items that are indexed by the theCoveoPostItemProcessingPipelineArgs
Search Provider.

This pipeline is applied after being processed by the Search Provider, just before it is sent for indexing.

In the args, you will be able to find the following properties:

Name Type Description

CoveoItem CoveoIndexableItem The Coveo Item that are affected by the
pipeline.

IndexConfiguration CoveoIndexConfiguration Configuration of the index, which can be
useful for modifying the item.

OutputCoveoItems List<CoveoIndexableItem> List of items that will be indexed by Coveo.
The list is initialized with the CoveoItem
inserted by default, as it only looks at items
that are in the list after the pipeline is done

Item IIndexable The original Sitecore Item. It will typically be
used to retrieve field values.

Configuration 

In the  , you can add your processor using the args under the  elemCoveo.SearchProvider.config coveoPostItemProcessingPipeline
ent.

Example Usage of the Pipeline

You could use this pipeline to customize items before they are indexed. For example, you could modify their properties or fields.

For an example on how to implement your own processor for those pipelines, refer to .Indexing Items with Custom Pipeline Processor
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This is often an alternative to create a computed field for the item.

CoveoIndexableItem Properties

The following properties can be edited on the   type.CoveoIndexableItem

Name Type Description

BinaryData Byte[] The item's body, represented as binary.

BinaryDataMimeType string The MIME type of the item's binary data.

ClickableUri string The ClickableUri is used by CES to open a
specific location when a search result is
clicked.

FileName string The item's filename, if the item is
representing a file.

HasSubItems bool Whether the item has sub items or not.

Id string The item's id (string representation).

IsDeletedItem bool Whether or not the item is a deleted item.
Setting this property will cause the item to be
removed from the index.

Metadata Dictionary<string, object> A dictionary containing all the item's
metadata, for example all the fields values.

ModifiedDate DateTime The item's last modified date. You should not
edit this.

Parent CoveoIndexableItem The item's parent, if available.

ParentId string The item's parent id. It should match with the
Parent's item.

Path string The item's path, for example /sitecore/co
.ntent/Home

Permissions AccessRulesHierarchy Data structure containing the security of the
item. You should not edit this.

PrintablePath string The PrintablePath is used by CES to show a
friendly URL in a search result UI.

Title string The item's title (also known as display
name).

UniqueId string The item's unique id, when available.

 

The   PipelinecoveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipeline

This pipeline uses the   class and can be used to modify the Sitecore field configuration beforeCoveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipelineArgs
the field set is created or updated in CES.

This pipeline is applied after all Sitecore fields are merged together. It means that all template fields and computed fields are present. Also note
that the Coveo field names are already resolved for all the fields.

The difference between the actual Sitecore fields and the existing field set in CES is applied later.

In the processor arguments, you will be able to find the following properties:

Adding Fields
If you want to add fields to the  in the  pipeline, make sure to add them in the CoveoItem coveoPostItemProcessingPipeline fie

 section of . If you fail to do this, they will not be created in the index.ldMap Coveo.SearchProvider.config

To know how to add fields to the , refer to .fieldMap Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File
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Name Type Description

FieldSetName string Gets the name of the field set that is being
created or updated.

Fields IList<FieldConfig> Gets the list of fields that are to be included
in the field set. Fields can be added,
modified, or removed from the list.

IndexName string Gets the name of the search index for which
the field set is being created.

FieldConfig Class Properties

Name Type Description

CoveoFieldName string Gets or sets the field name in the field set.

DateFormat string Gets or sets the date format for the field.

DefaultValue string Gets or sets the field default value. This
value will appear on every item of a source
that uses this field set when no other value is
specified.

Description string Gets or sets the field description.

FieldType FieldType Gets or sets the field type.

IncludeForFieldQueries bool Gets or sets whether or not the field supports
field queries.

IncludeForFreeTextSearch bool Gets or sets whether  the field supports or not
free text queries.

IsFacet bool Gets or sets whether  the field can be or not
used as a facet.

IsMultiValue bool Gets or sets whether  the field can be or not
used as a multi-value facet.

IsSortable bool Gets or sets whether  the field can be or not
used to sort search results.

SitecoreFieldName string Gets or sets the Sitecore field name used as
the field metadata in the field set.

Configuration

In the  , you can add your processor using the arguments under the Coveo.SearchProvider.config coveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipel
 element.ine

Example Usage of the Pipeline

You can use this pipeline to programmatically set whether a field can be used as a facet, can be used for sorting, and so on.

It is also possible to add, remove, or perform more modifications on fields, such as changing the field name or the field type. Please
note that such changes are potentially dangerous and must be handled with care.

To be able to run the code sample below, your Visual Studio project must reference these assemblies:

Coveo.AdbstractLayer.dll
Coveo.Framework.dll
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using System.Collections.Generic;
using Coveo.AbstractLayer.Pipeline;
using Coveo.Framework.Fields.Config;
using Coveo.Framework.Processor;

namespace Tutorials.Lib.Processors.CoveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipeline
{
    /// <summary>
    /// Processor that will set any field with "product" in its name as facet for the
"web" database.
    /// </summary>
    public class SetProductFieldsAsFacetForWebDatabase :
IProcessor<CoveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipelineArgs>
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// The "Process" method is called by the pipeline runner when the pipeline is
invoked.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Args">The arguments that are passed from processor to
processor through the pipeline.</param>
        public void Process(CoveoBeforeUpdateFieldSetPipelineArgs p_Args)
        {
            // Since you know the search index name, you can
            // easily apply your changes only to the field set that
            // matches the "web" index.
            if (p_Args.IndexName == "Coveo_web_index") {
                SetProductFieldsAsFacet(p_Args.Fields);
            }
        }
        /// <summary>
        /// This method scans the fields and raises the "IsFacet" flag when a field
contains "product" in its name.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Fields">The list of fields used to build the field set in
CES.</param>
        private void SetProductFieldsAsFacet(IEnumerable<FieldConfig> p_Fields)
        {
            foreach (FieldConfig field in p_Fields) {
                if (field.SitecoreFieldName.ToLower().Contains("product")) {
                    field.IsFacet = true;
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

 

 

 

 

Understanding the coveoResolveItemSite Pipeline

This pipeline uses the  class and is used to resolve an item's site atCoveo.SearchProvider.Pipelines.CoveoResolveItemsSiteArgs
indexing time. The pipeline is invoked when computing an item's clickable URI value. At indexing time, the site in the Sitecore context cannot be
used because Sitecore resolves the site based on the URL used by the web browser to access the website. In most cases, it would target the she

 site.ll
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1.  
2.  

3.  

Name Type Description

Item Coveo.Framework.Items.IItem The Sitecore item that is being indexed.

ResolvedSiteName System.String The name of the Sitecore site that has been
resolved. When the pipeline ends, the value
of this property is used to compute the item's
clickable URI. When  isResolvedSiteName
set to , the default Sitecore site is usednull
to compute the URI.

Configuration

In the   file, you can add your processor using the arguments under the   element.Coveo.SearchProvider.config coveoResolveItemSite
By default, the   is enabled and will resolve to the first site that contains the item being indexed (see ResolveItemSiteProcessor Understandin

 for more details).g the ResolveItemSiteProcessor Processor

Understanding the ResolveItemSiteProcessor Processor

This processor is responsible for resolving the site of a specific item. It is particularly useful when dealing with multiple sites.

The work performed by this processor is straightforward:

It scans the list of configured Sitecore sites.
For each site, it checks whether the site name is excluded or not. In a clean install of Sitecore, all sites are excluded except the   website
one.
Then, it checks if the item being indexed is located under the site's Home item. If the answer is  , then the item site is resolved.true
Otherwise, it continues to the next site.

Extension Points

When you need to customize the behavior, you can safely remove or replace this processor. It is also possible to inherit from the Coveo.Search
 class to take advantage of its extension points. You can override these methods toProvider.Processors.ResolveItemSiteProcessor

tailor the processor to your needs.
GetExcludedSiteNames

IEnumerable<string> GetExcludedSiteNames()

It returns the list of sites that are excluded from the site resolution process.
IsItemInSite

bool IsItemInSite(ISiteInfo p_SiteInfo, IItem p_Item)

Using the site configuration and the item being indexed, it checks whether or not the item resides on the site.
ResolveItemSite

string ResolveItemSite(IItem p_Item)

This method wraps the whole site resolution process. It is responsible for calling both the   and   methodGetExcludedSiteNames IsItemInSite
s. You may want to override this method to implement a custom fallback strategy. However, you can also add your own custom processor to the
pipeline to achieve the same result.

 

Indexing Items with Custom Pipeline Processor

Note:
Although the examples in this tutorial are based on a  instance, you could easily adapt the provided code to your ownJetstream Demo
data.

http://spn.sitecore.net/en/Partner-Resources/Demo-Center.aspx
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Sometimes, it is not enough to take a Sitecore item and put its content into a search index. It could be handy to be able to alter an item
information before it is indexed. In Sitecore, this kind of customization is done using pipeline processors. Sitecore provides a list of pipelines for
which you can implement custom processors to perform specific tasks. Coveo for Sitecore also provides the coveoPostItemProcessingPipe

 pipeline for altering items before they are sent to the index.line

Implementing a Custom Pipeline Processor

This section shows a practical example showing how to implement a custom processor. For this tutorial, Coveo for Sitecore in the Jetstream
demo will be used. For the sake of the example, flights were generated and indexed in Coveo. Here is what it looks like in a basic search page:

Each result shows the name of the item in Sitecore, which is the flight number with the cabin class (first class, business class, or economy class).
Out of context, the item title does not tell much. However, now that you have the flight number, you could easily create a custom processor that
will display a better item title.

Setting Up the Visual Studio Project

Before you can implement the custom processor itself, you need a suitable project to add it. You will need a C# project that targets the .NET
framework 4. Once you have this project, add the following references to it:

Coveo.AbstractLayer.dll
Coveo.Framework.dll
Coveo.SearchProviderBase.dll
Sitecore.ContentSearch.dll
Sitecore.Kernel.dll

You will find those assemblies in the Sitecore website  folder. The default location is the following: bin C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<sitecore
.instance name>\website\bin

Implementing the Processor Class

Now that your Visual Studio project is ready, you can move on to implement the custom processor.

Create a new class that will implement the  interface as in the code sample below.IProcessor<CoveoPostItemProcessingPipelineArgs>
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using System;
using Coveo.Framework.Processor;
using Coveo.SearchProviderBase.Pipelines;
using Sitecore;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch;
using Sitecore.Data;
using Sitecore.Data.Items;

namespace Samples.Pipelines
{
    public class FlightTitleProcessor :
IProcessor<CoveoPostItemProcessingPipelineArgs>
    {
        public void Process(CoveoPostItemProcessingPipelineArgs p_Args)
        {
            throw new NotImplementedException();
        }
    }
}

Implementing the Process Method

The biggest part of the job is to implement the  method. Here, you can simply alter the item title to include the flight number, theProcess
departure city, and the arrival city.

Thus, the flight with the title   9981 - Business    would become  .9981 - From Paris to Los Angeles

Here is the complete implementation of the class.

Skeleton of the Custom Processor Class
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public class FlightTitleProcessor : IProcessor<CoveoPostItemProcessingPipelineArgs>
{
    public void Process(CoveoPostItemProcessingPipelineArgs p_Args)
    {
        if (p_Args.Item is SitecoreIndexableItem) {
            Item item = ((SitecoreIndexableItem) p_Args.Item).Item;

            // This processing only makes sense for instances of the "Flight"
template.
            if (item != null && item.TemplateName.Equals("Flight",
StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) {
                // Get the flight number
                string flightNumber = item["flight number"];
                // Get the linked airport items
                string departureAirportId = item["departure airport"];
                string arrivalAirportId = item["arrival airport"];
                string departureCity = GetAirportCity(item.Database,
departureAirportId);
                string arrivalCity = GetAirportCity(item.Database, arrivalAirportId);

                if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(flightNumber) &&
                        !String.IsNullOrEmpty(departureCity) &&
                        !String.IsNullOrEmpty(arrivalCity)) {
                    // Set the new title on the Coveo item
                    p_Args.CoveoItem.Title = String.Format("{0} - From {1} to {2}",
flightNumber, departureCity, arrivalCity);
                }
            }
        }
    }

    private string GetAirportCity(Database p_Database, string p_AirportId)
    {
        string city = "";
        Item airport = p_Database.GetItem(p_AirportId);
        if (airport != null) {
            city = airport["city"];
        }

        return city;
    }
}

 

What happened here is that the   instance was retrieved, as you need it to check if the item is an instance of the System.Data.Items.Item Fli

 template. In Jetstream, there is only one template with the name  . If there were many templates with the same name, you could haveght Flight

used the template ID to match a single template.

Then, you retrieved the flight number and the airports. For each airport, the   method returns the city name for the given airport.GetAirportCity
The  property was then used to ensure that you get the airport from the same database as the flight item itself. The database willItem.Database
change depending if the indexed item comes from   or  .master web

Then comes the most important line of this example:
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1.  

2.  

3.  
4.  

5.  

p_Args.CoveoItem.Title = String.Format("{0} - From {1} to {2}", flightNumber,
departureCity, arrivalCity);

As you can see, altering an item is quite simple after all.

Enabling the Processor in Sitecore

The custom processor is ready to be used by Sitecore. Here is how you can add it to the configuration file.

Copy the assembly containing the custom processor into the bin folder of the Sitecore website. Default location is C:\inetpub\wwwroo
 .t\<sitecore instance>\website\bin

Open the  file in a text editor. The default file location is: Coveo.SearchProvider.config C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<sitecore
.instance>\website\App_Config\Include

Find the  element.coveoPostItemProcessingPipeline
Add a processor element that maps the implementation of the custom processor in the pipeline. 

<processor type="Samples.Pipelines.FlightTitleProcessor, Samples" />

Save the file and reindex Sitecore items.

And Finally

Now, when displaying flights, the result page shows the customized title. Since the title changed on the indexed item, a search with the   keparis
yword will return the flight items.

Conclusion

In this example, you learned how to alter an item title for a specific item type in Sitecore. By using this technique, you can control exactly which
information is pushed to the Coveo index. It is also possible to alter field values, the Quick View, item URLs, etc. Almost any field/property on the
item can be customized.

You can also add as many custom processors as you want. However, remember that the more you add, the slower the indexing will be.
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Customizing the Indexing Parameters

The Sitecore Search Provider framework offers various parameters to alter the indexing of items.

They can be configured in your   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

Supported Parameters

Those parameters are currently supported by the Coveo Search Provider.

Including or Excluding Templates from the Indexing

Sitecore offers the possibility to include or exclude templates from indexing by specifying their GUIDs. This only affects the internal
SitecoreItemCrawler module and not the Coveo Search Provider directly.

You can configure it in the  section of your   file.defaultIndexConfiguration Coveo.SearchProvider.config

To include/exclude a template or a layout, add nodes similar to these:

SITECORE 8.0-

<include hint="list:IncludeTemplate">
    <sampletemplate>{BDB6FA46-2F76-4BDE-8138-52B56C2FC47E}</sampletemplate>
</include>
 
<exclude hint="list:ExcludeTemplate">
    <samplelayout>{BDB6FA46-2F76-4BDE-8138-52B56C2FC47E}</samplelayout>
</exclude>

SITECORE 8.1+

<include hint="list:AddIncludedTemplate">
    <sampletemplate>{BDB6FA46-2F76-4BDE-8138-52B56C2FC47E}</sampletemplate>
</include>
 
<exclude hint="list:AddExcludedTemplate">
    <samplelayout>{BDB6FA46-2F76-4BDE-8138-52B56C2FC47E}</samplelayout>
</exclude>

Remember to use different element names for different templates, or it will only take the last one specified.

Including or Excluding Fields from the Indexing

Sitecore offers the possibility to include or exclude item fields from the indexing by specifying their GUIDs.

To speed up indexing operations, Coveo for Sitecore already excludes a list of predetermined fields, which can be altered in the Coveo.SearchP
 configuration file, under the  XML element. You can also skip fields by using a rovider.config <exclude hint="list:ExcludeField"> c

 (see  ).oveoItemPostProcessingPipeline Using the Coveo Pipelines

Typically, these fields can be configured this way:

SITECORE 8.0-

Excluding items from the indexing means that those items will not be crawled anymore. If you already had items based on these
templates in your index, they will be not be removed from the index. You should run a full rebuild to delete them.automatically 
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<include hint="list:IncludeField">
    <fieldId>{8CDC337E-A112-42FB-BBB4-4143751E123F}</fieldId>
</include>

<exclude hint="list:ExcludeField">
    <fieldId>{8CDC337E-A112-42FB-BBB4-4143751E123F}</fieldId>
</exclude>

SITECORE 8.1+

<include hint="list:AddIncludedField">
    <fieldId>{8CDC337E-A112-42FB-BBB4-4143751E123F}</fieldId>
</include>

<exclude hint="list:AddExcludedField">
    <fieldId>{8CDC337E-A112-42FB-BBB4-4143751E123F}</fieldId>
</exclude>

Upcoming Parameters

Those parameters are currently not supported by the Coveo Search Provider, but they will be in a future release. 

Tags

In your   file, specifying tags in the   element will add the specified values in the value ofCoveo.SearchProvider.config DocumentOptions
the field   in the index._tags

<DocumentOptions type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.DocumentBuilderOptions,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
  <Tags>test</Tags>
</DocumentOptions>

The   parameter is made available by the   class.Tags DocumentBuilderOptions

ExcludeAllSpecialFields

In your   file, specifying this parameter will prevent special fields from being indexed. Those are the fieldsCoveo.SearchProvider.config
starting with an underscore in their name, such as _id.

<DocumentOptions type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.DocumentBuilderOptions,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">
  <ExcludeAllSpecialFields>true</ExcludeAllSpecialFields>
</DocumentOptions>

The   parameter is made available by the   classExcludeAllSpecialFields DocumentBuilderOptions

Understanding How The ClickableUri Value Is Computed

The clickable URI's value is critical when attempting to navigate from a result page to the item that was indexed. When dealing with multiple sites
and host names, it can be hard to get the URI that you want. The goal of this topic is to explain how the clickable URI is computed at indexing
time. However, in some situations, you may want to compute the clickable URI at runtime (i.e. while the user visits the site). In such cases, see Alt

.ering Search Results Before They Are Displayed in a Search Interface

Overview

Before we dive into the configuration details, here are the steps used to compute the URI.
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Find the item's site.
Use the Link Manager to get the item's URL.
Apply the   configuration.ServerUrl

Step 1 - Find the Item's Site

First, the  pipeline is invoked to resolve the best site for the current item (see coveoResolveItemSite Understanding the coveoResolveItemSite
). If this pipeline is unable to resolve to a suitable site, then the default site will be used. The default site can be defined in the CoveoPipeline

Search Provider's configuration file using the  element (see  for details).SiteName Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File
When the  element is not specified,  will be used.SiteName website

Step 2 - Use the Link Manager to Get the Item's URL

Once the site is found, it is up to the Link Manager to compute the item's URL using the appropriate URL options. Several options are available on
the Link Manager; the URL that comes out will differ from one environment to another. However, with the default Link Manager, this is how it
works.

The most important part is probably the hostname that appears in the computed URL. The hostname that comes out depends mostly on the host
 and  values that are set on the site configuration.Name targetHostName

When no   or   is defined, the instance name is used as the hostname, giving an URL that looks like this.hostName targetHostName

http://sc7/en/home.aspx

In this case,   is the name of the Sitecore instance.sc7

When the   is specified, it is shown in the URL. The site configuration looks like this.hostName

<site name="website" hostName="sample.local" ... />

Then, the URL looks like this.

http://sample.local/en/home.aspx

It is also possible to use wildcards in the   attribute so the same site configurations match many domains.hostName

<site name="website" hostName="sample.*" ... />

Since the Link Manager cannot guess the right hostname, it simply falls back to the instance name.

http://sc7/en/home.aspx

When using wildcards in the   attribute, you should also provide a value for the   attribute. The site configuration nowhostName targetHostName
looks like this.

<site name="website" hostName="sample.*" targetHostName="sample.net" ... />

Now, it produces this URL.

http://sample.net/en/home.aspx

Step 3 - Apply the   ConfigurationServerUrl
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The  setting is defined in the  file (see ServerUrl Coveo.SearchProvider.config Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration
). This setting serves two purposes. The primary purpose is related to security and is beyond the scope of this topic. The second purpose is toFile

influence the item URL. Now, specifying a  value will change the item URL ServerUrl only when the URL produced by the Link Manager
contains the instance name. For instance, if you wanted the Link Manager to produce this URL.

http://sc7/en/home.aspx

Assuming that the   is configured like this.ServerUrl

<ServerUrl>http://sample.net/</ServerUrl>

Then the item URL will change to.

http://sample.net/en/home.aspx

If the URL produced by the Link Manager was this one.

http://sample.local/en/home.aspx

Given the   value configured above, then the URL would remain unchanged.ServerUrl

Understanding and Customizing the Binary Data Indexing Process

AVAILABLE SINCE: SEPTEMBER 2015 RELEASE

When it comes to indexing binary data, the indexing process of Sitecore items in Coveo indexes (see Understanding the Architecture of Coveo for
) is slightly different. This page explains what happens when binary data is indexed, and how you can customize this process.Sitecore

Understanding the Default Indexing Process of Binary Data

Indexing an item causes these events to occur:

The Coveo Search Provider fetches the item from the database.
The Coveo Search Provider configures the item with the required metadata and fields.
The Coveo Search Provider adds the binary data related properties using the  specified in the indexBinaryDataPropertiesWriter
configuration.
The Coveo Search Provider pushes the Sitecore Item to the RabbitMQ queue.
The Queue Crawler fetches the item stored in the RabbitMQ queue.
The Queue Crawler determines whether it has to retrieve the item's binary data.
If the binary data must be retrieved, the Queue Crawler sends a request to the Sitecore Web Service for the data.
The Sitecore Web Service retrieves the data and sends it to the Queue Crawler.
The Queue crawler indexes the item along with the binary data.

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#September_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1116
https://developers.coveo.com/display/sitecore/Understanding+the+Architecture+of+Coveo+for+Sitecore#UnderstandingtheArchitectureofCoveoforSitecore-Scenario1-Rebuildingyoursearchindexes
https://developers.coveo.com/display/sitecore/Understanding+the+Architecture+of+Coveo+for+Sitecore#UnderstandingtheArchitectureofCoveoforSitecore-Scenario1-Rebuildingyoursearchindexes
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Customizing the Default Process

Send the Binary Data to RabbitMQ

The binary data can be sent along with the item's metadata to the RabbitMQ queue. To do this:

Locate your index's configuration in the  file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

<index id="Coveo_web_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
...

Add the  node used to send the binary data to RabbitMQ like in the example below.BinaryDataPropertiesWriter

<index id="Coveo_web_index" type="Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  <BinaryDataPropertiesWriter
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Documents.BinaryDataPropertiesWriter.BinaryDataInQueue
PropertiesWriter, Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
  <param desc="p_Name">$(id)</param>
...

Save the file.
The binary data will now be sent directly to RabbitMQ and will not have to be downloaded by the Queue Crawler.

Compress the Binary Data Sent to the RabbitMQ Queue

When you send binary data to the queue, large messages are being compressed. By default, messages that include more than 10 MB of binary
data are being compressed. You can specify the message size threshold beyond which the binary data is compressed. To do so, edit the QueueC

 settingompressionThresholdInBytes  in the  file. The value is specified in bytes.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
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<QueueCompressionThresholdInBytes>5000000</QueueCompressionThresholdInBytes>

Excluding Sitecore Items From Your Index

 

In this topic:
Requirements
Available Pipelines

indexing.filterIndex.inbound
coveoInboundFilterPipeline
coveoSitecoreInboundFilterPipeline

Using and Configuring Coveo Inbound Filters
Creating a Coveo Inbound Filter Processor
Adding the Coveo Inbound Filter Processor to the Pipeline
Filtering Only a Specific Index

Using and Configuring Sitecore Inbound Filters
Creating a Sitecore Inbound Filter Processor
Adding the Sitecore Inbound Filter to the Pipeline
Configuring a Sitecore Inbound Filter to Run for All Indexes
Configuring a Sitecore Inbound Filter to Run Only for Coveo Indexes

Sitecore offers pipelines that can be used to prevent items from being indexed by the underlying search engine. Those pipelines are supported by
the Coveo Search Provider. However, Coveo also adds its own specific pipelines.

Requirements

You have installed the Coveo Search Provider (see  ).Installing Coveo for Sitecore
You have read  .Sitecore 7 Inbound and Outbound Filter Pipelines

Available Pipelines

indexing.filterIndex.inbound

This pipeline is available out of the box with Sitecore and is the only pipeline you can use before the September 2015 release of Coveo for
Sitecore. This pipeline will run its processors for all the Sitecore search indexes (Lucene, SOLR, and Coveo). This is a problem when you run
Coveo side-by-side with the default Lucene indexes and want to prevent items from being indexed for Coveo indexes only, but keep all items in
the Lucene indexes. For this reason, Coveo does not recommend using this pipeline.

coveoInboundFilterPipeline

AVAILABLE SINCE: SEPTEMBER 2015 RELEASE

Since the September 2015 release of Coveo for Sitecore, this pipeline is the only one that is run for Coveo indexes. Coveo indexes do not run the
Sitecore   pipeline directly anymore. This makes it an ideal candidate to prevent items from being indexed forindexing.filterIndex.inbound
Coveo indexes and keep Lucene indexes untouched. The processors for this pipeline require a different type of arguments. Thus, processors
from the Sitecore   pipeline cannot be used directly in it without their code being adjusted.indexing.filterIndex.inbound

A default   processor is included in the pipeline toCoveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor
run the Sitecore   pipeline. Thus, all the Sitecore inbound pipeline processors are also run for Coveoindexing.filterIndex.inbound
indexes. This processor can be commented out if desired.

coveoSitecoreInboundFilterPipeline

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2016 RELEASE

This pipeline uses the same type of arguments as the Sitecore   pipeline and works in conjunction with aindexing.filterIndex.inbound
processor in the   pipeline. It was created to avoid adjusting the code of older Sitecore coveoInboundFilterPipeline indexing.filterInd

 pipeline processors, and be able to use them for Coveo indexes only.ex.inbound

Using and Configuring Coveo Inbound Filters

AVAILABLE SINCE: SEPTEMBER 2015 RELEASE

https://community.sitecore.net/technical_blogs/b/sitecore_7_development_team/posts/sitecore-7-inbound-and-outbound-filter-pipelines
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#September_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1116
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#June_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1312
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#September_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1116
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Coveo inbound filters works like Sitecore inbound filters. Advantages of using them are:

They are applied to Coveo indexes only.
It is possible to choose which indexes will be filtered by a specific processor.

Creating a Coveo Inbound Filter Processor

This section shows you how to code your own Coveo inbound filter processor. This processor is called for each item that is indexed in the Coveo
indexes only.

Our processor will be used to exclude the items named '__Standard Values'.

Create a new C# project that references the   the , and the Sitecore.ContentSearch,  Sitecore.Kernel Coveo.SearchProvide
 assemblies. Those assemblies are located under:  . For this rBase.dll C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance name>\website\bin

tutorial, the project is named  .InboundFilterTest
Create a new class. For this tutorial, the class is named   and is located in the ApplyCoveoInboundIndexStandardValuesFilter In

 namespace.boundFilterTest

Coveo inbound filters are required to:

Inherit the class  .AbstractCoveoInboundFilterProcessor
Take arguments of type  .CoveoInboundFilterPipelineArgs
Invoke the   method to validate if the processor needs to be run.ShouldExecute

The code below excludes the items named '__Standard Values'.

public class ApplyCoveoInboundIndexStandardValuesFilter :
AbstractCoveoInboundFilterProcessor
{
    public override void Process(CoveoInboundFilterPipelineArgs args)
    {
        if (args.IndexableToIndex != null && !args.IsExcluded && ShouldExecute(args))
{
            if (args.IndexableToIndex.Item.Name == "__Standard Values") {
                args.IsExcluded = true;            
            }
        }
    }
}

Adding the Coveo Inbound Filter Processor to the Pipeline

Open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the   node.coveoInboundFilterPipeline
Add your processor as a child node:

<coveoInboundFilterPipeline>
    <processor
type="InboundFilterTest.ApplyCoveoInboundIndexStandardValuesFilter,
InboundFilterTest" />
</coveoInboundFilterPipeline>

Validate that the standard values items are excluded from the indexing operations.

Filtering Only a Specific Index

It is possible to define two lists in the configuration of Coveo Inbound filters:

Included indexes: the list of indexes the processor will be applied to.

If excluded items were previously indexed, you must rebuild the index to delete them.
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Excluded indexes: the list of indexes the processor will not be applied to.

To define which indexes will be filtered, specify the indexes as follows in your processor definition:

<coveoInboundFilterPipeline>
    <processor type="InboundFilterTest.ApplyCoveoInboundIndexStandardValuesFilter,
InboundFilterTest">
        <!-- Includes the Coveo_web_index to the list of filtered indexes. -->
        <includedIndexNames hint="list">
            <indexName>Coveo_web_index</indexName>
        </includedIndexNames>
 
        <!-- Excludes the Coveo_master_index to the list of filtered indexes. -->
        <excludedIndexNames hint="list">
            <indexName>Coveo_master_index</indexName>
        </excludedIndexNames>
    </processor>
</coveoInboundFilterPipeline>

 

Using and Configuring Sitecore Inbound Filters

Creating a Sitecore Inbound Filter Processor

This section will show you how to code your own inbound filter processor. This processor will be called for each item that is indexed in all the
Sitecore indexes.

Our processor will be used to exclude the items named '__Standard Values'.

Create a new C# project that references the   and the assemblies. Those assembliesSitecore.ContentSearch  Sitecore.Kernel 
are located under:  . For this tutorial, the project is named C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance name>\website\bin InboundFilter

.Test
Create a new class. For this tutorial, the class is named   and is located in the ApplyInboundIndexStandardValuesFilter Inbound

 namespace.FilterTest

public class ApplyInboundIndexStandardValuesFilter : InboundIndexFilterProcessor
{
    public override void Process(InboundIndexFilterArgs args)
    {
        SitecoreIndexableItem item = args.IndexableToIndex as SitecoreIndexableItem;
        if (item.Item.Name == "__Standard Values") {                  
            args.IsExcluded = true;            
        }
    }
}

An inbound filter processor must inherit from   and must implement the   method, which takesInboundIndexFilterProcessor Process
arguments as parameters. You have access to the current item by using  . If you want this item to be excluded fromargs.IndexableToIndex
indexing, you have to set the   property of the argument of type   IsExcluded InboundIndexFilterArgs  to   true .

Compile your project and copy the resulting assembly to C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance name>\website\bin.

Exclusion has priority over inclusion. This means that if the same index is specified both in inclusion and exclusion, the processor will
not be applied on the index.

Since the September 2015 release of Coveo for Sitecore, Coveo recommends using Coveo Inbound Filters instead. Scroll up for
documentation about this type of filtering.
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Adding the Sitecore Inbound Filter to the Pipeline

Open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

Locate the   node.indexing.filterIndex.inbound
Add your processor as a child node:

<indexing.filterIndex.inbound>
    <processor type="InboundFilterTest.ApplyInboundIndexStandardValuesFilter,
InboundFilterTest" />
</indexing.filterIndex.inbound>

Open the   file.Sitecore.ContentSearch.config
Locate the   node.indexing.filterIndex.inbound  
 Remove or comment the default Sitecore inbound filter processor:

<indexing.filterIndex.inbound>
    <!-- <processor
type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.Pipelines.IndexingFilters.ApplyInboundIndexFilter,
Sitecore.ContentSearch"/> -->
</indexing.filterIndex.inbound>

Validate that the standard values items are excluded from the indexing operations.

Configuring a Sitecore Inbound Filter to Run for All Indexes

AVAILABLE SINCE: SEPTEMBER 2015 RELEASE

Since the September 2015 release of Coveo for Sitecore, the   pipeline is the only one that is run for CoveocoveoInboundFilterPipeline

indexes. Coveo indexes does not run the Sitecore   pipeline directly anymore. To run a Sitecore inboundindexing.filterIndex.inbound

filter processor for all the indexes, you need to ensure    the the ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor is declared in  coveoInboundFilt
 pipeline:erPipeline

<coveoInboundFilterPipeline>
    <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.InboundFilters.ApplySitecoreInboundFilterProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoInboundFilterPipeline>

 

This processor can also be configured with included and excluded indexes.

Configuring a Sitecore Inbound Filter to Run Only for Coveo Indexes

AVAILABLE IN: UPCOMING RELEASE

The coveoSitecoreInboundFilterPipeline pipeline allows you to run Sitecore inbound filter processors only for Coveo indexes.

   In the Coveo.SearchProvider.config, you must add your processor. Look for the section named  coveoSitecoreInboundFilterPipeline an
d add the following element to it:

<coveoSitecoreInboundFilterPipeline>
    <processor type="InboundFilterTest.ApplyInboundIndexStandardValuesFilter,
InboundFilterTest" />
</coveoSitecoreInboundFilterPipeline>  

 

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#September_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1116
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Refreshing or Rebuilding a Search Index Programmatically

You can refresh or rebuild a search index programmatically. In the context of Coveo for Sitecore, this will cause the Coveo Search Provider to
re-fetch the necessary Sitecore items, push them to RabbitMQ, and then re-index them using the corresponding source in Coveo Enterprise
Search (CES).

Follow these steps to refresh or rebuild the   search index:master

Using a text editor, paste the following code inside a new text file:

The Outbound Filter Pipelines are currently not supported in the Coveo Search Provider.

If you have previously indexed items that are now excluded with your newly created processor, those items will be deleted from the
index once you re-index them. If you want to completely remove all those undesired items from your index, you will have to trigger a
rebuild from the Indexing Manager (in the Sitecore Desktop, access  >  > ).Control Panel Indexing Indexing Manager
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<%@ Page Language="C#" AutoEventWireup="true" %>
<%@ Import namespace="Sitecore.ContentSearch" %>
<%@ Import namespace="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SearchTypes" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="Coveo.SearchProvider" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="Coveo.Framework.Databases" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="Coveo.Framework.Items" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="Sitecore.SecurityModel" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="Sitecore.Data" %>

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head runat="server">
    <title>Refresh Index</title>
</head>
<body>
    <form id="form1" runat="server">
    <div>
        <asp:Button ID="BTNRefreshIndex" OnClick="BTNRefreshIndex_Click"
Text="Refresh Index" runat="server" />
    </div>
    </form>
</body>
</html>
<script runat="server">
   
    protected void BTNRefreshIndex_Click(object p_Sender, EventArgs p_Args)
    {
        RefreshIndex();
    }
  
    private void RefreshIndex()
    {
        // Get the master search index.
        ISearchIndex index =
ContentSearchManager.GetIndex("sitecore_master_index");
        
        // Get the database associated with the master search index.
        IProviderIndex providerIndex = index as IProviderIndex;
        string databaseName = providerIndex.Database;
        Sitecore.Data.Database database =
Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetDatabase(databaseName);
        
        // Get the item that we will start the refresh from (i.e
"sitecore/content/home" but you can
        // change
        Sitecore.Data.Items.Item item =
database.GetItem("/sitecore/content/home");
        if (item != null) {
            // Temporarily switch to the master database so that the Sitecore
Context is not null.
            using (new
DatabaseSwitcher(Sitecore.Data.Database.GetDatabase(databaseName))) {
                // Refresh the search index.
                index.Refresh(new SitecoreIndexableItem(item));
            }
        }
    }
</script>
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On your Sitecore server, save the file as   under RefreshIndex.aspx [SitecoreInstallationPath]\Website\sitecore\admin
.
Access your new   page using a web browser ( )..aspx http://SitecoreInstanceName/sitecore/admin/RefreshIndex.aspx
Validate that you see the following page:

Click the   button.Refresh Index
Validate that all items under the starting item (  in the above code sample) are being refreshed in the CES/sitecore/content/home
Console.

Customizing a Search Interface
This section covers how you can customize the look and feel of a search interface. It mostly involves front-end customizations.

Understanding How a Search Interface Works Behind the Scenes
Changing the Look and Feel of a Search Interface
Using LINQ to Customize Queries
Advanced Search Customizations
Managing Top Results
Working with the Coveo Search Box
Understanding the AllowSearchPage Processor
Overriding the Search Friendly Error Message
Creating Tabs

Understanding How a Search Interface Works Behind the Scenes

This section covers how a search interface works behind the scenes. This is essentially an introductory part needed to understand the next
section, namely .Changing the Look and Feel of a Search Interface

Relating Coveo for Sitecore Components to Sitecore Templates, Layouts and Sublayouts
Digging Into the Layouts' and Components' Code

Relating Coveo for Sitecore Components to Sitecore Templates, Layouts and Sublayouts

By now, you should have learned how to create a basic search interface by using the Content

You can alternatively call  instead of . However, by doing so, youISearchIndex.Rebuild() ISearchIndex.Refresh()
have no control over what will be re-indexed, as this will rebuild your whole search index.

http://sitecoreinstanename/sitecore/admin/RefreshIndex.aspx
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In this topic:
Understanding Templates
Understanding Layouts
Understanding Sublayouts
What's Next?

 

Editor and Page Editor of Sitecore (see Creating a Basic Search Interface From the Page
). But before you can actually put your hands to work and perform advancedEditor

customizations, you must learn how the different parts of a search interface work.

This page takes a high-level view of a search interface and explains how its different parts
interact with each other.

Understanding Templates

Coveo for Sitecore allows you to create items of type Coveo Search Page in your Sitecore Content Tree.

Coveo Search Page is a template that allows you to create a full-featured search interface. You can find this template under sitecore/Templat
. It defines the fields available on an item of type Coveo Search Page, as well as thees/CoveoModule/Search/Coveo Search Page

components that are automatically inserted by default in a new search page.

As a matter of fact, when you created your search page and previewed it in the Page Editor, there were already two components present by
default: Coveo Search Resources and Coveo Search. These two components are assigned in the Layout Details (  > ) of thePresentation Details
__Standard Values item associated with the Coveo Search Page template.
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Understanding Layouts

In the Layout Details of the __Standard Values item associated with the Coveo Search Page template, you will notice that there is also a layout
assigned to it: Search Layout. You can find this layout under . This layout defines how asitecore/Layout/Layouts/Coveo/Search Layout
Coveo Search Page item should be rendered in a browser (or in the Page Editor). In other words, it provides the basis for building a full-featured
search interface.

A Sitecore layout links to an ASPX page (or web form), which contains its implementation.

For more information on the inner workings of , see  .SearchLayout.aspx Digging Into the Layouts' and Components' Code

Understanding Sublayouts

As noted above, two components are already present by default in a search page: Coveo Search Resources and Coveo Search. These
components are actually Sitecore sublayouts. You can find them under . For example, you have asitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo
Coveo Search sublayout that represents the CoveoSearch component, and a Coveo Search Resources sublayout that represents the
CoveoSearchResources component. 

A Sitecore sublayout links to an ASCX file (or user control), which contains its implementation.
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For more information on the inner workings of   .each component, see Digging Into the Layouts' and Components' Code

What's Next?

Now that you have a high-level view of the different parts of a search interface, you can dig into the code:

Digging Into the Layouts' and Components' Code

 

Digging Into the Layouts' and Components' Code

This section provides an in-depth overview of the code that runs behind a search interface. More precisely, you will be shown how to browse
through the code of the layouts and components that compose a search interface. These layouts and components are all automatically created
when you install the Coveo Search Interface package (see  ).Installing the Coveo Search Interface

Overview of SearchLayout.aspx
Overview of CoveoSearchResources.ascx
Overview of CoveoSearch.ascx
Overview of CoveoFacet.ascx
Overview of Coveo Sort Components' Code

Overview of SearchLayout.aspx

SearchLayout.aspx is the basic layout file used by a Coveo Search Page item. It provides the basis for building a full-featured search
interface. Its default location is  .c:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanceName\Website\layouts\Coveo\Search Layout.aspx

Digging into Its Code

The code of  is straightforward:SearchLayout.aspx

It uses standard HTML and ASP.NET markup to build a web page.
It contains a  element into which you can drop components (or, more precisely, sublayouts), such as the Coveosc:placeholder
Search component.

Notice the value of its  attribute: . This is what you use to refer to this placeholder.key coveo-search

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201407/Installing+the+Coveo+Search+Interface
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<%@ Page Language="c#" Inherits="System.Web.UI.Page" CodePage="65001" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="sc" Namespace="Sitecore.Web.UI.WebControls"
Assembly="Sitecore.Kernel" %>
<%@ OutputCache Location="None" VaryByParam="none" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html lang="en" xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
    <head runat="server">
        <title><%= Sitecore.Context.Item.DisplayName %></title>
        <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />
        <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=11" />
        <link href="/default.css" rel="stylesheet" />
        <sc:VisitorIdentification runat="server" />
    </head>
    <body>
        <form id="mainform" method="post" runat="server">
            <div id="MainPanel">
                <div id="coveo-center-column">
                    <sc:placeholder key="coveo-search" runat="server" />
                </div>
            </div>
        </form>
    </body>
</html>

What's Next?

Proceed to reading .Overview of CoveoSearchResources.ascx

Overview of CoveoSearchResources.ascx

CoveoSearchResources.ascx is a sublayout file that includes a set of dependencies or resources used by a search interface. Its default
location is  .c:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanceName\Website\layouts\Coveo\CoveoSearchResources.ascx

Digging into Its Code

The code of   is straightforward:CoveoSearchResources.ascx

It includes these dependencies:
Stylesheets, which define the appearance of a search interface. You could easily override those styles by adding your own
stylesheet, thus allowing you to completely change the look and feel of your search interface.
JavaScript libraries used by the  , as Coveo for Sitecore actually embeds a versionJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
of it. When you previewed your search interface in the Sitecore Page Editor, what you actually saw was the JavaScript Search
Framework in action.

It contains a standard  control, which is merely used to display the  string.asp:PlaceHolder Coveo Search Resources

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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<%@ Control Language="c#" AutoEventWireup="true"
Inherits="Coveo.UI.CoveoSearchResources"
TargetSchema="http://schemas.microsoft.com/intellisense/ie5" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="coveoui" Namespace="Coveo.UI.Controls" Assembly="Coveo.UIBase"
%>

<!-- When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
     avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor.  -->

<coveoui:ErrorSummary runat="server" />
<coveoui:WhenConfigured runat="server">
    <link rel="stylesheet" href="/Coveo/css/CoveoFullSearch.css" />
    <link rel="stylesheet" href="/Coveo/css/CoveoComponent.css" />

    <script type="text/javascript"
src="/Coveo/js/CoveoJsSearch.WithDependencies.min.js"></script>
    <% if (IsInExperienceEditor()) { %>
        <script>
            jQuery.noConflict();
        </script>
    <% } %>
    <script type="text/javascript"
src="/Coveo/js/CoveoForSitecorePolyfills.js"></script>
    <script type="text/javascript" src="/Coveo/js/d3.min.js"></script>
    <script type="text/javascript" src="/Coveo/js/CoveoForSitecore.js"></script>

    <% if (SitecoreContext.IsEditingInPageEditor()) { %>
        <script type="text/javascript"
src="/Coveo/js/PageEditorDeferRefresh.js"></script>
    <% } %>

    <asp:PlaceHolder ID="PHPageEditor" runat="server">
        <div>Coveo Search Resources</div>
    </asp:PlaceHolder>
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

What's Next?

Proceed to reading  .Overview of CoveoSearch.ascx

Overview of CoveoSearch.ascx

CoveoSearch.ascx is a sublayout file that represents a search component, which includes a search box, a list of search results, a pager
control, and a few placeholders where you can insert additional components. Its default location is c:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstance

.Name\Website\layouts\Coveo\CoveoSearch.ascx

Digging into Its Code

The code of   may appear complex at first, but taking a second look will reveal its simplicity:CoveoSearch.ascx

At the top, you can find a small block of JavaScript code that initializes the  :JavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)
Coveo.$('#search') is a special extension that selects the elements matching the specified CSS selector. In this case, the d

 element is selected with an  attribute equal to .iv id search
Calling the  function on the selected  element automatically instantiates/renders a search interface.coveoForSitecore div
Notice that the set of options to the  function was passed (retrieved by calling coveoForSitecore GetJavaScriptInitiali

). These options correspond to the attributes on the  element (i.e. , zationOptions div data-enable-history data-resul

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
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, etc.).ts-per-page
Inside the  element with an   attribute equal to , you can find several other  elements, each one having a different valuediv id search div
for its  attribute. A few values include:class

CoveoSearchBox: renders a full-featured search box control that allows you to enter queries.
CoveoPager: renders a pager control that allows you to browse through the several pages of search results.
CoveoResultList: renders a list of search results.

Inside the  element with a  attribute equal to , you can find a  element with a  attribute equaldiv class CoveoResultList script class
to  and a  attribute equal to  . This is actually an  template:result-template type text/x-underscore-template underscore.js

It allows you to dynamically build your search results by adding additional fields (e.g. raw.<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("LayoutId", false) %>).
It allows you to run conditional expressions, which allows for greater flexibility (e.g.  statements).if

You can find special  elements into which you can drop additional components (or more precisely sublayouts). Theysc:placeholder
can be identified by their  attribute:key

coveo-facets: this is where you can insert facet components.
coveo-sorts: this is where you can insert sort components.

You can find statements such as  that allow you to access the options and settings that you defined for yourModel.Something
component in the Page Editor. The properties of  are currently undocumented.Model
So overall, you can see that all these HTML elements are the building blocks of your search interface.

<%@ Control Language="c#" AutoEventWireup="true" Inherits="Coveo.UI.CoveoSearch"
TargetSchema="http://schemas.microsoft.com/intellisense/ie5" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="Coveo.UI" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="coveoui" Namespace="Coveo.UI.Controls" Assembly="Coveo.UIBase"
%>

<!-- When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
     avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor.  -->

<coveoui:ErrorSummary runat="server" />
<coveoui:WhenConfigured runat="server">
    <script type="text/javascript" src="/Coveo/js/cultures/<%= Model.CultureName
%>.js"></script>
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions = <%=
Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions() %>;
        });
    </script>

    <!-- This hidden input is required to bypass a problem with the Enter key causing
a form submission
         if the form has exactly one text field, or only when there is a submit button
present. -->
    <input type="text" class="fix-submit" />

    <div class="search-container">
        <div id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface" data-enable-history="<%=
Model.EnableHistory %>"
                                                      data-results-per-page="<%=
Model.ResultsPerPage %>"
                                                      data-excerpt-length="<%=
Model.ExcerptLength %>"
                                                      data-hide-until-first-query="<%=
Model.HideUntilFirstQuery %>"
                                                      data-auto-trigger-query="<%=
Model.AutoTriggerQuery %>">

http://underscorejs.org/#template
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            <% if (Model.AnalyticsEnabled) { %>
                <div class="CoveoAnalytics"
                    data-user="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsUser() %>"
                    data-endpoint="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsEndpoint() %>"
                    data-token="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsToken() %>"
                    data-search-hub="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsCurrentSiteName() %>"
                    data-send-to-cloud="<%= Model.CoveoAnalyticsEnabled %>">
                </div>
            <% } %>
            <div class="coveo-results-section">
                <% if (Model.DisplayFacets) { %>
                    <div class="coveo-results-column float-right">
                <% } else { %>
                    <div class="coveo-results-column">
                <% } %>
                    <% if (Model.DisplaySearchBox) { %>
                        <div class="coveo-searchBox-column">
                            <div class="CoveoSearchBox" data-activate-omnibox="<%=
Model.ActivateOmniBox %>"
                                <% if (Model.ActivateOmniBox) { %>
                                    data-omnibox-delay="<%=
Model.SearchBoxSuggestionsDelay %>"
                                <% } %>
                                <% if (Model.IsSearchAsYouTypeActivated) { %>
                                    data-enable-search-as-you-type="true"
                                    data-search-as-you-type-delay="<%=
Model.SearchBoxSuggestionsDelay %>"
                                <% } %>
                            ></div>
                        </div>
                    <% } %>
                    </div>
                <% if (Model.DisplayFacets) { %>
                    <div class="coveo-facet-column">
                        <% if (Model.DisplayLogo) { %>
                            <div class="coveo-logo-column">
                                <div class="coveo-logo"></div>
                            </div>
                        <% } %>
                        <sc:placeholder key="coveo-facets"
runat="server"></sc:placeholder>
                        &nbsp;
                    </div>
                <% } %>
                <% if (Model.DisplayFacets) { %>
                    <div class="coveo-results-column float-right">
                <% } else { %>
                    <div class="coveo-results-column">
                <% } %>
                    <% if (Model.DisplayBreadcrumb) { %>
                        <div class="CoveoBreadcrumb"></div>
                    <% } %>
                    <div class="coveo-results-header">
                        <div class="coveo-summary-section">
                            <% if (Model.DisplayQuerySummary) { %>
                                <span class="CoveoQuerySummary"></span>
                            <% } %>
                            <% if (Model.DisplayQueryDuration) { %>
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                                <span class="CoveoQueryDuration"></span>
                            <% } %>
                        </div>
                        <% if (Model.DisplaySorting) { %>
                            <div class="coveo-sort-section">
                                <sc:placeholder key="coveo-sorts"
runat="server"></sc:placeholder>
                            </div>
                        <% } %>
                    </div>
                    <div class="CoveoHiddenQuery"></div>

                    <% if (Model.DisplayDidYouMean) { %>
                        <div class="CoveoDidYouMean"></div>
                    <% } %>

                    <% if (Model.DisplayErrorReport) { %>
                        <div class="CoveoErrorReport"></div>
                    <% } %>

                    <% if (Model.DisplayResultList) { %>
                        <% if (Model.DisplayTopPager) { %>
                            <div class="CoveoPager" data-number-of-pages="<%=
Model.PagerNumberOfPages %>"
                                                    data-show-previous-next="<%=
Model.PagerShowPreviousNext %>"></div>
                        <% } %>
                        <div class="CoveoResultList" data-wait-animation="fade"
                                                     data-enable-infinite-scroll="<%=
Model.EnableInfiniteScroll %>"
                                                    
data-infinite-scroll-page-size="<%= Model.InfiniteScrollPageSize %>">

                            <script class="result-template"
type="text/x-underscore-template">
                                <div class='coveo-icon objecttype
{{-raw.objecttype}}'>{{-raw.objecttype}}</div>

                                {{/* Change the tooltip on the date. */}}
                                {{if(raw.<%= ToCoveoFieldName("created", false) %> ===
raw.<%= ToCoveoFieldName("updated", false) %>) { }}
                                    <div class='coveo-date' title='<%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.CREATION_TIME] %>'>{{-dateTime(raw.sysdate)}}</div>
                                {{ } else { }}
                                    <div class='coveo-date' title='<%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.LAST_TIME_MODIFIED]
%>'>{{-dateTime(raw.sysdate)}}</div>
                                {{ } }}

                                <div class='coveo-title'>

                                    {{ if (raw.<%= ToCoveoFieldName("HasLayout",
false) %> === "1" || raw.syssource !== "<%= Model.IndexSourceName %>") { }}
                                        <a
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class='CoveoResultLink'>{{=title?highlight(title, titleHighlights):clickUri}}</a>
                                    {{ } else { }}
                                        <span
class='CoveoResultTitle'>{{=title?highlight(title, titleHighlights):''}}</span>
                                    {{ } }}

                                    {{ if (hasHtmlVersion) { }}
                                    <div class='CoveoQuickView' data-title="<span
class='coveo-icon objecttype {{-raw.objecttype}}'></span>{{= Title }}"
data-fixed='true' data-width='70%' data-heigth='70%'>
                                      <div class='coveo-quick-view-header'>
                                          <table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
                                            <tr data-field='@sysdate'
data-caption='Date' data-helper='dateTime' />
                                            <tr data-field='@sysauthor'
data-caption='Author' />
                                            <tr data-field='@clickuri'
data-html-value='true' data-caption='URL' data-helper='anchor'
data-helper-options='{text: \"{{= raw.syssource }}\" , target:\"_blank\"}'>
                                          </table>
                                        </div>
                                      <div class='CoveoQuickViewDocument'></div>
                                    </div>
                                    {{ } }}
                                </div>

                                <div class='coveo-excerpt'>
                                    {{=highlight(excerpt, excerptHighlights)}}
                                </div>

                                <table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
                                    <tr data-field='<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("_templatename") %>' data-caption='<%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.TEMPLATE] %>' />
                                    {{ if (raw.<%= ToCoveoFieldName("created", false)
%> === raw.<%= ToCoveoFieldName("updated", false) %>) { }}
                                        <tr data-field='<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("parsedcreatedby") %>' data-caption='<%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.CREATED_BY] %>' />
                                    {{ } else { }}
                                        <tr data-field='<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("parsedcreatedby") %>' data-caption='<%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.CREATED_BY] %>' />
                                        <tr data-field='<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("created") %>' data-caption='<%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.CREATED] %>' data-helper='dateTime' />
                                        <tr data-field='<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("parsedupdatedby") %>' data-caption='<%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.UPDATED_BY] %>' />
                                    {{ } }}
                                    <tr data-field='<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("parsedlanguage") %>' data-caption='<%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.LANGUAGE] %>' />
                                    <tr>
                                        <th class='CoveoCaption'><%=
Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.UNIFORM_RESOURCE_IDENTIFIER] %></th>
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                                        <td class='CoveoClickableUri'>
                                            <a href="{{= clickUri}}">{{=
clickUri}}</a>
                                        </td>
                                    </tr>
                                </table>
                            </script>
                        </div>

                        <% if (Model.DisplayBottomPager) { %>
                            <div class="CoveoPager" data-number-of-pages="<%=
Model.PagerNumberOfPages %>"
                                                    data-show-previous-next="<%=
Model.PagerShowPreviousNext %>"></div>
                        <% } %>
                    <% } %>
                </div>
            </div>
        </div>
    </div>
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function() {
            Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init',
CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions);
        });
    </script>
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

<% if (Model.HasErrors) { %>
    <div class="CoveoServerError">
        <h3><%= Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_TITLE]
%></h3>
        <h4><%= Model.Labels[LocalizedStringKeys.FRIENDLY_SEARCH_UNAVAILABLE_DETAIL]
%></h4>
    </div>

    <% if (SitecoreContext.IsEditingInPageEditor()) { %>
        <script type="text/javascript">
            Coveo.$(function() {
                Coveo.PageEditorDeferRefresh.triggerUpdate();
            });
        </script>
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    <% } %>
<% } %>

What's Next?

Proceed to reading  .Overview of CoveoFacet.ascx

Overview of CoveoFacet.ascx

CoveoFacet.ascx is a sublayout file that represents a facet component. Its default location is c:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanceNa
.me\Website\layouts\Coveo\CoveoFacet.ascx

Digging into Its Code

There is a single  element with a  attribute equal to , which is automatically rendered as a Facet component.div class CoveoFacet
A set of options are passed as custom attributes to the component, such as :data-title='<%= Model.Title %>'

These options customize the behavior as well as the look and feel of the component.
Model actually refers to a property of the user control, which wraps the different properties associated with the facet.
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<%@ Control Language="c#" AutoEventWireup="true" Inherits="Coveo.UI.CoveoFacet"
TargetSchema="http://schemas.microsoft.com/intellisense/ie5" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="coveoui" Namespace="Coveo.UI.Controls" Assembly="Coveo.UIBase"
%>

<%-- When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
     avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor. --%>

<coveoui:ErrorSummary runat="server" />
<coveoui:WhenConfigured runat="server">
    <% if (Model.IconProperties != null) { %>
        <style>
            <%= Model.GetIconCss() %>
        </style>
    <% } %>
    <div id='<%= Model.UniqueId %>'
         class="CoveoFacet"
         data-title='<%= Model.Title %>'
         data-field='<%= Model.Field %>'
         data-number-of-values='<%= Model.NumberOfValues %>'
         data-id='<%= Model.UniqueId %>'
         data-enable-collapse='<%= Model.EnableCollapse %>'
         data-enable-more-less='<%= Model.EnableMoreLess %>'
         data-enable-settings='<%= Model.EnableSettings %>'
         data-lookup-field='<%= Model.LookupField %>'
         data-sort-criteria='<%= Model.Sort %>'
         data-is-multi-value-field='<%= Model.IsMultiValueField %>'
         data-show-icon='<%= Model.ShowIcon %>'
         data-computed-field='<%= Model.ComputedField %>'
         data-computed-field-operation='<%= Model.ComputedFieldOperation %>'
         data-computed-field-format='<%= Model.ComputedFieldFormat %>'
         data-computed-field-caption='<%= Model.ComputedFieldCaption %>'
         data-include-in-breadcrumb='<%= Model.IncludeInBreadcrumb %>'
         data-number-of-values-in-breadcrumb='<%= Model.NumberOfValuesInBreadcrumb %>'
         data-include-in-omnibox='<%= Model.IncludeInOmnibox %>'
         data-enable-facet-search='<%= Model.EnableFacetSearch %>'
         data-facet-number-of-values-in-facet-search='<%=
Model.NumberOfValuesInFacetSearch %>'
         data-allow-toggling-operator='<%= Model.AllowTogglingOperator %>'
         data-use-and='<%= Model.UseAnd %>'
         data-page-size='<%= Model.MorePageSize %>'
         data-injection-depth='<%= Model.InjectionDepth %>'
         data-available-sorts='<%= String.Join(",", Model.AvailableSorts) %>'></div>
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

What's Next?

Proceed to reading  .Overview of Coveo Sort Components' Code

Overview of Coveo Sort Components' Code

CoveoDateSort.ascx, , and  are sublayout files that represent sort components. TheirCoveoFieldSort.ascx CoveoRelevancySort.ascx
default location is  .c:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanceName\Website\layouts\Coveo\

Digging into Their Code

There is a different   attribute value for each of them.Inherits
There is a single   element with a   attribute equal to  , which is automatically rendered as a Sort component.div class CoveoSort
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A set of options are passed as custom attributes to the component, such as  :data-title='<%= Model.Title %>'
These options customize the behavior as well as the look and feel of the component.
Model actually refers to a property of the user control, which wraps the different properties associated with the Sort component.

CoveoDateSort.ascx

<%@ Control Language="c#" AutoEventWireup="true" Inherits="Coveo.UI.CoveoDateSort"
TargetSchema="http://schemas.microsoft.com/intellisense/ie5" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="coveoui" Namespace="Coveo.UI.Controls" Assembly="Coveo.UIBase"
%>

<!-- When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
     avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor.  -->

<coveoui:ErrorSummary runat="server" />
<coveoui:WhenConfigured runat="server">
    <span class="CoveoSort" data-sort-criteria="<%= Model.Criteria %>"><%= Model.Title
%></span>
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

CoveoFieldSort.ascx

<%@ Control Language="c#" AutoEventWireup="true" Inherits="Coveo.UI.CoveoFieldSort"
TargetSchema="http://schemas.microsoft.com/intellisense/ie5" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="coveoui" Namespace="Coveo.UI.Controls" Assembly="Coveo.UIBase"
%>

<!-- When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
     avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor.  -->

<coveoui:ErrorSummary runat="server" />
<coveoui:WhenConfigured runat="server">
    <span class="CoveoSort" data-sort-criteria="<%= Model.Criteria %>"><%= Model.Title
%></span>
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

CoveoRelevancySort.ascx
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<%@ Control Language="c#" AutoEventWireup="true"
Inherits="Coveo.UI.CoveoRelevancySort"
TargetSchema="http://schemas.microsoft.com/intellisense/ie5" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="coveoui" Namespace="Coveo.UI.Controls" Assembly="Coveo.UIBase"
%>

<!-- When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
     avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor.  -->

<coveoui:ErrorSummary runat="server" />
<coveoui:WhenConfigured runat="server">
    <span class="CoveoSort" data-sort-criteria="<%= Model.Criteria %>"><%= Model.Title
%></span>
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

Changing the Look and Feel of a Search Interface

As you have probably seen in the previous sections, a Search Interface, specifically a Coveo Search Page, is made of several components.
Therefore, in most cases, changing its look and feel means that you need to modify its individual components.

This section covers the steps required to do it.

Step 1 - Target a Component

The first step is to target which component is associated with the area that you want to change. For example, the Search Box and the Result List
are both rendered by the Coveo Search component ( ), so this may be the component that you need to modify.CoveoSearch.ascx

Step 2 - Duplicate the Component

The second step is to duplicate the component that you need to modify. This allows your duplicated component to stay untouched whenever you
perform an upgrade of Coveo for Sitecore. This also allows you to keep your own customizations intact. A common scenario is the duplication of
the Coveo Search Component (see ).Duplicating the Coveo Search Component

Step 3 - Modify the Component

The last step is to modify the duplicated component to get the desired look and feel. The following topics cover common customizations:

Displaying a Field
Displaying an Image

 

Duplicating the Coveo Search Component

Before you modify a component, it is generally a good idea to duplicate it. This way, you can work on your copy while still keeping the original
component intact for further use and reference. This approach also enables you to work with many different versions of the same component.
Here are the required steps - along with best practices - to duplicate a component.

From the Sitecore Content Editor, create a new folder named  under .Custom /sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts
Duplicate the  sublayout (  > ).Coveo Search right-click Duplicate
Name it .Custom Coveo Search
Move it to the  folder that you have just created.Custom
In your new sublayout ( ), change the value of the  field/sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Custom/Custom Coveo Search Ascx file
so that it points to  ./layouts/Custom/CustomCoveoSearch.ascx

On the Sitecore server, browse to the physical folder located at <your sitecore instance folder>\Website\layouts.
Create a new folder named .Custom
Copy the file  to  .\Website\layouts\Coveo\CoveoSearch.ascx \Website\layouts\Custom\CustomCoveoSearch.ascx
From the Sitecore Content Editor, create a new  under  if you do not already haveCoveo Search Page /sitecore/Content/Home

Note that It will be created in the upcoming steps.CustomCoveoSearch.ascx does not exist yet. 
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one (  >  > ).right-click Insert Coveo Search Page
Access the  dialog of your  item (  > ).Layout Details Coveo Search Page Presentation Details
For the  device, select  under the list of controls.Default Edit
In the  dialog, under , select the  control and choose .Device Editor Controls Coveo Search Change
In the  dialog, select your duplicated sublayout ( ) and choose Select a Rendering /Sublayouts/Custom/Custom Coveo Search Sel

.ect
In the  dialog, choose .Device Editor OK
In the  dialog, choose .Layout Details OK
Save your  item.Coveo Search Page
Validate that your Coveo Search Page now displays your new Coveo Search sublayout/component (  > ).Publish Preview

What's Next?

You can now proceed to either one of these tutorials:

Displaying a Field
Displaying an Image

Displaying a Field

This page covers how you can make your search results more relevant and useful by displaying additional fields.

Step 1 - Choose the Field That You Want to Display

There are three kinds of fields that can be displayed:

Sitecore fields: these are the fields present on your Sitecore items. In the Coveo index, they are indexed using a special naming
convention:  followed by the name of the Sitecore field. This convention applies to computed fields as well.@f
System fields: these fields are automatically added by the Coveo index. They start with the  prefix.@sys
Custom fields: these fields can be created and indexed on demand by the Coveo index. They can only start with the  prefix, but they do@
not necessarily follow any specific naming convention.

For example, an item based on the  template has the  field, which could be indexed as  in the Coveo index.Flight Price @fprice67819

Step 2 - Include the New Field in the Coveo Search Component

Using a text editor, edit the user control associated with the Coveo Search component (e.g. ).CustomCoveoSearch.ascx
Scroll to the last  element that has a  attribute equal to .table class CoveoFieldTable

Visually, unless you customize the  component, your Coveo Search Page will look exactly the sameCustom Coveo Search
as before. It would thus be a good idea to display some custom string to validate that your new component is indeed displayed
as expected. For example, you may add a simple HTML paragraph like:

<p>Hello world!</p>

The end result would look like this:

The number suffix in Sitecore field names (e.g. ) comes from a hash value constructed from the name of the source in CES. This67819
is to avoid field name collisions.

To determine which fields are indexed for a specific Sitecore item, you can use the Index Browser in the CES Administration Tool (Cont
 >  >  >  > ).ent Index Browser (choose an item) Details Fields
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3.  
a.  

b.  

4.  
5.  

1.  

Insert either one of these elements depending on the type of field that you have chosen:
For a Sitecore field:

<tr data-field='<%= ToCoveoFieldName("SitecoreFieldName") %>'
data-caption='My Sitecore Field' />

So for the  field for example, you would use:Price

<tr data-field='<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Price") %>' data-caption='Price' /> 

For a Coveo system or custom field:

<tr data-field='@coveofieldname' data-caption='My Coveo Field' />

Thus, for the   field for example, you would use:sysauthor

<tr data-field='@sysauthor' data-caption='Author' />

Save the file.
Validate that your new field appears in the search interface.

Adding Images to Your Search Page

Some of your Sitecore items may link to an image stored in the Media Library. Thus, in a search page, you may be interested to display those
images next to their associated search result. Starting from the September 2014 release, Coveo for Sitecore introduced two built-in computed
fields specifically for this purpose: one to hold an image's URL and another to hold an image's alternate text.

Requirements

You need a running instance of Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 or later.
You should install the September 2014 release (or later) of Coveo for Sitecore.
You should create a Coveo Search Page as described in .Coveo for Sitecore 101
You should have Sitecore items with an  field.Image

Step 1 - Configure the Computed Fields

In Coveo.SearchProvider.config, you need to include our two built-in computed fields under the   element with a   attrifields hint
bute equal to  .raw:AddComputedIndexField

The  utility method translates the Sitecore field name to its raw field name, i.e. as it is stored inToCoveoFieldName
the Coveo index.
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1.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

3.  
4.  
5.  

a.  

b.  

<fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">
    <field fieldName="imageUrl"
sourceField="Image">Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ImageUrlComputedField,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase</field>
    <field fieldName="imageAlt"
sourceField="Image">Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ImageAltComputedField,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase</field>
</fields>

Save the file.

Step 2 - Rebuild Your Search Indexes or Re-Index Specific Items

Now that the computed fields are configured, you should either rebuild your search indexes or re-index the specific Sitecore items that contain
image fields (see  ). Rebuilding Your Search Indexes Then, items that are re-indexed will have two new fields, corresponding to the computed
fields that you have just added.

Step 3 - Display the Images

Now that your items are re-indexed, you can refer to your two new computed fields in a Coveo Search Page, or more precisely in its result
template.

In the Coveo Search sublayout (typically  ) associated with your Coveo Search Page, find the   element with a CoveoSearch.ascx div cl
 attribute equal to  . It should contain a   element with a   attribute equal to  . Thisass CoveoResultList script class result-template

is called a "result template."
Inside your result template, insert the following code block:

{{ if (raw.<%= ToCoveoFieldName("imageurl", false) %>) { }}
    {{=image(raw['<%=ToCoveoFieldName("imageurl", false)%>'], {alt : "Anything"})
}}
{{ } }}

Save the file.
Validate that images now appear next to your search results (that is, those that have image fields).
Optional steps:

To display alternate text for your images, add the following code block in the result template.

{{ if (raw.<%= ToCoveoFieldName("imagealt", false) %>) { }}
    {{=raw['<%=ToCoveoFieldName("imagealt", false)%>']  }}
{{ } }}

Save the file.

Creating a Search Driven Page

The property   is the name of your computed field.fieldName
The property   is the name of the image field the new field will be computed from.sourceField
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In this topic:
Create a Coveo Search Page
Filter Your Results
Set the Search Component Properties

Paging
Layout
Advanced

Customize Your Search Driven Page
Optimize Your Page for WebCrawlers
Boost Content on Your Search Page

Automatically Boost Content
Automatically Boost Content Based on User Profiles

Enable Automatic Boosting
Test Your Search Page

Manually Boost Content

A search driven page is a search page that dynamically shows content without requiring your users to enter a query. It is usually displayed in such
a way that it does not look or feel like a search page, while still benefiting from the flexibility and dynamism of a search page.

This type of page is useful if you want to change the content of your page based on facets or user profiles, or if you want to manually boost certain
items.

Using the Launch Sitecore demo, this tutorial will show you how to create a search driven page for listing all your team members, and how to
dynamically change the content ordering of the page.

Create a Coveo Search Page

The first step is to create a Coveo Search Page, which is the framework for your search driven page.

To learn how to create a Coveo Search Page, see  .Inserting and Customizing a Search Interface Component

Filter Your Results

Now that you have created your search page, you need to filter the results so that it only shows your desired items.

If you are an Enterprise edition client and want to learn how to filter results, see Using Boosting/Filtering Rules on the Search Component
. For this example, you want to filter items so that you only get Team members:

 
If you are not an Enterprise edition client and want to learn how to filter results, see Adding Filter and Boost Expressions

.Programmatically

In this tutorial, you want to filter items so that you only get Team members.

 

Set the Search Component Properties

You must now set the search component properties to disable certain features.

Paging

Set the   to  .Pager location None

Change the   according to your number of items. If you have a limited amount of items that is not subject to changeNumber of results per page
often, set it at that number. If your number of items changes often, set it to the maximum number, which is  .1000

While this tutorial uses examples from the Launch Sitecore demo, it is easily adaptable to other sites.

Keep in mind that these are suggestions, and that you may want to enable or disable certain properties based on your needs. For a
complete list of the search component properties and their function, see  .Search Component Properties

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Search+Component+Properties
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1.  

2.  
a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
e.  

On a search driven page, you usually do not want to have multiple pages listing your content, which is why you should disable the Pager location
. However, you want to display all of your content, which is why you should increase your  .Number of results per page

Alternatively, you could go to the   section and check  .Infinite scrolling Enable infinite scrolling

Layout

Disable the following options:

Display the logo: You usually do not want to display the logo of the search page.
Display the main search box: You do not want your users to alter your search results.
Display sorting components: Activate this when you want your users to change the way your content is sorted.
Display a loading animation before the first query is executed: You usually do not want to display a loading animation.
Display query duration: You do not want to show the query duration.
Display query summary: You do not want to show the query summary.
Display Did You Mean: Since the user cannot enter a query, you do not want to activate this option.
Display the error report: Since the user cannot enter a query, you do not want to activate this option.
Display the tabs section: If you did not add other tabs, you want to deactivate this option.

Advanced

You want to make sure   is activated, as deactivating it prevents your page from showing content.Auto Trigger Query

Customize Your Search Driven Page

You can now customize your search page to your liking. For instance, you can:

Add sort components (see  )Inserting and Customizing a Sort Component
Add facet components (see  )Inserting and Customizing a Facet Component

Optimize Your Page for WebCrawlers

Because the content of your search driven page is displayed dynamically in your visitors browser, a web crawler would be unable to index your
pages. This affects your ranking in popular search engines, and is an undesirable behavior.

For this reason, it is important that you optimize your page for web crawlers. For instructions on how to do that, see Creating a Search Interface
.Optimized for WebCrawlers

Boost Content on Your Search Page

One of the main advantages of a search driven page is that it allows you to change the ordering of your content. Here are some ways to do it:

Automatically Boost Content

As your page is a search driven page, it is automatically affected by the items in your Top Results.

For more information on how to manage your Top Results, see .Managing Top Results

Automatically Boost Content Based on User Profiles

One of the advantages of a search driven page is that it allows you to dynamically change the content ordering of your pages based on the
current profile of your user. Here are the steps to follow to make use of this feature.

Enable Automatic Boosting

If not already done, assign profile cards to your Sitecore items (see  ). In theAssign a Profile Card to an Item in the Experience Editor
Launch Sitecore demo, no team member has a profile card, so you need to add the appropriate card.
For this example, you can add   to  ,  , and  .Network Architect Brandon Royal Kevin Di Troia Patrick Wallace
Enable automatic boosting on your search page (for more information, see  ).Using Automatic Boosting

In the  , click on the   component to open the floating toolbar.Experience Editor Coveo Search
Click on  . It should be the first option.Edit Properties
Under  , check  .Results Scope Enable automatic boosting
Because you are looking to boost according to the audience segment, select  .Audience Segment
If you wish, you can fine-tune your boosting settings. For more information on how automatic boosting works, see Using

.Automatic Boosting

The higher you set this number, the longer a query takes to load.

This option is only available to Enterprise edition clients.

https://doc.sitecore.net/sitecore_experience_platform/80/digital_marketing/personalization/insession_personalization/assign_a_profile_card_to_an_item_in_the_experience_editor
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f.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

For this example, you can leave it at its default value. 

Save your search page.

Test Your Search Page

You now need to test whether or not the search page works as expected.

In the   of your search page, in  , select  , and then  .Experience Editor Mode Other Explore

In the   panel on the left, under   >   >  , enter the values associated to your patternSettings Onsite Behavior Profiles Audience Segment
card for each of the profile keys.
In Launch Sitecore, the   pattern card has an   value of  , a   and Network Architect Analytics 4 Campaigns and Targeting Content

 value of  , and a   value of  .Management 0 Technology 5
Click  . After the page reloads, you should see, in the   panel on the right, under   >  , that you haveApply Viewer Onsite Behavior Profiles
the   pattern card.Network Architect
You should now see that the team members associated with the   pattern card are boosted at the top of the page.Network Architect
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Manually Boost Content

You can also manually boost content on your page by adding or subtracting boosting values.

If you are an Enterprise edition client and want to learn how to use boosting rules, see Using Boosting/Filtering Rules on the Search
.Component

If you are not an Enterprise edition client and want to learn how to use boosting rules, see Adding Filter and Boost Expressions
.Programmatically

Using LINQ to Customize Queries

You can use Coveo LINQ expressions to customize queries sent to the Coveo index. This section provides an overview of the API that is
available to you.

Coveo LINQ Extensions
Supported LINQ Operators
Optimizing LINQ Query Performance
Joining Results Using LINQ

Coveo LINQ Extensions

You can use the Coveo LINQ extensions by adding a reference to the   assembly in your project.Coveo.SearchProvider.LinqBase

Coveo LINQ Extensions

CoveoBoost

The   is used to create a QRE on a query. The results returned from the inner expression will be boosted by the amount specified inCoveoBoost
the second parameter.

queryable.CoveoBoost(item => item.Field == "value" || item.Field2 == "value2",
200).Tolist();

Note:
Please note that throughout this tutorial, the term  is used as a generic way to identify any property of type  on a SitecoreField string
item. For example, for , you could specify , , Sitecore.ContentSearch.SearchTypes.SearchResultItem Name Url TemplateN

, , etc.ame Language
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CoveoWhere

The   is used to add free text terms or Coveo query syntax terms to a query. The result is a query using the AND operator betweenCoveoWhere
the original query and the terms specified in the parameter.

queryable.CoveoWhere("Free Text Terms").Tolist();

CoveoOr

The   is used to add free text terms or Coveo query syntax terms to a query. The result is a query using the OR operator between theCoveoOr
original query and the terms specified in the parameter.

queryable.CoveoOr("Free Text Terms").Tolist();

CoveoIn

The   extension is used to create a nested query inside another query. This extension is used on a specific field and must specify anCoveoIn
inner object, a field from the inner object, and an inner expression.

queryable.Where(item => item.InField.CoveoIn((InnerType i) => i.OutField, i => i.Field
== "value")).Tolist();

PhoneticMatch

The   can be used on a string field to create a phonetic search on this specific field.phoneticMatch

queryable.Where(item => item.Field.PhoneticMatch("vahluh")).Tolist();

ExactMatch

The   extension performs an exact match on a string field by comparing it to the specified value.ExactMatch

queryable.Where(item => item.Field.ExactMatch("exact value")).Tolist();

ContainsKeyword

The   extension looks up in a string field for the specified keyword by using stemming, so similar keywords also match.ContainsKeyword

queryable.Where(item => item.Field.ContainsKeyword("keyword")).Tolist();

Supported LINQ Operators

Here is a list of LINQ operators supported by Coveo for Sitecore.

 

LINQ operation Coveo Solr Lucene Note
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==, != The  operator now==
checks for an exact
match.

AVAILABLE SINCE:
SEPTEMBER 2016

RELEASE
You can now use these
operators with  or null "

 for empty strings to"
check whether or not a
field exists.

>, >=, <, <=, !()  

And, Or  

All  

Any  

Between Good for numeric and
date fields only. The date
must be in this format: yy

.yyMMdd

FacetOn AVAILABLE SINCE:
DECEMBER 2015

RELEASE
The minimumResultCo

 and unt filterValues
parameters are now also
supported.

Facet Pivot  

Boost CoveoBoost is easier to
use (see Coveo LINQ

).Extensions

Cast  

Contains Uses the WildCardMatc
.h

Count  

ElementAt  

EndsWith Uses the WildCardMatch.

First  

Last  

Max  

Min  

Matches Doesn't support Regex
options.

OrderBy  

Select  

Single  

Skip  

StartsWith Uses the WildCardMatch.

https://developers.coveo.com/x/94ckAg
https://developers.coveo.com/x/94ckAg
https://developers.coveo.com/x/94ckAg
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#December_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1188
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#December_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1188
https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#December_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1188
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Take  

Where  

WildcardMatch Can only be used on
fields that are facet.

Like Doesn't support minimum
similarity parameter.

Phonetic matching  

Nested query  

Optimizing LINQ Query Performance

In this topic:
Option 1 - Do Not Index the Coveo Fields on Documents

Limitations
Option 2 - Optimizing the CoveoQueryFieldPipeline

AddBasicFieldsProcessor
AddVirtualFieldsProcessor
AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor
Limitations

If you are experiencing poor performances with your LINQ queries and Coveo, you can fine-tune a few pipelines to make them faster. By default,
LINQ queries return all fields on your documents, which is often not needed.

Option 1 - Do Not Index the Coveo Fields on Documents

As explained in  , there is a parameter named   that can be setUnderstanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File IndexCoveoFields
in the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

This parameter is   by default, but you can set it to   and then re-index your documents. This will remove a lot of fields from yourtrue false
documents and thus make search results lighter.

Limitations

If you were using any of those fields on layouts/rules, they will not be available anymore, so you must adjust them to use Sitecore fields instead.

For instance, if you were using fields such as   or  , you should use  or  .name templatename _name _templatename

Option 2 - Optimizing the CoveoQueryFieldPipeline

This pipeline is used to specify which fields should be returned in LINQ query results. It returns all fields by default.

Open your   file and search for the following lines.Coveo.SearchProvider.config

<coveoQueryFieldPipeline>
    <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    <!--
    <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddBasicFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddVirtualFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    -->
</coveoQueryFieldPipeline>
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You can see that, by default, only the   processor is enabled. You can comment out this line and enable the otherAddAllFieldsProcessor
processors instead if you want to improve performance.

Your configuration should then look like this:

<coveoQueryFieldPipeline>
    <!--<processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />-->
    <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddBasicFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddVirtualFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoQueryFieldPipeline>

AddBasicFieldsProcessor

This processor specifies that a few basic fields should be returned. Those fields are:

id
_id
_uniqueid
_language
_latestversion

AddVirtualFieldsProcessor

This processor specifies that fields needed for the virtual fields processor should be returned in the query.

AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor

This processor loads the properties of the LINQ search type by reflection to add them in the list of desired fields.

For instance, if you are querying for Sitecore's  , it will load all its properties to add them to the list.SearchResultItem

Limitations

Not returning all fields of documents has one limitation: you will no longer be able to access specific fields on search results.

For instance, if you have the following query:

using (var context =
ContentSearchManager.GetIndex("sitecore_master_index").CreateSearchContext()) {
    return context.GetQueryable<SearchResultItem>().Take(1000).ToList();
}

You could not access   on a single result, as   would not be present on results.result["mySpecificField"] mySpecificField

You can easily specify those extra fields by creating your own processor (see  ).Indexing Documents with Custom Pipeline Processor

For instance, if you want   to be returned within the fields of search results:mySpecificField
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using System.Reflection;
using Coveo.AbstractLayer.FieldManagement;
using Coveo.Framework.CNL;
using Coveo.Framework.Log;
using Coveo.Framework.Processor;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Pipelines;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch;

namespace Sample
{
    public class AddSpecifiedFieldProcessor : IProcessor<CoveoQueryFieldPipelineArgs>
    {
        public void Process(CoveoQueryFieldPipelineArgs p_Args)
        {
            p_Args.FieldNames.Add("mySpecificField");
        }
    }
}

And then add this new processor to the configuration:

<coveoQueryFieldPipeline>
    <!--<processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddAllFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />-->
    <processor type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddBasicFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddVirtualFieldsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.Queries.AddFieldsRelatedToSearchTypeProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
    <processor type="Sample.AddSpecificFieldProcessor, Sample" />
</coveoQueryFieldPipeline>

Joining Results Using LINQ

Sitecore 7.5 added support for new LINQ operators: , , and . Before diving into the particularities of these operators,SelfJoin Join GroupJoin
here are the definitions of some of the terms that will be used throughout this section.

Supported Join Operators

The Join Extension
The GroupJoin Extension
The SelfJoin Extension

Terminology

Queryable

The term “queryable” is used to refer to an instance of the  interface. This interface is used by the SearchSystem.Linq.IQueryable<T>
Provider to compose the query that is executed by the search index.

Enumerable
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The term “enumerable” refers to the  interface that is implemented by most collections inSystem.Collections.Generic.IEnumerable<T>
the .NET framework. LINQ defines many extension methods that make common collection operations easier and more coherent among
collections.

Outer vs. Inner

The term “outer” is used to define which list of items you are joining items to. With a SQL database, you would choose an “outer” table and then
join its rows with rows from another table (the “inner” table). The idea is the same, but instead of joining database tables, you are joining
documents that are stored in a search index.

Outer / Inner Queryable

This represents the query that filters each instance of  that are joined together. It means that you can applySystem.Linq.IQueryable<T>
filtering clauses to the  instance before calling the join operator.IQueryable<T>

Basic LINQ Join Example

The purpose of this example is to illustrate the basics of a join operation using LINQ. It does not take Sitecore or Coveo for Sitecore into account.
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void Main()
{
    // This is the "inner" list.
    List<MasterItem> masterItems = new List<MasterItem> {
        new MasterItem { Id = 1 },
        new MasterItem { Id = 2 },
        new MasterItem { Id = 3 }
 };

    // This is the "outer" list.
    List<DetailItem> detailItems = new List<DetailItem> {
        new DetailItem { Id = 10, MasterId = 1 },
        new DetailItem { Id = 11, MasterId = 1 },
        new DetailItem { Id = 30, MasterId = 3 }
    };
 
    var joinedItems = detailItems.Join(masterItems,
                                       detail => detail.MasterId, // "Outer" key
expression
                                       master => master.Id,       // "Inner" key
expression
                                       (detail, master) => String.Format("Master: {0},
Detail: {1}", master.Name, detail.Description));

    // Display the joined results in the console
    foreach (string joinedItem in joinedItems) {
        Console.WriteLine(joinedItem);
    }
}

private class MasterItem
{
    public int Id { get; set; }
    public string Name
    {
        get
        {
            return String.Format("Name of master item {0}", Id);
        }
    }
}

private class DetailItem
{
    public int Id { get; set; }
    public int MasterId { get; set; }
    public string Description
    {
        get
        {
            return String.Format("Description of detail item {0}", Id);
  }
 }
}
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

This program simply joins the   and   instances together using the value of the   and   properties to matchMasterItem DetailItem Id MasterId
the results. At the end, all joined results are displayed in the application console, resulting in this output.

Master: Name of master item 1, Detail: Description of detail item 10
Master: Name of master item 1, Detail: Description of detail item 11
Master: Name of master item 3, Detail: Description of detail item 30

Notice that the master item   does not appear in the list, as there are no detail item referring to it. In the same way, the master item   appears2 1
twice, as two detail items are referring to it.

 

The GroupJoin Extension

The   extension is defined among other LINQ extensions. It allows the results of two queries to be joined while grouping on the resultsGroupJoin
from the first query. It is also possible to use an aggregation function on the grouped results. Like the   extension,   allows you toJoin GroupJoin
specify a result selector that defines how results are returned. The result type can be different from the types used in the queries.

Here is the signature of the extension method.

public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>(this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
                                                                           
IEnumerable<TInner> inner,
                                                                           
Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector,
                                                                           
Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector,
                                                                           
Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector)

The method takes five arguments. The first one is implicit and corresponds to the outer queryable instance from which the extension method is
called. The remaining four arguments are:

The inner enumerable instance. In practice, the underlying queryable instance is used.
The outer key selector. It is a lambda expression that indicates which object property should be used as the outer key.
The inner key selector. It is a lambda expression that indicates which object property should be used as the inner key.
The result selector. It is the lambda expression that defines which result object is returned by the extension. The expression can return an
anonymous type.

Example

If you have a list of employees with their respective managers, and each employee is linked to its manager by its item ID, your business objects
would probably look like this:

The index fields that correspond to the outer and inner keys must be marked as facet in the Coveo search index. If the fields are not of
type facet, the extension will return no result.

Calling  on a Coveo search index will trigger several search queries. See the Additional Information section below forGroupJoin
details regarding technical considerations. When performance is a concern, it may be more efficient to use computed fields to compute
the aggregate functions that you need. This way, you will most likely avoid additional search queries.
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public abstract class Person
{
    public Sitecore.Data.ID Id { get; set; }
    public string Name { get; set; }
}
 
public class Manager : Person
{
}
 
public class Employee : Person
{
    public Sitecore.Data.ID ManagerId { get; set; }
}

The Group Join query would then look like this:

using (var context =
ContentSearchManager.GetSearchIndex("sitecore_master_index").CreateSearchContext()) {
    // The queryables for the managers and the employees.
    // You can add specific filters to those queryables.
    var managersQueryable = context.GetQueryable<Manager>();
    // Notice the "Take(100)" on the employees queryable.
    // See the "Additional Information" section for details.
    var employeesQueryable = context.GetQueryable<Employee>().Take(100);
Â 
    // This call joins the managers and the employees. Then it returns the number of
employee
    // per manager and the employee names.
    var results = managersQueryable.GroupJoin(employeesQueryable,
                                              manager => manager.Id,
                                              employee => employee.ManagerId,
                                              (manager, employees) => new {
                                                  ManagerName = manager.Name,
                                                  NumberOfEmployees =
employees.Count(),
                                                  EmployeesNames = String.Join(", ",
employees.Select(employee => employee.Name))
                                              });
}

The   enumerable uses an anonymous type to return the names of the managers with the number of employees and their names.results

Additional Information

In the background, Coveo's implementation of the   method uses Nested Queries. When calling the extension, a first query is sent toGroupJoin
retrieve groups. Then, when enumerating these groups, new search queries are performed to compute the aggregate functions.

Explaining the GroupJoin Result Selector

Result selectors are intuitive and easy to use. However, you must be careful with this extension, as it can be hard to use. A common   GroupJoin
result selector would look like this.
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(group, results) => new {
    Group = group.Name,
    NumberOfResults = results.Count()
}

The group parameter represents the group that is being enumerated. Most of the time, it will be one of your business objects. The results
parameter is an IEnumerable<T> where T is the result type. Again, it will be one of your business objects.

The point is that Sitecore and Coveo handle instances of   and   differently. Calling the   method on anIQueryable<T> IEnumerable<T> Count
instance of   will create a new search context and perform a query on the search index. The search context will know that it mustIQueryable<T>
return the total number of results. However, when calling   on an instance of  , a search context is created internally and aCount IEnumerable<T>
query is sent to the search index. The difference is that the results are returned (default is 10) and then the   method is executed. Since onlyCount
10 results were returned and the internal list contains 10 results, the   method returns  . This result is wrong.Count 10

So if you want to retrieve the total number of results, you must call the   method from an   instance instead. You can do itCount IQueryable<T>
this way.

(group, results) => {
    Group = group.Name,
    NumberOfResults = results.AsQueryable().Count()
}

 

 The first one is to use the There are two solutions if you want to retrieve more than just the number of results from the result selector. AsQueryab
 method every time you need it.le

(group, results) => {
    Group = group.Name,
    NumberOfResults = results.AsQueryable().Count(),
    FirstResult = results.AsQueryable().First(),
    LastResult = results.AsQueryable().Last()
}

 

It ensures that the aggregate functions are considering the whole set of results from the search index. However, doing this quickly increases the
number of search queries performed on the server. Depending on your needs, the second approach may be better.

When you want to enumerate the group results, or you know that the groups contain only a few results, you can specify the number of results to
retrieve directly on the inner query. This way, you can call the aggregate functions directly on the   instance. The search contextIEnumerable<T>
will then use the   instance that was specified earlier. Here is an example:IQueryable<T>

groupedResults = outerQueryable.GroupJoin(innerQueryable.Take(100),
                                          outerItem => outerItem.Key,
                                          innerItem => innerItem.OuterKey,
                                          (group, results) => {
                                              Group = group.Name,
                                              NumberOfResults = results.Count(),
                                              FirstResult = results.First(),
                                              LastResult = results.Last()
                                          });

This example works as long as there are less than 100 results per group. When iterating the group, a single search query will be sent to retrieve
the first 100 group results. Then, the  ,  , and   aggregate functions are executed from memory.Count First Last

The implementation you choose thus mostly depends on the amount of data that you have and the aggregate functions that you have to call.
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Keep in mind that it is more efficient to use computed fields to compute aggregate functions than to compute it on the fly.

The Join Extension

The   extension is defined among other LINQ extensions. It allows you to take two different queryable instances and join the results in aJoin
single enumerable. The joined results may use a different type than the types used by the two queryables. The result selector can also return an
anonymous type. Here is the signature of the extension method.

public static IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>(this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
                                                                      
IEnumerable<TInner> inner,
                                                                       Func<TOuter,
TKey> outerKeySelector,
                                                                       Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector,
                                                                       Func<TOuter,
TInner, TResult> resultSelector)

The method takes five arguments. The first one is implicit and corresponds to the outer queryable instance from which the extension method is
called. The remaining four arguments are:

The inner enumerable instance. In practice, the underlying queryable instance is used.
The outer key selector. It is a lambda expression that indicates which object property should be used as the outer key.
The inner key selector. It is a lambda expression that indicates which object property should be used as the inner key.
The result selector. It is a lambda expression that defines which result object is returned by the extension. The expression can return an
anonymous type.

Example

If have a list of employees with their respective managers, and each employee is linked with its manager by its item ID, your business objects
would probably look like this:

public abstract class Person
{
    public Sitecore.Data.ID Id { get; set; }
    public string Name { get; set; }
}
 
public class Manager : Person
{
}
 
public class Employee : Person
{
    public Sitecore.Data.ID ManagerId { get; set; }
}

Then, the join query would look like this.

The index fields that correspond to the outer and inner keys must be marked as facet in the Coveo search index. If the fields are not
facet, the extension will return no result.
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using (var context =
ContentSearchManager.GetSearchIndex("sitecore_master_index").CreateSearchContext()) {
    // The queryables for the managers and the employees.
    // You can add specific filters to those queryables.
    var managersQueryable = context.GetQueryable<Manager>();
    var employeesQueryable = context.GetQueryable<Employee>();

    // This call joins the managers and the employees together using the IDs
    // and then returns the names of each employee and his manager.
    var results = employeesQueryable.Join(managersQueryable,
                                          employee => employee.ManagerId,
                                          manager => manager.Id,
                                          (employee, manager) => new {
                                              EmployeeName = employee.Name,
                                              ManagerName = manager.Name
                                          });
 }

The   enumerable uses an anonymous type to return the names of the employees and the managers.results

Additional Information

In the background, Coveo's implementation of the   method uses Nested Queries. When calling the extension, a single query will beJoin
executed by the search index.

Choosing the Outer and Inner Queryables

When dealing with simple lists or even with Lucene, it does not matter which one is the outer or the inner queryable. In the end, the items are
simply joined together. With Coveo, you can swap the outer and inner queryable as long as you are joining one-to-one results. If you want to join
one-to-many results, you must ensure that you are using the outer queryable to represent the "many" and the inner queryable to represent the
one.

In the example of managers and employees, an employee has only one manager and a manager manages many employees. To retrieve all
employees with their manager, you would need to write code like this.

var results = employees.Join(managers,
                             employee => employee.ManagerId,
                             manager => manager.Id,
                             (employee, manager) => new {
                                 ManagerName = manager.Name,
                                 EmployeeName = employee.Name
                             });

If you swap the outer and inner queryables, you would get every manager that manages at least one employee. However, each manager would
appear only once even if they manage many employees.

The SelfJoin Extension

The   extension consists of an extension method that was defined by Sitecore. It is not part of the LINQ extensions. The purpose of thisSelfJoin
extension is to join results from two queryable instances and only return the results from the outer queryable.

Here is the signature of the extension method.
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public static IQueryable<TOuter> SelfJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey>(this
IQueryable<TOuter> outer,
                                                                IEnumerable<TInner>
inner,
                                                               
Expression<Func<TOuter, TKey>> outerKeySelector,
                                                               
Expression<Func<TInner, TKey>> innerKeySelector)

The method takes four arguments. The first one is implicit and corresponds to the outer queryable instance from which the extension method is
called. The remaining three arguments are:

The inner enumerable instance. In practice, the underlying queryable instance will be used.
The outer key selector. It is a lambda expression that indicates which object property should be used as the outer key.
The inner key selector. It is a lambda expression that indicates which object property should be used as the inner key.

Example

If you have a list of employees with their respective managers, and each employee is linked to its manager by its item ID, your business objects
would probably look like this:

public abstract class Person
{
    public Sitecore.Data.ID Id { get; set; }
    public string Name { get; set; }
}

public class Manager : Person
{
}

public class Employee : Person
{
    public Sitecore.Data.ID ManagerId { get; set; }
}

Then, the Join query would look like this:

using (var context =
ContentSearchManager.GetSearchIndex("sitecore_master_index").CreateSearchContext()) {
    // The queryables for the managers and the employees.
    // You can add specific filters to those queryables.
    var managersQueryable = context.GetQueryable<Manager>();
    var employeesQueryable = context.GetQueryable<Employee>();
    
    // This call joins the managers and the employees together using the IDs
    // and then returns managers.
    var results = managersQueryable.SelfJoin(employeesQueryable,
                                             manager => manager.Id,
                                             employee => employee.ManagerId);
}

The index fields that correspond to the outer and inner keys must be marked as facet in the Coveo search index. If the fields are not
facet, the  will return no result.SelfJoin
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The   enumerable would return the managers that are linked to one employee or more. The results will be typed as   like theresults Manager
outer queryable that was used.

Additional Information

In the Coveo implementation, the   extension is using Nested Queries. When calling this extension, a single query will be executed bySelfJoin
the search index.

Advanced Search Customizations

This section covers various advanced customizations for a search interface.

Using Boosting/Filtering Rules on the Search Component
Creating Custom Filtering Rule Conditions in Sitecore
Adding Filter and Boost Expressions Programmatically
Using Multiple Layouts for Coveo Components
Adding Custom Parameters
Adding Related Results
Customizing the Result Template
Altering Search Results Before They Are Displayed in a Search Interface
Customizing Facet Icons
Creating a Hierarchical Facet Component
Displaying Computed Fields
Add Query Suggestions to Your Search Box
Leveraging Sitecore Boosting Capabilities
Coveo for Sitecore jQuery Plug-In
Adding Coveo Tab Components in a Coveo Search Page

Using Boosting/Filtering Rules on the Search Component

The Coveo Search component offers a variety of rules to filter or boost your search results.

 

Rules Explanation

Please note that the Coveo xDB/DMS rules are only visible when Sitecore analytics are enabled. 

If you use an operator that is different from , such as  or , make sure that the field you have chosen is ofequals ends with contains
type Facet in the index. Refer to  (  section) to learn moreUnderstanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration File FieldMap
about how to configure fields.

If you use this operator with a CES system field, you will also need to manually configure the field as a facet in the index (see Adding a
).Facet Field

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/CES/7.0/Administrator/Adding_a_Facet_Field.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/CES/7.0/Administrator/Adding_a_Facet_Field.htm
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Coveo Fields

Coveo Fields are rules that can be applied according to item fields.

 where specific field compares to specific value
This rule can be used to boost or filter items that have the value specified in the specific field. You should use this rule for   fields.string

 where specific field compares to specific date
  This rule can be used to boost or filter items that have the value specified in the specific field. You should use this rule for date  fields.

 where specific field compares to specific numerical value  
 This rule can be used to boost or filter items that have the value specified in the specific field. You should use this rule for numerical  field

  s.  

Coveo Items

Coveo Items are rules that can be applied according to item properties.

 where the item ID compares to value
This rule can be used to boost or filter items according to a specific ID. The specified ID should be in this format : {391FCAAB-8BB5-48

}C2-8AC8-9C96C6F19225  
 where the item is the specific item

This rule can be used to filter or boost items that match a specific item.
 where the item is the specific item or one of its subitems

This rule can be used to filter or boost items that are included in the specified tree of items. The specified item will be considered as the
top tree, in an inclusive manner.

 where the item has layout
This rule can be used to filter or boost items that either have a layout or not.

 where the item template is specific template
This rule can be used to filter or boost items that are made from the specified template.

 where the item template is or inherits from specific template
This rule can be used to filter out or boost items based on the specified template or which template inherits from the specified template.
This rule does not support multiple inheritance levels.

Coveo xDB/DMS

These are rules that apply only when Sitecore's analytics are enabled. They are related to the profile cards and pattern cards.

 where the item profile card is specific profile card
This rule will boost or filter items that have the selected profile card assigned. You should use this rule if you only want Business items,
for example.

 where the item specific profile key compares to specific numerical value
This rule will boost or filter items that have the selected profile key value. You should use this rule if you want the items that have five or
more of the Business keys, for example.
where the item profile card is specific profile card and the current visit matches the specific

 pattern card in the specific profile
This rule will create a manual match between the pattern cards and the profile cards. For example, use this rule to boost the items with
the Business profile cards, when the recognized pattern is 'Bob the Business Traveler'.

Creating Custom Filtering Rule Conditions in Sitecore

One of the key features of Sitecore 7 is the ability to use different search engines. This is made possible by the Search Provider framework. It
allows a query to be performed on a search index without having to know search engine-specific language. In the C# code, the query is
expressed using the LINQ language; the Search Provider then translates it into an expression that the search engine understands. Coveo for
Sitecore also offers the ability to use Sitecore’s Rule Engine to perform result filtering and boosting. This means that an end-user, without having
to write code, can express complex conditions to filter search results or manage relevance with boosting rules.

Creating a Custom Rule Condition

With Coveo for Sitecore, every Sitecore item is indexed in order to be able to find any item from the Content Editor. For example, one might want
to filter out the  items from the result list. One way to achieve this would be to create a custom rule condition. This topic will__Standard Values
show you how to do it.

Create a new C# project that references the   assembly. Sitecore.Kernel This assembly is located under: C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<i
nstance name>\website\bin. For this tutorial, the project is named  .Samples
Create a new class. For this tutorial, the class is named   and is located in the   namespaceIsStandardValuesItem.cs Sample.Rules
.
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.Threading.Tasks;
using Sitecore.Rules;
using Sitecore.Rules.Conditions;

namespace Samples.Rules
{
    public class IsStandardValuesItem<T> : WhenCondition<T> where T : RuleContext
    {
        private const string STANDARD_VALUES_NAME = "__Standard Values";
 
        protected override bool Execute(T ruleContext)
        {
            return ruleContext.Item.Name == STANDARD_VALUES_NAME;
        }
    }
}

All rule conditions must inherit from the Sitecore.Rules.Conditions.RuleCondition class. In this example, the IsStandardValuesIte
m class inherits from Sitecore.Rules.Conditions.WhenCondition. Inheriting from the WhenCondition instead of RuleCondition mak
es it easier to implement. In this case, the logic is straightforward; the Execute method will return true when the item name equals __Standar
d Values, and false otherwise.

This rule condition will work almost anywhere in Sitecore except for Coveo Components. For this reason, the next section will discuss how to
make this work.

Making the Custom Rule Condition Available in Coveo for Sitecore

In your C# project, add a reference to the assembly, which is located under Coveo.UIBase.dll  C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance
.name>\website\bin

Modify the  class such that it implements the  interface. Once theIsStandardValuesItem Coveo.UI.Rules.ICoveoCondition
required methods are implemented, the class should look like this:
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.Threading.Tasks;
using Coveo.UI.Rules;
using Sitecore.Rules;
using Sitecore.Rules.Conditions;

namespace Samples.Rules
{
    public class IsStandardValuesItem<T> : WhenCondition<T>, ICoveoCondition<T> where
T : RuleContext
    {
        private const string STANDARD_VALUES_NAME = "__Standard Values";

        protected override bool Execute(T ruleContext)
        {
            return ruleContext.Item.Name == STANDARD_VALUES_NAME;
        }

        public System.Linq.Expressions.Expression GetQueryExpression(ConditionContext
p_Context)
        {
            throw new NotImplementedException();
        }

        public RuleCondition<T> GetWrappedCondition()
        {
            throw new NotImplementedException();
        }

        public void ValidateCondition(Coveo.UI.ErrorReport p_Report)
        {
            throw new NotImplementedException();
        }
    }
}

The next section will discuss the specifics of implementing the  and  methods.GetWrappedCondition ValidateCondition

Implementing the  MethodGetWrappedCondition

Coveo for Sitecore reuses existing rule conditions that are provided by Sitecore. Those rule conditions could be translated to LINQalready 
expressions, as they are wrapper classes that implement the  interface. Since the  class alreadyICoveoCondition IsStandardValuesItem
inherits from , the method only has to return the current instance of the   class.RuleCondition IsStandardValuesItem

public RuleCondition<T> GetWrappedCondition()
{
    return this;
}
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Implementing the  MethodValidateCondition

This method is used to report warnings and errors in the Page Editor. For most cases, there is nothing specific to do, so you can keep the body of
the method empty.

public void ValidateCondition(Coveo.UI.ErrorReport p_Report)
{
}

Implementing the  MethodGetQueryExpression

This method does all the work involved when you implement your own rule condition. It is responsible for creating a LINQ expression that will
represent the current rule condition. By doing so, the Search Provider will be able to translate the LINQ expression into an expression that the
CES index will be able to execute. Before going further, here is a code snippet that shows how you could filter  items using__Standard Values
the Search Provider. Be aware that this only demonstrates the general concept; it is not intended to be used anywhere in your implementation.

using (var context =
Sitecore.ContentSearch.ContentSearchManager.GetIndex("sitecore_master_index").CreateSe
archContext()) {
    var queryable =
context.GetQueryable<Sitecore.ContentSearch.SearchTypes.SearchResultItem>();
    return queryable.Where(item => item.Name == "__Standard Values")
                    .Take(10)
                    .ToList();
}

In the above code snippet, a search context is created, and then a  instance is retrieved. The  instance will returnIQueryable IQueryable
instances of . This is important to know, because the   type will also be used in the implementation ofSearchResultItem SearchResultItem
the  method. When a developer calls the   method, they could pass in the type they want, but this time,GetQueryExpression GetQueryable
the   method will be called with the   type.GetQueryable SearchResultItem

The most important thing here is the LINQ expression itself.

item => item.Name == "__Standard Values"

Even if the LINQ expression is simple, it is important to understand each part of it. The left part of the lambda expression (before the  symbol)=>
is the . It represents an instance of the  class. The right part is the boolean condition to beParameter Expression SearchResultItem
evaluated. The condition uses the  operator to compare the value of the  property with the constant value . The == Name __Standard Values Se

 type exposes the most common Sitecore fields with properties. It is also possible to use custom fields here. See the section archResultItem H
 for more details.ow Do I Use Custom Fields?

Here is the implementation of the  method.GetQueryExpression
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// The following using statement was added in the top of the file.
//using System.Linq.Expressions;

public Expression GetQueryExpression(ConditionContext p_Context)
{
    Expression readNameProperty = Expression.Property(p_Context.ParameterExpression,
"Name");
    Expression standardValuesConstant = Expression.Constant(STANDARD_VALUES_NAME);

    return Expression.Equal(readNameProperty, standardValuesConstant);
}

As you can see, the same LINQ expression as before is built, but programmatically this time. The first statement is the expression that reads the N
 property of the parameter expression. The second statement is the constant . The third statement is the binaryame __Standard Values

expression that joins the first two statements together with the   operator.==

Complete Implementation of the  ClassIsStandardValuesItem

The complete implementation of the class looks like this:
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Linq.Expressions;
using System.Text;
using System.Threading.Tasks;
using Coveo.UI.Rules;
using Sitecore.Rules;
using Sitecore.Rules.Conditions;

namespace Samples.Rules
{
    public class IsStandardValuesItem<T> : WhenCondition<T>, ICoveoCondition<T> where
T : RuleContext
    {
        private const string STANDARD_VALUES_NAME = "__Standard Values";

        protected override bool Execute(T ruleContext)
        {
            return ruleContext.Item.Name.Equals(STANDARD_VALUES_NAME);
        }

        public Expression GetQueryExpression(ConditionContext p_Context)
        {
            Expression readNameProperty =
Expression.Property(p_Context.ParameterExpression, "Name");
            Expression standardValuesConstant =
Expression.Constant(STANDARD_VALUES_NAME);

            return Expression.Equal(readNameProperty, standardValuesConstant);
        }

        public RuleCondition<T> GetWrappedCondition()
        {
            return this;
        }

        public void ValidateCondition(Coveo.UI.ErrorReport p_Report)
        {
        }
    }
}

 

How Do I Use Custom Fields? 

Using custom fields is a little harder because the  type will not expose its properties. It is still possible to get the value of aSearchResultItem
custom field by calling an indexer and passing it the name of the custom field to use. This technique is generic and will work for any custom field.
To implement this successfully, you will need to change a few things because the Search Provider expects the indexer to be called from a hidden
method. To ease your implementation, here is a method that returns the LINQ expression to call the indexer properly.
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// Add the following using statements at the beginning of the file.
// using System;
// using System.Linq;
// using System.Linq.Expressions;
// using System.Reflection;

/// <summary>
/// Gets the <see cref="Expression"/> that will invoke the indexer for the field
<paramref name="p_FieldName"/>.
/// </summary>
/// <remarks>The indexer must be called as a method, not as a property.</remarks>
/// <param name="p_Instance">The parameter instance of the Linq expression. This is
the part of the Linq expression before the <c>=></c> symbol.
///   <example>item => item["fieldName"]</example>
/// </param>
/// <param name="p_FieldName">The field name to reference in the indexer.</param>
/// <returns>The <see cref="Expression"/> that will invoke the field indexer when
executed.</returns>
Expression GetFieldIndexerExpression(ParameterExpression p_Instance, string
p_FieldName)
{
    string indexerPropertyName = "Item";
    // By default the indexer corresponds to the "Item" property, but one can change
it.
    // In order to find the name, if modified, we must search for
DefaultMemberAttribute attribute.
    // Fortunately, only one indexer name can be defined.
    object[] attributes =
p_Instance.Type.GetCustomAttributes(typeof(DefaultMemberAttribute), true);
    if (attributes.Any()) {
        indexerPropertyName = (attributes[0] as DefaultMemberAttribute).MemberName;
    }

    PropertyInfo indexerProperty = p_Instance.Type.GetProperty(indexerPropertyName,
                                                               new Type[] {
typeof(string) });
    MethodInfo indexerGetMethod = indexerProperty.GetMethod;

    Expression callIndexerExpression = Expression.Call(p_Instance,
                                                       indexerGetMethod,
                                                      
Expression.Constant(p_FieldName));
    return callIndexerExpression;
}

 

Using this new method, implementation of the  method would look like this.GetQueryExpression
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public Expression GetQueryExpression(ConditionContext p_Context)
{
    Expression readNameProperty =
GetFieldIndexerExpression(p_Context.ParameterExpression, "Name");
    Expression standardValuesConstant = Expression.Constant(STANDARD_VALUES_NAME);

    return Expression.Equal(readNameProperty, standardValuesConstant);
}

Integrating the Custom Rule Condition in Sitecore 7.0

The first step is to build the C# project and copy the assembly to the website's   directory. The location is the following: bin C:\inetpub\wwwroo
.t\<instance name>\website\bin

Open the   and navigate to the item .Content Editor  /sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Common/Conditions
Create a new folder with a meaningful name for your project. This example will use the name  .Custom Conditions
In this folder, insert a new item from the template   and name it /sitecore/templates/System/Rules/Condition Is Standard

.Values Item
In the   field, write the following value:  .Text when item name is __Standard Values
In the   field, enter the class name and the assembly corresponding to the custom rule condition. For this example, use theType
following:  .Samples.Rules.IsStandardValuesItem, Samples
Save the rule condition.

Now, the rule condition will be available in the Rule Editor everywhere in Sitecore. For example, this is what you get when opening the Coveo
Search Component properties window.
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Integrating the Custom Rule Condition in Sitecore 7.1+

Creating the Condition Item

The first step is to build the C# project and copy the assembly to the website's   directory. The location is the following: bin C:\inetpub\wwwroo
.t\<instance name>\website\bin

 

Open the   and navigate to the itemContent Editor  /sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Definitions/Elements.
Create a new Element folder with a meaningful name for your project. This example will use the name  .MyCustomRules
In this folder, insert a new item from the template   and name it /sitecore/templates/System/Rules/Condition Is Standard

.Values Item
In the   field, write the following value:  .Text when item name is __Standard Values
In the   field, enter the class name and the assembly corresponding to the custom rule condition. For this example, use theType
following:  .Samples.Rules.IsStandardValuesItem, Samples
Save the rule condition.

 Make the Rule Available

The next step is to make the rule available in the Rule Editor.

Navigate to the item  ./sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Definitions/Tags
Create a new item from template   and name it  ./sitecore/templates/System/Rules/Taxonomy/Tag Custom Rules
Navigate to the item  ./sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Definitions/Elements/MyCustomRules/Tags/Default
In the   property in the   section, add the   tag you just created.Tags Taxonomy Custom Rules
Save the item.
Navigate to the item  ./sitecore/System/Settings/Rules/Coveo Search Rules/Tags/Default
In the   property in the   section, add the   tag you just created.Tags Taxonomy Custom Rules

Save the item.

 Now, the rule condition will be available in the Rule Editor on the Coveo Search Component.

 

Negate the Rule

You will usually not want the standard value items to appear in the results list. To filter them out, click again on the   link in the rulewhen
description box at the bottom of the window. Clicking the   link will change it to  . As a side note, clicking the And conditionwhen except when
transforms it into a Or condition. You should now have the following condition.

The Coveo Search Rules item will be overwritten when updating Coveo for Sitecore. If you plan on adding your custom rule in
production, you should  and the Coveo Search Rules Item. The final step will be toduplicate the Coveo Search Component
adjust the  field on the  field of the Coveo Search Base Parameters duplicate.Source FilterExpressionRules
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The   items will not appear in the results list anymore when searching the site. Even if the functionality shown here remains__Standard Values
very simple, you may use the same technique to perform more complex tasks.

 

Adding Filter and Boost Expressions Programmatically

Contrary to the Enterprise Edition of Coveo for Sitecore, the Free Edition does not allow you to add filter and boost expressions by using a
point-and-click approach. Instead, you need to add them through code. Remember that Coveo for Sitecore has an embedded version of the Java

, so it should not be that difficult to implement such expressions.Script Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)

Adding a Filter Expression

A filter expression is used to filter search results based on some condition that you define. For example, you may want to only display items with a
template equal to  .Flight

Open the code-behind file associated with the Coveo Search component using a text editor (  for ASP.NET and CoveoSearch.ascx Sea
 for ASP.NET MVC).rchView.cshtml

Locate the last   element. It should look like this:script

<script type="text/javascript">
    Coveo.$(function() {
        Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init',
CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions);
    });
</script>

Between   and  , insert the following statement:Coveo.$('#search') .coveoForSitecore('init', ...)

.on("buildingQuery", function(e, args) {
    args.queryBuilder.advancedExpression.add("<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("templatename") %> == 'Flight'");
})

The complete code should look like this:

// Add a filter expression to display only Flight items.
Coveo.$("#search").on("buildingQuery", function(e, args) {
    args.queryBuilder.advancedExpression.add("<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("templatename") %> == 'Flight'");
}).coveoForSitecore("init", CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions);

Note:
Although the examples in this tutorial are based on a  instance, you could easily adapt the provided code to your ownJetstream Demo
data.

Make sure that you  before you modify its code-behind file.duplicate the component

In a MVC view rendering, you need to replace  by <%= ToCoveoFieldName("templatename") %> @(Model.ToCoveoFi

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
http://spn.sitecore.net/en/Partner-Resources/Demo-Center.aspx
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Save the file.
Reload your search interface in a web browser.
Validate that only Flight items appear in your search results.

Adding a Boost Expression

A boost expression is used to modify the ranking of a particular subset of search results. It can be implemented in a way similar to a filter
expression, except that you need to use a   instead. For example, if you wanted Flight items with a   field lower than $500 to appear firstQRE Price
in the list of search results, you would need to:

Open the code-behind file associated with the Coveo Search component using a text editor (  for ASP.NET and CoveoSearch.ascx Sea
 for ASP.NET MVC).rchView.cshtml

Locate the last   element. It should look like this:script

<script type="text/javascript">
    Coveo.$(function() {
        Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init',
CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions);
    });
</script>

Between   and  , insert the following statement:Coveo.$('#search') .coveoForSitecore('init', ...)

.on("buildingQuery", function(e, args) {
    args.queryBuilder.advancedExpression.add("$qre(expression:'<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("price") %> < 500', modifier:'100')");
})

The complete code should look like this:

// Add a boost expression to make flights with a price lower than 500$ appear
first in the list of search results.
// This is actually represented as a QRE.
Coveo.$("#search").on("buildingQuery", function(e, args) {
    args.queryBuilder.advancedExpression.add("$qre(expression:'<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("price") %> < 500', modifier:'100')");
}).coveoForSitecore("init", CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions);

Save the file.
Reload your search interface in a web browser.
Validate that only the cheapest flights (< $500) appear first in your search results.

What's Next?

Learn more about the   used to add filter and boost expressions in the Enterprise Edition.point-and-click approach
Learn more about   to modify the ranking of your search results programmatically.QREs

.eldName("templatename"))

Make sure that you  before you modify its code-behind file.duplicate the component

A modifier typically has a value comprised within the range [-100, 100]. A positive value means that the subset of search
results matching your  will be boosted up in the list of search results. A negative value means the opposite; theyexpression
will appear near the end of the list.

In a MVC view rendering, you need to replace  by <%= ToCoveoFieldName("templatename") %> @(Model.ToCoveoFi
.eldName("templatename"))

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Using+Query+Ranking+Expressions
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Using+Query+Ranking+Expressions
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Using Multiple Layouts for Coveo Components

When building a search-enabled web site, one often needs to display the same content in many different ways. This topic explains how to use
different layouts with the Coveo components.

Creating a New Sublayout

In order to change how Coveo components are rendered, one should create a new sublayout based on the existing one.

Duplicating the Component Sublayout

The first thing to do is to duplicate the sublayout of the component that you want to modify. The available components are: Coveo Search, Coveo
Facet, and Coveo Sort. In this example, the Coveo Search component will be used. but the same method applies to any other component.

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.
Select the sublayout to duplicate. The Coveo Search sublayout is located under sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo

.Search
Right-click and choose  .Duplicate

In the next screen, enter a meaningful name, such as .Custom Coveo Search

Duplicating the   Sublayout File.ascx

Now that you have a specific sublayout item, you must use a specific sublayout file as well. You will need to create a new copy of the sublayout
file.

With Local Access to Sitecore Instance

Open the following folder   and copy the   file<your sitecore instance folder>\Website\layouts\Coveo CoveoSearch.ascx
. By default the Sitecore instance folder is located in  .C:\inetpub\wwwroot

Give the copied sublayout file a meaningful name, ideally the same name as the sublayout item.

Without Local Access to Sitecore Instance

Open Sitecore in Desktop mode.
Open the File Explorer from   >  > .Sitecore menu Development Tools File Explorer
Navigate to the   folder and select the   file.layouts/Coveo CoveoSearch.ascx
Click the  button from the toolbar.Download
Save the file. Give it a meaningful name.
Navigate to the destination folder in which you want to copy the sublayout file.
Click the  button from the toolbar.Upload
Select and upload the file.

Linking the Sitecore Sublayout with the  Sublayout File.ascx

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.
Select the sublayout that you duplicated at the beginning of this section.
Select the Content tab and set the value of the  field (in the Data section) with the path of the duplicated sublayout file.Ascx file
Save the sublayout.

Allowing the Sitecore Sublayout in the Page Editor

If you want to be able to use your custom sublayout from the Page Editor, you must add it to the allowed renderings list.

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.
Select the placeholder in which you want to allow your sublayout. The placeholders are located at the following location: sitecore/Lay

.out/Placeholder Settings
Select the  tab.Content
In the  section, find the  list and click the  button just above the field name.Data Allowed Controls Edit

It is strongly recommended that you move custom items from the  folder to a separatesitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo
folder. By leaving custom items in the  sublayout folder, you may encounter upgrade issues. You should give the separate folderCoveo
a meaningful name, such as .CustomSublayouts

It is strongly recommended that you move custom sublayout files outside of the <your sitecore instance
 folder. By leaving custom sublayout files in this folder, you may encounter upgradefolder>\Website\layouts\Coveo

issues. It is best to create a separate folder, such as .CustomSublayouts
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Select your sublayout from the tree on the left and click the right arrow to add it to the  list. Click .Allowed Controls OK
Save the placeholder.

Allowing Your Custom Search Page to Be Inserted

If you want to be able to insert your custom search page, you must create a custom template with a duplicate of the Coveo Search Page.

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.
Within Templates, create a new folder with an appropriate name (e.g. ).CoveoTemplates
Duplicate the  and name it accordingly.templates/CoveoModule/Search/Coveo Search Page
Move this custom template to the folder that you have created previously.
On the  node of your Custom Search Page, replace the  sublayout with your custom sublayout.__Standard Values Coveo Search
Make sure to use the same placeholder, i.e. . Use the Layout Details panel accessible under  >  tocoveo-search Presentation Details
complete this step.
Choose the  item, and then choose the  menu.Home Home
Expand the Insert box to reveal a dialog that will allow you to add your custom template as a selectable item.

 

Adding Custom Parameters

Coveo already provides a list of parameters for the Search, Facet, and Sort components. However, if you need to specify your own parameters,
you can easily do so. The following sections describe how to add custom parameters by using the   field or by creatingAdditional Parameters
a new parameters template.

Sections
Adding Custom Parameters with the Additional Parameters Field
Adding Custom Parameters by Creating a New Template

Adding Custom Parameters with the Additional Parameters Field

For each Coveo component, there is a field named   located in the section. This field allows you to addAdditional Parameters Parameters 
custom parameters to the Coveo component. This way, you are able to use those parameters in your sublayout files (  and  .Youascx ascx.cs)
will create a new parameter named   in order to add a custom CSS class to the results list.ResultCssClass

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 or later.
You installed .Coveo for Sitecore

Steps

Open your Coveo Search Component properties.
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Scroll to the   section (typically located near the end of the screen).Parameters

Add the following values in the left and right columns:
Left column: ResultCssClass
Right column: disable-icon

Choose OK and save your changes.
Open your Coveo Search Component sublayout in a text editor (typically located under Website/layouts/Coveo/CoveoSearch.as

).cx
Insert the following   block at the bottom of the file in order to use the   parameter in your sublayout:script ResultCssClass
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<script runat="server">
public string ResultCssClass { get; private set; }

protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs args)
{
    ResultCssClass = Parameters["ResultCssClass"];
}
</script>

Locate the   line and add the   property to the   parameter:<div class="CoveoResultList" ...> ResultCssClass class

<div class="CoveoResultList <%= ResultCssClass %>" data-wait-animation="fade"
                                                  
data-enable-infinite-scroll="<%= EnableInfiniteScroll %>"
                                                  
data-infinite-scroll-page-size="<%= InfiniteScrollPageSize %>">

Open  (typically located under  ).CoveoComponent.css Website/Coveo/css/CoveoComponent.css
Add the following CSS block to hide the result icons:

.CoveoResultList.disable-icon .coveo-icon {
  display: none;
}

Validate that the result icons are no longer displayed.

Every Coveo component exposes the   property, which allows you to retrieve the parameters that were set eitherParameters
directly on the component or in the   field.Additional Parameters
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Adding Custom Parameters by Creating a New Template

As explained in , you can easily add custom parameters with the Adding Custom Parameters with the Additional Parameters Field Additional
 field. However, this has a few drawbacks:Parameters

It requires the content author to know the exact name of the parameter.
The parameter value is inserted as a single-line text field, which is not necessarily appropriate for every type of content. For example, in
the case of the boolean flag , a checkbox would be easier to modify than a single-line text field, as the content author wouldisVisible
simply have to select or unselect it instead of writing   or .true false

This tutorial demonstrates how to create your own parameter templates in order to specify custom parameters and make it easier for the content
authors to modify their values.

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 or later.
You installed .Coveo for Sitecore

Steps

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.
Right click on the   template folder (typically located under  ).User Defined /sitecore/Templates/User Defined
Choose  > .Insert New Template

In the next dialog, enter the following values:
Name:  (or any other name).Custom Search Parameters
Base template: Templates/CoveoModule/Search/Coveo Search Parameters.

Choose .Next
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Select the   folder for the location and choose .User Defined Next

Add a new section named   to the template.Layout

Add a new   field named  .Checkbox DisplayResultsUri

Save your template.
Locate the   sublayout in the content tree (typically located underCoveo Search  /sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo

).Search
Replace the  field value with the template that you have created previously (i.e. Parameters Template Custom Search

).Parameters
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Save your template.
Select your search page in the content tree and access its Layout Details (  >  ).Presentation Details
Edit the list of controls associated with the Default device by clicking on the   button.Edit
In the Device Editor dialog, select   in the left-hand side panel.Controls
In the right-hand side panel, select the   component and click  .Coveo Search Edit
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Locate the  parameter that you added previously and clear its checkbox.DisplayResultsUri

Open your Coveo Search Component sublayout in a text editor (typically located under Website/layouts/Coveo/CoveoSearch.as
).cx

Add the following   block in order to use the   parameter in your sublayout.script DisplayResultsUri

<script runat="server">
public bool DisplayResultsUri
{
    get {
        return GetBoolParam("DisplayResultsUri");
    }
}
</script>

Insert the following code around the  with a class equal to  to be able to show/hide it depending on the valuediv CoveoPrintableUri
of the  parameter.DisplayResultsUri

The   class defines multiple helper functions (e.g.,  ,  ,  ,CoveoUserControl GetBoolParam GetIntParam GetStringParam
etc.) to help you retrieve parameter values.
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{{ if (<%= DisplayResultsUri ? "true" : "false" %>) { }}
<div class='CoveoPrintableUri'></div>
{{ } }}

Save the file.
Open your search page in a web browser to validate that the result URIs are no longer displayed when the   paramDisplayResultsUri
eter is cleared.

Adding Related Results

Related results allow you to display information that is complementary to the main search results. Those results can come from any external
source - as long as they reside inside the Coveo index - and are generally displayed next to the main search results.

For example, you may want to display news and various data from the Edmunds.com website whenever you perform a car-related query. The
current tutorial will show you how to accomplish this.

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130424.
You installed the .Autohaus Demo
You installed .Coveo for Sitecore
You indexed the Edmunds.com website using a source named   in Coveo Enterprise Search (CES).Edmunds

Steps

In a Sitecore layout, insert the following HTML code to define the location where related search results will be displayed:
The top  has an  attribute equal to . This will allow us to hide the whole section when no related results arediv id related
returned.
The child  with a class equal to  contains the title of the new section.div coveo-header
The child  with a class equal to  will contain the external search results that come from the Edmunds.comdiv coveo-results
website.

https://github.com/Sitecore/autohaus
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<div id="related">
    <div class="coveo-header">Related Results from Edmunds.com</div>
    <div class="coveo-results"></div>
</div>

Inside a  block, insert the following JavaScript code to define a new REST search endpoint and be able to perform the actualscript
query for related results:

Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints.default = new Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
    restUri: '/coveo/rest',
    useJsonp: true
});

Inside the same  block, attach a custom event handler to the script querySuccess event in order to query the external source:
Inside this event handler, a new query was created based on the original query performed in the Autohaus search box. The
query remains essentially the same, except that the number of results is limited and the external source named isEdmunds 

queried.
Executing the query is done by calling the REST endpoint initialized earlier and calling the   method. Calling this methodsearch

will return a jQuery   object, which is used in Autohaus to populate the results list.Deferred

Once the query is processed, the query results are displayed and formatted using the  .Underscore templating engine

$('#search').on(Coveo.Events.QueryEvents.querySuccess, function(e, args){
 var query = args.query;
 query.numberOfResults = 7;
 query.aq = "@syssource==(Edmunds)";
 query.cq = "";
 Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["default"].search(query).done(function
(data) {
    if (data.results.length == 0) {
   $('#related').hide();
    } else {
   $('#related').show();
    }
    $('#related .coveo-results').empty();
    for (var i = 0; i < data.results.length; i++) {
   $('#related .coveo-results').append(_.template('<div class="value"><a
href="{{-clickUri}}"
target="_blank">{{-title}}</a></div>',data.results[i]));
    };
 });
});

Save your changes.
Validate that related search results now appear in the search interface.

 

Customizing the Result Template

On a Coveo search interface, a result template tells you exactly how search results are displayed (e.g. display name, modification date, printable
URI, etc.). It can be easily modified to allow a full range of customization options.

For more information about search endpoints, refer to . For a list of available parameters,Setting Up a New Endpoint
refer to .Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint Class

For a list of available query parameters, refer to .Query Parameters

http://underscorejs.org/
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Setting+Up+a+New+Endpoint
http://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint+Class
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
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The following sections will explain how to modify the default template, thus allowing you to display items differently based on their template.

Sections
Changing the Default Result Template
Displaying Results Differently According to the Item's Template

Changing the Default Result Template

The default Coveo Search Component comes with a result template out of the box, which displays the result's title, printable URI, and modification
date by default. However, you can customize it to meet your specific needs.

This tutorial demonstrates how to customize the default result template in a Jetstream Demo instance. By the end, you should have a result
template that includes relevant information on flights, as shown below:

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Jetstream 2.0.
You installed .Coveo for Sitecore
You created a search page and applied filtering to get only items based on the Flight template (see Creating a Basic Search Interface
From the Page Editor).

Steps

Open your Coveo Search Component sublayout in a text editor (typically located at  ).Website/layouts/Coveo/CoveoSearch.ascx
Locate the   block. It should contain the following :result-template script

Note:
The example contained in this page is outdated and requires a  instance.Jetstream Demo

The JavaScript Search Framework support various . For Sitecore, the default engine is .template engines Underscore

To prevent conflicts with ASP.NET, the default Underscore expression syntax was replaced for :  .{{...}}

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201412/Creating+a+Basic+Search+Interface+From+the+Page+Editor
http://spn.sitecore.net/en/Partner-Resources/Demo-Center.aspx
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Result+Templates
http://underscorejs.org
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<div class='coveo-icon objecttype {{-raw.objecttype}}'>{{-raw.objecttype}}</div>
<div class='coveo-date'>{{-dateTime(raw.sysdate)}}</div>
<div class='coveo-title'>
    <span class='CoveoFieldValue coveo-badge' data-field='@objecttype'></span>
    
    {{ if (raw.<%= ToCoveoFieldName("LayoutId", false) %>) { }}
        <a class='CoveoResultLink'>{{=title?highlight(title,
titleHighlights):clickUri}}</a>
    {{ } else { }}
        <span class='CoveoResultTitle'>{{=title?highlight(title,
titleHighlights):''}}</span>
    {{ } }}
    {{ if (hasHtmlVersion) { }}
    <div class='CoveoQuickView' data-title="<span class='coveo-icon objecttype
{{-raw.objecttype}}'></span>{{= Title }}" data-fixed='true' data-width='70%'
data-heigth='70%'>
      <div class='coveo-quick-view-header'>
          <table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
            <tr data-field='@sysdate' data-caption='Date' data-helper='dateTime'
/>
            <tr data-field='@sysauthor' data-caption='Author' />
            <tr data-field='@clickuri' data-html-value='true' data-caption='URL'
data-helper='anchor' data-helper-options='{text: \"{{= raw.syssource }}\" ,
target:\"_blank\"}'>
          </table>    
        </div>
        <div class='CoveoQuickViewDocument'></div>
    </div>
    {{ } }}
</div>
<div class='coveo-excerpt'>
    {{=highlight(excerpt, excerptHighlights)}}
</div>
<div class='CoveoPrintableUri'></div>
<table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
    <tr data-field='@sysauthor' data-caption='Author' />
</table>

Remove the following block from your template to disable the Quick View feature:
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{{ if (hasHtmlVersion) { }}
<div class='CoveoQuickView' data-title="<span class='coveo-icon objecttype
{{-raw.objecttype}}'></span>{{= Title }}" data-fixed='true' data-width='70%'
data-heigth='70%'>
  <div class='coveo-quick-view-header'>
      <table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
        <tr data-field='@sysdate' data-caption='Date' data-helper='dateTime' />
        <tr data-field='@sysauthor' data-caption='Author' />
        <tr data-field='@clickuri' data-html-value='true' data-caption='URL'
data-helper='anchor' data-helper-options='{text: \"{{= raw.syssource }}\" ,
target:\"_blank\"}'>
      </table>  
    </div>
<div class='CoveoQuickViewDocument'></div>
</div>
{{ } }}

Remove the following lines from your template to remove the result's date, icon, and printable URI:

<div class='coveo-date'>{{-dateTime(raw.sysdate)}}</div>
...
<div class='coveo-icon objecttype {{-raw.objecttype}}'>{{-raw.objecttype}}</div>
...
<div class='coveo-excerpt'>
    {{=highlight(excerpt, excerptHighlights)}}
</div>
...
<div class='CoveoPrintableUri'></div>

In order to display the result's Quick View, the Basic HTML Content Processor needs to be enabled. However, in Jetstream,
there is no HTML content associated with flights. The processor is thus disabled, and you can safely remove the CoveoQuick

 section from the results template.View

The flight modification date, icon, and printable URI provides little information to the website visitors. Therefore, it is hidden
from the template.
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Replace the   div element with the following code in order to display the flight destinations:coveo-title

<div class='coveo-title'>                                    
    <span class="CoveoResultTitleContent"># {{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Flight
Number", false) %>'] }} : {{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("DepartureAirportCity",
false) %>'] }} ({{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("DepartureAirportCode", false) %>']
}}) to 
    {{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("ArrivalAirportCity", false) %>'] }} ({{=
raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("ArrivalAirportCode", false) %>'] }})</span>
</div>

Replace the   table element with the following code in order to display additional details about the flight:CoveoFieldTable

Field values can be retrieved and displayed in the result template by using the UnderscoreJS syntax {{=
 or  .raw['index field name']}} {{= raw.indexfieldname }}

Field names in the index might differ from field names in Sitecore. Therefore, Coveo provides a helper method to
translate Sitecore field names. The method can be called by using the following syntax: <%=

.ToCoveoFieldName("Sitecore field name", false) %>
The boolean parameter specifies whether or not the resulting field name should be prefixed by the symbol. The @ 
default value for this parameter is . When translating a Sitecore field name to use in UnderscoreJS syntax withtrue
the raw object, this , as the field names are not prefixed by the  symbol in thisparameter should always be false @
object.
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<table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
    <tr>
        <th class="CoveoCaption">Total Price</th>
        <td class="total-price">
            <strong>{{= Globalize.format(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Price")
%>'.substr(1)], 'c')}}</strong>
        </td>
    </tr>
    <tr>
        <th class="CoveoCaption">Departure</th>
        <td class="departure-date">
            <strong>{{= new Date(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Departure time",
false) %>']).toLocaleString().replace(/:\d+ (\w\w)$/, '$1') }}</strong>
        </td>
    </tr>
    <tr>
        <th class="CoveoCaption">Arrival</th>
        <td class="arrival-date">
            <strong>{{= new Date(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Arrival time", false)
%>']).toLocaleString().replace(/:\d+ (\w\w)$/, '$1') }}</strong>
        </td>
    </tr>
    <tr>
        <th class="CoveoCaption">Flight duration</th>
        <td class="departure-date">
            <strong>{{= number(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("flightduration", false)
%>'] / 60, "n0")}} h</strong>
        </td>
    </tr>
</table>

The previous code adds some additional details about the flight, such as the total price, the departure and arrival
dates, and the approximate flight duration.
In the template engine, standard JavaScript functions and libraries can be called. For example, to format the flight's
total price, the library   is used. Any JavaScript code referenced on the search page can be used in theGlobalize
template.

https://github.com/jquery/globalize
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Displaying Results Differently According to the Item's Template

 

The result template can be customized according to the item template. As such, it is possible to alter the results template to display flights
differently than destinations. This tutorial demonstrates how to achieve this by adding destinations in the search results and changing the template
for these results.

 

 

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Jetstream 2.0.
You installed Coveo for Sitecore.
You completed the steps described in the .Changing the Default Result Template page

Steps

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.
Open your Coveo Search Component properties.

This tutorial is a follow up to the  tutorial. You will need to complete the previous  beforeChanging the Default Result Template tutorial
you complete this one.

You will be required to index Country Items to successfully complete this exercise. From the Content Editor, select  undDestinations
er  and use the  option (   > ).Home\Plan&Book Re-Index Tree Developer menu Re-Index Tree

http://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Installing+and+Configuring+Coveo+for+Sitecore
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3.  Add a new condition to your existing filtering rule:  .or where the item template is Country Item
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Preview your Coveo Search page. Currently, flight destinations should not display properly.

Open your Coveo Search Component sublayout in a text editor (typically located at  ).Website/layouts/Coveo/CoveoSearch.ascx
Locate the   block. It should contain the following :result-template script
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<script class="result-template" type="text/x-underscore-template">
    <div class='coveo-title'>
        <span class="CoveoResultTitleContent"># {{= raw['<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("Flight Number", false) %>'] }} : {{= raw['<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("DepartureAirportCity", false) %>'] }} ({{= raw['<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("DepartureAirportCode", false) %>'] }}) to 
        {{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("ArrivalAirportCity", false) %>'] }} ({{=
raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("ArrivalAirportCode", false) %>'] }})</span>
    </div>

    <table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
        <tr>
            <th class="CoveoCaption">Total Price</th>
            <td class="total-price">
                <strong>{{= Globalize.format(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Price")
%>'.substr(1)], 'c')}}</strong>
            </td>
        </tr>
        <tr>
            <th class="CoveoCaption">Departure</th>
            <td class="departure-date">
                <strong>{{= new Date(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Departure time",
false) %>']).toLocaleString().replace(/:\d+ (\w\w)$/, '$1') }}</strong>
            </td>
        </tr>

        <tr>
            <th class="CoveoCaption">Arrival</th>
            <td class="arrival-date">
                <strong>{{= new Date(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Arrival time",
false) %>']).toLocaleString().replace(/:\d+ (\w\w)$/, '$1') }}</strong>
            </td>
        </tr>
        <tr>
            <th class="CoveoCaption">Flight duration</th>
            <td class="departure-date">
                <strong>{{= number(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("flightduration",
false) %>'] / 60, "n0")}} h</strong>
            </td>
        </tr>
    </table>
</script>

Replace the  div element with the following code in order to display the destination titles correctly:coveo-title
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<div class='coveo-title'>
    {{ if(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("_templatename", false) %>'] == 'Flight'){ }}

    <span class="CoveoResultTitleContent"># {{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Flight
Number", false) %>'] }} : {{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("DepartureAirportCity",
false) %>'] }} ({{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("DepartureAirportCode", false) %>']
}}) to 
    {{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("ArrivalAirportCity", false) %>'] }} ({{=
raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("ArrivalAirportCode", false) %>'] }})</span>
    {{ } else { }}
        <span class="CoveoResultTitleContent">{{= raw['<%=
ToCoveoFieldName("Name", false) %>'] }}</span>
    {{ } }}
</div>

Replace the   table with the following code to display the destination descriptions:CoveoFieldTable

By adding a conditional statement on the  field, you can alter the rendering behavior for each item's result_templatename
template. In this case, you are displaying the departure and arrival airports for flights and the location of destinations.
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<table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
    {{ if(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("_templatename", false) %>'] == 'Flight'){ }}
        <tr>
            <th class="CoveoCaption">Total Price</th>
            <td class="total-price">
                <strong>{{= Globalize.format(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Price")
%>'.substr(1)], 'c')}}</strong>
            </td>
        </tr>
        <tr>
            <th class="CoveoCaption">Departure</th>
            <td class="departure-date">
                <strong>{{= new Date(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Departure time",
false) %>']).toLocaleString().replace(/:\d+ (\w\w)$/, '$1') }}</strong>
            </td>
        </tr>
        <tr>
            <th class="CoveoCaption">Arrival</th>
            <td class="arrival-date">
                <strong>{{= new Date(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Arrival time",
false) %>']).toLocaleString().replace(/:\d+ (\w\w)$/, '$1') }}</strong>
            </td>
        </tr>
        <tr>
            <th class="CoveoCaption">Flight duration</th>
            <td class="departure-date">
                <strong>{{= number(raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("flightduration",
false) %>'] / 60, "n0")}} h</strong>
            </td>
        </tr>
    {{ } else { }}
    <tr>
        <th class="CoveoCaption">Overview</th>
        <td>{{= raw['<%= ToCoveoFieldName("Destination Overview", false)
%>'].substr(0, 200) + "..." }}
        </td>
    </tr>
    {{ } }}
</table>

Once again, conditional statements are used to change the look of the result template. For flights, we display the price, the
departure and arrival times, and the approximate flight duration. For other items, such as destinations, the overview is
displayed. Furthermore, since the overview can span through several lines, the amount of characters displayed in the template
is limited to 200.
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9.  Validate that flights and destinations are displayed correctly by searching for specific flights and destinations.

Altering Search Results Before They Are Displayed in a Search Interface

There are many different ways to change the appearance of your search results. For example:

You can choose which fields and data are indexed for each Sitecore item, thus effectively changing what data is available to be displayed
in your search interface. This mostly involves custom code running in a server-side .NET context.
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You can customize the layout of your search page so that you only display the fields and data that you are interested in (even though
many more fields are available to be displayed). This mostly involves adding custom, client-side JavaScript code in your layout.

An alternative approach is to use the   and   pipelines. This is how itcoveoProcessParsedRestResponse coveoProcessRestJsonResponse
works:

A user performs a query in a search interface.
The query is handled by the Coveo REST endpoint running in the Sitecore context.
The REST endpoint calls CES and receives a JSON response with the search results.
The   pipeline deserializes the JSON response into .NET objects.coveoProcessRestJsonResponse
The   pipeline is called, thus altering search results.coveoProcessParsedRestResponse
The search results are serialized in JSON again.
The new JSON response is sent to the search interface.

Understanding the   PipelinecoveoProcessParsedRestResponse

This pipeline allows you to modify search results using .NET objects; the serialization process is done automatically. The pipeline is defined in the 
 file.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

It calls its processors by passing them an instance of type Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Pipelines.CoveoProcessParsedRestRespon
. You can access the response information with the   property of the   insseArgs ResponseContent CoveoProcessParsedRestResponseArgs

tance. The property returns an object of type   which is basically aCoveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Serialization.SearchResponse
dictionary with shorthand properties to get and set the most commonly used values.

Creating a Custom Processor for the   PipelinecoveoProcessParsedRestResponse

Assuming that you already have set up a C# project, you need to add these assembly references:
Coveo.Framework.dll 
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.dll 
Sitecore.Kernel.dll 

Create a processor based on the sample code below. This one will add a new field on every result. It will simply return the number of
fields that are indexed for the item.
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using Coveo.Framework.Processor;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Pipelines;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Serialization;
namespace Tutorials.Lib.Processors.coveoProcessParsedRestResponse
{
    /// <summary>
    /// Custom processor that computes the number of indexed fields for every
search result and
    /// add it to the response.
    /// </summary>
    public class ComputeNumberOfIndexedFields :
IProcessor<CoveoProcessParsedRestResponseArgs>
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// The "Process" method is called by the pipeline. The "p_Args" instance
        /// is transferred from one processor to another until the pipeline ends.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Args">The pipeline arguments.</param>
        public void Process(CoveoProcessParsedRestResponseArgs p_Args)
        {
            SearchResponse response = p_Args.ResponseContent;
            foreach (SearchResult result in response.Results) {
                // The "Raw" property returns all the fields that are indexed on
the item.
                int numberOfIndexedFields = result.Raw.Count;
                // Simply define a new field name and set its value.
                result["numberOfIndexedFields"] = numberOfIndexedFields;
            }
        }
    }
}

Build the assembly and copy the DLL file to the website's   folder. For this tutorial, the assembly is  .bin Tutorials.Lib.dll
Finally, modify the configuration file to tell Sitecore when the new processor must be called:

Open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

Locate the   element and insert your processor definition.coveoProcessParsedRestResponse

<coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>
    <processor
type="Tutorials.Lib.Processors.coveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ComputeNumber
OfIndexedFields, Tutorials.Lib" />
</coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>

Validate that you can now access the   field from a search interface.numberOfIndexedFields

For more details on handling field name translation in this pipeline, see  .Removing Fields From Search Results

Understanding the   PipelinecoveoProcessRestJsonResponse

This pipeline is used to process the JSON response. You should not modify it manually, as this would be error-prone. There are however
situations where you may want to use a specific library to handle JSON serialization. This is the purpose of this pipeline. Coveo for Sitecore

ComputeNumberOfIndexedFields.cs

In a more formal project you would want to use a separate include file and register the processor there.
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comes with the   processor already integrated to the pipeline out of the box. This processorParseJsonRestSearchResponseProcessor
internally uses the .NET   class to process JSON data. However, you canSystem.Web.Script.Serialization.JavaScriptSerializer
inherit from this processor and define the JSON library that you want to use. You need to understand that when executing the   method,Process
the default processor performs these operations:

It deserializes the JSON response received from CES.
It calls the   pipeline.coveoProcessParsedRestResponse
It serializes the .NET results to JSON and returns the new response.

Replacing the JSON Library

Here is a sample showing you how you can replace the JSON library that performs serialization/deserialization.

Assuming that you already have set up a C# project, you need to add these assembly references:
Coveo.Framework.dll
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.dll

 (this one is mandatory only for this specific example)Newtonsoft.Json.dll
Sitecore.Kernel.dll

Since what you want is to replace the JSON library used for serializing data, you will not redefine the whole behavior of the ParseJsonR
 class. Instead, you will create a serialization class that uses the   library.estSearchResponseProcessor Newtonsoft.Json

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.IO;
using Coveo.Framework.Utils;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Serialization;
using Newtonsoft.Json;
using Newtonsoft.Json.Linq;
using JsonSerializer = Newtonsoft.Json.JsonSerializer;
namespace Tutorials.Lib.Processors.coveoProcessRestJsonResponse
{
    /// <summary>
    /// Custom serializer that rely on Newtonsoft.Json instead of
JavaScriptSerializer.
    /// </summary>
    public class NewtonsoftJsonSerializer : ISerializer
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// Deserializes a JSON string into .NET objects of the given type.
        /// </summary>
        /// <typeparam name="T">The type in which JSON is
deserialized.</typeparam>
        /// <param name="p_Stream">The stream that contains the JSON.</param>
        /// <returns>The deserialized object structure.</returns>
        public T DeserializeObjectFromStream<T>(Stream p_Stream) where T : class
        {
            T result = default(T);
            using (StreamReader reader = new StreamReader(p_Stream)) {
                // When deserializing, Newtonsoft.Json encapsulate the values in
its own types.
                // Unfortunately it causes issues with the shorthand properties
of the "SearchResponse" type.
                // The workaround is to ensure that values are converted in the
right type and then

There are unfortunately some differences between  and  in the way theyJavaScriptSerializer Newtonsoft.Json
deserialize JSON.  uses wrappers to represent JSON values, and they can break some of the shorthandNewtonsoft.Json
properties defined on the   type. To work around thisCoveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Serialization.SearchResponse
issue, you need to implement more deserialization logic as shown in the example below.

NewtonsoftJsonSerializer.cs
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                // create the "SearchResponse" instance.
                Dictionary<string, object>  parsed =
DeserializeToDictionary(reader.ReadToEnd());
                // Since this serializer is used only with the "SearchResponse"
type, the type
                // can be created directly.
                result = new SearchResponse(parsed) as T;
            }
            return result;
        }
        /// <summary>
        /// Serializes an object structure into a JSON stream.
        /// </summary>
        /// <typeparam name="T">The type of the object to serialize.</typeparam>
        /// <param name="p_Stream">The stream in which the JSON is
written.</param>
        /// <param name="p_Object">The object to serialize.</param>
        public void SerializeToStream<T>(Stream p_Stream, T p_Object)
        {
            JsonSerializer serializer = JsonSerializer.Create();
            using (JsonTextWriter writer = new JsonTextWriter(new
StreamWriter(p_Stream))) {
                serializer.Serialize(writer, p_Object);
            }
        }
        /// <summary>
        /// Deserializes a JSON string into a dictionary. It will convert the
        /// dictionary values recursively to use the expected .NET types instead
        /// of the Newtonsoft.Json wrappers.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Json">A JSON string that represents the value to
deserialize.</param>
        /// <returns>The deserialized dictionary.</returns>
        private Dictionary<string, object> DeserializeToDictionary(string p_Json)
        {
            // This call creates a dictionary only for the first level.
            Dictionary<string, object> result =
JsonConvert.DeserializeObject<Dictionary<string, object>>(p_Json);
            // This dictionary will contain the converted values.
            Dictionary<string, object> converted = new Dictionary<string,
object>();
            foreach (KeyValuePair<string, object> pair in result) {
                converted.Add(pair.Key, ConvertValue(pair.Value));
            }
            return converted;
        }
        /// <summary>
        /// Deserializes a JSON string into a list. It will convert the
        /// list values recursively to use the expected .NET types instead
        /// of the Newtonsoft.Json wrappers.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Json">A JSON string that represents the value to
deserialize.</param>
        /// <returns>The deserialized dictionary.</returns>
        private IList<object> DeserializeToList(string p_Json)
        {
            // This call creates a list only for the first level.
            List<object> result =
JsonConvert.DeserializeObject<List<object>>(p_Json);
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            // This list will contain the converted values.
            List<object> converted = new List<object>();
            foreach (object value in result) {
                converted.Add(ConvertValue(value));
            }
            return converted;
        }
        /// <summary>
        /// Converts a value in the expected type.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Value">The value to convert.</param>
        /// <returns>The converted value.</returns>
        private object ConvertValue(object p_Value)
        {
            object convertedValue;
            if (p_Value is JArray) {
                convertedValue = DeserializeToList(p_Value.ToString());
            } else if (p_Value is JObject) {
                convertedValue = DeserializeToDictionary(p_Value.ToString());
            } else if (p_Value is Int64) {
                // When deserializing an integer value as an object,
Newtonsoft.Json
                // creates an Int64 instance. But the SearchResponse class is
expecting
                // Int32. Values that are too large to fit in an Int32 instance
will still
                // be Int64.
                try {
                    convertedValue = Convert.ToInt32(p_Value);
                } catch (OverflowException) {
                    convertedValue = p_Value;
                }
            } else {
                convertedValue = p_Value;
            }
            return convertedValue;
        }
    }
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}

You now need to implement a custom processor that will use the custom serializer. This processor simply inherits from ParseJsonRest
, which is the default processor, and passes an instance of the custom serializer to the constructor of theSearchResponseProcessor

base class.

using Coveo.Framework.Pipelines;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessRestJsonResponse;
namespace Tutorials.Lib.Processors.coveoProcessRestJsonResponse
{
    /// <summary>
    /// Custom processor that will use the new JSON serializer.
    /// </summary>
    public class ParseJsonResponseWithNewtonsoft :
ParseJsonRestSearchResponseProcessor
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// Simply calls the base constructor by setting the specific JSON
serializer.
        /// </summary>
        public ParseJsonResponseWithNewtonsoft()
            : base(new PipelineRunnerHandler(new PipelineRunner()),
                   new NewtonsoftJsonSerializer())
        {
        }
    }
}

Build the assembly containing your custom code and copy the DLL file to your website's   folder.bin
Finally, modify the configuration file to use the custom processor instead of the default one:

Open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

Locate the   element and replace the processor definition by your own.coveoProcessRestJsonResponse

<coveoProcessRestJsonResponse>
    <processor
type="Tutorials.Lib.Processors.coveoProcessRestJsonResponse.ParseJsonRespon
seWithNewtonsoft, Tutorials.Lib" />
</coveoProcessRestJsonResponse>

Validate that the Coveo Search REST Endpoint still works properly. If it does, then it means that it properly uses   toNewtonsoft.Json
return search results.

Removing Fields From Search Results

It is quite common to use the   pipeline to modify or remove existing fields. The following tutorial showscoveoProcessParsedRestResponse
how you can implement a custom processor that removes fields from search results displayed in a search page (published in the   database).web
It also demonstrates how you can translate field names from the Sitecore format to the index format.

Assuming that you already have a C# project set up, you need to add these assembly references:
Coveo.Framework.dll
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.dll

ParseJsonResponseWithNewtonsoft.cs

In a more formal project you would want to use a separate include file and register the processor there.
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Sitecore.ContentSearch.dll
Sitecore.ContentSearch.Linq.dll

Create a new class named   based on the sample code below.RemoveCreatedByAndUpdatedByFields

using System.Collections.Generic;
using Coveo.Framework.ContentSearch;
using Coveo.Framework.Items;
using Coveo.Framework.Processor;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Pipelines;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Serialization;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch;
 
namespace Tutorials.Lib.Processors.coveoProcessParsedRestResponse
{
    /// <summary>
    /// Custom processor that removes the "Created By" and "Updated By" fields
when retrieving an item
    /// from the web database.
    /// </summary>
    public class RemoveCreatedByAndUpdatedByFields :
IProcessor<CoveoProcessParsedRestResponseArgs>
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// The "Process" method is called by the pipeline. The "p_Args" instance
        /// is transferred from one processor to another until the pipeline ends.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Args">The pipeline arguments.</param>
        public void Process(CoveoProcessParsedRestResponseArgs p_Args)
        {
            // This pipeline is invoked on a different HTTP request than
            // the one that renders the search page, so we cannot rely on
"Sitecore.Context.Item".
            // We must use the "CurrentContextItem" from the arguments instead.
            // When the current item (i.e. the search page) comes from the "web"
database,
            // we remove some fields.
            if (p_Args.CurrentContextItem != null &&
p_Args.CurrentContextItem.DatabaseName == "web") {
                // Get a list of fields that we want to remove from the search
results.
                // Those field names need to match the field names in the Coveo
search index.
                IEnumerable<string> fieldsToRemove =
GetFieldNamesToRemove(p_Args.CurrentContextItem);
                SearchResponse response = p_Args.ResponseContent;
                foreach (SearchResult result in response.Results) {
                    // Let's remove the fields from the result instance.
                    RemoveFieldsFromResult(result, fieldsToRemove);
                }
            }
        }
        /// <summary>
        /// Removes a list of fields from the search result.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Result">The search result from which fields are
removed.</param>
        /// <param name="p_FieldsToRemove">The list of fields to remove.</param>

RemoveCreatedByAndUpdatedByFields.cs
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        private void RemoveFieldsFromResult(SearchResult p_Result,
                                            IEnumerable<string> p_FieldsToRemove)
        {
            foreach (string fieldToRemove in p_FieldsToRemove) {
                p_Result.Raw.Remove(fieldToRemove);
            }
        }
        /// <summary>
        /// Gets the <see cref="AbstractFieldNameTranslator"/> that matches the
current context item.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_CurrentItem">The current context item (i.e. the search
page).</param>
        /// <returns>The <see cref="AbstractFieldNameTranslator"/> for the
associated search index.</returns>
        private AbstractFieldNameTranslator GetFieldNameTranslator(IItem
p_CurrentItem)
        {
            // Instead of hardcoding the name of the search index, we use the
context item
            // to retrieve the right search index. Then we can get to the field
name translator.
            ISearchIndex searchIndex = new
ContentSearchManagerWrapper().GetIndex(p_CurrentItem.ToIndexable());
            return searchIndex.FieldNameTranslator;
        }
        /// <summary>
        /// Returns the index field names to remove from the results, translated
in the index format.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_CurrentItem">The current context item (i.e. the search
page).</param>
        /// <returns>The field names to remove translated in the index
format.</returns>
        private IEnumerable<string> GetFieldNamesToRemove(IItem p_CurrentItem)
        {
            AbstractFieldNameTranslator fieldNameTranslator =
GetFieldNameTranslator(p_CurrentItem);
            return new [] {
               
fieldNameTranslator.GetIndexFieldName("parsedcreatedby").TrimStart('@'),
               
fieldNameTranslator.GetIndexFieldName("parsedupdatedby").TrimStart('@')
            };
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        }
    }
}

Build the project and copy the resulting assembly to the website's   folder. For this tutorial, the assembly is named bin Tutorials.Lib.
.dll

Finally, modify the configuration file to tell Sitecore when the new processor must be called:
Open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

Locate the   element and insert you processor definition.coveoProcessParsedRestResponse

<coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>
     <processor
type="Tutorials.Lib.Processors.coveoProcessParsedRestResponse.RemoveCreated
ByAndUpdatedByFields, Tutorials.Lib" />
</coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>

Validate that the   and   fields are displayed when viewing the search page in   mode. When visiting theCreated By Updated By Preview
page in   mode, the fields will not appear in the results.Normal

In   mode.Preview

In   mode.Normal

 

 

 

Using the Sitecore LinkManager to Resolve URIs in a Coveo Search Page

AVAILABLE SINCE: JULY 2015 RELEASE

This page explains how to use the Sitecore LinkManager to resolve search result URIs in a Coveo Search Page.

What is the LinkManager

The LinkManager is a module of Sitecore used to resolve URIs. For example, one may want to display only relative URIs, or add the current
item's language to its URI. The LinkManager is particularly useful in a multisite configuration, where an item can be accessed via different URIs
that seem completely unrelated to each other.

In a more formal project, you would want to use a separate include file and register the processor there.

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#July_2015_-_v%C2%A03.0.1081
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For example, if, in your Content Tree, under the  node, you have the following structure:Content

And if your   node in your  file looks like this:Sites Web.config

<site name="mysite1" hostName="www.mysite1.ca" virtualFolder="/" physicalFolder="/"
rootPath="/sitecore/content" startItem="/mysite1" language="en" database="web"
domain="extranet" enableWebEdit="true" />
<site name="mysite2" hostName="www.mysite2.ca" virtualFolder="/" physicalFolder="/"
rootPath="/sitecore/content" startItem="/mysite2" language="en" database="web"
domain="extranet" enableWebEdit="true" />

Then, given the above configuration, the required IIS bindings, and a properly configured  file, you could access the  item via thehosts page1

URI   and the  item via the URI  . This would also allow you to access the  itemwww.mysite1.ca/page1 page2 www.mysite2.ca/page2 page2

with the following URI:  .www.mysite1.ca/mysite2/page2

The ResolveResultClickableUriProcessor

On a Coveo Search Page, the Sitecore LinkManager configures your URIs. This configuration is allowed through the ResolveResultClickabl
 processor, which you can find in your  file.eUriProcessor Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

<coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>
  <processor
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.CoveoProcessParsedRestResponse.ResolveResul
tClickableUriProcessor, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest" />
</coveoProcessParsedRestResponse>

Configuring the LinkManager

These are the steps necessary to properly configure the LinkManager.

The first thing you need to configure is the  section of the Sitecore   file. Sitecore provides  aboutsites Web.config documentation
configuring new sites.
In the   file, in the  section, look for the nodes named  , Web.config  settings Rendering.SiteResolving Rendering.SiteResolv

, and  . Explanations are provided in the file.ingMatchCurrentLanguage Rendering.SiteResolvingMatchCurrentSite

Finally, in the   file, there is a section for the LinkManager. From this section, you can configure the format of URIs that willWeb.config

be resolved.

See   to learn more on this matter.Sitecore LinkManager – Multi-site configuration

Customizing Facet Icons

Facets make filtering large result sets easier. One way to make them more attractive is to display icons next to facet titles and/or values.

This tutorial assumes that you already have a facet that allows to filter on language.

This processor uses the following fields:  and . If you plan on removing one of these fields, insert your processor aftersyssource uri
this one.

https://sdn.sitecore.net/Articles/Administration/Configuring%20Multiple%20Sites.aspx
http://blog.paulgeorge.co.uk/2011/05/01/sitecore-linkmanager-inside-out-muti-site-and-sub-site-setups/
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Adding an Icon in the Header

From the Media Library

From the September 2014 Release, an icon from the media library can be used. The needed CSS rules are automatically generated and included
in the page at runtime according to the database used. Here is how you can configure the facet header icon.

Open your Coveo search page in the Page Editor.
Click on the  button of the desired  component.Edit Properties CoveoFacet
In the  section, locate the  property.Options Icon
Click on the  button.Browse
Select an icon from the media library.
Once selected, the path to the icon and the icon itself will show in the properties dialog.
You can optionally set custom dimensions for the icon by clicking on the  button. The layout of the facet component has aProperties
16x16 pixels area for the icon by default. If you use a larger icon, you will have to manually adjust the CSS rules of the other facets to fit
the larger icon.
Validate that the icon is the one you choose and that it is nicely displayed.
Save your page.

From a Specified URL

If you do not want to use an icon from the media library, you can write a CSS rule to use a specified icon URL.

Coveo JavaScript Search generates the HTML markup. Here is a simplified version of the facet header markup:

<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Language" data-field="@fparsedlanguage47764">
 <div class="coveo-header">
  <div class="coveo-icon fparsedlanguage47764"></div>
  ...
 </div>
</div>

 

You can see a   element with CSS classes referring to the facet field. You can use this to build a CSS rule that overrides the facet icon:div

.CoveoFacet .coveo-header > .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764 {
    background: url('/images/languages.png');
}

The facet should now look like this:
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Adding Icons on Values

Here is how you can add icons for the individual values of the facet.

First, you need to write the necessary HTML code to add icons next to the facet values:

<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Language" data-field="@fparsedlanguage47764">
 <ul class="coveo-values">
  <li class="coveo-value coveo-selectable">
   <label>
    <div class="coveo-icon fparsedlanguage47764 english"></div>
    ...
   </label>
  </li>
 </ul>
</div>

 

Then, you have to create the necessary CSS rules to display icons:

.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764 {
    height: 16px;
    width: 16px;
}
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764.english {
    background: url('/images/flag_usa.png');
}
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764.japanese_japan {
    background: url('/images/flag_japan.png');
}
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764.danish {
    background: url('/images/flag_denmark.png');
}   
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764.german_germany {
    background: url('/images/flag_germany.png');
}

The facet should now look like this:
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Publishing to the Web Database

You may have noticed that CSS class names have a number appended to them, as in . This number refers to a hashfparsedlanguage94110
code computed from the Coveo index source name. Because Coveo uses different sources for the   and   databases, the CSS classmaster web
name will also be different when accessing the pages located on the   and   databases. This is important to understand, as otherwisemaster web
icons would not appear on the public website. You must add specific CSS rules for when the page is viewed from the   database. You can findweb
the field name by looking either at the page source code or the field set in the CES Administration Tool or by using the ToCoveoFieldName(str

 method that is defined on Coveo components.ing)

For this example, the field name for the  database is  . The CSS rules should look like this:web fparsedlanguage94110

.CoveoFacet .coveo-header > .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764,

.CoveoFacet .coveo-header > .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage94110 {
    background: url('/images/languages.png');
}
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764,
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage94110    {
    height: 16px;
    width: 16px;
}
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764.english,
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage94110.english {
    background: url('/images/flag_usa.png');
}
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764.japanese_japan,
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage94110.japanese_japan {
    background: url('/images/flag_japan.png');
}
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764.danish,
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage94110.danish {
    background: url('/images/flag_denmark.png');
}
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage47764.german_germany,
.CoveoFacet .coveo-values .coveo-icon.fparsedlanguage94110.german_germany {
    background: url('/images/flag_germany.png');
}

 

Now the facet has the same icons no matter if it is accessed from the Page Editor or the public web site.

 

Creating a Hierarchical Facet Component

Coveo for Sitecore comes shipped with a few types of facet by default. These facets are implemented using the standard  componentFacet
coming from the . The Framework also has a  component, but Coveo for SitecoreJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy) HierarchicalFacet
did not implement anything equivalent to it. The reason is that there is no field that matches the  by default, requiring you torequired value format
manually create a computed field. This tutorial demonstrates how to create the required classes, files, and items. Specifically, you will learn how
to create a category and subcategory hierarchical facet, as shown below:

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Facet+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/HierarchicalFacet+Component
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Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 or later.
Your Sitecore instance is installed in  .C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<Sitecore Instance Name>\
You installed the September 2014 release or newer of Coveo for Sitecore, and integrated it into one of your Sitecore layouts.
You have items with the  and  fields of type .Category Subcategory Single-Line Text

It is recommended that you use project-specific folders for this tutorial. The steps below use  as the folder nameCustom .

Step 1 - Create the Computed Field Class

To display a hierarchical facet, the JavaScript Search Framework needs a field with its data in a . To generate the required dataspecific format
format, a computed field must be created.

Create a new C# project named   that targets the .Net Framework 4.5.Coveo.Custom
Add references to the  ,  and  assemblies located in theSitecore.ContentSearch Coveo.Framework Coveo.SearchProviderBase

 folder.C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<Sitecore Instance Name>\Website\bin

Create a new class named HierarchicalCategoryComputedField that inherits from the ConfigurableComputedField class as
in the code sample below.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/HierarchicalFacet+Component
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4.  

using System;
using Coveo.Framework.CNL;
using Coveo.Framework.Items;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch;

namespace Coveo.Custom
{
    public class HierarchicalCategoryComputedField : ConfigurableComputedField
    {
        /// <inheritDoc />
        public override object ComputeFieldValue(IIndexable p_Indexable)
        {
            Precondition.NotNull(p_Indexable, () => () => p_Indexable);

            IItem item = new ItemWrapper(new IndexableWrapper(p_Indexable));
            string hierarchicalCategory = null;

            string categoryFieldValue = item.GetFieldValue("Category");
            if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(categoryFieldValue)) {
                hierarchicalCategory = categoryFieldValue;

                string subcategoryFieldValue = item.GetFieldValue("Subcategory");
                if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(subcategoryFieldValue)) {
                    hierarchicalCategory += ";" + categoryFieldValue + "|" +
subcategoryFieldValue;
                }
            }

            return hierarchicalCategory;
        }
    }
}

Compile the project.
Copy the resulting assembly ( ) to the   folder.Coveo.Custom.dll C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Instance\Website\bin

Step 2 - Configure the Computed Field

In order to have a field that contains the hierarchical category with the , you must configure it in Coveo for Sitecore.required format

Using a text editor, open the C:\inetpub\wwwroot\ \Website\App_config\Include\Coveo.Sea<Sitecore Instance Name>
 file.rchProvider.config

Locate the   element.defaultIndexConfiguration
Add a computed field named  .hierarchicalcategory

<defaultIndexConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
  <fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">
    <field
fieldName="hierarchicalcategory">Coveo.Custom.HierarchicalCategoryComputedField,
Coveo.Custom</field>
  </fields>
</defaultIndexConfiguration>

Add the   field as a facet and multi-value field in the .hierarchicalcategory fieldMap

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/HierarchicalFacet+Component
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<defaultIndexConfiguration
type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration, Coveo.Framework">
  <fieldMap type="Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMap, Coveo.Framework">
    <fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
      <fieldType fieldName="hierarchicalcategory" isFacet="true"
isMultiValue="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>
    </fieldNames>
  </fieldMap>
</defaultIndexConfiguration>

Save and close the file.

Step 3 - Re-Index the Items

Sitecore items need to be re-indexed in order to compute the new field and store its value in the Coveo index.

Re-index only the sections of the Sitecore Content Tree that you know contains the items with the  and  fields.Category Subcategory
You can also optionally rebuild your entire search index (see ).Rebuilding Your Search Indexes
Validate that the computed field now exists in the Coveo index:

Open the  .CES Administration Tool
Access the Index Browser (  > ).Content Index Browser
In the Coveo index, locate a Sitecore item that contains the  and   fields. These fields should be namedCategory Subcategory
something like  and   (see ).@fcategory12345 @fsubcategory12345 Finding Documents Using the Index Browser
Examine the other fields of this item by expanding the   >   tab.Details Fields
Validate that the   field now exists.hierarchicalcategory

Step 4 - Create the Layout and View Files

To display a hierarchical facet, the JavaScript Search Framework needs a  element with  as the value of its div CoveoHierarchicalFacet cla
 attribute. In Coveo for Sitecore, facet components are implemented using a layout (Web Forms) or a view (MVC) file. You must also createss

such files when you implement a hierarchical facet.

Web Forms

Browse to your Sitecore instance   folder ( ).layouts C:\inetpub\wwwroot\ \Website\layouts<Sitecore Instance Name>
Create a subfolder named .Custom
Copy the  sublayout file toCoveoFacet.ascxC:\inetpub\wwwroot\ \Website\layouts\Coveo\<Sitecore Instance Name>
the   layouts folder.Custom
Rename it to  .CustomCoveoHierarchicalFacet.ascx
Open it in a text editor.
Change the value of the   attribute from   to class CoveoFacet CoveoHierarchicalFacet as in the code sample below.

<div class="CoveoHierarchicalFacet" data-title='<%= Model.Title %>' ...></div>

Save and close the file.

MVC

Browse to your Sitecore instance   folder ( ).views C:\inetpub\wwwroot\ \Website\Views<Sitecore Instance Name>
Create a subfolder named  .Custom
Copy the   file to the   viewsC:\inetpub\wwwroot\<Sitecore Instance Name>\Website\Views\Coveo\Web.config Custom
folder.
Copy the   view file to the C:\inetpub\wwwroot\ \Website\Views\Coveo\FacetView.cshtml<Sitecore Instance Name> Cu

 views folder.stom
Rename the copied file to  .CustomHierarchicalFacetView.cshtml
Open the file in a text editor.
Change the value of the   attribute from   to class CoveoFacet CoveoHierarchicalFacet as in the code sample below. 

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/Opening_the%20Administration_Tool.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/finding_documents_using_the_index_browser.htm
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<div class="CoveoHierarchicalFacet" data-title='@Model.Title' ...></div>

Save and close the file.

Step 5 - Create the Sublayout and Rendering Items

In order to be able to add and configure hierarchical facets in a search page layout details, a sublayout (Web Forms) and a rendering (MVC) must
be created.

Log into the Sitecore Desktop.
Open the Content Editor (  >  ).Sitecore Start Menu Content Editor
For Web Forms:

In the left-hand side panel (Content Tree), select the   item./sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts
Create a sublayout folder named  .Custom
Copy the   sublayout to the   sublayout folder (  > /sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo Facet Custom Right-click

 >  ).Copying Copy To
Rename the copied sublayout to Custom Coveo Hierarchical Facet.

Select the   sublayout./sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Custom/Custom Coveo Hierarchical Facet
In the right-hand side panel, select the   tab.Content
Change the value of the layout   field to  .Ascx file /layouts/Custom/CustomCoveoHierarchicalFacet.ascx

Save the sublayout.
For MVC:

In the left-hand side panel (Content Tree), select the  item./sitecore/Layout/Renderings
Create a rendering folder named .Custom

Copy the   rendering to the  rendering folder (/sitecore/Layout/Renderings/Coveo/Coveo Facet View Custom Right

 >  > ).click Copying Copy To
Rename the copied rendering to  .Custom Coveo Hierarchical Facet View
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Select the   rendering./sitecore/Layout/Renderings/Custom/Custom Coveo Hierarchical Facet View
In the right-hand side panel, select the  tab.Content
Change the value of the view   field to  .Path /Views/Custom/CustomHierarchicalFacetView.cshtml

Save the rendering.

Step 6 - Create the Facet Item

In order to be able to select the  field in the hierarchical facet sublayout and rendering properties editor, a facet itemhierarchicalcategory
must be created.

In the left-hand side panel (Content Tree), expand the   item./sitecore/System/Settings/Buckets/Facets
Duplicate the   item (  >  ) and name it /sitecore/System/Settings/Buckets/Facets/Author Right-click Duplicate Hierarchica

.l Category
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In the right-hand side panel, select the   tab.Content
Change the item name (  >  ) to  .Facet Name Hierarchical Category
Change the item field name (  > ) to  .Facet Field Name hierarchicalcategory
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Save the item.

Step 7 - Add the Hierarchical Facet to the Search Page

Facets can be added to a Coveo search page from the  or the  dialog. In the , the  placehPage Editor Layout Details Page Editor coveo-facets
older is configured in such a way that it only suggests a predetermined set of facets to add (i.e. those that come shipped with Coveo for Sitecore).
For this reason, hierarchical facets can only be added to a Coveo search page from the  dialog. However, once added, they canLayout Details
be configured and re-ordered from the .Page Editor

In the left-hand side panel (Content Tree), select the Coveo Search Page item in which you want to add the hierarchical facet.
Open the   dialog of this item (  >  ).Layout Details Presentation Details
For the   device, select   under the list of controls.Default Edit
In the   dialog, under  , click the   button.Device Editor Controls Add
In the  dialog, select the appropriate rendering and placeholder.Select a Rendering

Web Forms
Rendering: /Sublayouts/Custom/Custom Coveo Hierarchical Facet
Placeholder name: /coveo-search/coveo-facets

MVC
Rendering: /Sublayouts/Custom/Custom Coveo Hierarchical Facet View
Placeholder name: /coveo-search-mvc/coveo-facets-mvc

Make sure that the  checkbox is checked.Open the Properties dialog box immediately
Click the  button.Select
In the properties dialog box:

Set the title (  > ) to .Basic Settings Title Category
Set the field (Basic Settings > Field) to Hierarchical Category. 

 to ensure all the categories will be listed by theChange the number of values (Basic Settings > Number of Values) to 10000
facet.
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Click  to close the properties dialog box.OK
Click  to close the  dialog.OK Device Editor
Click  to close the   dialog.OK Layout Details
Validate the result by opening the Coveo Search Page in the Preview mode (  > ) or the Edit mode (  > Publish Preview Publish Page

).Editor

Displaying Computed Fields

Computed values can be displayed for each facet item in Coveo for Sitecore. The computed values can either be the sum, the average, the
minimum or the maximum of a numeric field associated with the facet value. This tutorial demonstrates how to associate computed fields to a new
facet.

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 or later.
You installed .Coveo for Sitecore
You created a search page as described in .Getting Started with the JavaScript Search Framework V0.9

Steps

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.
Create a new template named   under the node  .Flight /sitecore/Templates/User Defined

Add the following fields to the template :
Company (Single-Line-Text)
Price (Number)

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Getting+Started+with+the+JavaScript+Search+Framework+V0.9
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Add a new   item named  under the node  .Facet Company /sitecore/Settings/Buckets/Facets

Add a folder   under the node Flights /sitecore/Content
Add three flight items in the folder, having the same company but different prices.
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10.  

Rebuild your master index through the Sitecore Control Panel or rebuild only the   tree through the/sitecore/content/Flights
Develop Toolbar

Open your Coveo search page in the page editor.
Add a facet component to your page.

Set the following properties for your facet component:
Title: Airlines
Field: Company
Computed field: Price
Computed field operation: Average
Computed field format: c0
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1.  
2.  
3.  
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Save your page.
Validate that the price average is displayed for each of your facet items.

 

 

Add Query Suggestions to Your Search Box

 

With facets present on your search page, you can easily configure the Coveo Omnibox to get its query suggestions from these facets. However,
in many cases, this is not enough; you want pure suggestions that may not make sense in a facet. In this case, you can add one or many top field
suggestions to your search interface.

This sample will show you how to create a new template that allows content editors to manage query completion themselves. Remember that you
can get query completion based on any field as long as this field is a facet. To get more in-depth information on how to provide query suggestions
for the Omnibox, please refer to  .Providing Suggestions for the OmniBox

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 or later.
You installed .Coveo for Sitecore
You created a search page as described in .Coveo for Sitecore 101

Steps

Access the Sitecore Content Editor.
Create a new template folder named  (under ).Coveo sitecore/templates
Create a new template named  and place it in the newly created  template folder.Auto Suggestion Keyword Coveo
Edit this new template and add a new section named  as well as a new single-line text field named Auto Suggestion Auto

.Suggestion Keyword

This documentation is based on the  component. Coveo recommends you use  toTop Field Suggestion Top Analytics Suggestions
improve performance and relevance.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Providing+Suggestions+for+the+OmniBox
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/TopFieldSuggestions+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/TopAnalyticsSuggestions+Component
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Create a new facet for the  field. Give it the same name as the field (i.e. ).Auto Suggestion Keyword Auto Suggestion Keyword
Its location should be  ./sitecore/system/Settings/Buckets/Facets/Auto Suggestion Keyword

 
Create a new folder named  in your content tree to contain your soon-to-be-created query suggestionAuto Suggestion Keyword
keywords. A typical location would be  ./sitecore/content/Global/Auto Suggestion Keyword
In this new folder, create a few instances of query suggestion keywords (based on your previously created template, i.e. /sitecore/te

). Make sure to fill the textbox labeled  with the name ofmplates/Coveo/Auto Suggestion Keyword Auto Suggestion Keyword
the item.

Those keyword items will be displayed as query suggestions in the search box. In other words, this is a way to provide your
own query suggestions depending on the query.
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Open the sublayout of your search interface and add the following code block inside the HTML element that has a CSS class named Cov
. In the default  file provided by Coveo, this component is a  with the  attribute equaleoSearchInterface CoveoSearch.ascx div id

to  :search

<span class="CoveoTopFieldSuggestions"
        data-field="<%= Coveo.UI.SitecoreUtilities.ToCoveoFieldName("Auto
Suggestion Keyword") %>"
        data-header-title="Suggested Queries"></span>

Validate that query completion is now enabled on your search box.

 

 

Leveraging Sitecore Boosting Capabilities

Sitecore offers the possibility to define Boosting Rules in its Content Editor, as well as defining boosting values directly on items. Coveo will

CoveoTopFieldSuggestions

For more information on the  component, refer to .CoveoTopFieldSuggestions TopFieldSuggestions Component

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/TopFieldSuggestions+Component
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leverage these and adjust its rankings.

Understanding Boosting Rules

Sitecore Rules are defined under  . There, you can insert Item Rulessitecore/System/Settings/Indexing & Search/Boosting Rules
or Global Rules. 

As their names suggest, these rules can either apply directly on items, or in a more global way.

See  .Sitecore 7: Configure and Apply Boosting Rules

Defining Boosting Values

You can also apply a boosting value directly on an item via the Content Editor. The field name is called  , and is accessible whenIndexing
checking the   checkbox in the   tab.Standard Fields View

There, you can assign either a   or    directly on an item.Boost Value Boosting Rules 

When assigning a Boost Value, make sure that you save your item so that it will be re-indexed by Coveo.

Seeing the Results

If you were to have an item named   for which you set a boosting value of 100, you would receive the following result:Test

Boost values should be between -100 and 100. Setting them below or above these values will have no additional effect.

Note that this boosting can also be disabled by setting the parameter  to  in your EnableSitecoreBoosting false Coveo.SearchP

http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Configure-and-Apply-Boosting-Rules.aspx
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Coveo for Sitecore jQuery Plug-In

The JavaScript code used to enable searching with Coveo for Sitecore is wrapped in the   jQuery plug-in. It is defined in the coveoForSitecore
 file. So far, the only available action is  , which initializes the search interface. In the background, it calls the CoveoForSitecore.js init coveo

 plugin of the JavaScript Search Framework.

jQuery Plug-In Usage

Here is how the plug-in is used by the search component:

<script type="text/javascript">
    Coveo.$(function() {
        var options = <%= Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions() %>;
        Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init', options);
    });
</script>

The call to   builds a JavaScript object holding all settings that are required to initialize theModel.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions()
search interface. You can alter the options object to override the values it contains. Doing so allows you to modify how the various components
are initialized.

Available Options

The table below describes the options that are available when calling the   plug-in with the   action. Those options arecoveoForSitecore init
filled automatically from the properties that are set on the search component. You should set the appropriate values on component properties
using Sitecore when possible. However, in some cases, you may want to manipulate the options directly using JavaScript.

 

Option Description

analyticsEndpointUri  The URI of the REST endpoint used to report analytics events.

boostExpressions  The expressions that are computed by the 'Boost Expressions' field of
the search component.

clientLanguageFieldName  Contains the name of the field that holds the language of an item.

clientLanguageName  The current language.

componentRefreshCallback  Defines the callback function that has to be called to refresh a
component. This is used when editing components in the Page
Editor. The default callback method is defined in the PageEditorDe
ferRefresh.js file.

enableClientSideLogging  Whether or not client-side logging should be enabled.

externalSources  The array containing the names of the external sources to include in
the search query.

filterResultOnLatestVersion  Whether  results only contain the latest version of each item. or not

filterResultsOnCurrentCulture  Whether  only results that match the current culture are or not
returned.

hiddenExpression  The expression that is computed by the 'Filter Expression' field of the
search component.

indexSourceName  Contains the index source name given by the Search Provider for the
current database.

isEditingInPageEditor  Whether  the search interface is opened in edit mode in the or not
Sitecore Page Editor.

 file. T ee rovider.config o learn more about the available parameters, s Understanding the Coveo Search Provider's Configuration
.File
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isInitialized Whether  the search interface has been initialized. This is used or not
when editing Coveo components with the Sitecore Page Editor,
preventing the search interface from loading more than once.

isPreviewingInPageEditor  Whether  the search interface is opened in preview mode in the or not
Sitecore Page Editor.

isPreviewingInPageEditorWithSimulatedDevice Whether  the search interface is opened in a device simulator in or not
the Sitecore Page Editor.

latestVersionFieldName  Contains the name of the field that indicates whether an item is the
latest version of the corresponding item.

restEndpointUri The URI of the REST endpoint used to perform search queries.

resultListInfiniteScrollContainer  Defines the container that holds the results list. This is used when the
'Enable Infinite Scrolling' option is enabled on the search component.

sitecoreItemId  Contains the ID of the current Sitecore item. This is used when
reporting analytics events.

 

Adding Your Custom Client Code

The JavaScript Search Framework is very flexible when it comes to customizing the behavior of a search interface. Here are some examples to
help you get started.

Setting Custom Initialization Options
Binding Custom Event Handlers
Setting Up External Sources Programmatically

 

 

Binding Custom Event Handlers

When developing a search-driven website, you will often want to execute custom logic before or after the search query is actually performed. This
topic shows you how this can be achieved.

Create a new Sitecore page, using the  template. The page should look like this.Coveo Search Page

If you wanted to add custom logic, the first thing to do is to modify the query before is it performed. The second thing to do is to output
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statistics in the browser console. To do so, edit the  file, which is located in the   folder of yourCoveoSearch.ascx layouts/Coveo

Sitecore instance. Then, insert the code below.

Coveo.$(function() {
    var options = <%= Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions() %>;
    
    // ADDED CODE -->
    Coveo.$('#search')
        .on('buildingQuery', function (e, args) {
            args.queryBuilder.expression.add('search');
        })
        .on('querySuccess', function (e, args) {
            console.log('Query returned ' + args.results.totalCount + ' results
in ' + args.results.duration + 'ms.');
        });
    // <-- ADDED CODE    

    Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init', options);
});

Using the on jQuery method, attach the two event handlers to the buildingQuery and querySuccess events (see the list of Events). 
Since the buildingQuery event is fired before the query is performed, it is the preferred event to alter the query expression. In this
case, you could simply add the search term to the query. The querySuccess event, on the other hand, is fired when the query
succeeds. In this case, you could simply output the total number of results and the query duration in the browser console.
 
When reloading the page, you can see how it changes.

As you can see, by default, the search query uses the   term. Notice that you are getting 234 results instead of 2847. Also, bysearch

looking at the browser's console, you can see the custom trace.

Query returned 234 results in 30ms.

 

 

Setting Custom Initialization Options

This topic explains how you can customize the initialization options of any type of component of the JavaScript Search Framework (for a list of
components, see  ).Components

Create a new Sitecore page using the   template.Coveo Search Page
Now, add two facets to the search page. In this example, use   and  .Template Language

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Components
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If want to disable the search box on every facet and reduce the number of values from 5 to 3, add the following code snippet.

Coveo.$(function() {
    var options = <%= Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions() %>;
    
    // ADDED CODE -->       
    if (!options.Facet) {
        options.Facet = {};
    }
    options.Facet.enableFacetSearch = false;
    options.Facet.numberOfValues = 3;
    // <-- ADDED CODE
 
    Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init', options);
});

The first thing to do is ensure that the   object exists before attempting to set properties on it. Then, set all the optionsoptions.Facet
that you need. In this case, only set   and  . Those settings will apply on every facet. When youenableFacetSearch numberOfValues
reload the page, it should now look like this.

 
Now, if you refresh the page, you will see that facets are using the custom initialization options.
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It is important to keep in mind that any option that you set programmatically for a component will supersede the options that you set from the
Sitecore Page Editor.

This example showed you how to set custom facet settings, but you could modify the settings of any component from the JavaScript Search
Framework, such as  ,  , or  .SearchInterface QueryBox ResultList

Setting Up External Sources Programmatically

Coveo for Sitecore allows you to perform search queries on content that is external to Sitecore. It is also possible to configure it directly from the
Sitecore user interface as described in  . But sometimes, it may be useful to specify the list ofDisplaying External Content in a Search Interface
external sources to include programmatically. One way to do it is to use the   jQuery plug-in.coveoForSitecore

Set up the external source as explained in  . Do not set the external source on theDisplaying External Content in a Search Interface
search component, as you are setting it programmatically instead.
Open the   file that is located under the   folder of your Sitecore instance, and aCoveoSearch.ascx layouts/Coveo dd the John West

Blog source to the list of external sources by adding this code snippet. 

Coveo.$(function() {
    var options = <%= Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions() %>;
            
    // ADDED CODE -->
    options.externalSources.push('John West Blog')
    // <-- ADDED CODE

    Coveo.$('#search').coveoForSitecore('init', options);
});

Reload the search page and verify that it now includes results from the external source.
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Adding Coveo Tab Components in a Coveo Search Page

This page explains how to add a   in a Coveo Search Page and how to link this component to a specific tab element.Coveo Tab Component

Step 1 - Duplicate the Sublayouts

First duplicate the Coveo Facet and Coveo Search sublayouts (see  ). This will prevent yourUsing Multiple Layouts for Coveo Components
upcoming modifications from being overwritten and lost during an upgrade of Coveo for Sitecore.

Step 2 - Modify the .ascx Files

Defining Your Tabs

Edit your copy of  .CoveoSearch.ascx
Insert the following element inside the   element with a class equal to  :div search

<div class="coveo-tab-section">
  <a class="CoveoTab" data-id="tab1" data-caption='Tab 1'></a>
  <a class="CoveoTab" data-id="tab2" data-caption='Tab 2'></a>
</div>

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Tab+Component
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Save and close the file.
Validate that when you create a new Coveo Search Page based on your custom sublayout, your tabs are displayed in the interface.

Adding the FacetTab Parameter to Your Facets

Edit your copy of  .CoveoFacet.ascx
Add the following attribute to the   element with a class equal to  :div CoveoFacet

data-tab='<%= Model.Parameters.ToDictionary()["FacetTab"] %>'

Save the file.

Step 3 - Define the FacetTab Parameter

Add a new parameter template that inherits from the Coveo   template (see Facet Parameters Adding Custom Parameters by Creating
).a New Template

Add a new field named   to the new template.FacetTab

You now have a template for Coveo Facets with a parameter for tabs. The next steps will allow you to define this parameter in the Experience
Editor.

Open the CoveoFacet sublayout that you have previously duplicated.
Edit the   field to link it to the parameter template that you have previously created.Parameters Template

Step 4 - Link a Facet Component to a Search Tab

Create a new  .Coveo Search Page
Add a Coveo Facet component in your interface.
In the properties of the facet, find the field FacetTab and set its value to the ID of one of your tabs (  or   in the example above).tab1 tab2
Click  .OK
Save the page.
Validate that the facet only appears in the proper tab.

Managing Top Results

When developing a search-driven website, you may want to define certain items to appear first in the list of search results. It turns outmanually 
that Top Results were made with this exact purpose in mind. You can now configure Coveo Top Results using the Sitecore UI.

This section covers the following topics:

Configuring the Top Results Folder
Managing Top Result Items in Sitecore
Synchronizing Top Results Automatically
Synchronizing Top Results Manually
Localizing Top Results
Troubleshooting Top Result Issues

Overview

A top result works by boosting a result's ranking in such a way that it appears first in the list of search results. A top result is composed of two
things:

A list of queries.
An ordered list of documents.

Thus, whenever a user performs a query that matches any one of the Top Results queries, the associated Top Results documents are brought at
the top of the list of search results.

What's Next?

You can now proceed to  .Configuring the Top Results Folder

Configuring the Top Results Folder

When installing the Coveo for Sitecore package, a folder is created in the Sitecore Content Tree to store the top result items. By default, the
folder's path is  . /sitecore/system/Modules/Coveo/Top Results You can decide at any time to change the location of the Top Results
folder in the Sitecore Content Tree.
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Here is how to configure the location of the Top Results folder:

Open the configuration dialog (  >  >  > ).Control Panel Coveo Search Configure Top Results Folder

Modify the location of the top results folder, then click the  button.Next
A new top results folder will be created at the specified location, as shown below.
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The Top Results folder has the insert options set up, so it is easy to create new top results.already 

What's Next?

You can now proceed to .Managing Top Result Items in Sitecore

Managing Top Result Items in Sitecore

Since Top Results can be configured using standard Sitecore items, it is quite easy to manage them.

Navigate to the  folder. The default path is  .Top Results /sitecore/system/Modules/Coveo/Top Results
Right-click on the folder and create a top result item.
Give the new item a meaningful name. The  field will be filled automatically with the name of the top result.Queries
The  field allows you to select which items need to appear first in the results list. The items will appear in the same order as thoseItems
defined in the field.
In this example, a top result was created with the query , presenting two items. The first one is a sports car, and the second onedesign
a luxury car.
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6.  When searching the website with the design query, you can see that the selected items appear in the right order.

 

A Word About Item Versions

Sitecore items can be versioned in two different ways: with numbers or languages. Here is how they are both supported by Coveo for Sitecore.

First of all, here is what the  template looks like.Top Result

You can modify and remove Top Results as you would do with any other Sitecore item. You can also clone and duplicate top
result items.

A Coveo Search Page allows you to sort results according to multiple criteria (e.g. relevancy, date or specific fields). Since top results
are essentially a way to better the ranking of specific search results, they are only considered when results are sorted by Relevancy.
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As you can see, the  field (entitled ) is configured as . This means that, for a top result, the field value willTopResultDocuments Items Shared
always be the same no matter if a numbered or language version is used. On the other hand, the  field (entitled ) is aTopResultQueries Queries
regular field. Its value can change according to number and language versions.

This allows for better support of the localized Top Results. It also allows you to add a language version without having to configure again which
items should show up in the search page and in which order. The items list is always the same, and the synchronization mechanism will take care
of matching the items' language with the top result's language. Number versions are not a concern either, as the synchronization mechanism will
automatically use the latest version of the top result and referenced items.

Publishing Top Results

As you probably know, Coveo for Sitecore uses different indexes for each Sitecore database. Even if the top result configuration is global in CES,
Top Results are still independent by database and language. This means that you need to publish the Top Results, and they need to be
synchronized before it can affect the user search on the public website.

What's Next?

You can now proceed to .Synchronizing Top Results Automatically

Synchronizing Top Results Automatically

Top Results are configured using Sitecore items, but they need to be replicated in CES. Most of the time, you will not need to worry about it, as
Coveo for Sitecore enables a recurrent task that does the job for you.

The task is defined in the  file and is scheduled to run every minute to synchronize Top Results from both the Coveo.SearchProvider.config
 and  databases. The XML snippet below shows you the default configuration.master web

<scheduling>
  <agent type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Agents.SynchronizeTopResults,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="Run" interval="00:01:00">
    <DatabasesToSynchronize>master;web</DatabasesToSynchronize>
  </agent>
</scheduling>

Configuring the Interval Task Attribute

The  attribute receives a  type and can be easily configured. Depending on your needs, you may want to adjust theInterval TimeSpan
frequency of the task. Increasing the task frequency will keep the Top Results better synchronized. However, increasing the task frequency too
much will put more pressure on the database, which might hurt the overall performance of the Sitecore instance.

Configuring the DatabasesToSynchronize Parameter

The parameter receives a semicolon-separated list of databases to synchronize. For example, to synchronize Top Results from  ,  ,master web
and   database, you would set the parameter as follows.pub

<DatabasesToSynchronize>master;web;pub</DatabasesToSynchronize>

Configuring Different Intervals for Databases

To use different interval depending on the database, you can simply define two agents instead of one. In this example, the Top Results will be
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synchronized every 10 minutes for the  database and daily for the  database.master web

<scheduling>
  <agent type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Agents.SynchronizeTopResults,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="Run" interval="00:10:00">
    <DatabasesToSynchronize>master</DatabasesToSynchronize>
  </agent>
  <agent type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Agents.SynchronizeTopResults,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" method="Run" interval="1.00:00:00">
    <DatabasesToSynchronize>web</DatabasesToSynchronize>
  </agent>
</scheduling>

What's Next?

You can now proceed to  .Synchronizing Top Results Manually

 

Synchronizing Top Results Manually

Sometimes, you may want to synchronize the Top Results manually. To do so, follow these steps.

Open the top result synchronization wizard (  >  >  >  ).Control Panel Coveo Search  Actions Synchronize Top Results
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Select the database(s) to synchronize, and then click the  button.Synchronize

What's Next?

You can now proceed to  .Localizing Top Results

 

Localizing Top Results

You can localize Top Results if your site uses multiple languages. In the following example, the languages being used are English (en) and
French Canada (fr-CA). Here is how to localize the Top Results:

Navigate to the top result item.
Select the “French Canada” version.
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The  top result does not have a French version yet. Create one by clicking the  link.design Add a new version
Add the French queries. In this case, the query  translates to .design conception
The selected items are the same in all versions. The synchronization task takes care of matching the item language with the top result
language.

What's Next?

Having issues with top results? See  .Troubleshooting Top Result Issues

Troubleshooting Top Result Issues

If you are having issues with top results, you can validate that they are properly configured in CES using the Admin Tool.

Open the Admin Tool in a web browser. The default URL is http://localhost:8081 (when accessed locally on the CES server).
Navigate to the top result list ( > ).Index  Top Results

 
Click on the top result link to see its details.

If you want a different list of items depending on the language, you should create a new top result item.

http://localhost:8081
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In the  field, there are two queries. The first one is , which was set on the top result in Sitecore. The second acts as a keyQueries design
and allows the synchronization mechanism to map the Sitecore top result items on the CES Top Results.
The  field contains the selected items. The  field contains an URI that identifies the selected item.Top Results Address

More on the Sitecore Key Format

The Sitecore key has the following structure:

Sitecore top result (<Source Hash>;<Item ID>;<Database>;<Language>)

The source hash avoids Top Results from multiple Sitecore environment being mixed together.
The item ID, database, and language allow you to better handle publishing and localization.

Working with the Coveo Search Box

This section provides information about the Coveo Search Box component.

This guide covers:

Integrating a Coveo Search Box in your Page Layout
Adding and Configuring Omnibox Suggestions Providers
Other Search Box Configurations
Providing Suggestions using the Coveo Omnibox

 

Integrating a Coveo Search Box in your Page Layout

Coveo for Sitecore offers a Search Box component that can be easily integrated into one of your layouts.

Procedure

For this example, a   item will be used, but it could be based on the template of your choice.Sample Item

This example also assumes that you created a search page beforehand.

From the Content Editor, open the   of your item (  >  ).Layout Details Presentation Details

Do not modify the Sitecore top results using the Admin Tool. Your changes would be lost the next time top results are
synchronized.

Do not alter the Sitecore keys manually, as Sitecore might leave orphan Top Results in CES. These orphan Top Results could then
interfere with other Sitecore Top Results and bring confusion in the search results.
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Next to the   device, choose  .Default Edit
In the   section, add a   sublayout to the desired placeholder. This sublayout includes theControls Coveo Search Box Resources
JavaScript dependencies that are required by the search box.

The  sublayout includes only the minimally required dependencies to include a Coveo Search Box Resources Coveo
 on a page. If you plan on adding  components, you will need to include the Search Box Omnibox Result List Coveo Search

 sublayout instead.Resources
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4.  Add a   sublayout to the same placeholder as above. The checkbox labeled Coveo Search Box Open the Properties dialog box
 should remain checked when you add the search box.immediately
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5.  By clicking on the   button, a property dialog should open so that you can configure the search box.  You must set the search pageSelect
corresponding to the search box.
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Choose .OK
Close all windows and save the item. 
Validate that you now have a fully working search box when you preview the item using the Page Editor (  >  ).Publish Preview

 

Behind the Scenes

The Coveo Search Box is tied either to   or  , depending on whether you use it in Web FormsCoveoSearchBox.ascx SearchBoxView.cshtml
or MVC.

Here is the code of the layout (  file):.ascx
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<%@ Control Language="c#" AutoEventWireup="true" Inherits="Coveo.UI.CoveoSearchBox"
TargetSchema="http://schemas.microsoft.com/intellisense/ie5" %>
<%@ Register TagPrefix="coveoui" Namespace="Coveo.UI.Controls" Assembly="Coveo.UIBase"
%>
<%-- When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
     avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor.  --%>
<coveoui:ErrorSummary runat="server" />
<coveoui:WhenConfigured runat="server">
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function () {
            if (typeof(CoveoForSitecore) !== 'undefined') {
                CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions = <%=
Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions() %>;
                Coveo.$('#<%= Model.SearchBoxUniqueId
%>').coveoForSitecore('initSearchBox',
                                                                           
CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions);
            } else {
                Coveo.$('#<%= Model.SearchBoxUniqueId %>').coveo('initSearchBox',
                                                                 '<%=
Model.GetSearchPageUrl() %>');
            }
            Coveo.$('#<%= Model.SearchBoxUniqueId
%>').find("input.CoveoQueryBox").attr("placeholder", '<%=
Model.SearchBoxPlaceholderText %>');
        });
    </script>
    <div id="<%= Model.SearchBoxUniqueId %>">
        <% if (Model.AnalyticsEnabled) { %>
            <div class="CoveoAnalytics"
                 data-user="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsUser() %>"
                 data-endpoint="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsEndpoint() %>"
                 data-token="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsToken() %>"
                 data-search-hub="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsCurrentSiteName() %>"
                 data-send-to-cloud="<%= Model.CoveoAnalyticsEnabled %>">
            </div>
        <% } %>
        <div class="CoveoSearchBox" data-activate-omnibox="true"></div>
        <sc:placeholder key="coveo-omnibox-suggestions-providers" runat="server" />
    </div>
</coveoui:WhenConfigured>

Notice that the initialization function is named   instead of   for regular search pages.initSearchBox init

The MVC layout is similar, instead of the regular ASP.NET one:although it uses the ASP.NET MVC syntax 
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@using Coveo.UI.Extensions
@using Sitecore.Mvc
@model Coveo.UI.Mvc.Models.SearchBoxModel
@* When customizing this component, ensure to use "Coveo.$" instead of the regular
jQuery "$" to
     avoid any conflicts with Sitecore's Page Editor/Experience Editor.  *@
@Html.Coveo().RenderErrorSummary(Model.ValidateModel())
@if (Model.IsConfigured) {
    <script type="text/javascript">
        Coveo.$(function () {
            if (typeof(CoveoForSitecore) !== 'undefined') {
                CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions =
@(Html.Raw(Model.GetJavaScriptInitializationOptions()))
                Coveo.$('#@Model.SearchBoxUniqueId').coveoForSitecore('initSearchBox',
                                                                     
CoveoForSitecore.componentsOptions);
            } else {
                Coveo.$('#@Model.SearchBoxUniqueId').coveo('initSearchBox',
                                                          
'@Model.GetSearchPageUrl()');
            }
           
Coveo.$('#@Model.SearchBoxUniqueId').find("input.CoveoQueryBox").attr("placeholder",
'@Model.SearchBoxPlaceholderText');
        });
    </script>
    <div id="@Model.SearchBoxUniqueId">
        @if (Model.AnalyticsEnabled) {
            <div class="CoveoAnalytics"
                data-user="@Model.GetAnalyticsUser()"
                data-endpoint="@Model.GetAnalyticsEndpoint()"
                data-token="@Model.GetAnalyticsToken()"
                data-search-hub="@Model.GetAnalyticsCurrentSiteName()"
                data-send-to-cloud="@Model.CoveoAnalyticsEnabled">
            </div>
        }
        <div class="CoveoSearchBox" data-activate-omnibox="true"></div>
        @Html.Sitecore().Placeholder("coveo-omnibox-suggestions-providers-mvc")
    </div>
}

Adding and Configuring Omnibox Suggestions Providers

Query suggestions and search results can be displayed as the user types in the Coveo Search Box. To facilitate the configuration of those search
results, Coveo provides components that can be added to Search Boxes.

Adding a Suggestions Provider to Your Search Box

In the  in , once a Coveo Search Box component has been added to your page, you should see a Sitecore placeholderContent Editor Edit mode
located under the Search Box.
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Available suggestions providers can be added the usual way by:

Clicking on .Add components
Clicking on the  button.Add here

A list of the available components should appear on the screen. Simply select the component you would like to use.

Available Suggestions Providers

Omnibox Result List

After adding an Omnibox Result List to your Coveo Search Box, the name of the component should appear under the search box. This name will
only be visible in .edit mode
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The Omnibox Result List will display search results as the user types. It is, in fact, a result list that renders itself inside the Omnibox.

It is possible to edit the  of this component to fit your needs.properties

 

Other Search Box Configurations

There is a lot of components that can be added to your search box to provide incredible search to the end users. Unfortunately, these
components have not been leveraged yet in Coveo for Sitecore. This page explains how to bring the power of those components to your search
boxes.

This page assumes that you know how to duplicate Coveo Search Components so that they will not be overriden by subsequent updates (see Du
).plicating the Coveo Search Component

Adding the Components

Duplicate the Coveo Search Box component.
Open your duplicate of CoveoSearchBox.ascx.
Add the components you want after the CoveoSearchBox component.

<div id="<%= Model.SearchBoxUniqueId %>">
    <% if (Model.AnalyticsEnabled) { %>
        <div class="CoveoAnalytics"
             data-user="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsUser() %>"
             data-endpoint="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsEndpoint() %>"
             data-token="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsToken() %>"
             data-search-hub="<%= Model.GetAnalyticsCurrentSiteName() %>"
             data-send-to-cloud="<%= Model.CoveoAnalyticsEnabled %>">
        </div>
    <% } %>
    <div class="CoveoSearchBox" data-activate-omnibox="true"></div>
 
    <!-- Insert components here -->

    <sc:placeholder key="coveo-omnibox-suggestions-providers" runat="server" />
</div>

 There are plenty of components that you can add to your search page. The JSUI provides documentation on how to configure them properly
(see  ).Adding a Standalone Search Box

Components

TopFieldsSuggestions

<span class="CoveoTopFieldSuggestions" data-field='@sysauthor'></span>

For more information on this component, see  .TopFieldSuggestions Component

TopAnalyticsSuggestions

<span class="CoveoTopAnalyticsSuggestions"></span>

For more information on this component, see  .TopAnalyticsSuggestions Component

Facets

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Adding+a+Standalone+Search+Box
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/TopFieldSuggestions+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/TopAnalyticsSuggestions+Component
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<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Authors"
                        data-field="@sysauthor"
                        data-include-in-omnibox="true"></div>

For more information on this component, see  .Facet Component

Providing Suggestions using the Coveo Omnibox

To improve user experience, query and result suggestions are highly recommended. Facet suggestions, although not as common, can also be
used.

The Coveo JavaScript Framework includes the   in order to provide these suggestions to the end users. In Coveo forOmniBox Component
Sitecore, the component can be added in both the full Search Interface (Coveo Search/Coveo Search View) and the standalone Search box
(Coveo Search Box/Coveo Search Box View).

This guide will cover how you can:

Provide Query Suggestions
Provide Result Suggestions
Provide Facet Suggestions

Provide Query Suggestions

Query suggestions, or type-ahead, propose a query to the user based on the first few letters entered in the search box.

You can provide suggestions using the  or a specific field.Coveo Usage Analytics

Analytics Based Suggestions

Main article: TopAnalyticsSuggestions Component

This component is used to provide query suggestions based on the most commonly logged queries by the Coveo Analytics service. It can be
added in both the Search Interface and the Search Box.
Search Interface ( )Coveo Search/Coveo Search View

Prerequisites: 

Usage Analytics needs to be enabled on your page (see ).Configuring Coveo Usage Analytics
The Omnibox must be enabled on your page (see  ).Search Component Properties

Instructions:

Locate the CoveoSearchInterface class in the  (Web Forms) or the  (MVC).CoveoSearch.ascx SearchView.cshtml
Add the following code anywhere inside the  of that class:<div>

<span class="CoveoTopAnalyticsSuggestions"></span>

Coveo Usage Analytics and Analytics Suggestions is only available for Pro or Enterprise users. For more details, see Coveo for
.Sitecore features and Support

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Facet+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/OmniBox+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Providing+Result+Suggestions
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Providing+Facet+Suggestions
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=89
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/TopAnalyticsSuggestions+Component
http://www.coveo.com/en/solutions/coveo-for-sitecore/features-support
http://www.coveo.com/en/solutions/coveo-for-sitecore/features-support
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Save the page.
Standalone Search Box (Coveo Search Box/Coveo Search Box View)

Prerequisites:

Usage Analytics needs to be enabled on your page (see  ).Configuring Coveo Usage Analytics
You need to use the  (Web Forms) or the  (MVC),   the CoveoSearchresources.ascx SearchViewresources.cshtml not CoveoSe

 (Web Forms) or the  (MVC).archBoxresources.ascx SearchBoxViewresources.cshtml

Instructions:

 Locate the class in the  (Web Forms) or the  (MVC)CoveoSearchBox  CoveoSearchBox.ascx SearchBoxView.cshtml .
Add the following code anywhere inside the  of that class:<div>

<span class="CoveoTopAnalyticsSuggestions"></span>

Save the page.

Field Based Suggestions

Main article: TopFieldSuggestions Component

This component is used to provide query suggestions based on a particular facet field. It can be added to both the Search Interface and the
Search Box.
Search Interface (Coveo Search/Coveo Search View)

Prerequisites:

The Omnibox must be enabled on your page (see Search Component Properties).
The field used for suggestions needs to be a Facet. You can create a facet in the Content Editor System > Settings > Buckets > Facets
or in the  file.  Coveo.SearchProvider.config  

Instructions:

 Locate the  class in the  (Web Forms) or the  (MVC).CoveoSearchInterface  CoveoSearch.ascx SearchView.cshtml
Add the following code anywhere inside the  of that class:<div>

<span class="CoveoTopFieldSuggestions" data-header-title="MySitecoreFieldTitle"
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("MySitecoreField"))'></span>

Save the page.

 
Standalone Search Box (Coveo Search Box/Coveo Search Box View)

Prerequisites: 

The field used for suggestions needs to be a Facet. You can create a facet in the Content Editor   >   >   > System Settings Buckets Facets
or in the   file.  Coveo.SearchProvider.config

You need to use the  (Web Forms) or the  (MVC),   the CoveoSearchresources.ascx SearchViewresources.cshtml not CoveoSe
 (Web Forms) or the  (MVC).archBoxresources.ascx SearchBoxViewresources.cshtml

Instructions:

 Locate the  class in the  (Web Forms) or the  (MVC).CoveoSearchBox  CoveoSearchBox.ascx SearchBoxView.cshtml
Add the following code anywhere inside the  of that class:<div>

Using fields is an easy way to provide suggestions, but it is not as efficient or relevant as the  describedTopAnalyticsSuggestions
above.

You can also use  to create your own .TopFieldSuggestions Query Suggestions

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/TopFieldSuggestions+Component
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<span class="CoveoTopFieldSuggestions" data-header-title="MySitecoreFieldTitle"
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("MySitecoreField"))'></span>

Save the page.

Provide Result Suggestions

This component will suggest results directly in the Omnibox. Clicking on one of the suggestions opens the item directly.

You can add this component to both the Search Interface and the Search Box.
Search Interface (Coveo Search/Coveo Search View)

Prerequisites: 

The Omnibox must be enabled on your page. See  .Search Component Properties

Instructions:

 Locate the CoveoSearchInterface class in the CoveoSearch.ascx (Web Forms) or the SearchView.cshtml (MVC).
Add the following anywhere inside the <div> of that class:

<div class="CoveoOmniBoxResultList">
 <script class="result-template" type="text/x-underscore-template">
  <div>
   <a href="{{-ClickUri}}" class="title open-link">{{-Title}}</a>
  </div>
 </script>
</div>

Save the page.
Standalone Search Box (Coveo Search Box/Coveo Search Box View)

Prerequisites:

You need to use the CoveoSearchRessources.ascx (Web Forms) or the SearchViewRessources.cshtml (MVC),   thenot
CoveoSearchBoxRessources.ascx (Web Forms) or the SearchBoxViewRessources.cshtml (MVC).

Instructions:

In the Experience Editor in Edit mode, once a Coveo Search Box component has been added to your page, you should see a Sitecore
placeholder located under the Search Box.

You can also use TopFieldSuggestions to create your own .Query Suggestions
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Click on Add components.
Click on the Add here button.
Select the OmniboxResultList Component.

Save the item.

Provide Facet Suggestions

The Omnibox can propose Facets to the user. Clicking on a facet suggestion selects this facet and refreshes the result page.
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This component can be added to both the Search Interface and the Search Box Component.
Search Interface (Coveo Search/Coveo Search View)

Prerequisites: 

The Omnibox must be enabled on your page (see  ).Search Component Properties
You need to have at least one Facet component on your page (see ).Inserting and Customizing a Facet Component

Facet suggestions will be visible as soon as the prerequisites are met. If they are not showing:

Open the Facet Component properties using the Experience Editor or the Content Editor.
Check the  check-box.Include facet values in the omnibox 
Save the item.

 
Standalone Search Box (Coveo Search Box/Coveo Search Box View)

Prerequisites: 

You need to have at least one Facet Component on the page specified in the  of your SearchBox properties (see Search Page Item  Inser
).ting and Customizing a Facet Component

You need to use the CoveoSearchRessources.ascx (Web Forms) or the SearchViewRessources.cshtml (MVC),   thenot
CoveoSearchBoxRessources.ascx   or the SearchBoxViewRessources.cshtml (MVC).(Web Forms)

Instructions:

 Locate the CoveoSearchBox class in the CoveoSearchBox.ascx (Web Forms) or the SearchBoxView.cshtml (MVC).
Add the following code anywhere inside the <div> of that class:

Replace the   placeholder with the value found in the Unique Id Facet Component Properties of your Facet.
Save the page.

Understanding the AllowSearchPage Processor

The purpose of the  processor is to allow a user to create a search page from the Page Editor out of the box. It automaticallyAllowSearchPage

adds templates to create a search page for Web Forms and MVC to the insert options of the  item. Also, Sitecore securities/sitecore/content

are still applied, so you can prevent users or groups from creating search pages with the Security Editor. To do so, simply deny access to the Cov
 and/or   templates as you wish.eo Search Page Coveo Search Page (MVC)

Changing the Item Path

If you prefer, you can change the item on which the insert options are added. Here is the detailed procedure to change the setting:

Open the   file located in the   folder of your Sitecore instance.Coveo.UI.Controls.config App_Config/Include
Search for the  > element.<AllowSearchPageRootPath
Specify the path of the item (and sub items) under which you want to allow search pages to be created.

<AllowSearchPageRootPath>/sitecore/content/my/new/item/path</AllowSearchPageRootP
ath>

Save the file.

Managing the Insert Options Manually

If you want full control over where a user can create search pages, you may want to manage insert options manually. Here follows the detailed
procedure:

Disable the   processor.AllowSearchPage
Open the   file located in the   folder of your Sitecore instance.Coveo.UI.Controls.config App_Config/Include
Find the   element which contains the processor that modifies insert options.<uiGetMasters>
Delete the   element.processor
Save the file.

 
<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Type" id=[Unique Id] data-id=[Unique Id]
data-field='@(Model.ToCoveoFieldName("myField"))' data-include-in-omnibox="true"
data-preserve-position="false"></div>
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In Sitecore, add the necessary search page template to the insert options of the desired items. You can now choose to allow the Coveo
 or the   template to be used anywhere in the content tree.Search Page Coveo Search Page (MVC)

 

Overriding the Search Friendly Error Message

AVAILABLE SINCE: JANUARY 2016 RELEASE

If Coveo Enterprise Search happens to be down while visiting your search page, the Coveo Search component is set to render an error such as
this one, instead of raising an ASP.NET error:

These captions are based on Sitecore dictionaries. It is thus easy for you to modify them.

Step 1 - Create a Dictionary for Your Custom Labels

Open Sitecore Content Editor.
Navigate to /sitecore/system/Dictionary.

Select the Dictionary item, then right-click it and select Insert > Dictionary folder.
Name your dictionary. For this example, you can name it Custom.

 

Step 2 - Create the Custom Title Caption

Create the custom title caption.

Select the Custom item, right-click it and select Insert > Dictionary entry.
Enter a name such as CustomSearchUnavailableErrorTitle.

Fill the Key field with the text below. 

Search is currently unavailable

Fill the   field with the text you want.Phrase

Step 3 - Create the Custom Label for the Detail Message

Create a new Dictionary entry as in .Step 2
Fill the Key field with the text below.

If the problem persists contact the administrator.

Fill the   field with the text you want.Phrase
Publish the   dictionary and its subitems. The friendly error messages are now overridden.Custom

The text must be exactly as shown below. Make sure there are no leading or trailing whitespaces.

The text must be exactly as shown below. Make sure there are no leading or trailing whitespaces.

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#January_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1226_Minor_Rollout
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Creating Tabs

 

Description

Using Coveo JS UI Framework, it’s pretty easy to create search Tabs that allows you to group facets together (see ).Search Tab

This article explains how to do the same using Coveo for Sitecore.

Environment

Coveo for Sitecore 1000+
Configuration
Seach Tab, Search Interface

 

Resolution

This example is based on Web Form.

Step 1 - Create new ascx files

Open a Windows File Explorer and go to MySitecoreInstance/Website/layouts, create a folder name MyLayouts.
In MySitecoreInstance/Website/layouts/Coveo, copy CoveoSearch.ascx and CoveoFacet.ascx into MyLayouts folder.
Rename CoveoSearch.ascx and CoveoFacet.ascx to myCoveoSearch.ascx and myCoveoFacet.ascx

Step 2 - Create the Sitecore SubLayouts

In Sitecore Content Editor, open Sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts and create a new folder named mySublayouts
In Sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo, duplicate the Sublayout “Coveo Facet” into Sublayouts. Rename it to myCoveoFacet
In myCoveoFacet Data section, change the “Ascx file" to /layouts/myLayout/myCoveoFacet.ascx. Save and Publish
In Sitecore/Layout/Sublayouts/Coveo, duplicate the Sublayout “Coveo Search” into Sublayouts. Rename it to myCoveoSearch

This guide is  . In Coveo for Sitecore 4.0, the tab components are now in Sitecore : only for Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 Inserting and
Customizing a Tab Component

https://developers.coveo.com/display/public/JsSearch/Basic+Customizations
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Inserting+and+Customizing+a+Tab+Component
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Inserting+and+Customizing+a+Tab+Component
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In myCoveoSearch Data section, change the “Ascx file" to /layouts/myLayout/myCoveoSearch.ascx. Save and Publish

Step 3 - Create the Sitecore Parameter Template

In Sitecore Content Editor, using the Template Wizard, Create a new Template that inherit from
Templates/CoveoModule/Search/Facet Parameters. Name it MyFacetTemplate
In the MyFacetTemplate, create a new Section named “Tab Parameter”
In the MyFacetTemplate, create a new single-line text Field named myTabField. This is the field that will be used to select on which
Tab a facet is displayed
Save and Publish
Open myCoveoFacet in Sitecore Content Editor. In the Editor Options section, change the “Parameters Template” to
“MyFacetTemplate” create in step 1.

Step 4 - Adding myCoveoFacet to Coveo Facets Placeholder Settings

In Sitecore Content Editor,  open  Sitecore/Layout/Placeholder Settings/Coveo/Web Form/Coveo Facets
In the Allowed Controls section, add myCoveoFacet sublayout. This will allow you to add Coveo Facets based on the myCoveoFacet
sublayout.

Step 5 - Modifying the ascx pages

Open  myCoveoSearch.ascx and this code for the tabs display in the <div id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface"> div. This will
create the Tabs themselves

<div class="coveo-tab-section">
     <a class="CoveoTab" data-id="first" data-caption="First Tab"
data-icon="coveo-sprites-tab-all-content"></a>
     <a class="CoveoTab" data-id="second" data-caption="Second Tab"
data-icon="coveo-sprites-tab-all-content"></a>
</div>

.
Open myCoveoFacet.ascx and add data-tab ='<%= Model.Parameters.ToDictionary()["myTabField"] %>’ to <div
class="CoveoFacet">
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<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title='<%= Model.Title %>'
                            data-field='<%= Model.Field %>'
                            data-number-of-values='<%= Model.NumberOfValues
%>'
                            data-id='<%= Model.UniqueId %>'
                            data-enable-collapse='<%= Model.EnableCollapse %>'
                            data-enable-more-less='<%= Model.EnableMoreLess
%>'
                            data-enable-settings='<%= Model.EnableSettings %>'
                            data-lookup-field='<%= Model.LookupField %>'
                            data-sort-criteria='<%= Model.Sort %>'
                            data-is-multi-value-field='<%=
Model.IsMultiValueField %>'
                            data-show-icon='<%= Model.ShowIcon %>'
                            data-computed-field='<%= Model.ComputedField %>'
                            data-computed-field-operation='<%=
Model.ComputedFieldOperation %>'
                            data-computed-field-format='<%=
Model.ComputedFieldFormat %>'
                            data-computed-field-caption='<%=
Model.ComputedFieldCaption %>'
                            data-include-in-breadcrumb='<%=
Model.IncludeInBreadcrumb %>'
                            data-number-of-values-in-breadcrumb='<%=
Model.NumberOfValuesInBreadcrumb %>'
                            data-include-in-omnibox='<%=
Model.IncludeInOmnibox %>'
                            data-enable-facet-search='<%=
Model.EnableFacetSearch %>'
                            data-facet-number-of-values-in-facet-search='<%=
Model.NumberOfValuesInFacetSearch %>'
                            data-allow-toggling-operator='<%=
Model.AllowTogglingOperator %>'
                            data-use-and='<%= Model.UseAnd %>'
                            data-page-size='<%= Model.MorePageSize %>'
                            data-injection-depth='<%= Model.InjectionDepth %>'
                            data-available-sorts='<%= String.Join(",",
Model.AvailableSorts) %>'
       data-tab ='<%= Model.Parameters.ToDictionary()["myTabField"] %>'>
</div>

 This will allow the facets created from myCoveoFacet to be binded to a specific Tab using the field myTabField.

Step 6 - Adding Facets to your Search Tabs

In Sitecore, select the Layout Details of your Coveo Search Page (Presentation >> Details). Replace the Coveo Search Controls with
myCoveoSearch. Set its placeholder to coveo-search. Save
Open you Coveo Search Page with Sitecore Experience Editor. You will see new Search Tabs at the top of the Search page
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Add a new Facet to your search page based on myCoveoFacet

In the Tab Parameter section of the facet, set the Tabs on which you want the facet to be displayed

Creating a Personalized Search Interface
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In this topic:
Requirements
Hiding a Component Based on
Certain Conditions
Changing a Component's
Parameters Based on Certain
Conditions

Step 1 - Create a Facet
Parameters Item
Step 2 - Create a Condition
That Uses Your New Facet
Parameters Item

Personalizing a Component
Based on the Current Visitor
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While customizing a search interface allows you to statically change its look and feel, personalization allows you to dynamically change it based
on some external conditions. For example, you may want your facets to appear and behave differently depending on:

The device that is currently being used.
The location of the current visitor.
The type of the current visitor (i.e. its ).Pattern Card

The current section covers what you need to know to personalize a search interface.

Personalizing Coveo Components

Personalizing Coveo Components

This page covers how you can dynamically change the look and feel of a component
depending on external conditions.

Requirements

You need a freshly updated search index (see ).Rebuilding Your Search Indexes
You need a Coveo Search Page item.
You need a Coveo Facet component with the following values:

Title: Author
Field: Author
Number of Values: 10
Sort: Occurrences

Hiding a Component Based on Certain Conditions

If you want to hide a Coveo Facet component whenever you are using a mobile device, here is the procedure:

Preview your Coveo Search Page using the Page Editor.
Choose the  mode.Edit
Select the Coveo Facet component.
Edit the personalization options of the component.

Note:
Each example will build on the previous one, so make sure to complete all of them in
order.

Note:
Although the steps in this tutorial are based on a Jetstream Demo instance, you could easily reproduce them with your own data.

http://spn.sitecore.net/en/Partner-Resources/Demo-Center.aspx
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In the  dialog, choose .Personalize the Component New Condition
Name it .Hidden on Mobile
Choose .Edit

In the  dialog, among the  rules, choose  and click .Rule Set Editor Device Detection where the device is mobile OK
Back in the  dialog, check .Personalize the Component Hide Component
Choose .OK
In the floating toolbar for the Coveo Facet component, choose the  condition.Hidden on Mobile
Validate that your Coveo Facet component is now hidden.

Changing a Component's Parameters Based on Certain Conditions
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Here is how you can change the parameters of a Coveo Facet component whenever you are using a mobile device. You actually need modify the
condition that you created in the previous section.

Step 1 - Create a Facet Parameters Item

Log into the Sitecore Content Editor.
Under the  item, create the  folder (using the /sitecore/Content/Home Coveo Misc/Component Parameters Templates /Temp

 template).lates/Common/Folder

Under the  folder, create a Facet Parameters item (using the Coveo Misc/Component Parameters Templates /sitecore/templ

 template) with the following values:ates/CoveoModule/Search/Facet Parameters

Title: Author
Field: Author
Number of Values: 3
Sort: Occurrences

Save the item.

Step 2 - Create a Condition That Uses Your New Facet Parameters Item

Preview your Coveo Search Page using the Page Editor.
Choose the  mode.Edit
Select the Coveo Facet component.
Edit the personalization options of the component.
In the  dialog, change the name of the  condition for .Personalize the Component Hidden on Mobile Customized Parameters
Uncheck the  option.Hide Component
Next to , click the ellipsis button.Personalize Content

In the  dialog, choose the Select the Associated Content /sitecore/Content/Home/Coveo Misc/Component Parameters
 content item and click .Templates/Default Facet Parameters OK

Back in the  dialog, choose .Personalize the Component OK
In the floating toolbar for the Coveo Facet component, choose the  condition.Customized Parameters
Validate that your Coveo Facet component now displays only three values, instead of the default value of 10.

Personalizing a Component Based on the Current Visitor
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In addition to the Device Detection rules used in the previous examples, you can also use the Profiles and Patterns rules. These are actually
related to the .Digital Marketing System (DMS)

This means that depending on the Pattern Card associated with the current visitor, you can change the appearance and properties of your
components.

Using Analytics
There are two different modules that can provide you analytics in Coveo for Sitecore: They can work side by side, meaning that you can enable
both at the same time.

This section presents you the characteristics of both modules.

Coveo Usage Analytics
Sitecore Analytics

Coveo Usage Analytics

The Coveo Usage Analytics module allows you to track analytics data for a Coveo Search Page. The various events that occur within it (queries,
clicks, etc.) are logged in the Coveo Cloud Platform, where they can be used to generate custom reports.

The following pages describe how to configure the Coveo Usage Analytics module.

Configuring Coveo Usage Analytics
Adding Custom Metadata

Configuring Coveo Usage Analytics

This page covers how you can configure the Coveo Usage Analytics module.

Requirements

Before you can track analytics for a Coveo Search Page, you must create a Coveo Cloud organization.

Enabling Analytics

Since the Coveo Usage Analytics module is disabled by default in a Coveo Search Page, you must enable it.

Coveo Professional Services must be involved to create the Organization. They will help you configure your Coveo Search
Page to send usage analytics data to the Organization. Please contact Coveo Sales for details.

If the query suggestions are not working properly after enabling Usage Analytics, it might be because the data token does not
have read privileges. Please contact Coveo Support for details.

The Analytics module only tracks events triggered within the  context. To track events triggered from another context, change the web d
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Here are the steps required to enable the module:

Using the  or , edit the properties of the Coveo Search component present in your Coveo Search Page.Content Editor Page Editor
Select the   option as shown below:Enable Coveo Usage Analytics

Go to the , and in the  section, click on .Control Panel Coveo Search Configuration
Click on .Configures the Usage Analytics
Insert your organization data token and click .Next
Validate that the analytics component is enabled by performing a query against the   database and by verifying that the query isweb
logged in the Coveo Usage Analytics module.

Coveo Cloud V1 Coveo Cloud V2

 property for the  site in the  file.atabase coveoanalytics Coveo.SearchProvider.config
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6.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

1.  
2.  

Using a Different Data Token per Site

You can use a different Coveo Usage Analytics data token for each site.

Open the  file.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
Locate the   section under the   section.AnalyticsDataTokens AnalyticsDataTokenMap
Add a specific data token for each sites that should use a different data token.

<AnalyticsDataTokens hint="raw:AddAnalyticsDataToken">
  <!-- Add Coveo Usage Analytics data token per site using DataToken element. -->
  <DataToken siteName="mySitename" dataToken="myDataToken" />
</AnalyticsDataTokens>

Adding Custom Metadata

The Coveo Usage Analytics module allows you to log custom metadata in addition to the metadata already being logged by default.

This page explains how you can easily add custom metadata for your Coveo Search Page.

Requirements

You must enable and configure the Coveo Usage Analytics module beforehand (see  ).Configuring Coveo Usage Analytics

Steps

Using the Content Editor or Page Editor, edit the properties of the Coveo Search component present in your Coveo Search Page.
In the   section, add the name of your custom metadata with its corresponding value.Coveo Usage Analytics Custom Metadata

It may take some time for the query to be visible in the dashboard (normally ~15 minutes). 

By default, all dashboards will show data for the past days, not the current day. You need to change the date filter to see the
data for the current day.

You can disable the Coveo Usage Analytics module in your Coveo Search Page by simply unselecting the Enable Coveo
 option.Usage Analytics
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2.  

3.  
4.  
5.  

Click  .OK
Save and publish your page.
Perform a query and verify that it is properly logged in the Coveo Usage Analytics module.
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5.  

6.  

7.  

Once a query is sent to Coveo Usage Analytics module, the dimension name is suggested in the   section.Add a Dimension

Validate that you now have a value appearing for the newly added custom metadata.

If you have just done the configuration, you should see a query count of 2.

Note that the name of the custom metadata is in lower case. This means that metadata names are not case sensitive.
Assigning a value to either  or  has the same dimension.custommetadata CustomMetadata
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7.  

Sitecore Analytics

Just like the  oveo Usage Analytics module, the Sitecore Analytics module allows you to track analytics data for a Coveo Search Page. TheC
various events that occur within it are logged in the Sitecore Analytics database, where they can be used to generate custom reports and offer
better query suggestions.

The following pages describe how to configure the Sitecore Analytics module and how to use the collected data to personalize the end-user
experience.

Configuring the Search Interface Analytics
Leveraging Sitecore Analytics in Coveo for Sitecore

Configuring the Search Interface Analytics

You can track analytics data from a Coveo search interface. The various events are logged in the Sitecore Analytics module, where they can be
used to generate custom reports and offer better query suggestions. The following sections describe how to configure the analytics component
and how to alter its behavior to handle custom events or change how events are logged.

Sections
Configuring the Analytics Component
Changing the Events Data
Handling Custom Events
Tracking Events Into an External Database
Querying Page Events in the Analytics Database
Available Page Events
Sitecore Page Events Logged by Coveo for Sitecore
Understanding the Experience Profile
Customize Page Events Caption Displayed in Experience Profile

 

Configuring the Analytics Component

Analytics Component Requirements

In order to track the search interface usage analytics, the following requirements must be met:

The MVC framework must be enabled (see ).Sitecore MVC Developer's Reference Guide
The Sitecore Analytics module must be installed (see   for Sitecore 7.0.X to Sitecore 7.2.X).Installing the Sitecore DMS
The Page Events located under  must be published to the  da/sitecore/system/Settings/Analytics/Page Events/Coveo web
tabase.

Enabling or Disabling the Analytics Component

 

To enable or disable the Analytics component, follow these steps:

As you can see, the first query done in the configuration does not have a value for  , but the second oneCustomMetadata
does have the value  .CustomValue

The Analytics component only tracks events triggered within the web context. To track events triggered from another context, change
the database property for the site coveoanalytics in the Coveo.SearchProvider.config file.

http://sdn.sitecore.net/Reference/Sitecore%207/MVC%20Reference.aspx
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1.  
2.  

3.  

1.  
2.  

Open your  component properties in the Page Editor or Content Editor Coveo Search

Toggle the   field.Enable Sitecore Analytics

Validate that the Analytics component is enabled or disabled by performing a query and  of your analyticsquerying the   tablePageEvents
database.

Enabling or Disabling the Analytics Component on a Coveo Search Box

The Analytics component can also be enabled on a Coveo Search Box, although the possible types of logged events will be limited.

To enable or disable the Analytics component for the search box, follow these steps:

Open your   component properties in the Page Editor or Content Editor.Coveo Search Box
Toggle the Enable Sitecore Analytics field as shown below:
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2.  

3.  

1.  

Validate that the Analytics component is enabled or disabled by performing a query and querying the   tablePageEvents  of your analytics
database.

 

Changing the Events Data

By default, the analytics component only tracks a limited amount of information on each search event. However, by using the Coveo analytics
pipeline, custom processing can be done to change the format in which the information is stored or to include custom metadata. The current
tutorial will show you how to create a custom analytics processor in order to change the way the results URIs are stored in the database, and to
include the device which triggered the search event.

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You installed Coveo for Sitecore.
You integrated the Coveo JavaScript Search UI into one of your Sitecore layouts.
You have .configured and enabled the analytics component

Steps

Create a new C# class following the code below. You will need to reference the  and Coveo.SearchProviderBase Coveo.Framewor
 dlls, as well as  and . This will be your custom processor for the Coveo analytics pipeline.k Sitecore.Kernel Sitecore.Analytics

http://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Installing+and+Configuring+Coveo+for+Sitecore
http://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Installing+the+Coveo+JavaScript+Search+UI
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1.  

2.  
3.  

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text.RegularExpressions;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Analytics;
using Coveo.SearchProvider.Pipelines;

namespace CustomAnalyticsProcessing
{
    public class CustomAnalyticsEventProcessor
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// A <see cref="CoveoAnalyticsPipelineArgs"/> processor. This method is
responsible for changing the way
        /// the results are stored and for logging the current device.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="p_Args">The <see
cref="CoveoAnalyticsPipelineArgs"/>.</param>
        public void Process(CoveoAnalyticsPipelineArgs p_Args)
        {
            SearchEvent searchEvent = p_Args.AnalyticsData as SearchEvent;
            if (searchEvent != null) {
                Regex guidRegex = new
Regex(@"\b[A-F0-9]{8}(?:-[A-F0-9]{4}){3}-[A-F0-9]{12}\b",
RegexOptions.IgnoreCase);
                // Modify the way the results are stored only for the search box
event.
                if (searchEvent.Type == "search box") {
                    // Find all the GUIDs in the EventData Text parameter. This
field typically contains the result URIs.
                    IEnumerable<string> searchResultsIds =
guidRegex.Matches(p_Args.EventData.Text)
                                                                   
.Cast<Match>()
                                                                    .Select(match
=> match.Value)
                                                                    .ToList();
                    // Replace the results URIs by their Sitecore item ID, and
keep track of the device (ex.: Chrome, Firefox)
                    // that generated the event.
                    p_Args.EventData.Text = String.Join("|", searchResultsIds);
                    p_Args.EventData.DataKey = String.Format("Device: {0}",
searchEvent.Device);
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

This method simply detects when a query event is triggered and replaces the content of the   property by a pipe-separatedText
list of result IDs. Furthermore, it keeps track of the current device and stores this information in the   property.DataKey

Compile the class and copy its assembly to the   directory of your Sitecore website.bin
Open the  file and add your processor in the   element, after theCoveo.UI.Controls.config <coveoAnalyticsPipeline>
processors of type   and .HandleAnalyticsEventProcessor TrackAnalyticsEventProcessor
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3.  

4.  
5.  

a.  

<coveoAnalyticsPipeline>
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandleSearchEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandleDocumentViewEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandleFacetSearchEventsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandlePagerEventsProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
Â 
  <!-- Our custom analytics processor is defined here -->
  <processor mode="on"
type="CustomAnalyticsProcessing.CustomAnalyticsEventProcessor,
CustomAnalyticsProcessing" />
Â 
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.TrackAnalyticsEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoAnalyticsPipeline>

Browse to your Coveo search page and perform a new query.
Validate that the processor was executed correctly by  in your analytics database. You should see thatquerying the   tablePageEvents
the   and   data are now logged differently than your previous queries.DataKey Text

DMS results:

There are many other ways to define processors in configuration files. For example, you can define this processor in your own
configuration file, as long as it is located under the   directory of your website. Refer to the App_Config/Include All About

 article for more information.Web.config Include Files with the Sitecore ASP.NET CMS

http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2011/05/All-About-web-config-Include-Files-with-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2011/05/All-About-web-config-Include-Files-with-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
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5.  

a.  

b.  xDB results:

 

Handling Custom Events

The analytics component logs the most common analytics events related to the search interface. However, there may be no analytics event for
some user actions. For example, collapsing or expanding a facet will not trigger any analytics event. The analytics component provides custom
events to handle such cases. The current tutorial shows you how to handle specific user actions and log custom events for each of them in the
analytics database.

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You installed Coveo for Sitecore (September 2014 Release or later).

http://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Installing+and+Configuring+Coveo+for+Sitecore
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1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  
5.  
6.  

7.  

You integrated the Coveo JavaScript Search UI into one of your Sitecore layouts.
You have  .configured and enabled the analytics component

Steps

Open the Sitecore Content Editor.
Navigate to the   folder./sitecore/System/Settings/Analytics/Page Events
Insert two new   items in the folder:Page Event

Facet Collapsed
Facet Expanded

Publish the new   items.Page Event
Open your Coveo Search component layout (typically located in the   directory)./Website/layouts/Coveo
Add the following   block anywhere inside the  element to send custom search events to thescript coveoui:WhenConfigured
analytics component:

<script type="text/javascript">
    Coveo.$(function() {
  Coveo.$('.coveo-collapse').click(function(e, args) {
   var customEventCause = {name: 'A facet was collapsed', type:'Facet
Collapsed'};
   var metadata = {facet:$('#search').get(0)};
   Coveo.$('#search').coveo('logCustomEvent', customEventCause, metadata);
  });
  Coveo.$('.coveo-expand').click(function(e, args) {
   var customEventCause = {name: 'A facet was expanded', type:'Facet Expanded'};
   var metadata = {facet:$('#search').get(0)};
   Coveo.$('#search').coveo('logCustomEvent', customEventCause, metadata);
  });
    })
</script>

Create a new C# class and add the following code to track your custom events.

http://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Installing+the+Coveo+JavaScript+Search+UI
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201409/Configuring+the+Analytics+Component
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7.  

8.  

9.  
10.  

a.  

b.  

public class CustomEventHandlerProcessor :
Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandleCustomEventProcessor
{
    protected override void HandleCustomEvent(CoveoAnalyticsPipelineArgs p_Args,
CustomEvent p_CustomEvent)
    {
        p_Args.EventData = new PageEventData(p_CustomEvent.ActionType) {
            DataKey = p_CustomEvent.ActionType,
            Data = p_CustomEvent.ActionCause,
            ItemId = p_CustomEvent.SitecoreItemId
        };
    }
}

Open the   file and add your processor to the  element, right before theCoveo.UI.Controls.config coveoAnalyticsPipeline
processor of type  .TrackAnalyticsEventProcessor

<coveoAnalyticsPipeline>
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandleSearchEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandleDocumentViewEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
 
  <!-- Our custom analytics processor is defined here -->
  <processor mode="on"
type="CustomAnalyticsProcessing.CustomEventHandlerProcessor,
CustomAnalyticsProcessing" />
 
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.TrackAnalyticsEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoAnalyticsPipeline>

Open your Coveo search page using the Sitecore Page Editor.
Validate that your custom events are tracked by expanding/collapsing any facet and  of your analyticsquerying the   tablePageEvents
database.

Your facet should look like this:
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10.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

In the DMS database, you should see this:

In the xDB database, you should see this:

Tracking Events Into an External Database

The analytics component automatically tracks the JS Search Framework events in the Sitecore Analytics module. However, you can alter this
behavior and track the analytics into your own database, thus bypassing the Sitecore Analytics module entirely. The current tutorial will show you
how to override the default behavior and track events in an external database.

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

You installed Coveo for Sitecore (September 2014 Release or later).
You integrated the Coveo JavaScript Search UI into one of your Sitecore layouts.
You have  .configured and enabled the analytics component

Steps

Create a new C# class that inherits from the  interface. This class will be responsible for loggingCoveo.Analytics.IEventTracker
the analytics data in your external database.

/// <summary>
/// Tracks analytics events inside an external database.
/// </summary>
public class ExternalDatabaseTracker : IEventTracker
{
    /// <summary>
    /// Gets whether the tracker is enabled. You could, for example, return the
value of
    /// the enableAnalytics parameter for the coveoanalytics site instead of
returning
    /// always true.
    /// </summary>
    public bool IsActive
    {
        get
        {
            return true;
        }
    }
    /// <summary>
    /// Tracks the analytics data into the external database.
    /// </summary>
    /// <param name="p_EventData">The page event data.</param>
    public void Track(PageEventData p_EventData)
    {
        if (IsActive) {
            // Insert your custom logic to insert the page event data into your
external database.
        }
    }
}

The event tracker is responsible for taking the   object and inserting it into your analytics database. In the PageEventData Track
method, you should open a connection with your database provider and insert the data contained in the   objectPageEventData
into the appropriate table.

Create a new C# class and add the following method. This processor will be responsible for changing the default event tracker for the
one you created in step 1.

/// <summary>
/// A <see cref="CoveoAnalyticsPipelineArgs"/> processor. This method is
/// responsible for changing the default event tracker.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="p_Args">The <see cref="CoveoAnalyticsPipelineArgs"/>.</param>
public void Process(CoveoAnalyticsPipelineArgs p_Args)
{
    p_Args.EventTracker = new ExternalDatabaseTracker();
}

Open your   configuration file and add your processor in the   XML tag,Coveo.UI.Controls.config <coveoAnalyticsPipeline>

http://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Installing+and+Configuring+Coveo+for+Sitecore
http://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Installing+the+Coveo+JavaScript+Search+UI
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201409/Configuring+the+Analytics+Component
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3.  

4.  
5.  

1.  
2.  

3.  

right before the .TrackAnalyticsEventProcessor

<coveoAnalyticsPipeline>
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandleSearchEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.HandleDocumentViewEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
 
  <!-- Our custom analytics processor is defined here -->
  <processor mode="on"
type="CustomAnalyticsProcessing.CustomAnalyticsEventProcessor,
CustomAnalyticsProcessing" />
 
  <processor mode="on"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Processors.TrackAnalyticsEventProcessor,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase" />
</coveoAnalyticsPipeline>

Browse to your Coveo search page and perform a new query.
Validate that the processor was executed correctly by querying your external database.

 

Querying Page Events in the Analytics Database

Knowing how to query page events directly on the Analytics database can be useful to validate that events coming from a Coveo Search Interface
are correctly logged.

The process will vary depending if you are using the Sitecore DMS or xDB.

Querying DMS Page Events

Open SQL Server Management Studio and connect to your current database.
Find the analytics database related to your current Sitecore instance. It should be named similar to MySitecoreInstanceSitecore_a

.nalytics
Find the   table of the analytics database.dbo.PageEvents

There are many other ways to define processors in configuration files. For example, you can define this processor in your own
configuration file, as long as it is located under the App_Config/Include directory of your website. Refer to the All About
Web.config Include Files with the Sitecore ASP.NET CMS article for more information.

This procedure applies to Sitecore versions supporting the DMS, from Sitecore 7.0.X to Sitecore 7.2.X.

http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2011/05/All-About-web-config-Include-Files-with-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog/Posts/2011/05/All-About-web-config-Include-Files-with-the-Sitecore-ASPNET-CMS.aspx
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3.  

4.  SELECT the top 1000 rows of this database. You should get the latest page events.
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4.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  

5.  

 

Querying xDB Page Events

Download and install  .Robomongo
Open Robomongo and connect to .localhost
Look for the   collection in the   database. Double click on it; you should get a list of documents.Interactions analytics

 
By default, the documents are ordered by ascending date of insertion. Expand one of the latest documents; you should see a number of
properties there. Expand the   array.Pages

 
Expand one of the   element; you should get an array of  . Expand this array and you will be able to see the pagePages PageEvents
events that have been logged.

This procedure applies to Sitecore versions supporting the xDB, starting from Sitecore 7.5.X.

http://robomongo.org/
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5.  

 

Available Page Events

In this topic:
Document Views

Document Click  
Quick View Click

Facets
Breadcrumb Click  
Breadcrumb Reset  
Facet Clear All
Facet Deselection  
Facet Exclusion  
Facet Search
Facet Selection
Facet Selection From Omnibox
Facet Selection From Results
Facet Slider Click
Facet Slider Graph Click
Facet Sort
Facet Toggle  
Facet Unexclusion  

Interface
Interface Change
Pager  

Miscellaneous
Did You Mean  
Top Field Suggestion Click  

Query
Search As You Type
Search Box Clear  
Search Query Link  
Search Query Submit  
Sort
Result Sort  

When the Sitecore Analytics are enabled on a Coveo Search Page, page events are logged according to the user's actions.

This article describes the page events that Coveo offers and the circumstances under which they are triggered. These events are defined under /
.sitecore/Settings/Analytics/Page Events/Coveo
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Document Views

These events are triggered when a user opens a item.

Document Click
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This event is triggered when the user clicks on a search result from a Coveo Search Page.

Quick View Click

This event is triggered when the user opens the Quick View of a search result from a Coveo Search Page. This can be useful to preview Media
Library items, such as PDF files.

Facets

These events are triggered for any action that is related to a facet.

Breadcrumb Click
 

This event is triggered when the user clicks on a breadcrumb to clear the associated value.

Breadcrumb Reset

 

This event is triggered when the user resets all the values that were set as breadcrumbs in a search page. This will also deselect all the values of
the facets.

Facet Clear All

This event is triggered when the user deselects all the values of a single facet.

Facet Deselection
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This event is triggered when the user deselects a single value in a facet.

Facet Exclusion

 

This event is triggered when the user excludes a single value in a facet.

Facet Search

This event is triggered when the user searches for a value in a facet.

Facet Selection

 

This event is triggered when the user selects a value in a facet.

Facet Selection From Omnibox
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This event is triggered when the user selects a facet value in the Omnibox, if it is enabled.

Facet Selection From Results

This event is triggered when the user selects a facet value from the results displayed, if a   is used.FieldValue Component

Facet Slider Click

This event is triggered when the user changes the value of a slider facet.

Facet Slider Graph Click

This event is triggered when the user clicks on the graph over the slider in a slider facet, if the graph is enabled.

Facet Sort

This event is triggered when the user sorts a facet by any criterion.

Facet Toggle

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/FieldValue+Component
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This event is triggered when the user toggles between the available operators of a facet (AND/OR), given that a facet value is selected.

Facet Unexclusion

 

This event is triggered when the user includes a value that was previously excluded in a facet.

Interface

These events are triggered for any action that is related to the whole search interface or search page.

Interface Change

This event is triggered when the search interface is newly displayed or reloaded, for instance.

Pager

 

This event is triggered for any action that is an interaction with the pager, such as clicking on a number, clicking on the   or   arrowsNext Previous
, as well as infinite scrolling if it is enabled.

Miscellaneous

These events are triggered for any action that is unrelated to any other page event category.

Did You Mean

 

This event is triggered when the user clicks on a query suggest or when the query is automatically corrected because of a spelling mistake.

Top Field Suggestion Click
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This event is triggered when the user clicks on a top field suggestion, given that there is a   on the page.TopFieldSuggestions Component

 

Query

These events are triggered for any action that is related to a query performed by the user.

Search As You Type

This event is triggered when the user performs a query and the search-as-you-type is enabled on the search page.

Search Box Clear

 

This event is triggered when the user clears a value from the search box.

Search Query Link
 

This event is triggered when the user enters a search page with a query that is already in the URL, such as http://mysitecoreinstance/se
.arch#q=sample

Search Query Submit
 

This event is triggered when the user clicks on the search button or presses the   key in a search box.Enter

 

Sort

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/TopFieldSuggestions+Component
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These events are triggered when the user performs a sort action in a search page.

Result Sort
 

This event is triggered when the user clicks on a Sort component.

 

Sitecore Page Events Logged by Coveo for Sitecore

When the Analytics component is enabled, Coveo for Sitecore logs a variety of page events in the Sitecore xDB, such as those described in Avail
.able Page Events

There are also a few events logged by Sitecore by default.

Search Event

The Search event is available by default in Sitecore. When using the Coveo UI components with Analytics enabled, Search events will be logged
for the following user actions:

Search Query submit - when the user clicks on the search button or types enter in a search box.
Search As You Type - when the user searches for a value in an interface where Search-As-You-Type is enabled. 

This event will appear as the following in the Experience Profile :
 

 

No Search Hits Found Event

This event is a specific use case of the Search event, which is only triggered when a query returns no results. This applies to the same user
actions as the Search event.

By default, this event will not appear in the events of the Experience Profile.

Understanding the Experience Profile

The Sitecore Experience Profile has been introduced in Sitecore 7.5. You can access it from the Sitecore Launch Pad. Underneath, the
Experience Profile leverages the   by using the Search Provider API.sitecore_analytics_index

This section explains some parts of the Experience Profile and how Coveo interacts with them.

Latest Visitors
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The Latest Visitors panel is the first thing you can see when accessing the Experience Profile. It is based on all the contacts that have been stored
in the xDB.

It actually queries the Analytics index to retrieve these contacts and their different visits. 

Specific Contact Information

Clicking on a single contact will open what is called the  , which offers a complete overview of the information that has been loggedContact Card
for a single user. A contact is identified by a single Contact ID. When the contact is not identified, it will be logged as  , but events,Anonymous
visits, goals, etc. can still be tracked.

In the   tab, you can take a look at the  that have been triggered by pages and visits. When the Coveo AnalyticsOverview  Latest Events
component is enabled on a search page, you will be able to see Coveo Page Events logged in there. 
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Only specific events appear in the   section. This is defined directly on a Page Event item. For instance, if you take a look at the Latest Events Sea
 event located under  , you can see the followingrch Box Clear /sitecore/System/Settings/Analytics/Page Events/Coveo/Query

properties :

The description of these properties are rather self-explanatory. Remember that if you define your own custom events as described in Handling
, you should set those properties starting from Sitecore 7.5.Custom Events

In the   tab of the Experience Profile, you can see the details on all visits that have been performed by this contact, such as their duration,Visits
location, number of page views, etc.

With the Coveo Analytics component enabled, you can see all the events that have been logged from the search pages or components, with an
appropriate description for each of them.
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Another section that is relevant for Coveo is the   section. Sitecore 7.5 offers the possibility to track  , which areKeywords Internal Keywords
queries that are performed on the website, such as a query on a Coveo Search Page. These keywords are directly related to   pageSearch
events, which are described in  .Sitecore Page Events Logged by Coveo for Sitecore
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Customize Page Events Caption Displayed in Experience Profile

As stated in  , in the   section of the Experience Profile of a specific Contact, you can see the CoveoUnderstanding the Experience Profile Visits
events with an appropriate caption for each kind of event.

You may want to change this caption to suit your own needs. The caption is directly related to the data that is logged in the xDB for each event.
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Events Caption Configuration

The Coveo event captions are built by processors defined under the /MySitecoreInstance/Website/App_Config/Include/Experience
 folder in .ProfileCoveo Coveo.ExperienceProfile.config

This file usually looks like this:

<configuration xmlns:patch="http://www.sitecore.net/xmlconfig/">
  <sitecore>
    <pipelines>
      <group groupName="ExperienceProfileContactViews">
        <pipelines>
          <events>
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            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithDocumentViewsEventData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithFacetEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithFacetSortEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithPagerEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithQueryEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithSortEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithTopFieldSuggestionEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
          </events>
          <latest-events>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithDocumentViewsEventData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithFacetEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithFacetSortEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithPagerEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
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entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithQueryEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithSortEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithTopFieldSuggestionEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
          </latest-events>
        </pipelines>
      </group>
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1.  

2.  

    </pipelines>
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

The   section defines the caption of events that are displayed in the  section of the Experience Profile, while the   seevents Visits  latest-events
ction defines the caption of events displayed in the   section.Overview

Defining Your Own Processor

If you wanted to change the caption of the Coveo event named  , you would need to open the Sitecore Content Editor andFacet Slider Click
look for the   item GUID.Facet Slider Click
 

Create a new C# project that references the   and the  assemblies. These assemblies areCoveo.Analytics.xDB Sitecore.Cintel
located under:  . For this tutorial, the project is named .C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance name>\website\bin FilteringTest
Create a new class. For this tutorial, the class is named  , and is located in the   naPopulateEventsWithSliderData FilteringTest
mespace.

Â using System;
using Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting;

namespace FilteringTest
{
    public class PopulateEventsWithSliderData : PopulateEventsWithCoveoData
    {
        private static readonly Guid[] s_EventGuids = {
            Guid.Parse("7F2A1375-97B9-41C9-8F04-E0E5BC137440")
        };
        public PopulateEventsWithSliderData() : base(s_EventGuids, (s => "The
slider was clicked."))
        {
        }
    }
}

The processor inherits from  , which is a user-friendly wrapper for  . ThePopulateEventsWithCoveoData PopulateAllEventsFromXdbBase
base processor takes two parameters in the constructor: a list of event GUIDs on which the processor should be applied and a function to display
the actual caption. 

You can specify a function that uses data from the page event, such as the following:
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(s => String.Format("Document clicked: \"{0}\"", s)

Doing so will make the   field of the page event logged in the xDB. For now, cData ompile your project and copy the resulting assembly to C:\ine
 tpub\wwwroot\<instance name>\website\bin.

Add your newly created processor in the   file as shown below. Save and close the file.Coveo.ExperienceProfile.config

<configuration xmlns:patch="http://www.sitecore.net/xmlconfig/">
  <sitecore>
    <pipelines>
      <group groupName="ExperienceProfileContactViews">
        <pipelines>
          <events>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithDocumentViewsEventData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithFacetEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithFacetSortEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithPagerEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithQueryEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithSortEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithTopFieldSuggestionEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
   <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="FilteringTest.PopulateEventsWithSliderData, FilteringTest"/>
          </events>
          <latest-events>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
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type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithDocumentViewsEventData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithFacetEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithFacetSortEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithPagerEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithQueryEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithSortEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
            <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="Coveo.Analytics.xDB.Reporting.PopulateEventsWithTopFieldSuggestionEventsData,
Coveo.Analytics.xDB"/>
   <processor
patch:after="*[@type='Sitecore.Cintel.Reporting.Contact.Event.Processors.PopulateAllEv
entsWithSearchEventsFromXdb, Sitecore.Cintel']"
type="FilteringTest.PopulateEventsWithSliderData, FilteringTest"/>
          </latest-events>
        </pipelines>
      </group>
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    </pipelines>
  </sitecore>
</configuration>

Validating the Result

Reload the Sitecore Experience Profile and look for the Contact you were browsing at first. The events should now appear with their appropriate
caption.

 

Leveraging Sitecore Analytics in Coveo for Sitecore

Sitecore Analytics is a module of Sitecore that records information about your website visitors. From Sitecore 7.0.X to Sitecore 7.2.X, it was
known as Digital Marketing System (DMS). However, starting from Sitecore 7.5.X, it is now renamed to Sitecore eXperience Database (xDB).

As your visitors browse more and more pages, the Analytics module automatically and progressively builds a profile for them - or, more
accurately, a Pattern Card - which represents the most common type of pages that they have visited. For example, the Analytics module will
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1.  

2.  

3.  
4.  
5.  

a.  
b.  

associate a Pattern Card of type "business" to a visitor that has visited a lot of business-related pages. This mechanism is especially useful to per
 according to the profile of your visitors.sonalize the look and feel of your pages

Coveo for Sitecore is able to leverage this data in the following ways:

It can change the look and feel of a search interface according to the Pattern Card associated with the currently logged in visitor.
It can change the ranking of search results depending on this same Pattern Card.

This section is an overview of our integration with the Sitecore Analytics module.

Installing the Sitecore DMS
Understanding Profiles and Pattern Cards
Using Automatic Boosting
Using the Coveo Conditional Renderings
Using the Experience Explorer

Installing the Sitecore DMS

This page covers how you can install the Sitecore DMS. It does not apply to the Sitecore xDB, available starting from Sitecore 7.5.x.

Requirements

You need a running instance of Sitecore 7.x.
You need to enable MVC in Sitecore (see ).Setting Up MVC Support in Your Sitecore Instance

Installation Steps

Download the appropriate   corresponding to your Sitecore version and revision. Take care of downloading theSitecore DMS package
right package depending on your database engine (SQL Server or Oracle).
Extract the downloaded package. It should contain the following files:

Copy   to Sitecore.Analytics.ldf C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<SitecoreInstanceName>\Database\LDF.
Copy   to Sitecore.Analytics.mdf C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<SitecoreInstanceName>\Database\MDF.
Using SQL Server Management Studio, attach the Analytics database:

Connect to the database server used by your Sitecore instance.
Right-click on  and select .Databases Attach

http://sdn.sitecore.net/Products/Sitecore%20V5/Sitecore%20CMS%207/Update.aspx
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5.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  
f.  

6.  
a.  

b.  

7.  

8.  

1.  
a.  
b.  

Add the  file that you have copied to the MDF folder (Sitecore.Analytics.mdf C:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanc
)e\Database\MDF .

 
Make sure that the values under   are the right paths for the LDF and MDF files. You can correct them usingCurrent File Path
the "..." button.

Choose  .OK
The Analytics database is now set up properly.

Configure your new database in Sitecore:
Open  (located under ConnectionStrings.config C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<SitecoreInstanceName>\Website\App_

).Config
For a new Sitecore instance, you should have 3 connections (core, master, and web). Add a new one like this:

<add name="analytics" connectionString="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS;Initial
Catalog=analyticsDatabaseName;User
ID=yourDatabaseConnectionID;Password=yourDatabaseConnectionPassword" />

From the previously downloaded package, extract the remaining files (like the  files for example) and copy them to the .config include
 folder (located under  ).C:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstance\Website\App_Config\Include
The installation of the Analytics module (DMS) is now done.

If the Analytics/DMS Module Is Still Not Working

Here is a quick checklist of what needs to be verified if Analytics fail to work once installed.

Make sure that your Sitecore license covers the DMS features.
Open the Sitecore Desktop.
Choose  >  >  > .Sitecore All Applications System Licenses

Note that SQLEXPRESS is the name of your SQL Server instance.
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1.  

b.  

c.  

2.  
a.  

 
If you have , then you have the necessary license. If not, then the Analytics/DMS module will not work.Sitecore.OMS

Make sure that your MVC Analytics are enabled:
In the  folder ( ), removeInclude C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<SitecoreInstanceName>\Website\App_Config\Include
any  extension from the  file..disabled Sitecore.MvcAnalytics.config

What's Next?

Proceed to set up Sitecore Analytics in your Coveo Search Page (see  ).Configuring the Analytics Component

Understanding Profiles and Pattern Cards

Profiles and Pattern Cards are features that have been introduced with the Sitecore Analytics module. The current page will show you the
difference between both of them.

Definitions

Profile

A Profile is a category used to define the criteria by which visitors will be recognized. Profiles are typically defined under /sitecore/system/Ma
.rketing Center/Profiles

Under a specific profile, you can find Profile Keys, Profile Cards, and Pattern Cards.

In the above example, there are five profiles: Focus, Function, Persona, Score, and Visit Profile. The first four of these profiles are the default
ones defined in Sitecore. Visit Profile will be used in this example.

The Coveo Usage Analytics module does not need the DMS license to work; they are two entirely independent
modules.
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Profile Key

Profiles are a combination of different keys. Each Profile Key value will typically be in a range of 0 to 5.

In this example, the Visit Profile is a combination of the following keys : Business, Couples, Duration, Family, Nightlife, Repeat Visits, and
Tourism.

Profile Cards

Profile Cards are a preset combination of profile key values gathered in one card. This is what you will assign to your Sitecore items.

When you define a profile key, you must set the  and  fields. If these values are not defined properly,Minimum Value Maximum Value
Coveo will be unable to rank search results as expected.
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As you can see, in this example, there are six profile cards: Business, Family, Partying, Romantic, Sightseer, and Sun Bather. If you select
Business, you can see the following in the item content:
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This graphic shows the preset collection of keys in the Business Profile Card. As you can see, this profile card has high values in the Business
and Duration dimensions, while Family and Repeat Visits are not important.

Profile Cards - Persona

Those are a special kind of Profile Cards, with specific details used for visitors. 

Pattern Cards

Pattern Cards are also a combination of keys, but will be used to match a visitor profile to its closest pattern. Those are not assigned to your
content; Sitecore automatically assigns one to the current visitor.

There are six pattern cards here: Bob the Business Traveler, Patty the Party Animal, Peter the Parent, Ronda the Romantic, Sam the Sightseer,
and Sandy the Sun Bather. As you can see, the pattern cards usually match the profile cards closely.

If you click on Bob the Business Traveler, you can see the following in the item content:
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A Pattern Card is also a pre-defined combination of keys, using the same keys as the Profile Cards. 

 

Assigning Profile Cards to Your Sitecore Items

When the Analytics module is installed, when viewing a Sitecore item in the Content Editor, you will have the following icon at the top right:

This button is used to assign a Profile Card on your item. If you click on it, the following window will pop up:

Profile vs Pattern
The main concept that must be understood is that Profiles are related to your (i.e. they are statically assigned to your Sitecorecontent 
items) and Pattern Cards are related to your  (i.e. they are dynamically assigned to visitors). Sitecore assigns pattern cards tovisitors
visitors according to the content they see on the website.
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In this example, you can click on  next to . The following window pops up:Edit Visit Profile
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There, you have the Profile Cards listed. Selecting one of them displays a graph representing the different key values associated with the profile
card.

Otherwise, you can click on  to define a specific combination of keys for this particular item. Then, you can assign values to the keysCustomize
you want.
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1.  
2.  

3.  

In this example, you can assign the Business Profile Card to your  item. When clicking  and closing the popups, the newly assignedTest OK
profile will be displayed as such:

Use Case

Here is a simple use case to understand how Profiles and Pattern Cards interact with each other:

The Profile Card Business was assigned to the Test item.
A visitor enters the site. They visit the page associated with the Test item.
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3.  
4.  

5.  

Since this item has a profile card assigned, Sitecore saves the Profile Keys values in the Analytics module.
Sitecore then tries to compute the visitor pattern. Since they only visited one item with the Business Profile Card, the closest matching
pattern will be 'Bob the Business Traveler'.
Sitecore assigns the Pattern Card 'Bob the Business Traveler' to the current visitor.

 

 

Use in Coveo for Sitecore

When assigning a Profile Card to an item, the Coveo Search Provider indexes the values of the keys on this item, as well as the Profile Card
name and GUID.

If you assign a customized Profile Card, only the keys values will be indexed.

Using Automatic Boosting

Automatic Boosting is a feature that can help you personalize your Search components by leveraging information coming from the profiles and
patterns. It will automatically boost search results according to your visitor patterns.

If you prefer to disable this feature by default, you can still emulate it using rules (refer to Using Boosting/Filtering Rules on the Search
 for more information).Component

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Sitecore 7.0+, with DMS or xDB installed.
You have Coveo for Sitecore.
You have installed the   package in your Sitecore.Experience Explorer
You have read .Understanding Profiles and Pattern Cards
You have indexed documents with the parameter   set to   (see IndexAnalyticsFields true Understanding the Coveo Search

).Provider's Configuration File

Enabling Automatic Boosting

In the properties of a Search component, in the  section, the following option is available:Results scope

When you select it, the following options appear:

In Sitecore 8, you need to visit at least two pages with the same profile card to have a Pattern card assigned to a user.

Using the Automatic Boosting requires that you have defined Profiles, Profile Cards, and Pattern Cards in your Sitecore instance.
Remember to set the minimum and maximum values on every profile key. Also, items should have Profile Cards assigned to them if
you want them to be boosted.

http://marketplace.sitecore.net/en/Modules/Experience_Explorer.aspx
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You can see a list of the available profiles and select on which the automatic boosting will apply.

The profiles , , , and   are the default profiles defined in Sitecore. They are generally not that relevant.Focus  Function  Persona Score

This example focuses on the   profile. When you select it, the following parameters appear:Test

By default, the boosting influence of the profile is at 100%, but you can adjust it to your needs. 

For example, you could select multiple profiles and set different percentages according to the importance that you give to them.

Understanding How It Works

Automatic Boosting generates Query Ranking Expressions (QREs) in your search based on the current visitor pattern.

For example, the current visitor pattern identified for the   profile is called ' ', and is defined this way:Test Business Visitor
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To understand how it works, remember that patterns are a combination of keys. The QREs will be based on these keys.

The generated QREs applies the keys' percentage value. For example, on the   for the Practical Key, the value is 3 out of 5, soBusiness Visitor
the percent value is 0.6 (60%).

An additional QRE will be performed for what is called the dominant key of the pattern. This is simply the key with the highest value, and with a
percent value higher than 0.5 (50%).

In that case, the recognized dominant key would be the   key. This allows us to boost items that would correspond to the BusinessPrecautious
profile, for example.

 

As a result, for this example, the generated QREs will look like this :

$qre(expression:(@ftestz32xpracticalz32xkeyz32xpercent94934>=0.50), modifier:'60')
$qre(expression:(@ftestz32xprecautiousz32xkeyz32xpercent94934>=0.90), modifier:'100')
$qre(expression:(@ftestz32xenvironmentalz32xcautiousz32xkeyz32xpercent94934>=0.10),
modifier:'20') $qre(expression:(@ftestz32xprecautiousz32xkeyz32xpercent94934>=0.50),
modifier:'200')

As you can see, a QRE is generated for each key. The modifier is simply the key percent value multiplied by 100.
You may notice that the QRE percentage value is not exactly a percentage value. For example, for the  key, you can see that the valuePractical
is 0.50 instead of 0.60. This is because of the . Advanced Boosting Settings

Advanced Boosting Settings

Three advanced settings are available to help you fine-tune your automatic boosting.
Boosting Weight Range (%)

This is the range applied to the criterion in the QREs. The previous example had this:

$qre(expression:(@ftestz32xpracticalz32xkeyz32xpercent94934>=0.50), modifier:'60') 

The boosting weight range here is impacting the 0.50. If the boosting range is equal to 0, it would have been the original key percent value, in that
case 0.60.

Use this if you want to be more or less restrictive about the boosting. A boosting range of 0 means that the items will have to match almost exactly
the pattern. A higher value means that more items can be impacted by the boosting.
Dominant Keys Boosting Threshold (%)

This is the threshold used for the dominant keys. The previous example had this :

$qre(expression:(@ftestz32xprecautiousz32xkeyz32xpercent94934>=0.50), modifier:'200')
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The   key was recognized as the dominant key, so an additional QRE was generated. The boosting threshold applies to the criterionPrecautious
of the QRE. The default value is 50%; that is the 0.50 that appears in the generated QRE.

A higher value means that less search results will be impacted by the boosting. For example, only items with a really high value in the dominant
key could be impacted.
Dominant Keys Boosting Value

This is the modifier used for the dominant keys. The previous example had this:

$qre(expression:(@ftestz32xprecautiousz32xkeyz32xpercent94934>=0.50), modifier:'200')

The default modifier of a dominant key is 200. A higher value means that search results with a really high value will appear first.

Testing the Automatic Boosting

The fastest way to test your automatic boosting is probably to use the Experience Explorer. Refer to  for moreUsing the Experience Explorer
information.

Remember to publish your search page or search component before using it.

This example added 10 to the  key, and Sitecore recognized the pattern 'Boaster Visitor'. With Automatic Boosting enabled, items with aBoaster
'Boaster' profile should appear first, as shown below:

You may notice that enabling Automatic Boosting does not change anything in your search results ranking. This is probably because
Sitecore has not recognized any visitor pattern yet. A visitor pattern is recognized when visiting pages that correspond to an item with
an assigned profile card.

Note that the generated QREs are based on the pattern card item (Boaster Visitor in that case) and not on the values that you see on
the Viewer tab. The Viewer tab simply tells you the keys that have been calculated, but the real pattern is the card itself.
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Gathering the Ranking Information on Results

If you want more information on the ranking of each result in your result template, you can query for 'enableRankingInformation'. This enables the
ranking logging.

Then, when opening your browser developer console, you can see details of the ranking generated for each result. You can find it under REST
 >  >  > > Query successful object  object[3]  results  index of the result  rankingInfo.

Using the Coveo Conditional Renderings

While Sitecore itself offers various personalization rules to change the way your website looks to your visitors, Coveo for Sitecore offers similar
rules to personalize your content based on the data recorded in the Analytics module.

Requirements

You need a running instance of Sitecore 7.x., with DMS or xDB installed.
You need to install Coveo for Sitecore.
You should read  beforehand.Personalizing Coveo Components

Sitecore Analytics

Given that you have already enabled the Sitecore Analytics module (see ) in a Coveo Search component, it willConfiguring the Search Analytics
record every search-related event (i.e. queries, facet click events, result click events, etc.) triggered by your visitors in the Sitecore Analytics
database. Coveo for Sitecore will then allow you to use this data to personalize the layout of a Coveo Search Page based on the search history of
your visitors.

Personalize Your Layout

In a Coveo Search component, you can configure personalization rules. This can be done via the use of the  sectCoveo Conditional Renderings
ion:

https://developers.coveo.com/display/sitecore/Personalizing+Coveo+Components
https://developers.coveo.com/display/sitecore/Configuring+the+Search+Interface+Analytics
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Look for the condition named .when the current visitor performed a query that compares to specific value

You can simply add this condition to your component by specifying a value and an operator:
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Finally, you can specify your own component under   so that you are able to change the way your component looks,Personalize Content
depending on the query that was run.

Example Use Case

If you have a website that sells cars, and that each car model has its own page, you may want to display a different layout for these
individual pages depending on what the user is interested in. For example, if a user has been actively searching for Toyota models and
ends up on a page for a particular Toyota model, you may change the layout of the page so that additional Toyota models are suggested
on the side of the page (for instance in a carousel component).
Given that the Analytics module is enabled, you can edit the personalization options of the side component located on the page for a
specific Toyota model, and add a Coveo Conditional Renderings rule that uses your query history to conditionally change the appearance
of the component. For instance, you may display another version of your carousel that only contains Toyota models.
Overall, this means that when a visitor performs a query for   and then clicks on one of the search results, the page associated totoyota
this specific search result (some specific Toyota model) changes according to their query history.

 

Using the Experience Explorer

The Experience Explorer is a handy package that can greatly help customizing and troubleshooting your personalization settings.

The Experience Explorer can also help you validate your Analytics rules or Automatic Boosting settings.

Requirements

This tutorial assumes that:

You have a running instance of Sitecore 7.0+.
You have installed Coveo for Sitecore.
You have installed the   package in your Sitecore instance.Experience Explorer

How to Use It

http://marketplace.sitecore.net/en/Modules/Experience_Explorer.aspx
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On a Sitecore page, if you switch to   mode, you can choose the Experience Explorer by clicking on the tab  >   >  .Edit Home  Preview Explore

It should open two tabs on the sides of your page, like this :

 

Then, you can play with and test your profiles. For example, on the left-hand side, if you click on the   tab, you will be able toOnsite Behavior
assign keys to the selected profile.

Then, by clicking , you should see on the right which pattern has been applied according to the keys you entered.Apply

In this example, you could enter 10 in the Business key of the Visit profile :
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The 'Bob the Business Traveler' should be recognized as the current visit pattern when clickling on .Apply
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In the  section, there is also the  tab that allows you to choose predefined presets instead of experimenting with keys.Editor Experience

Choosing a preset and clicking on  directly applies the preset in the Onsite Behavior in the  tab.Apply Viewer
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Using the Experience Explorer in a MVC Layout

You need to do a few modifications if you want to use the Experience Explorer with a Coveo MVC Search Page.

Open your Coveo MVC view file, which is typically located under  .Website/Views/Coveo/SearchView.cshtml
At the beginning, after the declarations of the models, add the declaration  . The@Html.Partial("ExperienceExplorerView")
beginning of your file should look this way :

@using Sitecore.Mvc
@using Coveo.UI.Extensions
@model Coveo.UI.Mvc.Models.SearchModel
@Html.Partial("ExperienceExplorerView")
@Html.Coveo().RenderErrorSummary(Model.ValidateModel())
@if (Model.IsConfigured) {
    <script type="text/javascript"
src="/Coveo/js/cultures/@(Model.CultureName).js"></script>
...

Save and close the file.
In the  folder, locate the  file. Move this file to the   folder. If, for some reason, thisWebsite/Views/Coveo Web.config Website/Views
is not possible (e.g., you already have a   located there ,or you do not want to replace your configuration), you can jump stepWeb.config
5 directly.
(Optional): in the  folder, open the  file and add the followingWebsite/Views/Shared ExperienceExplorerView.cshtml
declaration at the beginning of the file:

@inherits System.Web.Mvc.WebViewPage

Experience Explorer should now work with a MVC layout.

 

Working with Fields
When developing for Coveo for Sitecore, you need to work with several kinds of fields:

Sitecore fields
Coveo for Sitecore fields
CES fields

The goal of this guide is to teach you the basics as well as the subtleties of using these fields, and help you configure and create new fields in
Coveo for Sitecore.

Understanding Sitecore, Coveo for Sitecore, and CES Fields
Overview of Coveo.SearchProvider.config File
Changing the Settings of Sitecore Fields
Creating a FacetRange Component Based on an External Field
Implementing and Configuring a Computed Field in Your Index
Using Out of the Box Computed Fields
Browsing Through Indexed Fields

Understanding Sitecore, Coveo for Sitecore, and CES Fields

In this topic:
Understanding How Fields Work Behind the Scenes
Handling Duplicate Field Names
Understanding When Modified Sitecore Fields Are Updated in the Coveo Index

A Sitecore item generally inherits from a template. A template defines a set of fields, which can be of any one of these types: Single-Line Text,
Multi-Line Text, Number, Date, Droplist, Droplink, etc. Thus, in a sense, a Sitecore item is an aggregation of fields.

A CES item is also composed of several fields, which can be of any one of these types: String, Integer, Floating point, or Date/time. A CES item is
thus also an aggregation of fields.

The role of Coveo for Sitecore is to index Sitecore items along with their fields in a way that is coherent with the Coveo index. It will:
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Translate Sitecore field names to Coveo field names, while still retaining from which Sitecore database they come from. This is necessary
because field names must be unique in a Coveo index, whereas Sitecore does not prevent duplicate fields (see Handling Duplicate

).Field Names
Convert Sitecore field values to a format compatible with the Coveo index.
Add its own set of fields to the Coveo index, which are only used internally. These fields do not exist in Sitecore.

Coveo fields are grouped within what we call Field Sets. A Field Set defines which fields are indexed in a Coveo source and how they should be
handled by the Coveo index. For example, you may want to index your own Sitecore field - say,   - and make it free-text searchable,productname
so that any query matching the name of a product would return said product among search results. To avoid any field name collisions, Coveo for
Sitecore will create one Field Set per Coveo source, or if you prefer, one Field Set per Sitecore database that is indexed.

Coveo fields are most commonly divided into custom and system fields. CES already defines several system fields, which for the most part are
filled automatically by the Queue connector:  ,  ,  , etc. However, custom fields are not handled exactly in the@systitle @sysauthor @sysuri
same way. As soon as you rebuild your search indexes, Coveo for Sitecore will retrieve all templates available in your Sitecore databases, and
get all the fields that they define. For each one of these fields, unless they are explicitly excluded in the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file,
one custom field will be created. Coveo for Sitecore names custom fields using a special convention (see ).Browsing Through Indexed Fields

Understanding How Fields Work Behind the Scenes

Sitecore fields are mapped to equivalent fields in the Coveo index.
Those fields are grouped into Field Sets.
There is one Field Set assigned to each source in the Coveo index.
There is one source created for each Sitecore database.

Whenever you change the field settings in the   section of the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file, this updates the Field SetsfieldMap
assigned to your sources. Field Sets are the very mechanism that controls which fields are indexed and how. All of your Sitecore fields end up in

:the CES administration console, in Configuration > Fields > Custom Fields, along with their associated settings

 

Handling Duplicate Field Names

One Sitecore item may inherit identically named fields from two or more templates. If these fields are all of type string (e.g. Single-Line Text), then
a single field will be created on the item in your search indexes. This field contains a comma-separated list of all values contained in these fields.

However, if the types of these fields differ (like one being of type Single-Line Text, and the other being a Number), then the item may be indexed
without the field, or may be rejected entirely from your search indexes. This kind of scenario is currently not supported by Coveo for Sitecore.

Understanding When Modified Sitecore Fields Are Updated in the Coveo Index

A Field Set defines which fields are indexed in a Coveo source. But given that Sitecore fields are defined in templates, and that templates can be
modified over time (e.g. a field is added or removed or its type is changed), you may wonder exactly when a Field Set is updated to reflect such
modifications. This actually happens as soon as you re-index any Sitecore item of the database containing the modified template. The end result
is that the Field Set will now have your newly modified field. If it happens that the item that you re-indexed inherits from the template that you
modified, it will be indexed along with your newly modified field. However, as a general rule, it is best to perform a rebuild of your search indexes.
This way, you ensure that all items inheriting from the modified template will now have your newly modified field.

Note:
Although you might be tempted to directly modify the settings of the Field Set, you are generally discouraged from doing so. Instead,
use the  section of the configuration file.fieldMap
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Overview of Coveo.SearchProvider.config File

The   file contains a few sections that allow you to control which fields are indexed by Coveo for Sitecore andCoveo.SearchProvider.config
how they are handled by the underlying Coveo index. The file is located under [SitecoreInstallationPath]\Website\App_Config\Inc

.lude

Section Name Description

defaultIndexConfiguration/fieldMap/fieldNames[hint=
'raw:AddFieldByFieldName']

This section is used to define Sitecore field settings. It allows you to
change the way Sitecore fields are handled by the Coveo index. For
example, you may want to make the  field facettable,alltemplates
sortable, or free-text searchable.

defaultIndexConfiguration/fieldMap/externalFields[h
int='raw:AddExternalField']

This section is used to define external fields, i.e. fields that do not
exist in Sitecore, but that you may want to use with external content.
For example, the Coveo system fields that you are interested in will
typically go in this section.

defaultIndexConfiguration/virtualFieldProcessors This section is used to define virtual fields, i.e. fields that do not really
exist in a search index, but that are dynamically mapped to some field
or value while performing a query. For example, this can be used to
implement facets with dynamic ranges (like dates and times).

defaultIndexConfiguration/fields[@hint='raw:AddComp
utedIndexField']

This section is used to define computed fields, i.e. fields that do not
really exist in Sitecore, but that are dynamically created in your
search indexes while indexing items. They are called "computed
fields" because they generally perform some type of computation to
determine the value of the new field.

defaultIndexConfiguration/rankingIgnoredFields[hint
='raw:AddRankingIgnoredField']

This section is used to define ignored ranking fields, i.e. fields that are
completely ignored when the Coveo index computes the ranking of
search results. The highlighting of search results is also disabled for
these fields. For example, if you perform a query that explicitly uses
one of these fields, it will not influence the overall ranking of search
results.

SITECORE 8.0-
 defaultIndexConfiguration/exclude[hint='list:Exclu
deField']

SITECORE 8.1+
 defaultIndexConfiguration/exclude[hint='list:AddEx
cludedField']

This section is used to define excluded fields, i.e. Sitecore fields that
are excluded when indexing Sitecore items, so they will not end up in
your search indexes. This allows you to speed up the indexing
process.

Changing the Settings of Sitecore Fields

This section explains the various ways in which you can modify Sitecore Fields.

Making a Sitecore Field Facettable
Making a Sitecore Field Sortable
Making a Sitecore Field Multi-Value
Making a Sitecore Field Free-Text Searchable

Making a Sitecore Field Facettable

In this topic:
Creating a Facet Component Based on a Field
Creating a Rule Based on a Field Using a Comparator Different Than "equals"

There are typically two ways - and, consequently, two purposes - of making a field facettable:

Creating a Facet Component Based on a Field

To make your field appear in the Field drop-down list of a Facet component, you need to create a Facet item for the field:

Open the Content Editor.
Expand the   node./sitecore/System/Settings/Buckets/Facets
Right-click on it and choose   >  .Insert Facet
In the dialog, enter whichever name for the Facet item (e.g.  ).MySitecoreField
Select the Facet item and change the value of Field Name to the lowercase name of the Sitecore field that the facet must be based on
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(e.g.  ).mysitecorefield
Save the item.
To officially make the field facettable in your search indexes, re-index at least one Sitecore item that has this field, or rebuild your search
indexes.

Creating a Rule Based on a Field Using a Comparator Different Than "equals"

To be able to use a comparator different from "equals" (such as "contains" or "ends with") with a Sitecore field in the Ranking Editor you need to
make the field is facettable via the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file:

 

Edit the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Under the   element, add a new element like this (you must replace   with the actual name offieldMap/fieldNames mysitecorefield
the Sitecore field):

<fieldType fieldName="mysitecorefield" isFacet="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>

To officially make the field facettable in your search indexes, re-index at least one Sitecore item that has the said field, or rebuild your
search indexes.

Note that computed fields (see  ) can be made facettable just like any other SitecoreImplementing and Configuring a Computed Field in Your Index
field. You can also combine   with the other settings presented in this section.isFacet

Making a Sitecore Field Sortable

By default, any Sitecore field of type date, long, or double will automatically be set as sortable in the Coveo index. To set a field of any other type
as sortable - such as a string - you need to edit the Coveo Search Provider's configuration:

Edit the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Under the   element, add a new element like this (you must replace   with the actual name offieldMap/fieldNames mysitecorefield
the Sitecore field):

<fieldType fieldName="mysitecorefield" isSortable="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>

To officially make the field sortable in your search indexes, re-index at least one Sitecore item that uses this field, or rebuild your search
indexes.

Note that computed fields (see  ) can be made sortable just like any other SitecoreImplementing and Configuring a Computed Field in Your Index
field. You can also combine   with the other settings presented in this section.isSortable

Using a Sortable Field in a Sort Component

When editing a Coveo Field Sort component, you can choose among several fields that are automatically recognized as sortable. To choose a
field that you manually set as sortable in the configuration, choose the "Configured Fields" template.

Making a Sitecore Field Multi-Value

Your Sitecore field must be of type Text if you want to be able to create a Facet component based on it, whereas it needs to be
of type Number if you want to create a Facet Range component based on it.

Contrary to the first approach, this will not make the field appear in the Field drop-down list of a Facet component; it will only make the
field facettable from the perspective of the Coveo index.

Note:
You can also use a CES system field (e.g. ) with such a comparator, but you need to manually set the system field assystitle
facettable by editing the Field Set manually (see ).Adding a Facet Field

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/adding_a_facet_field.htm
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In this topic:
Using a Multi-Value Field in a Facet Component
Resolving GUIDs in a Multi-Value Facet Component
Changing the Separator of Multi-Value Fields

A Sitecore field can be indexed as a multi-value field given that it contains a list of semicolon-separated values (semicolon is the default
separator). For example, a Sitecore field of type Single-Line Text and containing the value   could be made multi-value. Let's seeabc;def;ghi
what you need to do in the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file to make it work:

Edit the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Under the   element, add a new element like this (you must replace   with the actual name offieldMap/fieldNames mysitecorefield
the Sitecore field):

<fieldType fieldName="mysitecorefield" isMultiValue="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>

To officially make the field multi-value in your search indexes, re-index at least one Sitecore item that uses the said field, or rebuild your
search indexes.

Using a Multi-Value Field in a Facet Component

Before you can use the multi-value field in a Facet component, you need to make it facettable by creating a Facet item based on it (see Implemen
). Once this is done, you will be able to choose the field when editing the Facet component.ting and Configuring a Computed Field in Your Index

Each one of its semicolon-separated values should appear in the Facet component.

Resolving GUIDs in a Multi-Value Facet Component

When a Sitecore field contains a list of GUIDs instead of text (such as a Multilist field), you cannot directly resolve these GUIDs to specific values
by only using a multi-value field. Instead, you need to:

Implement a computed field that takes care of resolving these GUIDs to a specific field value on the referenced item. Here is an example
for a field of type Multilist named "MultiSelect".
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namespace Coveo.Demos.Fields
{
    public class MultivalueReferenceItemComputedField : IComputedIndexField
    {
        /// <inheritdoc />
        public string FieldName { get; set; }
        /// <inheritdoc />
        public string ReturnType { get; set; }
        
        /// <inheritdoc />
        public object ComputeFieldValue(IIndexable p_Indexable)
        {
            IIndexableDataField multiValueField =
p_Indexable.GetFieldByName("MultiSelect");
            if (multiValueField != null) {
                // The raw value of a Multilist field looks like this:
                //
{F90052A5-B4E6-4E6D-9812-1E1B88A6FCEA}|{F0D16EEE-3A05-4E43-A082-795A32B873C0}
                // So we split it at the "|" character to retrieve the GUIDs.
                string[] referencedItemGuids =
multiValueField.Value.ToString().Split("|".ToCharArray(),
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries);
                List<string> referencedItemNames = new List<string>();
                foreach (string referencedItemGuid in referencedItemGuids) {
                    // Then we retrieve the name of each item referenced by these
GUIDs.
                    Item item = Context.ContentDatabase.GetItem(new
ID(referencedItemGuid));
                    referencedItemNames.Add(item.Name);
                }
                // Finally, we join all those item names using the default
separator (;) to get a properly-formatted field.
                return String.Join(";", referencedItemNames.ToArray());
            }
            return null;
        }
    }
}

Add the field as a computed field in the configuration under /coveo/defaultIndexConfiguration/fields[@hint='raw:AddCom
:putedIndexField']

<field
fieldName="multiselectfield">Coveo.Demos.Fields.MultivalueReferenceItemComputedFi
eld, Coveo.Demos.Fields</field>

Set this computed field as multi-value in the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file.

For releases before December 2015, the path was /contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration/f
.ields[@hint='raw:AddComputedIndexField']
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<fieldType fieldName="mysitecorefield" isMultiValue="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>

Changing the Separator of Multi-Value Fields

You can change the default separator (;) used for multi-value fields by adding the following element under /configuration/sitecore/coveo
:/defaultIndexConfiguration

<MultipleValueSeparator>YOUR_SEPARATOR_HERE</MultipleValueSeparator>

Making a Sitecore Field Free-Text Searchable

You can make the content of a field searchable, so that the next time you perform a query, its content will be searched and matching results will
be returned.

Edit the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Under the   element, add a new element like this (you must replace   with the actual name offieldMap/fieldNames mysitecorefield
the Sitecore field):

<fieldType fieldName="mysitecorefield" includeForFreeTextSearch="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
/>

To officially make the field free-text searchable in your search indexes, re-index at least one Sitecore item that uses the said field, or
rebuild your search indexes.

Creating a FacetRange Component Based on an External Field

To make your external field appear in the   drop-down list of a FacetRange component, you need to be Field Creating a Facet Component Based
. It works just like a normal Sitecore field, but there is one restriction: the type of the field must be explicitly specified in Sitecore'son a Field

configuration. To specify the type of the field:

Open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Under the   element, add new a element like this (you must replace   with the actual name of theexternalFields mysitecorefield
external field):

<field fieldName="mysitecorefield" fieldTypeName="integer" />

For releases before December 2015, the path was /configuration/sitecore/contentSearch/configuration/defaultInd
.exConfiguration

The  attribute can only be used with string fields (Single-Line Text, Multi-Line Text, etc.).includeForFreeTextSearch

The property should be set to the Sitecore data type of the field. If you do not set any return type, thefieldTypeName 
component will presume the field is of type string. Here are the supported Sitecore data types along with the components that
can use them.

Sitecore Data Type Coveo Component

Integer FacetRange, FacetSlider

Number FacetRange, FacetSlider

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Making+a+Sitecore+Field+Facettable#MakingaSitecoreFieldFacettable-CreatingFacetBasedonField
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Making+a+Sitecore+Field+Facettable#MakingaSitecoreFieldFacettable-CreatingFacetBasedonField
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Implementing and Configuring a Computed Field in Your Index

In this topic:
Step 1 - Implement the Computed Field
Step 2 - Add the Computed Field in the Configuration
Step 3 - Rebuild Your Search Indexes
Step 4 - Use Your New Field

Computed fields allow you to add entirely new fields to your search indexes, in addition to those of Sitecore.

You can implement a computed field using these four steps:

Step 1 - Implement the Computed Field

Create a new C# class library project.
Create a new class that inherits from  .Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields.IComputedIndexField

date FacetRange, FacetDateSlider

datetime FacetRange, FacetDateSlider

string Facet
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using System;
using Sitecore;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch;
using Sitecore.ContentSearch.ComputedFields;

namespace MyNamespace.ComputedFields
{
    public class MyComputedField : IComputedIndexField
    {
        /// <remarks>
        /// This property should be left empty. Instead, use the FieldName
attribute in the configuration file to
        /// specify the name of the computed field.
        /// </remarks>
        public string FieldName { get; set; }
        
        /// <remarks>
        /// This property can optionally be used to specify the data type of the
Sitecore field being currently processed. So instead of
        /// being automatically handled as a string (which is the default
behavior), the field will be converted into the corresponding
        /// Coveo data type. If you leave the property as is, the value returned
by ComputeFieldValue will be converted into 
        /// a string automatically. Note that you cannot specify the return type
of the field in the configuration file.
        /// </remarks>
        public string ReturnType { get; set; }
        
        /// <remarks>
        /// This method is what actually determines the value of the computed
field.
        /// </remarks>
        public object ComputeFieldValue(IIndexable p_Indexable)
        {
            // Returning null means that the field will not be created.
            // By default, any returned value is automatically converted into a
string.
            return null;
        }
    }
}

Customize the class to meet your particular needs.

The  property should be set to the Sitecore data type of the value returned by the computed field. Ultimately, thisReturnType
value will be converted to the corresponding Coveo data type. If you do not set any return type, the value will be automatically
converted into a string, and thus be of type String in the Coveo index. Here are the supported Sitecore data types along with
their corresponding Coveo data types.

Sitecore Data Type Coveo Index Data Type

Integer Integer

Number Floating point

date Date/time
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Compile the project.
Copy the resulting assembly to the   folder of your Sitecore instance (typically bin C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance

).name>\website\bin

Step 2 - Add the Computed Field in the Configuration

Open the   file (typically located in Coveo.SearchProvider.config C:\inetpub\wwwroot\<instance
).name>\website\App_Config\Include

Locate the   element.<fields hint="raw:AddComputedIndexField">
Add a new field element under it:

<field fieldName="mycomputedfield">MyNamespace.ComputedFields.MyComputedField,
MyNamespace.ComputedFields</field>

Locate the  element.<fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
In this node, add the following element:

<fieldType fieldName="MyComputedField"  isSortable="true" isFacet="true"
type="System.DateTime"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework"
returnType="System.DateTime"/>

Step 3 - Rebuild Your Search Indexes

Rebuild your search indexes, or at least re-index the Sitecore items for which you need the new field. You can use either the Indexing
Manager or the Re-Index Tree feature to do this.
Validate that your new field has been added on your items using the Index Browser (  >   >  ).CES Admin Tool Content Index Browser

Step 4 - Use Your New Field

Use the new field in whatever way is needed. For instance, you may want to display it in a search interface (see  ).Displaying a Field

Using Out of the Box Computed Fields

datetime Date/time

string String

To access the built-in fields of the item being processed by the computed field, simply cast the  parameter of the IIndexable
 method to . For example, do the following to access the template name:ComputeFieldValue IIndexableBuiltinFields

public object ComputeFieldValue(IIndexable p_Indexable)
{
    IIndexableBuiltinFields fields = (IIndexableBuiltinFields)p_Indexable;
    string templateName = fields.TemplateName;
    ...
}

Remember that a computed field is processed for every Sitecore item that is re-indexed, so it is up to you to filter out items that
your computed field should not be added to.
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In this topic:
Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ImageUrlComputedField
Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ImageAltComputedField
Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ReferencedFieldComputedField

In addition to the computed fields already used by default in the Coveo Search Provider's configuration file, Coveo also provide a few ones that
you can use optionally.

Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ImageUrlComputedField

This computed field retrieves the URL of an image referenced by a field of type Image. For example, let's say that an item has a field named
"screenshot" of type Image, and that it refers to an image in the Media Library.

To create a new field containing the URL of the image, add the following element in your configuration and rebuild your search indexes:

<field fieldName="screenshoturl"
sourceField="screenshot">Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ImageUrlComputedField,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase</field>

Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ImageAltComputedField

This computed field retrieves the alternate text (ALT) of an image referenced by a field of type Image. Given the same scenario as ImageUrlCom
, add the following element in your configuration and rebuild your search indexes to create a new field containing the alternate text ofputedField

the image:

<field fieldName="screenshotalturl"
sourceField="screenshot">Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ImageAltComputedField,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase</field>

Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ReferencedFieldComputedField

This computed field retrieves a specific field from an item referenced by a field. For example, let's say that an item has a "MediaItem" field of type
Droptree which refers to a File item containing a "Mime Type" field of type "text".

To create a new field named "mimetype" on the original item and which contains the MIME type of the file, add the following element in your
configuration and rebuild your search indexes:

<field fieldName="mimetype" sourceField="MediaItem" referencedFieldName="Mime
Type">Coveo.SearchProvider.ComputedFields.ReferencedFieldComputedField,
Coveo.SearchProviderBase</field>

Browsing Through Indexed Fields

The Index Browser of the CES Admin Tool (  >  ) allows you to browse through all fields indexed by Coveo for Sitecore.Content Index Browser
You can use it to validate whether any field that you configured is properly indexed.

The value returned by the computed field is automatically converted to string by default. You can change this behavior by setting the re
 attribute to one of the supported Sitecore data types: Integer, Number, date, datetime, or string.turnType
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Displaying External Content in a Search Interface
In addition to the items of your Sitecore Content Tree, a search interface built upon Coveo for Sitecore components can return results coming
from external systems. (i.e. external to Sitecore). There is a specific section in a Coveo Search component that allows you to specify which
sources in Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) should feed the search interface with their indexed items. This example will show you how a search
interface could mix search results coming from Sitecore and from external web pages.

Configuring an External Source

The first step is obviously to create a new source in Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) that will index the external content. Your source can be of
any type among the list of available crawlers.

This example uses the   crawler to index some articles from the  .Web Pages John West Blog

Open the CES Administration Tool.

Field names have the format , where  is a hash value of the Coveo source's name. This naming convention@fsomefieldXXXXX XXXXX
is necessary, because it prevents name collisions between instances of the same field across different Sitecore databases. For
example, the Display Name field may exist in both the web and master databases, so the  and @fdisplayname40304 @fdisplaynam

 fields may be created to distinguish them, although they represent the same Sitecore field conceptually.e45008

http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore-Blog.aspx
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Add a new collection to hold your external sources.

Click the   tab.Index
On the left-hand side of the window, click the   button to add a new collection.Add

Give your collection a name, such as  .External Content
Add the new source.
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On the right portion of the window, click the   button to add a new source.Add

Set the following parameters. Those parameters will be different depending on the source type.
Name: Type in a source name. This example uses  .John West Blog
Source Type: Select  .Web Pages
Addresses: In this case, enter only some specific URLs, but you could index an entire website by entering its root
address. Only enter one address per line.

http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore
-Blog/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Configure-and-Apply-Boosting-Rules.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore
-Blog/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Index-Update-Strategies.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore
-Blog/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Indexing-Media-with-IFilters.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore
-Blog/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Pipeline-Profiling.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore
-Blog/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Rules-Based-Index-Rebuilding-Strategy.a
spx
http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore
-Blog/Posts/2013/04/Sitecore-7-Six-Types-of-Search-Boosting.aspx
http://www.sitecore.net/Learn/Blogs/Technical-Blogs/John-West-Sitecore
-Blog/Posts/2013/05/Sitecore-7-Troubleshooting-Search-Queries.aspx

Click the   button. You do not want to start the source immediately, as there are other settings to specify.Save
Set additional permissions on indexed items to allow all the Sitecore users to have access to this source items.

Click the   link from the menu on the left.Permissions
Next to the  , click the   button to add an allowed user. The   screen should appear.Allowed Users Add Add Identity
Set the following parameters:

Security Provider: Select the security provider that corresponds to your Sitecore instance. The name of the
security provider begins with   followed by the instance name.Sitecore Security Provider for
Type: Group
Name: Everyone

Click  .Add
Click the   link at the bottom-right corner of the window.Apply Changes

Start the source by clicking the   button in the toolbar. It should only take a few seconds to rebuild the source.Start
Validate that the items are correctly indexed by clicking the   link from the toolbar. This opens the  ,Indexed Documents Index Browser
which shows the indexed items.

Enabling the External Source in Sitecore

Add a Coveo Search Page to your site and rebuild the index. For this tutorial, only the   subtree was rebuilt. Thesitecore/content
search page looks like this.
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Now, enable the source that has just been created. Open the search page in the Page Editor and edit the Search Component's
properties.

 
If you left the default rule under   (Filter expression rules where the item is the Content item or one of its subitems
and where the item has layout), you will need to add the following condition: or where syssource field is equal to

. This additional condition is necessary because your external content is being filtered by the default rule (yourJohn West Blog
external content is not Sitecore-based and therefore does not have a layout).
When clicking the   button, the page is refreshed and shows the results coming from Sitecore and the external source that was set.OK
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Filtering on External Collection Instead of Source

If you have multiple external sources, you may want to filter directly on the external collection instead. Filtering on the external collection shows all
the items in the sources contained in the collection.

Instead of specifying an external source name just like in the previous step #2, you can check which external collection you want in the Search
Component properties.
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Using External Content in Sitecore Facets

If you want to go further into bringing external content into Sitecore, you will probably want to filter the external content using facets too. This
example will add a new facet to the search interface to display the various authors of items. The page looks like this.

 

The   facet shows only the authors for the Sitecore items, but not for the external content.Authors

Step 1 - Ensure the Author is Indexed Properly

The first thing to do is to make sure that the author is indexed properly. In this case, you are looking for an author name. Since it is John West's

Note:
For a field to appear in the   drop-down list of a Facet component, you first need to create a Facet item for your field in yourField
Sitecore Content Tree under  . In the current example, the Author field already/sitecore/System/Settings/Buckets/Facets
has a corresponding Facet item, so you do not need to create it. However, for any other field that you may want to use, you need to
create such an item.
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blog, the author should be John West.

Open the CES Administration Tool.
Click the   tab. Click the   source, then click the   link in the toolbar.Index John West Blog Indexed Documents
You should see the list of indexed items. Click the   link, then the   tab.Details Fields

As you can see, the web crawler was unable to find an author from the indexed web pages. In this case, you can use a conversion script
to alter the indexed content for an item.

Step 2 - Indexing the Author Name for the External Source

When new fields are required, they must be added to the field set that is being used by the source.

Open the CES Administration Tool.
Create the new field set.

Under the   tab, click the   menu item.Configuration Fields
By default, the source uses the   field set. Check the checkbox next to  , then click the Default Scheme Default Scheme Dupli

 button.cate
Click the   link to edit the field set.Copy of Default Scheme
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Click the   menu item on the left.General
Give the field set a meaningful name, such as  , and set an appropriate description.John West Blog Scheme
Click the   button.Apply Changes
Add a custom field to hold the author name.

Click the   menu on the left.Custom Fields
Click the   link from the toolbar.Add
Set the name to  .author
Set the field type to  .String
Check these options:

Include for field queries
Allow faceted search on this field
Set as display field

Click  .Save
Assign the   field set to the   source.John West Blog Scheme John West Blog

Click the   tab, then click the   link to edit the source.Index John West Blog
Click the   menu item on the left.Fields
Select the   field set from the drop-down list.John West Blog Scheme
Click  .Apply Changes

Register the conversion script in CES.
On the server where CES is installed, create an empty file named  . It is recommended that youJohnWestPostConversion.cs
create the folder   to store all of your conversion scripts together.C:\CES7\Scripts

using System;
using System.Linq;
using Coveo.CES.Interops.COMCoveoConvertersWrappers;

namespace Tutorial
{
 public class JohnWestPostconversion :
Coveo.CES.DotNetConverterLoader.CustomConverter
 {
  public override void RunPostConverter(PostConversion p_PostConversion,
DocumentInfo p_DocumentInfo)
  {
   string author = null;
   if (p_DocumentInfo.Fields().Cast<String>().Any(w => w == "sysauthor")) {
    author = p_DocumentInfo.GetFieldValue("sysauthor") as String;
   }
   if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(author)) {
    author = "John West";
   }
   p_DocumentInfo.SetFieldValue("author", author);
  }
 }
}

This is a .NET script written using the C# language. Please note that CES also supports scripts written in JScript and VBScript
(see  ). The   method is called for any item that is being indexed. Then, the script checksConversion Scripts RunPostConverter
if the   field is set. If it is set, it uses this value to set the   field. Otherwise, it sets the default value sysauthor author John West
 in the   field.author
In the CES Administration Tool, access   tab >   >  .Configuration Converters Conversion Scripts
Click the   button on the right side of the window to add a postconversion script.Add
Give the script a meaningful name, such as  .John West PostConversion
Set the location of the script file.
Set the script language to  ..NET
Set the type name to  . The type name is case-sensitive.Tutorial.JohnWestPostconversion
Click  .Save

Assign the post-conversion script to the source.
Click the   tab, then edit the   source.Index John West Blog
Click the   menu on the left.Conversion Scripts
Set   as the postconversion script.John West Postconversion
Click  .Apply Changes

Rebuild the source. When editing the source, click the Rebuild button in the toolbar.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/Converter/Conversion+Scripts
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When the rebuild is finished, the author name should be indexed properly. Using the  , you can validate that the   fiIndex Browser author
eld is indexed properly.

 

Step 3 - Tell Sitecore to Consider the Author Field as a Facet

Open the   file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the   section.fieldMap
Add the following line to configure the   field as external :author

<fieldType fieldName='author' isFacet="true" isExternal="true"
settingType='Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfiguration, Coveo.Framework'
/>

Save and close the file.
Rebuild your Sitecore indexes.
When you refresh your search page, validate that appears as an author in the  facet.John West  Author

This section implies that your Sitecore items have an  field.Author
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Layouts and Sublayouts

 

6.  

 

Creating a Search Interface Optimized for Mobile Devices
A Coveo Search Page has the ability to adapt and reorganize itself to fit the size of the
screen it is being viewed on. This is thanks to its responsive design, which is made possible
by the stylesheets included in the Coveo Search Resources component.

However, when a Coveo Search Page is being viewed on a mobile device such as an
iPhone, the search experience degrades. For example, every Facet component is shown at
the very top of the search interface, along with any Sort component. If you have several
Facet components in a row, it means that you will systematically need to skip them and scroll
down to the actual list of search results. You will have to do this every time you browse to a
different page of search results. This is undesirable.
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The solution to this issue is to use the Mobile device, along with mobile layouts and sublayouts.

Using the Mobile Device

The first thing to understand is that, by default, layouts and sublayouts are assigned to the Default device. This means that ultimately, the overall
layout of a Coveo Search Page will stay exactly the same no matter what device it is being viewed on.

You can change this behavior by assigning your layouts and sublayouts to the Mobile device instead.
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Using the Mobile Layouts and Sublayouts

To build a Coveo Search Page optimized for mobile devices, you can use the mobile layouts and sublayouts. Here are the required steps:

In the Sitecore Content Editor, select your Coveo Search Page.
Open its Layout Details (  > ).Presentation Details
Next to the  device, choose .Mobile Edit

In the next screen ( ), under , select .Device Editor Layout Search Layout Mobile

It is assumed here that you have already created a Coveo Search Page and have inserted a few components for the Default device.
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Under , add these two mandatory components and add them to the  placeholder:Controls coveo-search
Coveo Search Resources Mobile ( ).Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo Search Resources Mobile
Coveo Search Mobile ( ).Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo Search Mobile

Preview your Coveo Search Page using the Page Editor (  > ).Publish Preview
In the Page Editor, choose the device.Mobile 
You will now see that the search interface looks quite different than when previewing it using the Default device. For instance, there is a
collapsable panel on the right, which is used to hold the different Facet components.

Please note that if you use MVC controls, you will need to use the Coveo Search View Resources Mobile and Coveo
Search View Mobile, which are located under . The placeholder name is .Renderings/Coveo coveo-search-mvc
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From there, you can insert additional components, such as Facet and Sort components, using either the Content Editor or the Page
Editor. Use whatever approach suits you best.
Finally, you will see that Sort components appear at the top of the search interface, while Facet components are located in the right-hand
side collapsible panel.
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Customizing the Mobile Layouts and Sublayouts

Just like for the Search Layout and the sublayouts/components, you can customize their mobile counterparts.

Duplicate the sublayout or rendering (component) that you are interested in (see ).Duplicating the Coveo Search Component
Customize the  file associated with your component (or its  file if you are working with MVC views)..ascx .cshtml

To understand which layouts/sublayouts and files you have to work with as a developer, refer to the following diagram. It makes a comparison of
mobile layouts and sublayouts, both in their ASP.NET and ASP.NET MVC versions. The blocks highlighted in black designate the layouts,
sublayouts, and views that are specific to mobile devices. The other blocks are generic and can be used with both the Default and Mobile devices.
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Creating a Search Interface Optimized for WebCrawlers
Web crawlers are used by leading search engines such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo! to find and index the content of websites. Those crawlers
process your website pages and try to search for hyperlinks embedded in them. This is how they can browse through an entire website (and even
through a network of related websites) without necessarily having its sitemap. However, such crawlers often have a hard time with today's most
commonly used web technologies such as JavaScript. This is why Coveo provides a search layout specially optimized for web crawlers.

Using the WebCrawler Device

By default, layouts and sublayouts are assigned to the Default device. This means that web pages will be rendered identically no matter if a
standard web browser (e.g. Chrome) or a search engine crawler (e.g. GoogleBot) accesses them.

To circumvent this problem, you can   and assign the Search Layout WebCrawler to it. Alternatively, you cancreate your own WebCrawler device
simply assign the layout to the Default device, which means that a stripped-down rendering of search results will be generated no matter what the
current device is.
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Using the WebCrawler Search Layout

To build a Coveo Search Page optimized for mobile devices, you can use the mobile layouts and sublayouts. Here are the required steps:

In the Sitecore Content Editor, select your Coveo Search Page.
Open its Layout Details (  >  ).Presentation Details
Next to the   device, choose  .WebCrawler Edit

In the next screen ( ), under  , select  .Device Editor Layout Search Layout WebCrawler

It is assumed that you have already created a Coveo Search Page and have inserted a few components for the Default device.
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Under  , add this mandatory component and add it to the   placeholder: Controls coveo-search-webcrawler Coveo Search
WebCrawler (Sublayouts/Coveo/Coveo Search WebCrawler).

Preview your Coveo Search Page using the Page Editor (  >  ).Publish Preview
In the Page Editor, choose the  device.WebCrawler 
You will get a page with search results completely generated on the server side:
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Customizing the WebCrawler Layouts and Sublayouts

Just like for the Search Layout and the sublayouts/components, you can customize their webCrawler counterparts.

Duplicate the sublayout or rendering (component) that you are interested in (see  ).Duplicating the Coveo Search Component
Customize the   file associated with your component (or its   file if you are working with MVC views)..ascx .cshtml

Note that only the Search component is currently available with the web crawler layout.

Implementing Device Detection in Sitecore
Many different devices can be used to access a website. Sitecore already has this concept of "device," but it is limited. When implementing your
own device, however, you can extend this functionality by detecting which device is being used to access your website, and thus personalize the
end-user experience according to that device.

This tutorial tells you how to create an additional device in Sitecore in order to dynamically change the layout currently being used to render your
website.

Method 1 - Creating a Standard Device

Using the Content Editor, browse to the sitecore/Layout/Devices folder.

Create a new Device item in this folder (  >   >  ) named  .right-click Insert Device Mobile
Configure its properties to identify the device that you want to detect. Here is the list of properties you can use:
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Property Description Additional Details

Detection

Browser agent Specifies a string to look for in the user
agent request header.

 

Query string Specifies a parameter to look for in the
page query string.

 For example: the Print device, by default,
will be used when there is a ?p=1 in the
query string value of the page.

Conditions Allows the use of the Rule Editor to define
filtering expressions.

 

Method 2 - Using the Mobile Device Detector

Installing the Package

To ease the detection of mobile devices, you can install the  . You can install it as a normal Sitecore package.Mobile Device Detector

Once this is done, you will notice that a new section was added to the Rule Editor:

This module uses the   to detect the current user device properties such as screen dimensions, CPU maximum frequency, or51Degrees database
the features it can support. A list of all available properties can be found  .here

Adding a Device Item That Detects Mobile Devices

This part assumes that you have already installed the Mobile Device Detector.

In the Content Editor, create a new Device item under   using the template defined under sitecore/Layout/Devices sitecore/temp
.lates/System/Layout/Device

Name it  .Mobile
In the properties of this item, under the   section, click on the   button located above the   field. TheDetection Edit Rule Conditions
following window will open.

https://marketplace.sitecore.net/Modules/Mobile_Device_Detector.aspx
http://51degrees.com/Products/Device-Detection
http://51degrees.com/Resources/Property-Dictionary
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Click on the   rule. You should see these lines appear in the rule description box.where the device is mobile

Click  .OK
You now have a Device item that can you can use to change the layout displayed to the current user.

 

Understanding How to Leverage Virtual Users With Coveo
Virtual users are a feature of Sitecore that enables you to dynamically create non-Sitecore users and assign them Sitecore roles.

These users can only be created using the Sitecore API. According to the  , creating a typical virtual user looks like this:Sitecore documentation

http://sdn.sitecore.net/upload/sitecore6/sc61keywords/security_api_cookbook_usletter.pdf
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Sitecore.Security.Accounts.User user =
Sitecore.Security.Authentication.AuthenticationManager.BuildVirtualUser(@"dummy\user",
true);
if (user != null) {
    string domainRole = @"sitecore\Sitecore Client Users";
    if (Sitecore.Security.Accounts.Role.Exists(domainRole)) {
        user.Roles.Add(Sitecore.Security.Accounts.Role.FromName(domainRole));
    }

    Sitecore.Security.UserProfile profile = user.Profile;
    profile.FullName = "Dummy User";
    profile.Save();
    Sitecore.Security.Authentication.AuthenticationManager.Login(user);
}

 

Coveo for Sitecore supports these virtual users on both REST (JS UI) queries and LINQ queries, and inject it its roles.

To make sure that it works, you need to follow a few rules.

Rule 1 - Add Roles on the Virtual User

The roles are used as additional identities on the queries to Coveo. This is how you are able to resolve the permissions on the items.

If there are no roles assigned to the virtual user, Coveo is not able to resolve this user as a Sitecore user.

Rule 2 - Log in with the Proper Method

The   offers various calls to log in the virtual user. This example uses the method that takes the user object as aAuthenticationManager
parameter.

There is also a   method that takes only the user name as a parameter. This method does not work. Virtual users in this case are notLogin
considered persistent, and the Sitecore API will not return them. 

Rule 3 - Have the Proper Permissions Set on the Sitecore Items

If all items have  permission set on them in Sitecore, you will not have to set anything.anonymous

If, for instance,  is denied, ensure that the items have the virtual user roles allowed on items, either explicitly or by inheritance. anonymous

If the roles are not allowed, Coveo denies the virtual user access to items.

How It Works

The Coveo Security Provider adds the Sitecore users to the Coveo Security Cache. At query time, the Security Provider compares the user
performing the query with the user list in that cache. If the user is known and is allowed on the item, then the item is returned.

Virtual users are not part of the Sitecore User Manager list, which means that the Security Provider is not able to add it to the cache. The AddVir
 processor declared in the  pipeline resolves the virtual user back to the Role it is assigned to.tualGroups getSearchUserIdentities

This processor can be found in the  file.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config

The Index will then receive the Sitecore role, not the virtual user.

Using Search Filters

 

When you type a query in the Content Editor, Sitecore automatically transforms it into:

This page only applies if you are replacing Lucene indexes with Coveo indexes. For
more information, see .Using Coveo Side by Side With Lucene\Solr
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text:your query

 

This is what is called a search filter. A search filter generally takes the form of a reserved keyword followed by search terms and optional
parameters.

{keyword}:{search terms}|{optional params}

 

It is used to further refine search results. In the above example, the   search filter does not bring much more value than a query, but theretext:
are other search filters that are quite useful.

Coveo for Sitecore partially supports search filters, in that a few keywords and their associated functionalities are supported. In the background,
Coveo for Sitecore translates a search filter to a query syntax understood by the Coveo index.

Supported search filters

Search Filter Supported? Corresponding Coveo
Field

Example Additional Notes

author Yes* @fparsedcreatedbyXX
XXX

author:sitecoreadmi
n

To make the  seaauthor
rch filter work, you must
remove any backslash (\)
from the domain-based
username passed to it.
This is caused by the fact
that it is automatically
translated to the parsed

 computedcreatedby
field, which implements
the Sitecore class named
Sitecore.ContentSea
rch.ComputedFields.

. ThisParsedCreatedBy
class takes SitecoreIn
dexableItem.Statist

 as theics.UpdatedBy
value of the computed
field and automatically
removes any backslash
contained in this field.

custom Yes It varies depending on
the Sitecore field being
used. In the next
example,  iscreatedby
translated to @fcreated

.byXXXXX

custom:createdby|si
tecore\admin

The Sitecore field being
used must exist and be
indexed by Coveo for
Sitecore. Validate that it
is not listed under the de
faultIndexConfigura

 elementtion/exclude
in Coveo.SearchProvi

.der.config

debug No      

end Yes @fz95xz95xsmallcrea
teddateXXXXX

end: 6/3/2015 This filter must be used
with the   filter to formstart
a valid date range. It
returns items created on
the specified date or
before.

extension Yes @fez120xtensionXXXX
X

extension:pdf  

http://authorsitecoreadmin
http://authorsitecoreadmin
http://extensionpdf
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id Yes @fz95xgroupXXXXX id:{F089438D-046F-4
0F1-A97F-7894DC0749
C7}

 

language Yes* @fparsedlanguageXXX
XX

language:english To make the  slanguage
earch filter work, you
must translate the short
language identifier (i.e. e

) to its long format (i.e. n e
). This is causednglish

by the fact that it is based
on the parsedlanguage
computed field, which
implements the Sitecore
class named Sitecore.
ContentSearch.Compu
tedFields.ParsedLan

. This classguage
actually takes Sitecore
IndexableItem.Langu
age.CultureInfo.Dis

 as the valueplayName
of the computed field.

location Yes @fz95xpathXXXXX location:{110D559F-
DEA5-42EA-9C1C-8A5D
F7E70EF9}

 

site Yes* @fsiteXXXXX site:website By default, the Site field
is not indexed by Coveo
for Sitecore. However,
you can add it as a
computed field under def
aultIndexConfigurat
ion/fields[@hint='r
aw:AddComputedIndex

 in Field'] Coveo.Sea
.rchProvider.config

<field
fieldNam
e="site"
>Sitecor
e.Conten
tSearch.
Computed
Fields.S
ite,
Sitecore
.Content
Search</
field>

Then, after rebuilding
your search indexes, you
will be able to use the site
search filter, which will be
automatically mapped to
the  computed field.site

http://languageenglish
http://sitewebsite
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start Yes @fz95xz95xsmallcrea
teddateXXXXX

start: 5/7/2015 This filter can be used
alone or with the   filteend
r to filter a specific date
range. When used alone,
it returns the items
created after the
specified date (at the
beginning of the day).

sort Yes It will vary depending on
the Sitecore field being
used.

sort:name|asc The Sitecore field being
used must be marked as
sortable (isSortable="

) under the true" defau
ltIndexConfiguratio
n/fieldMap/fieldNam

 element in es Coveo.Se
archProvider.config
. Both  and  optiasc desc
ons are supported,
meaning ascending and
descending respectively.

tag No     The Tag field is not
indexed by Coveo for
Sitecore.

template Yes @fz95xtemplateXXXXX template:{D0B70D73-
C95B-4B8F-B7A6-EBA9
1CBC8301}

 

text Yes (run as a free text query) text:Sample Item  

updatedby Yes* @fparsedupdatedbyXX
XXX

updatedby:sitecorea
dmin

To make the updatedby
search filter work, you
must remove any
backslash (\) from the
domain-based username
passed to it. This is
caused by the fact that it
is automatically translated
to the parsedupdatedb

 computed field, whichy
implements the Sitecore
class named Sitecore.
ContentSearch.Compu
tedFields.ParsedUpd

. This classatedBy
actually takes Sitecore
IndexableItem.Stati

 asstics.UpdatedBy
the value of the
computed field and
automatically removes
any backslash contained
in this field.

version Yes @fversionXXXXX version:1  

Using Wildcards with the   Search Filtertext:

When using the  search filter, basic wildcard operators are supported, as explained in  . Beware that moretext: Using Wildcards in Queries
advanced wildcards such as [] and ! are not supported as explained in  .Using Special Characters in Queries

For example, such search filters would work:

text:S*mple
text:S*ple Item?

http://updatedbysitecoreadmin
http://updatedbysitecoreadmin
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/CES/7.0/User/Using_Wildcards_in_Queries.htm#limitations
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/CES/7.0/User/Using_Special_Characters_in_Queries.htm#QuestionMarkWildcard
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Using Logical Operators with the   Search Filtertext:

Logical operators such as NOT, AND, and OR are supported. For example, the following query will return every item that contains   butSample
does not contain   in its title.Item

text:Sample NOT Item

Coveo for Sitecore Developer Certification
The Coveo for Sitecore developer certification program details page was moved (see  ).Coveo for Sitecore Developer Certification

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 Certified Developers
Refer to  to find experts to implement Coveo's solution in your website.this list of Coveo for Sitecore certified developers

 

Getting Help and Support
Are you looking for answers? The Coveo staff is here to help you!

Online Help

Read the   for detailed information on installing, administering, and customizing Coveo for Sitecore.online documentation

We also have a section describing the   that you can encounter in Coveo for Sitecore, along with the resolutionmost common issues
steps.

Finally, we provide release notes for every release of Coveo for Sitecore. This can be quite useful to identify recent enhancements
and bug fixes.

Support Tools in Coveo for Sitecore

When troubleshooting issues yourself or with our support team, these tools can be of great help to you:

The   is an embedded tool which allows you to monitor the state of the various modules that makeCoveo Diagnostic Page
up Coveo for Sitecore. When troubleshooting issues, this is often the first thing you need to look at.
The   and the   can help you out in identifying issues related to the underlying CoveoCES Administration Tool CES Console
index.
Coveo for Sitecore includes tools to .manage your license and support plan
Coveo for Sitecore also embeds links to its various .help resources

Online Community

If the support tools are of no help to you, try our questions and answers community:  . This forum is regularlyCoveo Q&A Forum
monitored by the Coveo staff.

Support Team

If you need immediate assistance (bugs or urgent questions) and you have a , the Coveo Support team can providesupport plan
you one-on-one help on our  .Customer Support Portal

If you do not have an account yet, you can  . Then, enter your support request, and a support engineer will follow up withcreate one
you quickly.

FAQ
Editions: Free vs Paid
Q. How can I experiment with the Pro or Enterprise edition to build a demo before purchasing a license?

A. There are two options:

System integrators: Sign the Friend of Coveo agreement to receive a fully loaded license for this purpose.
End customer: Ask your Coveo sales representative for a trial license.

 

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Coveo+for+Sitecore+Developer+Certification
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Coveo+for+Sitecore+Certified+Developers
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/CES/7.0/Administrator/Administration_Tool.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/CES/7.0/Administrator/Using_the_CES_Console.htm
https://answers.coveo.com/
http://www.coveo.com/en/solutions/coveo-for-sitecore/features-support
https://coveocommunity.force.com/customers/login
https://coveocommunity.force.com/customers/CommunitiesSelfReg
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Q. How hard is the upgrade process from Free to the Pro/Enterprise edition?

A. Very simple. It is only a matter of upgrading your license. There are no additional packages to deploy or upgrade. See Upgrading Your Edition
 for more details.or Your Support Plan

 

Q. Why can't I see the boosting and filtering rules in the Result scope section of the Coveo search parameters?

A. These rules editors are limited to the Enterprise edition. However, you can still  .filter and boost programmatically

Support

Q. I don't have a production support plan (Free edition), but I have a couple of questions I'd like to be answered Where can I ask them?

A. Use  ; it is a Q&A platform just like Stack Overflow where you can search for questions already answered. You can evenanswers.coveo.com
ask your own.

Installation and Scaling

Q. Where should I install the Coveo index?

A. On a development machine, the easiest way is to have the index on the same machine as Sitecore. For QA and production environments, it is
recommended to have one or two dedicated servers that only run the index.

 

Q. This product rocks, but does it scale?

A. Yes it does! If you want to have redundancy, you can use mirrors. Mirrors are kept in sync by the master index and serve queries. They can be
placed behind a NLB to distribute the load. If you have bigger needs, refer to the  .Coveo scalability model

Embedded Developer and Support Resources
Coveo for Sitecore provides a list of resources to help you in getting the answers to your questions and troubleshooting problems. These
resources are intended to be used by administrators.

To Access the Help & Troubleshooting Resources

Open the Coveo Search section of the Sitecore Control Panel (see  ).Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Choose  .Developer & Support Resources

The   dialog will be displayed. It contains all the help and troubleshooting resources that you may need.Developer & Support Resources

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201411/Upgrading+Your+Edition+or+Your+Support+Plan
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201411/Upgrading+Your+Edition+or+Your+Support+Plan
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SC201412/Adding+Filter+and+Boost+Expressions+Programmatically
http://answers.coveo.com/
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/coveo_scalability_model.htm
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If you do not have a support plan, or if you have one but it is expired, the third link will appear as  .Subscribe to a Support Plan
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Troubleshooting Problems Using the Coveo Diagnostic Page
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In this topic:
Accessing the Diagnostic Page Manually
Accessing the Diagnostic Page via the Control Panel
Using the Diagnostic Page

Coveo for Sitecore Diagnostic Package
Coveo for Sitecore Components State
Coveo for Sitecore Version Information
Coveo for Sitecore Configuration Files
Coveo for Sitecore Published Items
Coveo for Sitecore Indexing Test
Coveo for Sitecore Log Viewer

Directly Accessing the Diagnostic Package

Coveo for Sitecore provides a tool to quickly diagnose issues. It is called the Diagnostic Page.

Accessing the Diagnostic Page Manually

Open the following URL in a web browser: http://<SitecoreInstanceName>/sitecore
, where    must be replaced by the name of yourmodules/Web/Coveo/admin/CoveoDiagnosticPage.aspx SitecoreInstanceName

Sitecore instance.

Accessing the Diagnostic Page via the Control Panel

Open the Coveo Search section of the Sitecore Control Panel (see ).Opening the Coveo Search Control Panel Section
Choose  .Diagnostic Page

The Diagnostic Page will open in your default web browser.

Using the Diagnostic Page

Coveo for Sitecore Diagnostic Package

AVAILABLE SINCE: JUNE 2016 RELEASE

The diagnostic package wraps all the information present on the Diagnostic Page in a compressed file and lets the user download it.

Coveo for Sitecore Components State

The Diagnostic Page provides a list of all the major modules that make up Coveo for Sitecore, along with a status for each one of them. Status of
the different modules are retrieved automatically after the first page loads. If you want to update those statuses, you must hit Refresh in the

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm#June_2016_-_v%C2%A03.0.1312
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upper-right corner.

For a fully working Coveo for Sitecore instance, components should all be in the , as you can see below:Up and running state

However, if any module is down (the Admin Service, for instance), you will see an error message similar to this one:

You can click the  button to get more information on the problem, or click the   to search for solutions on .Show details search.coveo.com

Coveo for Sitecore Version Information

The diagnostic page indicates if the current Sitecore version is supported by the current Coveo for Sitecore version.

Coveo for Sitecore Configuration Files

The diagnostic page provides a list of all currently loaded Coveo configuration files:

http://search.coveo.com
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If you want to refresh the list, you must hit  in the upper-right corner.Refresh 

Coveo for Sitecore Published Items

The diagnostic page indicates if all the Coveo for Sitecore items are published correctly.

Coveo for Sitecore Indexing Test

The diagnostic page gives you the possibility to refresh a sub-tree of the Coveo index:

To perform a sub-tree refresh:

Select an index in the drop-list on the left.
Enter the path of the sub-tree you would like to refresh.
Hit the  button.Index 

If the refresh was performed, a success message should be displayed:

 

However, if an error occurs (for example, if the path of the item is not specified), you should see an error message like this one:

Coveo for Sitecore Log Viewer

The diagnostic page provides a tool to read Sitecore log files:

To watch a specific log file:
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Select the file you want to watch in the drop-list. The most recent log files are displayed on top.
Hit the   button.View Log
The log file will appear on the screen:

The tool will color each line depending on the severity of the entry. This can be useful to quickly locate errors. The table below shows you in which
color each type of entry is displayed:

Entry type Color

INFO, VERBOSE Dark Green

DEBUG, TRACE Light grey

WARN Yellow

ERROR Red

Directly Accessing the Diagnostic Package

It is possible to directly access the package by opening the following URL in a web browser: http://<SitecoreInstanceName>/sitecore
modules/Web/Coveo/CoveoDiagnosticPackage.aspx, where  SitecoreInstanceName  must be replaced by the name of your Sitecore
instance.

You need to be authenticated to download the diagnostic package this way. If you try to download the package without having the proper
authentication, the following page will be shown :

You might need to specify the domain ( , for instance) for it to correctly log in.sitecore\USERNAME

The download should start automatically after being logged in.

 

Resolving Coveo for Sitecore's Most Common Issues
This section covers the most common issues that you can encounter with Coveo for Sitecore.
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Endless Coveo Index Rebuild
Timeout While Expanding Sitecore Security Provider
Security Provider Error: "Something went wrong on the server"
Problem Accessing the Coveo Admin Service
Items in the Same Language Get Indexed Multiple Times
Problem Loading the Ninject Assembly
Problem Loading the CoveoItemCrawler Class
Internet Explorer 9 : Oops! Something went wrong in Coveo Search Page
Failing to Preview Page with Device Simulator
Internal Server Error When Querying the REST Service
Editing the Properties of a Coveo Search MVC Component Freezes the Page Editor in IE11
Error with ID 'NO_DOCUMENT_INDEXED'
Item Remains in Index for Some Languages After Being Deleted
Error or Document Not Found Page After Rebuilding the Indexes
Problem Registering Search Page Events in Sitecore Analytics Database
Sitecore Items Do Not Get Automatically Indexed
The Indexing Manager Is Reporting an Error
Getting "Unable to add the certificate to the 'Root' store. Access is denied." in the Configuration Wizard
Slow Queries in a Coveo Search Page
Issue in IE during Admin Service Configuration with the Configuration Wizard
Getting an "Internal Server Error" for the Coveo Security Service Component
High Memory Usage While Rebuilding Indexes
Getting "Could not find property 'AnalyticsDataTokens' on object of type: Coveo.Framework.Configuration.AnalyticsDataTokenMap" error
Getting "Unable to run the pipeline 'coveoInboundFilterPipeline'" Error in the Log
Getting "Could Not Establish Trust Relationship" for Coveo Services
Solving External Sources not Being Displayed in Search Results for Newly Created Users

Endless Coveo Index Rebuild

Symptoms

When performing a rebuild of your Coveo indexes from the Indexing Manager (  >  >  > Sitecore Desktop Sitecore start menu Control Panel Inde
 > ), your indexes may appear to be fully rebuilt, but the progress window may indicate otherwise and still be displayed.xing Indexing Manager

Cause

Note:
The issue described in this article was fixed in Sitecore 7.0 revision 131127 (update 3).
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4.  

1.  

2.  
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When you rebuild several indexes at once in Sitecore, and specifically when one of those indexes takes much longer to rebuild than the others,
the  dialog may still be displayed even though the rebuild operation is indeed completed. This is a known bug in Sitecore.Rebuilding

Resolution

Your indexes were most likely rebuilt successfully. You can simply close the  dialog.Rebuilding

 

Timeout While Expanding Sitecore Security Provider

Symptoms

Your secured items are not searchable.

In the Index Browser, the secured items have nothing in their effective combined permissions.

In the CES Console or System logs, you see the following error:

Permission 11111111111111111111111111111111111111 needs update because Allowed
sid 111111 has not been updated once yet

Cause

The   group is very large and cannot expand within the allowed 5 minutes.coveo_sitecoreadministrators

Resolution

Change the   on the Sitecore Security Provider to something higher. The default is 300 seconds, which isMaxAllowedTimeWithoutProgress
about 5 minutes.

Open the Coveo Administration Tool.
Navigate to   >   >  >Configuration Security  Security Provider  [Sitecore Security Provider on Your Server]
In the   section:Parameters

If parameter   exists, enter a value high enough to cover the security expansion time.MaxAllowedTimeWithoutProgress
If parameter    does not exist:MaxAllowedTimeWithoutProgress

Click  .Add Parameter
In the   column, enter   .Name MaxAllowedTimeWithoutProgress
In the   column, enter a value high enough to cover the security expansion time.Value

Click  .Apply Changes

Security Provider Error: "Something went wrong on the server"

Symptoms

When performing a query in the JavaScript Search UI, it may return no results or display the error: "Oops! Something went wrong on the
server. If the problem persists contact the administrator."
When looking at the  under  >  > , you may see the error: "A security providerCoveo Administration Tools Status Overview System State
is not properly configured."
When looking at the Coveo system logs (from the  >  >  or directly in the file [Index Drive]CES Admin Tool Logs System \CES7\Logs\Sy

), you may see errors similar to these ones:stem_YYYY-MM-dd.log

This issue affect Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 On-Premises

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/ces_administration_tool.htm
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a.  

b.  
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212254270075164067|ERROR|2013-12-19|10:29:28|0|Security Provider "Sitecore
Security Provider for {MachineName}-{SitecoreInstanceName}" failed to start:
Security Provider failed to start, last received status was: Created|||
212254270075164141|ERROR|2013-12-19|10:30:16|0|NodeId #7: An error occurred while
initializing the Blade "Sitecore Security Provider for
{MachineName}-{SitecoreInstanceName}" (ID #9): Unexpected exception in method
'InitBlade': System.Net.WebException: The operation has timed out --->
System.Net.WebException: The operation has timed out   at
System.Web.Services.Protocols.WebClientProtocol.GetWebResponse(WebRequest
request)   at
System.Web.Services.Protocols.HttpWebClientProtocol.GetWebResponse(WebRequest
request)   at System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapHttpClientProtocol.Invoke(String
methodName, Object[] parameters)   at
Coveo.CNL.WebServices.WebServiceUtilities.InvokeWithCallBack(InvokeMethodDelegate
p_InvokeMethod, SoapCallBack p_SoapCallBack, String p_MethodName, Object[]
p_Parameters)   at
Coveo.Connectors.Sitecore2.SitecoreWS.SitecoreWebService.GetSiteDatabase(String
p_TargetSite)   at
Coveo.Connectors.Sitecore2.Connection.Sitecore2Connection.GetSiteDatabaseName()  
at
Coveo.Connectors.Sitecore2.Configuration.Sitecore2ConnectorConfiguration.Initiali
zeDatabase(GetDefaultValueDelegate p_GetDatabaseNameDelegate)   at
Coveo.Connectors.Sitecore2.Connection.Sitecore2Connection.Initialize()   at
Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.Sitecore2.Security.Sitecore2SecurityProvider.InitSecurit
yProvider()   at
Coveo.CES.SecurityProviders.Framework.SecurityProviderBase.<>c__DisplayClass1a.<E
xecuteMonitoredCall>b__19()   --- End of inner exception stack trace ---   at
Coveo.CES.SecurityProviders.Framework.SecurityProviderBase.ExecuteMonitoredCall(M
onitoredCall p_MonitoredCall)   at
Coveo.CES.SecurityProviders.Framework.SecurityProviderBase.InitBlade(BladeDefinit
ionConfig p_BladeConfig)|||
212254270075164231|ERROR|2013-12-19|10:40:28|0|Indexing is paused because of a
security provider error (class Merlin::SecurityProviderOnErrorException: Security
Provider "Sitecore Security Provider for {MachineName}-{SitecoreInstanceName}"
failed to start: Security Provider "Sitecore Security Provider for
{MachineName}-{SitecoreInstanceName}" failed to start: Security Provider failed
to start, last received status was: Created). Make sure that the security
provider is configured properly to resume indexing.|||

Cause

The Sitecore security provider is either configured incorrectly, or it was unable to access the associated Sitecore instance.

If you also see the error "The operation has timed out," it most likely means that your Coveo instance started before the Sitecore instance, and
thus the latter was unreachable by the Sitecore security provider configured in CES.

Resolution

Try reloading the problematic Sitecore security provider:
Access the Security Providers section of the CES Administration Tool (  >  > )Configuration Security Security Providers
Edit the Sitecore security provider (typically named Sitecore Security Provider for {MachineName}-{SitecoreInstanceName}).
Click on  so that the security provider is simply reloaded.Apply Changes
Validate that there is no more security provider error shown in the CES Administration Tool (  > ).Status System State
Validate that the original error no longer appears in the JavaScript Search UI when you perform a query.

Try fixing any erroneous parameter identified in the System logs (if applicable):
Open your   file, which is located under the   folder of your SitecoreCoveo.SearchProvider.config App_Config\Include
instance.
Edit the   and/or SecurityProviderName  node to the correct value.ServerUrl
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Synchronize the configuration from the Sitecore Control Panel's Coveo Search section (see Synchronize Coveo Enterprise
).Search Configuration

Validate that there is no more security provider error shown in the CES Administration Tool (  > ).Status System State
Validate that the original error no longer appears in the JavaScript Search UI when you perform a query.

Problem Accessing the Coveo Admin Service

Symptoms

When performing a query in the JavaScript Search UI, you may see the error: "Oops! Something went wrong on the server. If the problem
persists contact the administrator.":

When performing a rebuild of the Coveo indexes via the Indexing Manager of Sitecore (  >  > Sitecore start menu Control Panel Indexin
), you may get an error dialog displaying the message: "There was no endpoint listening at {WrongUrl} that could accept theg Manager

message":
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3.  When performing a rebuild of the Coveo indexes via the Indexing Manager of Sitecore (  >   > Sitecore start menu Control Panel Indexin
), you may get an error dialog displaying the message: "Coveo Entreprise Search seems to be unavailable. Please make sureg Manager

that the service is installed and started.":
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Server Error in '/' Application.
Coveo Entreprise Search seems to be unavailable. Please make sure that the
service is installed and started.
Description: An unhandled exception occurred during the execution of the current
web request. Please review the stack trace for more information about the error
and where it originated in the code. 
Exception Details: Coveo.Framework.Exceptions.CesUnavailableException: Coveo
Entreprise Search seems to be unavailable. Please make sure that the service is
installed and started.
Source Error: 
An unhandled exception was generated during the execution of the current web
request. Information regarding the origin and location of the exception can be
identified using the exception stack trace below.
Stack Trace: 

[CesUnavailableException: Coveo Entreprise Search seems to be unavailable. Please
make sure that the service is installed and started.]
  
Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndexBase.Initialize(IIndexDocumentPropertyMapper`1
p_DocumentTypeMapper) +3747
   Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex.Initialize() +285
  
Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration.AddIndex(ISearchIndex
p_Index) +557
[TargetInvocationException: Exception has been thrown by the target of an
invocation.]
   System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[] arguments,
Signature sig, Boolean constructor) +0
   System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj, Object[]
parameters, Object[] arguments) +76
   System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.Invoke(Object obj, BindingFlags
invokeAttr, Binder binder, Object[] parameters, CultureInfo culture) +211
   System.Reflection.MethodBase.Invoke(Object obj, Object[] parameters) +35
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(Object obj, Object[]
properties) +832
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean deferred, IFactoryHelper helper)
+759
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper) +296
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(String configPath, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert) +420
   Sitecore.ContentSearch.ContentSearchManager.get_SearchConfiguration() +70
   Sitecore.ContentSearch.Client.Forms.IndexingManagerWizard.BuildIndexes() +148
[TargetInvocationException: Exception has been thrown by the target of an
invocation.]
   System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[] arguments,
Signature sig, Boolean constructor) +0
   System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj, Object[]
parameters, Object[] arguments) +76
   System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.Invoke(Object obj, BindingFlags
invokeAttr, Binder binder, Object[] parameters, CultureInfo culture) +211
   System.Reflection.MethodBase.Invoke(Object obj, Object[] parameters) +35
   Sitecore.Web.UI.Sheer.ClientPage.OnLoad(EventArgs e) +337
   System.Web.UI.Control.LoadRecursive() +71
   System.Web.UI.Page.ProcessRequestMain(Boolean includeStagesBeforeAsyncPoint,
Boolean includeStagesAfterAsyncPoint) +3178
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4.  When performing a rebuild of the Coveo indexes or a Re-Index Tree via the Content Editor of Sitecore (  > Sitecore start menu Content
), you may get an error dialog displaying the message: "System.NullReferenceException: Object reference not set to an instance ofEditor

an object. at System.Web.Security.FormsAuthentication.SetAuthCookie":
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An error occured.

System.Reflection.TargetInvocationException: Exception has been thrown by the
target of an invocation.
---> System.Reflection.TargetInvocationException: Exception has been thrown by
the target of an invocation.
---> System.NullReferenceException: Object reference not set to an instance of an
object.
 at System.Web.Security.FormsAuthentication.SetAuthCookie(String userName,
Boolean createPersistentCookie, String strCookiePath)
 at Sitecore.Security.Authentication.FormsAuthenticationProvider.Login(String
userName, Boolean persistent)
 at Coveo.Framework.Utils.AuthenticationManagerWrapper.Login(String p_Username,
String p_Password)
 at Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration.Validate()
 at
Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndexBase.Initialize(IIndexDocumentPropertyMapper`1
p_DocumentTypeMapper)
 at Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex.Initialize()
 at
Coveo.SearchProvider.Configuration.CoveoSearchConfiguration.AddIndex(ISearchIndex
p_Index)
 --- End of inner exception stack trace ---
 at System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[] arguments,
Signature sig, Boolean constructor)
 at System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj, Object[]
parameters, Object[] arguments)
 at System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.Invoke(Object obj, BindingFlags
invokeAttr, Binder binder, Object[] parameters, CultureInfo culture)
 at System.Reflection.MethodBase.Invoke(Object obj, Object[] parameters)
 at Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(Object obj, Object[]
properties)
 at Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean deferred, IFactoryHelper helper)
 at Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper)
 at Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(String configPath, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert)
 at Sitecore.ContentSearch.ContentSearchManager.get_SearchConfiguration()
 at Sitecore.ContentSearch.Maintenance.IndexCustodian.RefreshTree(IIndexable
startItem)
 at Sitecore.ContentSearch.Client.Commands.RefreshTree.Refresh(Object[]
parameters)
 --- End of inner exception stack trace ---
 at System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[] arguments,
Signature sig, Boolean constructor)
 at System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj, Object[]
parameters, Object[] arguments)
 at System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.Invoke(Object obj, BindingFlags
invokeAttr, Binder binder, Object[] parameters, CultureInfo culture)
 at System.Reflection.MethodBase.Invoke(Object obj, Object[] parameters)
 at (Object , Object[] )
 at Sitecore.Pipelines.CorePipeline.Run(PipelineArgs args)
 at Sitecore.Jobs.Job.ThreadEntry(Object state)

When looking at the Sitecore logs (typically ),C:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanceName\Data\logs\log.YYYYMMdd.txt
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you may see the following error:

ManagedPoolThread #12 08:56:15 ERROR An error while updating occurred
Exception: System.ServiceModel.EndpointNotFoundException
Message: There was no endpoint listening at http://localhost/AdminService2 that
could accept the message. This is often caused by an incorrect address or SOAP
action. See InnerException, if present, for more details.
Source: mscorlib
Server stack trace: 
   at
System.ServiceModel.Channels.HttpChannelUtilities.ProcessGetResponseWebException(
WebException webException, HttpWebRequest request, HttpAbortReason abortReason)
   at
System.ServiceModel.Channels.HttpChannelFactory`1.HttpRequestChannel.HttpChannelR
equest.WaitForReply(TimeSpan timeout)
   at System.ServiceModel.Channels.RequestChannel.Request(Message message,
TimeSpan timeout)
   at System.ServiceModel.Channels.ServiceChannel.Call(String action, Boolean
oneway, ProxyOperationRuntime operation, Object[] ins, Object[] outs, TimeSpan
timeout)
   at
System.ServiceModel.Channels.ServiceChannelProxy.InvokeService(IMethodCallMessage
methodCall, ProxyOperationRuntime operation)
   at System.ServiceModel.Channels.ServiceChannelProxy.Invoke(IMessage message)
Exception rethrown at [0]: 
   at System.Runtime.Remoting.Proxies.RealProxy.HandleReturnMessage(IMessage
reqMsg, IMessage retMsg)
   at System.Runtime.Remoting.Proxies.RealProxy.PrivateInvoke(MessageData&
msgData, Int32 type)
   at
Coveo.AdminService.AdminService.IAdminService.GetCollectionNames(CesMasterInforma
tion p_Info)
   at
Coveo.AdminService.AdminServiceClientWrapper.PerformAdminServiceCall[T](Func`1
p_Func)
   at Coveo.AdminService.AdminServiceClientWrapper.GetCollectionNames()
   at
Coveo.AbstractLayer.Communication.CES.AdminModule.CreateCollection(CollectionConf
ig p_CollectionConfig)
   at
Coveo.AbstractLayer.Communication.CES.AdminModule.SetUpCesRequirements(String
p_ServerUrl)
   at Coveo.AbstractLayer.Communication.CES.AdminModule.SetUpRequirements(String
p_ServerUrl)
   at
Coveo.AbstractLayer.Communication.CES.CESCommunication.InitializeAdminModule(Stri
ng p_ServerUrl)
   at Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndex.Update(IIndexableUniqueId
p_IndexableUniqueId, IndexingOptions p_IndexingOptions)
Nested Exception
Exception: System.Net.WebException
Message: The remote server returned an error: (404) Not Found.
Source: System
   at System.Net.HttpWebRequest.GetResponse()
   at
System.ServiceModel.Channels.HttpChannelFactory`1.HttpRequestChannel.HttpChannelR
equest.WaitForReply(TimeSpan timeout)
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2.  
3.  
4.  

1.  

2.  
3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  
4.  

1.  

2.  

Causes

The Coveo Admin Service may not be installed.
The Coveo Admin Service may not be started.
The Coveo Admin Service endpoint may not be configured correctly in the  file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
The Coveo Enterprise Search 7 service may not be started.

Resolution

Make sure that the Coveo Admin Service is installed (  >   >  ) (sAdministrative Tools Services Coveo Admin Service ee Installing Coveo
Enterprise Search to install it).
Make sure that the Coveo Admin Service is started (  >  > ).Administrative Tools Services Coveo Admin Service
Make sure that the  property is valid:AdminServiceUri

Open the  file (typically located under Coveo.SearchProvider.config C:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanceName\

).Website\App_Config\Include\Coveo.SearchProvider.config

Locate the node .defaultIndexConfiguration/adminServiceConfiguration/AdminServiceUri

Enter the endpoint of the Coveo Admin Service (typically http://localhost:80/AdminService).
Make sure that the Coveo Enterprise Search 7 service is started (  >   >  ).Administrative Tools Services Coveo Enterprise Search 7

Items in the Same Language Get Indexed Multiple Times

Symptoms

When publishing an item in Sitecore, you might notice in the Coveo Enterprise Search Console that some items are indexed multiple times for the
same language.

Cause

Internally, Sitecore stores events related to modified/published items in a queue. This queue can be consumed by a Search Provider,
such as the Coveo Search Provider. Unfortunately, in Sitecore versions prior to 7.0 update 3 and 7.1 update 1, the index summary Last

 property is not updated as events are consumed. As a result, previous events in the queue are consumed multiple times,Updated
resulting in the same events being sent to the Coveo Search Provider. Furthermore, an incorrect date format in Coveo for Sitecore may
cause Sitecore to retrieve events with the wrong date range.

When you publish an item in Sitecore, it pushes one individual item for each language of the item to SitecoreItemCrawler (an internal
module of Sitecore that communicates with registered Search Providers). Then, for each one of these individual items, the crawler
iterates over all languages for the item and pushes them as separate items to the registered Search Providers. Overall, you end up with
the same languages being crawled several times. For example, an item with four different languages would be crawled a total of 16
times. This issue only occurs on a publish for the selected languages and not on a regular rebuild/re-index.

Note:
The issue described in this cause was fixed in Sitecore 7.0 revision 131127 (update 3), Sitecore 7.1 revision 140130 (update
1), and was be fixed in the Coveo for Sitecore July Release.

http://localhost:80/AdminService
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1.  
a.  

b.  
2.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  

1.  
2.  

Resolution of Cause #1

Update your Sitecore version.
If you are using Sitecore 7.0 revision 130810 or revision 130918, update it to Sitecore 7.0 revision 131127 (update 3) or to a later
version.
If you are using Sitecore 7.1 revision 140130, update to Sitecore 7.1 revision 140130 (update 1) or to a later version.

Update your Coveo for Sitecore Integration to the July release. If you are unable to update to a later version of Coveo for Sitecore, please
contact our customer support on Coveo Community.

Resolution of Cause #2

You will have to use the Coveo crawler instead of the Sitecore default one. Here is how you can configure it:

Open your   file. Search for the  node.Coveo.SearchProvider.config crawler
Change the   value to  .type Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler, Coveo.SearchProviderBase
Your crawler should now look like this:

<crawler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler, Coveo.SearchProviderBase">
    <Database>web</Database>
    <Root>/sitecore</Root>
    <StopOnError>true</StopOnError>
</crawler>

Make sure to do it for the other crawlers you have. Save and close the file.

Problem Loading the Ninject Assembly

Symptoms

When installing the Coveo for Sitecore package or accessing your Sitecore instance, you might get the following error:

System.IO.FileLoadException: Could not load file or assembly 'Ninject' or one of its dependencies. The
located assembly's manifest definition does not match the assembly reference. (Exception from HRESULT:
0x80131040)

Cause

This issue arises when you already have the Ninject library on your website. Upon installing the Coveo for Sitecore package, you will be prompted
to overwrite your existing   file. If you choose to overwrite it, Ninject version 3.0.1.10 will be deployed instead of your current NinjectNinject.dll
library, thus resulting in incorrect version numbers in your C# project references.

Resolution

To fix this issue, follow these steps:

Replace the   assembly in your website's   directory with the one referenced by your project.Ninject.dll bin
Using a text editor, open the   file and insert the following lines in the   XML element:web.config assemblyBinding

<dependentAssembly>
 <assemblyIdentity name="Ninject" publicKeyToken="c7192dc5380945e7"
culture="neutral" />
 <bindingRedirect oldVersion="0.0.0.0-3.2.2.0" newVersion="[Your Ninject version
goes here (e.g., 3.2.0.0)]" />
</dependentAssembly>

After updating your Sitecore version and your Coveo for Sitecore release, you might encounter the same issue after the next publish
operation. This can happen if the  property previously contained an invalid value. Your subsequent publish operationsLastUpdated
should however work as expected.

There is no official workaround for Sitecore 7.0.1 and Sitecore 7.0.2, since the Sitecore crawler cannot be overridden in these versions.

https://coveocommunity.force.com/customers/
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4.  

1.  
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4.  

Re-install the Coveo for Sitecore package. When prompted to overwrite the   file, choose  . For all the other assemblies,Ninject.dll No
you should choose  .Yes

Restart the Sitecore client and server when prompted for it.

Problem Loading the CoveoItemCrawler Class

Symptoms

When installing the Coveo Search Provider package or accessing your Sitecore instance under Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 (update 1) or Sitecore
7.0 rev. 130918 (update 2), you might get the following error:

Could not load type 'Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler' from assembly 'Coveo.SearchProviderBase,
Version=3.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null' because the parent type is sealed.

Cause

This error message is displayed when you are using the   class in Sitecore 7.0 rev. 130810 (update 1) or Sitecore 7.0 rev.CoveoItemCrawler
130918. The   class inherits the  , which is marked as   for Sitecore versions prior to SitecoreCoveoItemCrawler SitecoreItemCrawler sealed
7.0 rev. 131127 (update 3).

Resolution

 

To fix this issue, follow these steps:

Open your   configuration file.Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Locate the three crawlers XML elements:

<crawler type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoItemCrawler, Coveo.SearchProviderBase">

Replace the crawlers' type for  as shown in theSitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler, Sitecore.ContentSearch
following example:

<crawler type="Sitecore.ContentSearch.SitecoreItemCrawler,
Sitecore.ContentSearch">

Validate that the error message is no longer displayed by reloading your Sitecore instance.

 

 

Internet Explorer 9 : Oops! Something went wrong in Coveo Search Page

By following these resolution steps, your Sitecore items in the same language will be indexed multiple times (see Items in the Same
), which might negatively  indexing performance. If this issue is problematic for yourLanguage Get Indexed Multiple Times impact

environment, you should upgrade to Sitecore 7.0 rev. 131127 or a later version and skip these steps.
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Symptom

When creating a Coveo Search Page and opening it with Internet Explorer 9, you may see such an error message displayed in your browser
console.

Cause

This is a known issue that is specific to the use of IE9 along with the JS UI.

Resolution

 

Open your Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. Look for you current website.
Navigate to the folder  .Coveo/rest
Open the   section on the folder.HTTP Response Headers
 

Click on   at the right.Add
Name the new header   and give it the value   or something containing the URL of your website.Access-Control-Allow-Origin *
Click  and close the IIS Manager. Your page should now render correctly.OK

 

 

Failing to Preview Page with Device Simulator

Symptoms

Note:
This issue will be fixed in the upcoming releases of Coveo for Sitecore.
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When attempting to preview a page using a mobile device simulator, you may get the following error:

An error occurred during request execution.

Cause

The default URL used to connect to Sitecore is  , which obviously does not match your real Sitecore instance name. Tomy.sitecore.com
display the page, the browser sends two requests. The first one displays the toolbar and the picture of the device. The second one fetches the
content to fill the device simulator screen. However, this second request is denied, as Sitecore refuses the host name.

Resolution

One solution that does not require to modify the Sitecore configuration is to modify the   file on the Sitecore server. Here follows the detailedhosts
procedure:

Open a text editor with administrator rights.
Edit the   file. The file is located under  .hosts C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts
Add an entry that corresponds to the  hostname.my.sitecore.com

127.0.0.1   my.sitecore.com

Save the file.
When reloading the page with the device simulator, it should now render properly.
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Internal Server Error When Querying the REST Service

Symptoms

When performing a query in the JavaScript Search UI, you may see the following error: "Oops! Something went wrong on the server."

When examining the network transactions on the JavaScript Search UI page using a tool similar to Chrome Developer Tools, you may
see an HTTP error 500 (Internal Server Error):

When looking at the response of the erroneous request, you may see the following error message:
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1.  

2.  

1.  
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a.  

b.  

Server Error in '/' Application.
Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
Description: An unhandled exception occurred during the execution of the current
web request. Please review the stack trace for more information about the error
and where it originated in the code. 
Exception Details: System.NullReferenceException: Object reference not set to an
instance of an object.

Source Error: 
An unhandled exception was generated during the execution of the current web
request. Information regarding the origin and location of the exception can be
identified using the exception stack trace below.

Stack Trace: 
[NullReferenceException: Object reference not set to an instance of an object.]
   Coveo.Framework.Databases.DatabaseWrapper..ctor(Database p_Database) +77
   Coveo.Framework.Utils.SitecoreContextWrapper.GetCurrentDatabase() +121
   Coveo.UI.Helpers.SitecoreHelper.GetSearchIndex() +412
   Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.SitecoreRestHttpHandler.GetSecurityProviderName()
+178
   Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.SitecoreRestHttpHandler.OnInitializeSettings() +1030
   Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy.ProxyHttpHandler.OnInitialize() +57
   Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy.ProxyHttpHandler.EnsureInitialized() +139
   Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy.ProxyHttpHandler.ProcessRequest(HttpContext context)
+77
  
System.Web.CallHandlerExecutionStep.System.Web.HttpApplication.IExecutionStep.Exe
cute() +912
   System.Web.HttpApplication.ExecuteStep(IExecutionStep step, Boolean&
completedSynchronously) +164

Causes

This issue may occur:

When upgrading a Sitecore instance, into which a .Net search interface was integrated, to using Coveo for Sitecore. In the .Net search
, it is recommended to setup Sitecore to ignore the  url prefix to resolve a resource loading issue. Ininterface integration guide /coveo

Coveo for Sitecore, however, HTTP requests made to  must be handled by Sitecore to ensure that the Sitecore context is/coveo/rest
available in the requests.
When integrating Coveo for Sitecore in a Sitecore instance which has its   procSitecore.Pipelines.HttpRequest.ItemResolver
essor removed from the   pipeline, Coveo for Sitecore uses this processor in a configuration patch file to inserthttpRequestBegin
another processor just before. If the   processor is missing, Coveo for SitecoreSitecore.Pipelines.HttpRequest.ItemResolver
will not be able to patch the configuration correctly.

Resolution

To fix this issue, remove the URL prefixes that start with  in the   setting XML element in the Sitecore /coveo IgnoreUrlPrefixes web.

 file.config

Example:

<setting name="IgnoreUrlPrefixes"
value="/sitecore/default.aspx|/trace.axd|/webresource.axd"/>

To fix this issue:
Run the  page.showconfig.aspx

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/integrating_the_coveo_net_search_interface_in_a_sitecore_website.htm
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/integrating_the_coveo_net_search_interface_in_a_sitecore_website.htm
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Identify the type (including the assembly) of the processor that replaced the original Sitecore.Pipelines.HttpRequest.It
 processor.emResolver

Edit the  file.Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
Find this line:

<processor patch:before="processor[@type =
'Sitecore.Pipelines.HttpRequest.ItemResolver, Sitecore.Kernel']"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRe
stSearchRequest, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest" />

Replace it by this line:

<processor patch:before="processor[@type = 'Type of the processor that
replaced the original ItemResolver processor']"
type="Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRe
stSearchRequest, Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest" />

Save the file.

 

Editing the Properties of a Coveo Search MVC Component Freezes the Page Editor in
IE11

Symptoms

When selecting a Coveo Search MVC component in Edit mode, the Page Editor freezes, along with the whole browser. The usual floating toolbar
appears before the browser becomes completely unresponsive. This occurs only when using the   web browser and editing a MVC CoveoIE11
Search Page.

You may also see the   process peak at 10-30% of CPU usage in the Task Manager.iexplore.exe

This behavior prevents you from editing a Coveo Search page altogether.

Cause

This is caused by an undocumented issue in Sitecore 7.5.

Resolution

As of now, there are no fix or available workaround. You are strongly advised to use a different web browser, such as   or  .Google Chrome Firefox

Error with ID 'NO_DOCUMENT_INDEXED'

Symptom

When looking at the CES index logs (from the CES Admin Tool > Logs > Index or directly in the file C:

Make sure to change the  attribute for the type found in step .@type b

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-ca/internet-explorer/ie-11-worldwide-languages
http://www.google.com/chrome/
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/
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\CES7\Logs\Index_YYYY-MM-dd.log), you may see errors similar to the following ones:

 

212285218277549773|IMPORTANT|2014-12-12|16:25:44|0|Rebuild on source Coveo_web_index -
MachineName-InstanceName has been requested by domain\username.||||||||||||||||
212285218277549774|IMPORTANT|2014-12-12|16:25:44|0|Rebuilding the source
Coveo_web_index - MachineName-InstanceName.|||||Sitecore Search
Provider||||Coveo_web_index - MachineName-InstanceName|SUCCESS|||3514|32352||
212285218277549775|WARNING|2014-12-12|16:25:44|0|Since the live monitoring is
currently enabled, the rebuild won't do anything.|||||Sitecore Search
Provider||||Coveo_web_index - MachineName-InstanceName|SUCCESS|||3514|32352||
212285218277549776|ERROR|2014-12-12|16:25:44|0|Error with ID 'NO_DOCUMENT_INDEXED': No
documents were crawled.|||||Sitecore Search Provider||||Coveo_web_index -
MachineName-InstanceName|NO_DOCUMENT_INDEXED|||3514|32352||
212285218277549777|ERROR|2014-12-12|16:25:44|0|Queue Error: No documents were
crawled.|||||Sitecore Search Provider||||Coveo_web_index -
MachineName-InstanceName|SUCCESS|||3514|32352||
212285218277549778|ERROR|2014-12-12|16:25:44|0|...
Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.CrawlerFatalException: No documents were
crawled.|||||Sitecore Search Provider||||Coveo_web_index -
MachineName-InstanceName|SUCCESS|||3514|32352||
212285218277549779|ERROR|2014-12-12|16:25:44|0|...    at
Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.CustomCrawler.RefreshThread()|||||Sitecore Search
Provider||||Coveo_web_index - MachineName-InstanceName|SUCCESS|||3514|32352||
212285218277549780|IMPORTANT|2014-12-12|16:25:44|0|The source Coveo_web_index -
MachineName-InstanceName rebuild was stopped.|||||Sitecore Search
Provider||||Coveo_web_index - MachineName-InstanceName|SUCCESS|||3514|32352||

Cause

The Coveo Search Provider is starting the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) source before pushing Sitecore items to be indexed. Starting a source
is done by enabling Live Monitoring and starting a rebuild of the source. When Live Monitoring is enabled on a source, the rebuild operation is
expected to do nothing but set the source state to idle. After a rebuild operation, CES verifies if documents were indexed and throws the NO_DOCU

 error when there was none.MENT_INDEXED

Resolution

This is the expected behavior for the Queue crawler used by Coveo for Sitecore sources. You can ignore this error.

Item Remains in Index for Some Languages After Being Deleted

Symptoms

When deleting a Sitecore item which has multiple language versions, some of these versioned items may remain in the Coveo search indexes.

Cause

This issue is due to a known problem in the aforementioned Sitecore revisions. The  needs to be used in these versions,SitecoreItemCrawler
instead of the , causing this problem and   in the indexing process.CoveoItemCrawler other issues

Resolution

Rebuilding the search indexes is a solution, but upgrading to the latest version of Sitecore is ideal, to overcome those multiple issues.

Note:
The issue described in this article applies to Sitecore 7.0 revision 130810 ( 1), Sitecore 7.0 revision 130918 (  2) andupdate update
Sitecore 7.1 revision 140130 ( 1).update 

It was fixed in Sitecore 7.0 revision 131127 (update 3), and in Sitecore 7.1 revision 140324 (update 2).
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Error or Document Not Found Page After Rebuilding the Indexes

Symptoms

After performing a rebuild of your indexes from the Indexing Manager (  >   >   >   > Sitecore Desktop Sitecore Start Menu Control Panel Indexing I
), closing the window may redirect you to a "Document Not Found" or error page like this one:ndexing Manager

Server Error in '/' Application.

A potentially dangerous Request.Path value was detected from the client (:).
Description: An unhandled exception occurred during the execution of the current web
request. Please review the stack trace for more information about the error and where
it originated in the code.

Exception Details: System.Web.HttpException: A potentially dangerous Request.Path
value was detected from the client (:).

Source Error:
An unhandled exception was generated during the execution of the current web request.
Information regarding the origin and location of the exception can be identified using
the exception stack trace below.

Stack Trace:
 
[HttpException (0x80004005): A potentially dangerous Request.Path value was detected
from the client (:).]
   System.Web.HttpRequest.ValidateInputIfRequiredByConfig() +12352359
   System.Web.PipelineStepManager.ValidateHelper(HttpContext context) +166

Version Information: Microsoft .NET Framework Version:4.0.30319; ASP.NET
Version:4.0.30319.34212

Cause

The admin session has expired and Sitecore will not allow you to continue using the Control Panel until you sign in again. The error page is simply
the result of a badly formatted URL inside Sitecore.

Resolution

Just head back to the Sitecore Login page to re-enter your credentials. The indexing process was most certainly performed correctly.

Problem Registering Search Page Events in Sitecore Analytics Database

Symptom

When performing clicks in the JavaScript Search UI while the Sitecore Analytics module is enabled (see  ),Configuring the Analytics Component
you may see the following error in the Sitecore logs (typically located at C:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanceName\Data\logs\log.

):YYYYMMdd.txt
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5256 08:35:00 ERROR Cannot start analytics Tracker
Exception: System.MissingMethodException
Message: Method not found: 'PageEventsRow
PagesRow.Register(Sitecore.Analytics.Data.Items.PageEventItem)'.
Source: Sitecore.ExperienceExplorer.Business
   at
Sitecore.ExperienceExplorer.Business.Pipelines.StartTracking.PageEventPipeline.Process
(StartTrackingArgs args)
   at (Object , Object[] )
   at Sitecore.Pipelines.CorePipeline.Run(PipelineArgs args)
   at Sitecore.Analytics.Tracker.StartTracking()

Cause

This issue may occur when you have:

Sitecore 7.2 rev. 141226 (Service Pack-1) or Sitecore 7.5.
The   module version 1.0.6.27 or older.Experience Explorer

The Experience Explorer module version 1.0.6.27 or older is not compatible with these Sitecore versions due to breaking changes introduced in
Sitecore.

Resolution

The solution is to disable the Experience Explorer:

Open the   folder (typically located under App_Config\Include C:\inetpub\wwwroot\SitecoreInstanceName\Website\App_C
).onfig\Include

Rename the   to  .Sitecore.ExperienceExplorer.config Sitecore.ExperienceExplorer.config.disabled

Sitecore Items Do Not Get Automatically Indexed

Symptom

Whenever a Sitecore item is either created or modified, Coveo for Sitecore may not index it, even if Live Monitoring is enabled in Coveo
Enterprise Search (CES). This may also result in incorrect search results, or in a "silent" CES Console, meaning that Sitecore items do not appear
as being indexed. This problem may occur with any Sitecore index.

Cause

Although the root cause of this issue is still unknown at the moment (it is currently under investigation by Sitecore), we know that it affects all
Sitecore versions. For some reason, indexing stops processing new events on items.

Resolution

The solution is to restart IIS when this occurs:

Open a command prompt and execute the following command:

iisreset

Validate that newly created or modified items are properly indexed when they are saved or published.

The Indexing Manager Is Reporting an Error

Symptoms

After installing Coveo for Sitecore or another package (Media Framework Brightcove, for instance), the Indexing Manager is reporting an error
page like this one:

Server Error in '/' Application.

https://marketplace.sitecore.net/en/Modules/Experience_Explorer.aspx
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Constructor on type
'Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration' not found.

Description: An unhandled exception occurred during the execution of the current web
request. Please review the stack trace for more information about the error and where
it originated in the code. 

Exception Details: System.MissingMethodException: Constructor on type
'Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration' not found.

Source Error: 
 
An unhandled exception was generated during the execution of the current web request.
Information regarding the origin and location of the exception can be identified using
the exception stack trace below.

Stack Trace: 
 
[MissingMethodException: Constructor on type
'Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration' not found.]
   System.RuntimeType.CreateInstanceImpl(BindingFlags bindingAttr, Binder binder,
Object[] args, CultureInfo culture, Object[] activationAttributes, StackCrawlMark&
stackMark) +14297981
   System.Activator.CreateInstance(Type type, BindingFlags bindingAttr, Binder binder,
Object[] args, CultureInfo culture, Object[] activationAttributes) +198
   System.Activator.CreateInstance(Type type, Object[] args) +117
   Coveo.Framework.Utils.CoveoReflectionFactory.CreateInstanceGeneric(Type p_Type,
Object[] p_Params) +161

[ReflectionException: CreateInstanceGeneric<TType> (Type p_Type, object[] p_Params):
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration failed.]
   Coveo.Framework.Utils.CoveoReflectionFactory.CreateInstanceGeneric(Type p_Type,
Object[] p_Params) +398
   Coveo.Framework.Utils.CoveoReflectionFactory.CreateInstanceGeneric(String
p_ObjectTypeName, Object[] p_Params) +171
   Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMapBase.CreateConfig(String p_Name, String
p_FieldTypeName, String p_InputTypeName, String p_ReturnTypeName, String
p_TypeconverterName, String p_SettingTypeInfoName, String p_IsFacet, String
p_IsSortable, String p_IsMultiValue, String p_IsFreeText, String p_IsExternal,
XmlNodeList p_ConfigNodeList) +817

[FieldMapException: COVEO_FIELD_MAP_EXCEPTION : Unable to create instance of:
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider.LuceneSearchFieldConfiguration,
Sitecore.ContentSearch.LuceneProvider]
   Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMapBase.CreateConfig(String p_Name, String
p_FieldTypeName, String p_InputTypeName, String p_ReturnTypeName, String
p_TypeconverterName, String p_SettingTypeInfoName, String p_IsFacet, String
p_IsSortable, String p_IsMultiValue, String p_IsFreeText, String p_IsExternal,
XmlNodeList p_ConfigNodeList) +1142
   Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMapBase.CreateFieldConfiguration(String
p_FieldNameValue, String p_FieldTypeNameValue, XmlNode p_ConfigNode) +695
   Coveo.Framework.Fields.CoveoFieldMapBase.AddFieldByFieldName(XmlNode p_ConfigNode)
+183

[TargetInvocationException: Exception has been thrown by the target of an invocation.]
   System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[] arguments,
Signature sig, Boolean constructor) +0
   System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj, Object[]
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parameters, Object[] arguments) +76
   System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.Invoke(Object obj, BindingFlags invokeAttr,
Binder binder, Object[] parameters, CultureInfo culture) +211
   System.Reflection.MethodBase.Invoke(Object obj, Object[] parameters) +35
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(Object obj, Object[] properties)
+832
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +759
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper) +296
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetInnerObject(XmlNode paramNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert) +117
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +577
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper) +296
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetInnerObject(XmlNode paramNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert) +117
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +577
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper) +296
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetInnerObject(XmlNode paramNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert) +1090
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +577
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper) +296
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(String configPath, String[] parameters,
Boolean assert) +666
   Sitecore.ContentSearch.ContentSearchManager.get_SearchConfiguration() +281
   Sitecore.ContentSearch.Client.Forms.IndexingManagerWizard.BuildIndexes() +163

[TargetInvocationException: Exception has been thrown by the target of an invocation.]
   System.RuntimeMethodHandle.InvokeMethod(Object target, Object[] arguments,
Signature sig, Boolean constructor) +0
   System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.UnsafeInvokeInternal(Object obj, Object[]
parameters, Object[] arguments) +76
   System.Reflection.RuntimeMethodInfo.Invoke(Object obj, BindingFlags invokeAttr,
Binder binder, Object[] parameters, CultureInfo culture) +211
   System.Reflection.MethodBase.Invoke(Object obj, Object[] parameters) +35
   Sitecore.Web.UI.Sheer.ClientPage.OnLoad(EventArgs e) +337
   System.Web.UI.Control.LoadRecursive() +71
   System.Web.UI.Page.ProcessRequestMain(Boolean includeStagesBeforeAsyncPoint,
Boolean includeStagesAfterAsyncPoint) +3178

Version Information: Microsoft .NET Framework Version:4.0.30319; ASP.NET
Version:4.0.30319.34212

Cause

The current Sitecore configuration contains incorrect settings. For example, the Brightcove Framework specifically uses the Lucene field
definitions, while the Coveo fields are defined as the default configuration.

Resolution

Depending on your current configuration, two solutions exist.

In a normal environment, where Coveo is the only and preferred index, follow the procedure described in Migrating a Lucene index
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 for all existing indexes (Brightcove, etc).configuration to a Coveo index configuration
However, if you have a side-by-side environment, where Coveo is used for specific indexes only (see Using Coveo Side by Side With

), validate that all references to   are only for theLucene\Solr contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration
Coveo indexes. Every other index should use the preferred indexing solution only. For example, the Brightcove index, which looks like
this:

<!--
  DefaultIndexConfiguration - SC 7.0 Update 1
  defaultIndexConfiguration - SC 7.0 Update 2
-->
<configuration ref="contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration |
contentSearch/configuration/DefaultIndexConfiguration |
contentSearch/indexConfigurations/defaultLuceneIndexConfiguration">
  <IndexAllFields>true</IndexAllFields>
  <fieldMap ref="contentSearch/configuration/defaultIndexConfiguration/fieldMap |
contentSearch/configuration/DefaultIndexConfiguration/fieldMap |
contentSearch/indexConfigurations/defaultLuceneIndexConfiguration/fieldMap">
    <fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
    ...

should instead look like this:

<!--
  DefaultIndexConfiguration - SC 7.0 Update 1
  defaultIndexConfiguration - SC 7.0 Update 2
-->
<configuration
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/defaultLuceneIndexConfiguration">
  <IndexAllFields>true</IndexAllFields>
  <fieldMap
ref="contentSearch/indexConfigurations/defaultLuceneIndexConfiguration/fieldMap">
    <fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
    ...

Getting "Unable to add the certificate to the 'Root' store. Access is denied." in the
Configuration Wizard

Symptoms

When installing the Coveo for Sitecore package and checking   in the Configuration Wizard, you may get theUse a secure Admin Service
following error:
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1.  
2.  

1.  
2.  

a.  
b.  
c.  

d.  
e.  
f.  

g.  
h.  

Causes

To be able to import the specified certificate, Coveo for Sitecore needs to impersonate the administrator account that you specified. The error may
have one of the following causes:

The user account that you specified may not be a member of the local Administrators group.
If   is enabled, importing the certificate requires that the administrator account also has elevated privileges, which is not possibleUAC
while impersonating a user.

Resolution

Make sure that the user account that you specified is a member of the local Administrators group.
If UAC is enabled, you need to temporarily disable it by using this method.

Log into the Sitecore server.
Open the Registry Editor ( ).regedit.exe
Expand the following key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\Syste
m
Modify the value of   to  .EnableLUA 0x00000000
Reboot the server.
Reinstall the Coveo for Sitecore package using the Sitecore Installation Wizard. There should not be any error.
Using the Registry Editor, modify the value of   to  .EnableLUA 0x00000001
Reboot the server.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_Account_Control
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2.  

h.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  
2.  
3.  

a.  

b.  

i.  

ii.  

1.  
a.  
b.  

i.  
ii.  

Slow Queries in a Coveo Search Page

Symptoms

When executing a query in a Coveo Search Page, search results may take a considerable amount of time before they are returned.

Causes

Slow queries can be caused by a number of factors:

Low performance hardware: for example, virtualized servers are known to be slower than physical ones.  Also, indexes containing a lot of
documents are typically slower than smaller ones.
High network latency: this slows down communications between Coveo for Sitecore and the Coveo Search API, so your queries take a
longer time to return search results.
Overly complex query expressions: for example, query expressions containing wildcards are a common cause of bad query performance.

Resolution

Low performance hardware: see with your IT administrator.
High network latency: see with your IT administrator.
Overly complex query expressions:

Whenever possible, avoid using wildcards in query expressions. Instead, use exact match expressions (e.g. @field=="value"
) or basic "contains" expressions (e.g.  ) for better performance.@field="value"
If you are using a release earlier than Coveo for Sitecore April 2015 Monthly Release (3.0.1000) and the "where the item is
the specific item or one of its subitems" filtering rule:

The best solution is to upgrade Coveo for Sitecore to the April 2015 release or newer. These releases are not using the
wildcard query expressions anymore in the "where the item is the specific item or one of its subitems" filtering rule.
Coveo for Sitecore now uses an exact match query on the "_path" field.
If an upgrade is not possible, you can stop using the  specific"where the item is the   item or one of its subitems" rules and
convert them to "where specific field compares   specific value" rules:to

Ensure the "_path" field is configured as a multi-value facet field:
Open your Coveo.SearchProvider.config file in a text editor.
Ensure that the   element is present and has the <fieldType fieldName="_path"... /> isFace

 and   attributes and values in the   elementt="true" isMultiValue="true" <fieldNames ...>
like the example below.

If the element is missing, create it.
If its   and   attributes are not set to  , set them to   like in theisFacet isMultiValue true true
example below.

Note:
Lowering the  slider to  is not enough, as UAC is still enabled when youUser Account Control Settings' Never notify
do so.

Wildcard query expressions are field queries that uses the   operator and one or more star ( ) or question mark ( ) character*= * ?
in the value.

@fz95xfullpath56518*="/sitecore/content/Home*"

Example of a wildcard query expression

Note:
Before the April 2015 release of Coveo for Sitecore, the "where the item is the   item or one of its subitems" filtering rulespecific
was generating a wildcard query on the "_fullpath" field as in the previous example.
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3.  

b.  

ii.  

1.  

b.  

ii.  

c.  
d.  

2.  

3.  

<fieldMap type="Coveo.SearchProvider.CoveoFieldMap,
Coveo.SearchProvider">
  ...
  <fieldNames hint="raw:AddFieldByFieldName">
    ...
    <fieldType fieldName="_path" isFacet="true"
isMultiValue="true"
settingType="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.FieldConfi
guration, Coveo.Framework" />
    ...
  </fieldNames>
  ...
</fieldMap>

Save and close the file.
If you created the field or changed its configuration, rebuild the Sitecore indexes in order to synchronize
the field configuration with CES.

Replace any use of the "where the item is the specific item or one of its subitems" filtering rule with the
"where specific field compares to specific value" filtering rule:

Field: _path
Compares to: is equal to
Specific value: short GUID of the root item to display

So if you have a "where the item is the Home item or one of its subitems" filtering rule, you should change it for
a "where _path field is equal to 110D559FDEA542EA9C1C8A5DF7E70EF9" filtering rule where the "Home"
item's short GUID is 110D559FDEA542EA9C1C8A5DF7E70EF9.

Issue in IE during Admin Service Configuration with the Configuration Wizard

Symptoms

When installing  , in the Coveo for Sitecore Configure the Coveo Admin Service screen of the Configuration Wizard, checking the "Use a
secure Admin Service" box does not display additional configuration steps. This occurs only when using the Internet Explorer web browser.
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1.  

Cause

This is caused by an undetermined issue with the browser.

Resolution

As of now, there is no fix or available workaround. You are strongly advised to use a different web browser, such as   or  .Google Chrome Firefox

Getting an "Internal Server Error" for the Coveo Security Service Component

Symptoms

When accessing the Coveo Diagnostic Page using the DNS name of the Sitecore server in the URL (e.g. https://sc80prod.cloudapp.net/si
), you may get the following error for the Coveo Security Servicetecore%20modules/Web/Coveo/Admin/CoveoDiagnosticPage.aspx

component. 

http://www.google.com/chrome/
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/
https://sc80prod.cloudapp.net/sitecore%20modules/Web/Coveo/Admin/CoveoDiagnosticPage.aspx
https://sc80prod.cloudapp.net/sitecore%20modules/Web/Coveo/Admin/CoveoDiagnosticPage.aspx
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1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

The remote server returned an error: (500) Internal Server Error. (Hide
details)System.Net.WebException: The remote server returned an error: (500)
Internal Server Error.
   at System.Net.HttpWebRequest.GetResponse()
   at
Coveo.SearchProvider.Applications.StateVerifier.<>c__DisplayClass16.<GetWebServic
eState>b__15()
   at Coveo.SearchProvider.Applications.BaseVerifier.VerifyComponent(Func`1
p_VerifyMethod, String p_ComponentName)

Additionally, when looking at the Sitecore logs (under  ), you may see the following error:Data/logs

3688 19:41:43 ERROR Application error.
Exception: System.InvalidOperationException
Message: Request format is unrecognized for URL unexpectedly ending in
'/GetVersion'.
Source: System.Web.Services
   at System.Web.Services.Protocols.WebServiceHandlerFactory.CoreGetHandler(Type
type, HttpContext context, HttpRequest request, HttpResponse response)
   at
System.Web.Services.Protocols.WebServiceHandlerFactory.GetHandler(HttpContext
context, String verb, String url, String filePath)
   at System.Web.Script.Services.ScriptHandlerFactory.GetHandler(HttpContext
context, String requestType, String url, String pathTranslated)
   at
System.Web.HttpApplication.MaterializeHandlerExecutionStep.System.Web.HttpApplica
tion.IExecutionStep.Execute()
   at System.Web.HttpApplication.ExecuteStep(IExecutionStep step, Boolean&
completedSynchronously)

When accessing the Coveo Diagnostic Page using the Sitecore instance name in the URL, locally from the Sitecore server (e.g. https://sc
), you do not get any error.80prod/sitecore%20modules/Web/Coveo/Admin/CoveoDiagnosticPage.aspx

Cause

As explained in Microsoft  , HTTP GET and HTTP POST requests are both disabled by default in ASP.NET, which prevents any remoteKB 819267
calls to local web services. However, local calls to local web services (i.e. directly from the server) are permitted.

To determine the state of the Coveo Security Service component, the Coveo Diagnostic Page sends an HTTP GET request to its web service at
the following URL:  . It turns out that https://{hostname}/sitecore%20modules/Web/Coveo/webservice/sitecorewebservice.asmx/GetVersion hostn

 will be equal to the hostname specified in the URL that was used to access the Coveo Diagnostic Page (e.g.  ),ame sc80prod.cloudapp.net
and not to the Sitecore instance name ( ). So since remote HTTP GET requests are disabled for local web services, you get the error:sc80prod

Request format is unrecognized for URL unexpectedly ending in '/GetVersion'.

Resolution

In your Sitecore instance's   file, simply add the following lines:web.config

https://sc80prod/sitecore%20modules/Web/Coveo/Admin/CoveoDiagnosticPage.aspx
https://sc80prod/sitecore%20modules/Web/Coveo/Admin/CoveoDiagnosticPage.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/b2c0ew36(v=vs.71).aspx
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1.  

2.  

1.  
2.  

3.  

4.  

<configuration>
    <system.web>
        <webServices>
            <protocols>
                <add name="HttpGet"/>
                <add name="HttpPost"/>
            </protocols>
        </webServices>
    </system.web>
</configuration>

Validate that you no longer get the error in the Coveo Diagnostic Page, nor in the Sitecore logs.

High Memory Usage While Rebuilding Indexes

Symptoms

When attempting to rebuild the Coveo indexes, the Sitecore instance uses all the available memory. The IIS process then restarts and the rebuild
cannot complete.

Cause

When enabled, the   setting unlocks the memory limit that the Sitecore caches can use. Caching.DisableCacheSizeLimits

Resolution

Set the value of the   setting to  .Caching.DisableCacheSizeLimits false

 

You can use the   page to monitor the amount of memory used byhttp://<your Sitecore instance>/sitecore/admin/cache.aspx
each of the Sitecore caches. A good place to start is to tune the database caches:

 

Open the   file (for Sitecore 8.0 and earlier). For Sitecore 8.1 and newer, open  .web.config App_Config\Sitecore.config
Find the database configuration.

<database id="master" singleInstance="true" type="Sitecore.Data.Database,
Sitecore.Kernel">
  <param desc="name">$(id)</param>
  ...

Inside the database configuration, you will find a   element. You can then adjust the cache size to suit your needs.<cacheSizes>

<cacheSizes hint="setting">
  <data>100MB</data>
  <items>50MB</items>
  <paths>2500KB</paths>
  <itempaths>50MB</itempaths>
  <standardValues>2500KB</standardValues>
</cacheSizes>

Test run your site and look at the   page to see which caches are underused and which are overused. Tweak values ascache.aspx
necessary.

 

Getting "Could not find property 'AnalyticsDataTokens' on object of type:
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1.  

2.  

Coveo.Framework.Configuration.AnalyticsDataTokenMap" error

Symptoms

When installing the June 2016 package of Coveo For Sitecore on a Sitecore 7.0 or 7.1, you may get the following error:

Server Error in '/' Application.
Could not find property 'AnalyticsDataTokens' on object of type:
Coveo.Framework.Configuration.AnalyticsDataTokenMap
Description: An unhandled exception occurred during the execution of the current web
request. Please review the stack trace for more information about the error and where
it originated in the code. 

Exception Details: System.InvalidOperationException: Could not find property
'AnalyticsDataTokens' on object of type:
Coveo.Framework.Configuration.AnalyticsDataTokenMap

Source Error: 
An unhandled exception was generated during the execution of the current web request.
Information regarding the origin and location of the exception can be identified using
the exception stack trace below.

Stack Trace: 
[InvalidOperationException: Could not find property 'AnalyticsDataTokens' on object of
type: Coveo.Framework.Configuration.AnalyticsDataTokenMap]
   Sitecore.Diagnostics.Assert.IsTrue(Boolean condition, String message) +57
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(Object obj, Object[] properties)
+330
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +759
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper) +296
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.GetInnerObject(XmlNode paramNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert) +114
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.AssignProperties(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Object obj, Boolean assert, Boolean deferred, IFactoryHelper helper) +577
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(XmlNode configNode, String[]
parameters, Boolean assert, IFactoryHelper helper) +296
   Sitecore.Configuration.Factory.CreateObject(String configPath, String[] parameters,
Boolean assert) +420
   Coveo.Framework.Configuration.RestEndpointConfigurationFactory.GetConfiguration()
+60
  
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.Processors.HttpRequestBegin.TransferCoveoRestSearchRequest..
ctor() +87

Causes

In the  file, a new section was added under the  section, butCoveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config coveo/restEndpointConfiguration
it is not correctly handled by Sitecore 7.0 and 7.1.

Resolution

In the   file, under  ocate the Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config , lcoveo/restEndpointConfiguration AnalyticsDataTok
 section.enMap

Comment the entire  section.AnalyticsDataToken
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1.  
2.  

<AnalyticsDataTokenMap type="Coveo.Framework.Configuration.AnalyticsDataTokenMap,
Coveo.Framework">
  <!-- If you only use one site or want to use the same Coveo Usage Analytics data
token for all sites, set it here. -->
  <DefaultAnalyticsDataToken>
  </DefaultAnalyticsDataToken>
  <!-- Add Coveo Usage Analytics data token per site using DataToken element. -->
  <!-- <AnalyticsDataTokens hint="raw:AddAnalyticsDataToken">
    <DataToken siteName="mySitename" dataToken="myDataToken" />
  </AnalyticsDataTokens> -->
</AnalyticsDataTokenMap>

Getting "Unable to run the pipeline 'coveoInboundFilterPipeline'" Error in the Log

Symptoms

When installing the June 2016 package of Coveo for Sitecore on a Sitecore 7.0 or 7.1 instance, you may get the following error in the log:

ManagedPoolThread #17 08:11:32 ERROR Unable to run the pipeline
'coveoInboundFilterPipeline', it probably have been removed from the configuration.
Exception: System.InvalidOperationException
Message: Could not get pipeline: coveoInboundFilterPipeline (domain: )
Source: Sitecore.Kernel
   at Sitecore.Pipelines.CorePipeline.Run(String pipelineName, PipelineArgs args,
String pipelineDomain, Boolean failIfNotExists)
   at Coveo.Framework.Pipelines.PipelineRunner.Run(String p_PipelineName, PipelineArgs
p_Args)

Cause

In the   file, the   was removed for Sitecore 7.0 and 7.1.Coveo.SearchProvider.config coveoInboundFilterPipeline

Resolution

In the  file, locate the  section.Coveo.SearchProvider.config pipelines
Add a new element called  .coveoInboundFilterPipeline

<pipelines>
  <!-- Pipeline used to execute Coveo inbound filter processors. -->
  <coveoInboundFilterPipeline>
  </coveoInboundFilterPipeline>
  ...
</pipelines>

Getting "Could Not Establish Trust Relationship" for Coveo Services

Symptoms

When accessing the Coveo Diagnostic Page, you get the following errors under , , Admin Service Coveo Enterprise Search Coveo
, and :Search Web Service Coveo Security Provider
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1.  
2.  
3.  

4.  

5.  

Could not establish trust relationship for the SSL/TLS secure channel with
authority '<your server name>'.

When accessing the , you get the following ASP.NET error:Indexing manager

The remote certificate is invalid according to the validation procedure.

Causes

There are two possible causes for this error.

Your Admin Service Certificate Is Not Properly Configured

To verify that your Admin Service certificate is properly configured, see  .Troubleshooting the Admin Service

Make sure that, in the  file (located under ),Coveo.SearchProvider.config <Sitecore Instance>\Website\App_Config\Include
your Admin Service configurations are properly set. They are located in the  node. For more information, see adminServiceConfiguration Se

.curing the Admin Service

Your Admin Service Certificate Has Expired

If your Admin Service certificate is properly configured but you still get the errors, then your Admin certificate has most likely expired.

To verify if the Admin Service certificate is expired, see  .How to: View Certificates with the MMC Snap-in

Before the March 2016 release of CES, the Admin Service certificate was valid for two years. Since the March 2016 release, certificates are now
valid for 50 years.

Resolution

To resolve your issue, you need to upgrade your CES, Coveo Search API, and Coveo for Sitecore at least to the March 2016 releases (for the
download links, see  ).Downloads

Upgrade CES. For a more thorough procedure, see  .Extending CES Admin Service Certificate Validity Period
Upgrade the Coveo Search API.
Under  , disable the following files:<Sitecore Instance>\Website\App_Config\Include

Coveo.SearchProvider.config
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config
Coveo.UI.Controls.config

Upgrade Coveo for Sitecore. Follow the upgrade procedure (see  ).Upgrading Coveo for Sitecore

This procedure must be followed on the Sitecore server. The certificate is stored under  > Certificates (Local Computer) Trusted Root
 > . The name of the certificate is the name of your CES server.Certificate Certificates

If there are several certificates with the CES server name, look at the one with the most recent expiration date.

It is important that you install compatible versions of CES, the Coveo Search API, and Coveo for Sitecore. Installing versions from the
same monthly release is highly recommended.

To disable a file, a common practice is to add  at the end of the file name..disabled

When upgrading Coveo for Sitecore, you must follow the procedure for each monthly release. Thus, if you are upgrading from
the December 2015 to the March 2016 release, you must follow the upgrade procedure from December 2015 to January 2016,
and then from January 2016 to March 2016.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3/Securing+the+Admin+Service#SecuringtheAdminService-Troubleshooting
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms788967(v=vs.110).aspx
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=156
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5.  
6.  

7.  

Merge your customization from the  files to the new  files..disabled .example
Remove   from the following configuration files to enable them..example

Coveo.SearchProvider.config.example
Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.config.example
Coveo.UI.Controls.config.example

When accessing the Coveo Diagnostic Page, you should see that all of your Coveo Services are  .Up and running

Solving External Sources not Being Displayed in Search Results for Newly Created Users
Issue

You followed the procedure to allow external sources to be visible in your Coveo for Sitecore search page. Those sources allows
extranet\anonymous to see their content.

Displaying External Content in a Search Interface

However, newly created users can't see those externals sources in their search results. In addition, those new users can see the content only
after

A Rebuild of your Sitecore Index
A Update of your Security Cache (CES Admin Tool >> Status >> Details >> Update Cache Now)

 

Environment

Coveo for Sitecore 1009+
Troubleshooting
External Sources, No Search Results

 

Explanation

This is due to the security provider not expending the security for the new users, explaining why a rebuild or an expansion of the cache
resolves the problem. However, sometime this is not a viable solution, especially if many users are created each day. 

The workaround is to set the security cache of a specific user to update itself when he's login in. To do so, you need to run a specific the vbs
script created by Coveo Support. That script will change a parameter on all of your Sitecore Security Provider that will ensure that the security
cache is updated for a specific user whenever he's logging in.

Resolution

Please contact  and ask for the script presented in this article. Coveo Support

Known Issues
This is a list of known issues that Coveo for Sitecore has when interacting with other software instances. Coveo provides you with workarounds to
circumvent those problems.

[Sitecore 8.0/8.1] Error when saving a Coveo Search Page
[Solr] Error when initializing Coveo when side-by-side with Solr is enabled
An index should be configured for database "web" error is preventing the REST service from loading.
Coveo for Sitecore Not Properly Replicating the Sitecore Permission Model
Fields 'description' and 'keywords' not Indexed in Coveo
Missing valid xDB license

[Sitecore 8.0/8.1] Error when saving a Coveo Search Page

Symptoms

An error occurs when saving a Coveo Search page using the Experience Editor. 

This issue affects Sitecore version 8.0 Update-6 (rev. 151127),  and version 8.1 Update-1 (rev.version 8.0 Update-7 (rev. 160115),
151207).

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=Sitecore&title=Displaying+External+Content+in+a+Search+Interface
http://www.coveo.com/en/support/get-help
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The problem disappears when removing the rules on the Coveo Search component.
The generated stack trace in the logs is similar to this one:

29072 11:33:54 ERROR After parsing a value an unexpected character was
encountered: {. Path 'scLayout', line 17, position 14.
Exception: Newtonsoft.Json.JsonReaderException
Message: After parsing a value an unexpected character was
encountered: {. Path 'scLayout', line 17, position 14.
Source: Newtonsoft.Json
   at Newtonsoft.Json.JsonTextReader.ParsePostValue()
   at Newtonsoft.Json.JsonTextReader.ReadInternal()
   at Newtonsoft.Json.JsonTextReader.Read()
   at
Newtonsoft.Json.Serialization.JsonSerializerInternalReader.PopulateOb
ject(Object newObject, JsonReader reader, JsonObjectContract contract,
JsonProperty member, String id)
   at
Newtonsoft.Json.Serialization.JsonSerializerInternalReader.CreateObje
ct(JsonReader reader, Type objectType, JsonContract contract,
JsonProperty member, JsonContainerContract containerContract,
JsonProperty containerMember, Object existingValue)
   at
Newtonsoft.Json.Serialization.JsonSerializerInternalReader.CreateValu
eInternal(JsonReader reader, Type objectType, JsonContract contract,
JsonProperty member, JsonContainerContract containerContract,
JsonProperty containerMember, Object existingValue)
   at
Newtonsoft.Json.Serialization.JsonSerializerInternalReader.Deserializ
e(JsonReader reader, Type objectType, Boolean checkAdditionalContent)
   at Newtonsoft.Json.JsonSerializer.DeserializeInternal(JsonReader
reader, Type objectType)
   at Newtonsoft.Json.JsonConvert.DeserializeObject(String value, Type
type, JsonSerializerSettings settings)
   at Newtonsoft.Json.JsonConvert.DeserializeObject[T](String value,
JsonSerializerSettings settings)
   at
Sitecore.ExperienceEditor.Speak.Server.Requests.PipelineProcessorRequ
est`1.Process(RequestArgs requestArgs)
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Cause

The problem is caused by an issue in Sitecore. This problem does not affect only the Coveo Search components; every Sitecore component with
a field of type  will generate this error.Rules

Workaround

Edit the Coveo Search pages using the Content Editor (  ->  ). The Content Editor is not affected by this issue.Presentation Details
It is also possible to save the page in the Experience Editor after removing all the rules.

 

[Solr] Error when initializing Coveo when side-by-side with Solr is enabled

Symptoms

The Sitecore site goes down when enabling Solr.
The generated stack trace shows that the error occurs when Coveo is trying to validate the Coveo Index configuration:

[...]
Sitecore.Sites.SiteContextFactory.GetSiteContext(String name) +38
Coveo.Framework.Sites.SiteContextFactoryWrapper.GetSiteContext(String
p_SiteName) +127
Coveo.Framework.Configuration.CoveoIndexConfiguration.Validate() +165
Coveo.SearchProvider.ProviderIndexBase.Initialize(IIndexDocumentPrope
rtyMapper`1 p_DocumentTypeMapper) +2241

Cause

Due to how Solr dependencies are injected into Sitecore, Coveo tries to validate its configuration before the site context is initialized.

Workaround

Since December 2015: Set the flag   to  in the configuration.SkipSiteNameValidation true

<sitecore>
  <coveo>
    <defaultIndexConfiguration>
      <SkipSiteNameValidation>true</SkipSiteNameValidation>
    </defaultIndexConfiguration>
  </coveo>
</sitecore>

An index should be configured for database "web" error is preventing the REST service
from loading.

Symptoms

When loading the Coveo Search REST endpoint or any Coveo Search component or the Diagnostic page, you might hit the following error:

Workaround added in December 2015 release.

In the December 2015 release, if the Coveo.SearchProvider.config , make sure it ends with a slash ("/").specifies a ServerUrl
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Exception: System.InvalidOperationException
Message: An index should be configured for database "web".
Source: Coveo.UIBase
   at Coveo.UI.Helpers.SitecoreHelper.GetSearchIndex()
   at Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.SitecoreRestHttpHandler.GetSecurityProviderName()
   at Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.SitecoreRestHttpHandler.OnInitializeSettings()
   at Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy.ProxyHttpHandler.OnInitialize()
   at Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy.ProxyHttpHandler.EnsureInitialized()
   at Coveo.Search.Api.Proxy.ProxyHttpHandler.ProcessRequest(HttpContext context)
   at
System.Web.HttpApplication.CallHandlerExecutionStep.System.Web.HttpApplication.IExecut
ionStep.Execute()
   at System.Web.HttpApplication.ExecuteStep(IExecutionStep step, Boolean&
completedSynchronously)

Cause

There are several causes for this issue, and a good search through the Coveo   is the best way to start. If this does not solveonline community
your issue, be aware that there is a Sitecore bug which binds new indexes configuration to item buckets.

Thus, if the following setting value is false: 

<setting name="BucketConfiguration.ItemBucketsEnabled" value="false" />

Then  is initialized as an empty one.ContentSearchManager.SearchConfiguration

The bug was confirmed on Sitecore 7.5.

Workaround

To solve the issue, simply enable item buckets in the Sitecore configuration:

<setting name="BucketConfiguration.ItemBucketsEnabled" value="true" />

Coveo for Sitecore Not Properly Replicating the Sitecore Permission Model

Symptoms

You have the following permissions scenario:

A document is allowed to anonymous users (i.e. publicly available).
The document has a parent that denies access to a given role/user.
The item is allowed to a specific user/role.
You have not explicitly denied   access to the   user anywhere in the Content tree on the path to theread extranet/Anonymous
document.

The expected result is that the document appears in the search results for all users except for the members of the denied role/user. The actual
result is that the document appears in the search results for all users.

Cause

Coveo for Sitecore is not properly replicating the Sitecore permission model for this specific scenario.

Resolution

The issue can be resolved by adding an additional security configuration in Sitecore (see ). Coveo has also fixed the issue in theQuick Fix
October 2018 maintenance release of Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 (see  ).Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 Fix

https://answers.coveo.com/
http://localhost:4000/en/2103/#symptoms
http://localhost:4000/en/2103/#cause
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  

7.  
8.  
9.  

1.  
2.  

Quick Fix

You can obtain the valid Coveo for Sitecore permissions by denying   permissions for the   user on any parent folderRead extranet/Anonymous
of the restricted item(s) in the Sitecore Content Tree.

In the  , on the path to the restricted item(s), select a folder.Content Editor
Under the   tab, select  .Security Assign
In the   dialog, click  .Assign Security Rights Add
In the   dialog, click the   radio button.Add an Account Users
Select the   user. Click  .extranet\Anonymous OK
Configure the   access rights as illustrated below.Read

Save your changes.
Publish your changes.
Rebuild your indexes.

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 Fix

Upgrade to the October 2018 Maintenance Release (3.0.1385). 
Rebuild your indexes.
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1.  

2.  

 

Fields 'description' and 'keywords' not Indexed in Coveo

Symptoms

You created the fields  or   and they are not indexed in Coveo.description keywords

Cause

ExcludeFieldsFromConfigProcessor references the Lucene list of excluded fields which causes interference if you add a field in your index
with the same name as a field on the list.

Resolution

This issue was resolved in the September 2016 release of Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 so updating to this version should solve the problem.

Missing valid xDB license

Symptoms

When opening a Coveo Search Page in the experience editor, the following exception occurs:

[LicenseException: Missing valid xDB license.]
   Sitecore.Analytics.DataAccess.DataAdapterProvider..ctor() +86
  
Sitecore.Analytics.Data.DataAccess.MongoDb.MongoDbDataAdapterProvider
..ctor(Func`2 driverFactory) +20

Cause

Sitecore added an additional key to its license. Sitecore 8.1 requires this new key to enable xDB features. If you run into this issue, either:

Your license does not contain this new key.
Your license does not allow xDB features.

Workaround

Solution 1

Get a license with xDB features enabled. The   explains what you need to do.download page of Sitecore 8.1

Solution 2

Disable xDB in your configuration:

Open the   configuration file, located in the   folder of your Sitecore instance, in a textSitecore.Xdb.config /App_Config/Include
editor.
Locate the setting  .Xdb.Enabled

<setting name="Xdb.Enabled" value="true" />

This issue affects all versions prior to the September 2016 release of Coveo for Sitecore 3.0

Please keep in mind that Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 is in maintenance mode since the September 2016 release. If you want to take
advantage of all the new features, please consider upgrading to Coveo for Sitecore 4.0 (see Upgrading from Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 to

).Coveo for Sitecore 4.0

This issue affects Sitecore versions 8.1 and above.

https://dev.sitecore.net/Downloads/Sitecore_Experience_Platform/Sitecore_81/Sitecore_Experience_Platform_81_Initial_Release.aspx
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Upgrading+from+Coveo+for+Sitecore+3.0+to+Coveo+for+Sitecore+4.0
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Upgrading+from+Coveo+for+Sitecore+3.0+to+Coveo+for+Sitecore+4.0
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3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

Set the value of the   attribute to  .value false

<setting name="Xdb.Enabled" value="false" />

Locate the setting  .Xdb.Tracking.Enabled

<setting name="Xdb.Tracking.Enabled" value="true" />

Set the value of the   attribute to  .value false

<setting name="Xdb.Tracking.Enabled" value="false" />

Save the file.

Early Access Program - December 2015 Release (Compatibility with Sitecore
8.1)

Congratulations!

If you have access to this page, it means that you are among the few people who were invited to the Early Access Program for the December
2015 release of Coveo for Sitecore. This release introduces full support of Sitecore 8.1 and we want you to give it a try so that we get early
feedback.

A few considerations

About the documentation

The documentation for the December release is currently incomplete, in the sense that some features and changes introduced with this release
may be undocumented at the time of this writing. For any question, comment or suggestion regarding the documentation, feel free to email us at S
itecore@Coveo.com and specify that your request applies to the Early Access Program of the December release.

Refer to Installing Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) and Installing Coveo for Sitecore on a Single Host to learn how to download and install this
release.

About the use of answers.coveo.com

Since this is an early access release, please do not ask questions specific to this release on answers.coveo.com. Instead, simply email us at Sitec
ore@Coveo.com. If your question is general enough and also applies to previously published versions (Januray, February, etc.), then feel free to
post it on answers.coveo.com.

Not for production use

This early release is what we call a RC, which stands for Release Candidate. This means that we reserve the right to make changes to this
release without notice if we judge it necessary. Even though we don't usually change our APIs during an RC phase, consider that you might have
to adapt your code before you go live with the final GA (General Availability) version. Also consider that we won't support you if you decide to go
live with a RC version. For more information on Release Candidate versions, see your Licence Agreement.

Feedback

Feel free to send any feedback about this release to .Sitecore@Coveo.com  If you prefer, we can set up a live feedback session where you can
share your thoughts on the product.

What's new

Release Notes

Compatibility with Sitecore v8.1
Compatibility with Sitecore v7.2 Update 5
Configuration reworked
More details coming soon...
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Releases

If we find serious bugs in the current release candidate, we'll publish new build information on this page. Please refer to this list to find out which
one is the latest.

Build Release Date Tested On Known Issues

1188 Nov 25, 2015 Sitecore 7.0 to 8.1 None yet

1171 Nov 11, 2015 Sitecore 7.0 to 8.1 httpException when using
Solr with Coveo. [Fixed in
build 1188]
Adds support for Sitecore
7.2 update 5. [Fixed in
build 118 ]8
Skipping the initialization of
the SearchAPIService, if the
SkipFirstTimeSetupCheck
flag is enabled. [Fixed in
build 118 ]8

1169 Nov 9, 2015 Sitecore 8.1 only SearchAPI: Cookies
containing colon or
semicolon values will break
the communication. Will be
fixed in the official Release
on Nov 11, 2015. [Fixed in
build 1171]

Dates

November 11th – December 2015 Release Candidate

December 7th – December 2015 General Availability

Downloads

This page provides download links for all packages and documentation associated with current and previous releases of Coveo for Sitecore.

Release Date Build Number Binaries Documentation

October 2018 Maintenance
Release

3.0.1385 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8850) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.1133.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1385).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1385).zip 
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

  (1385).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

  (1385).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0

 (1385).zip 
Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0

 (1385).zip 

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Release Notes for October 2018
Maintenance Release (3.0.1385)

Upgrading from July 2017
Maintenance Release (3.0.1367)
to October 2018 Maintenance
Release (3.0.1385)

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 is now in maintenance only mode. New versions will only be released on demand for critical bug fixes.

To have access to the Coveo for Sitecore new features, consider upgrading to .Coveo for Sitecore 4.0

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8850/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8850)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8850/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8850)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1133/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1133.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1385).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1385/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1385).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Coveo+for+Sitecore+4.0+Release+Home
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July 2017 Maintenance Release 3.0.1367 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8850) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.1133.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1367).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1367).zip 
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

  (1367).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

  (1367).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0

 (1367).zip 
Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0

 (1367).zip 

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Release Notes for July 2017
Maintenance Release (3.0.1367)

Upgrading from March 2017
(3.0.1363) to July 2017
Maintenance Release (3.0.1367)

March 2017 3.0.1363 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8850) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.1133.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1363).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1363).zip 
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

  (1363).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

  (1363).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0

 (1363).zip 
   Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0

 (1363).zip 

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Release Notes for March 2017
(3.0.1363)

Upgrading from December 2016
(3.0.1352) to March 2017
(3.0.1363)

December 2016 3.0.1352 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8691) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.1130.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1352).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1352).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1352).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1352).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0

 (1352).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0
(1352).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Release Notes for December
2016 (3.0.1352)

Upgrading from September 2016
(3.0.1332) to December 2016
(3.0.1352)

September 2016 3.0.1332 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8541) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.1127.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1332).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1332).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1332).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1332).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0

 (1332).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0
(1332).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Release Notes for September
2016 (3.0.1332)

Upgrading from June 2016
(3.0.1312) to September 2016
(3.0.1332)

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8850/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8850)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8850/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8850)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1133/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1133.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1367/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1367).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8850/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8850)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8850/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8850)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1133/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1133.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1363/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1363).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8691/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8691)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8691/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8691)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1130/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1130.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1352/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1352).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8541/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8541)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8541/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8541)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1127/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1127.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1332).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1332/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1332).zip
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June 2016 3.0.1312 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8388) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.1067.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1312).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1312).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1312).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1312).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0

 (1312).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0
(1312).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes

Upgrading from March 2016
(3.0.1266) to June 2016
(3.0.1312)

March 2016 3.0.1266 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8225) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.964.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1266).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1266).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1266).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1266).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0

 (1266).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0
(1266).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes  

Upgrading from January 2016
(3.0.1226) to March 2016
(3.0.1266)

January 2016 3.0.1226 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8047) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.893.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1226).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0 ( )1226

 .zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0 ( )1226

 .zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0 ( )1226

 .zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0 ( )1226

 .zip
Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0 ( )1226
.zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes  

Upgrading from December 2015
(3.0.1188) to January 2016
(3.0.1226) 

December 2015 3.0.1188 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(8047) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.893.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1188).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1188).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1188).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1188).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0

 (1188).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 81 3.0
(1188).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3 Release
Home

Coveo for Sitecore Installation
and Upgrade Guide

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes  

Upgrading from October 2015
(3.0.1123) to December 2015
(3.0.1188)

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8388/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8388)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8388/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8388)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.1067/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.1067.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1312/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1312).zip
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8225/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8225)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8225/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8225)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.964/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.964.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1266/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1266).zip
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8047/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8047)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8047/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8047)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.893/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.893.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1226/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1226).zip
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8047/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8047)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.8047/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(8047)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.893/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.893.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1188/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2081%203.0%20(1188).zip
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
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October 2015 3.0.1123 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7914) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.772.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1123).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1123).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1123).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1123).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0
(1123).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.1123
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading from September 2015
(3.0.1116) to October 2015
(3.0.1123)

September 2015 3.0.1116 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7814) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.720.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1116).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1116).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1116).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1116).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0
(1116).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.1116
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading from August 2015
(3.0.1084) to September 2015
(3.0.1116)

August 2015 3.0.1084 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7814) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.568.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1084).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1084).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1084).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1084).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0
(1084).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.1084
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From July 2015
(3.0.1081) to August 2015
(3.0.1084)

July 2015 3.0.1081 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7711) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.560.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1081).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1081).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1081).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1081).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0
(1081).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.1081
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From June 2015
(3.0.1055) to July 2015
(3.0.1081)

June 2015 3.0.1055 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7711) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.543.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1055).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1055).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1055).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1055).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0
(1055).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.1055
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From May 2015
(3.0.1026) to June 2015
(3.0.1055)

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7914/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7914)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7914/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7914)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.772/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.772.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1123).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1123/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1123).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1123%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955353860&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1123%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955353860&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1123%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955353860&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7814/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7814)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7814/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7814)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.720/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.720.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1116).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1116/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1116).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1116%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955799550&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1116%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955799550&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1116%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955799550&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7814/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7814)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7814/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7814)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.568/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.568.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1084).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1084/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1084).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1084%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955788557&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1084%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955788557&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1084%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955788557&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7711/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7711)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7711/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7711)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.560/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.560.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1081).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1081/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1081).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1081%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955777237&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1081%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955777237&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1081%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955777237&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7711/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7711)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7711/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7711)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.543/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.543.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1055).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1055/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1055).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1055%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955766450&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1055%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955766450&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1055%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955766450&api=v2
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May 2015 3.0.1026 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7599) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.493.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1026).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1026).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1026).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1026).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0
(1026).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.1026
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From April 2015
(3.0.1000) to May 2015
(3.0.1026)

April 2015 3.0.1000 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7599) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.492.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (1000).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (1000).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (1000).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0

 (1000).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 80 3.0
(1000).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.1000
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From March 2015
(3.0.974) to April 2015 (3.0.1000)

March 2015 3.0.974 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7433) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.354.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (974).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (974).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (974).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0
(974).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.974
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From February 2015
(3.0.955) to March 2015
(3.0.974)

February 2015 3.0.955 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7402) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.354.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (955).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (955).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (955).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0
(955).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.955
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From January 2015
(3.0.891) to February 2015
(3.0.955)

January 2015 3.0.891 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7338) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.301.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (891).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (891).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (891).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0
(891).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.891
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From December 2014
(3.0.863) to January 2015
(3.0.891)

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7599/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7599)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7599/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7599)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.493/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.493.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1026).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1026/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1026).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1026%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955754000&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1026%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955754000&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1026%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955754000&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7599/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7599)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7599/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7599)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.492/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.492.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1000).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.1000/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2080%203.0%20(1000).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1000%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955743567&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1000%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955743567&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.1000%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955743567&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7433/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7433)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7433/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7433)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.354/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.354.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.974/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(974).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.974/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(974).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.974/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(974).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.974/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(974).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.974/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(974).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.974/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(974).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.974/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(974).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.974/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(974).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.974%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955732957&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.974%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955732957&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.974%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955732957&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7402/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7402)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7402/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7402)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.354/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.354.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(955).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.955/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(955).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.955%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955721357&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.955%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955721357&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.955%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955721357&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7338/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7338)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7338/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7338)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.301/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.301.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(891).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.891/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(891).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.891%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955712697&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.891%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955712697&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.891%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955712697&api=v2
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December 2014 3.0.863 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7256) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.260.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (863).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (863).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0

 (863).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 75 3.0
(863).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.863
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From November 2014
(3.0.807) to December 2014
(3.0.863)

November 2014 3.0.807 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7183) for Sitecore.exe 

 Coveo Search API 8.0.237.exe
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (807).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (807).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0
(807).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.807
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From October 2014
(3.0.784) to November 2014
(3.0.807)

October 2014 3.0.784 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7104).exe 
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (784).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (784).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0
(784).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.784
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From September
2014 (3.0.721) to October 2014
(3.0.734)

September 2014 3.0.734 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(7022).exe 
Coveo for Sitecore 70 3.0

 (734).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 71 3.0

 (734).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 72 3.0
(734).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.734
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From August 2014
(3.0.639) to September 2014
(3.0.690)

August 2014 3.0.639 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(6942).exe 
Coveo for Sitecore 7.0 Advanced

 Search Edition (639).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 7.1 Advanced

 Search Edition (639).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 7.2 Advanced
Search Edition (639).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.639
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From July 2014
(3.0.558) to August 2014
(3.0.639)

July 2014 3.0.558 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(6767).exe 
Coveo for Sitecore 7.0 Advanced

 Search Edition (558).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 7.1 Advanced

 Search Edition (558).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 7.2 Advanced
Search Edition (558).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.558
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From June 2014
(3.0.532) to July 2014 (3.0.558)

June 2014 3.0.532 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(6767).exe 
Coveo for Sitecore 7.0 Advanced

 Search Edition (532).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 7.1 Advanced

 Search Edition (532).zip
Coveo for Sitecore 7.2 Advanced
Search Edition (532).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.532
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes   

Upgrading From April 2014
(3.0.381) to June 2014 (3.0.532)

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7256/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7256)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7256/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7256)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.260/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.260.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(863).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.863/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2075%203.0%20(863).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.863%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955694493&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.863%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955694493&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.863%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955694493&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7183/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7183)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7183/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7183)%20for%20Sitecore.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/SearchApi/8.0.237/x64/Coveo%20Search%20API%208.0.237.exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.807/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(807).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.807/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(807).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.807/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(807).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.807/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(807).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.807/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(807).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.807/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(807).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.807%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955684163&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.807%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955684163&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.807%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955684163&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7104/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7104).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7104/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7104).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.784/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(784).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.784/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(784).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.784/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(784).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.784/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(784).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.784/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(784).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.784/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(784).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.784%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955673743&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.784%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955673743&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.784%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955673743&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7022/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7022).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.7022/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(7022).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.734/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(734).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.734/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%203.0%20(734).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.734/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(734).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.734/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%203.0%20(734).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.734/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(734).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.734/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%203.0%20(734).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.734%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955659953&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.734%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955659953&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.734%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1449955659953&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.6942/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(6942).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.6942/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(6942).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.639/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(639).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.639/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(639).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.639/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(639).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.639/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(639).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.639/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(639).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.639/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(639).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.639%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450105017717&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.639%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450105017717&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.639%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450105017717&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.6767/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(6767).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.6767/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(6767).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.558/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(558).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.558/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(558).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.558/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(558).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.558/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(558).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.558/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(558).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.558/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(558).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.558%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450105004117&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.558%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450105004117&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.558%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450105004117&api=v2
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.6767/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(6767).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.6767/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(6767).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.532/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(532).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.532/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2070%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(532).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.532/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(532).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.532/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2071%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(532).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.532/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(532).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.532/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%2072%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(532).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.532%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450195654340&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.532%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450195654340&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.532%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450195654340&api=v2
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April 2014 3.0.381 Coveo Enterprise Search 7.0 x64
(6607).exe 
Coveo for Sitecore - Advanced
Search Edition 3.0 (381).zip

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0.381
Documentation.pdf

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release
Notes  

Supported Versions and Dependencies

In this topic:
Supported Sitecore Versions
Supported Browsers and Operating Systems
Coveo JavaScript Search Framework v0.9

Supported Sitecore Versions

Sitecore version Update Revision Sitecore
Release date

Supported by Coveo for Sitecore
since

Known issues

8.2   160729 Aug. 30 2016 This version of Sitecore is not supported by Coveo for
Sitecore 3.0. The version 4.0 of Coveo for Sitecore
supports Sitecore 8.2 and upcoming versions (see Support

 for Coveo fored Sitecore Versions and Dependencies
Sitecore 4.0).

Sitecore version Update Revision Sitecore
Release date

Supported by Coveo for Sitecore
since

Known issues

8.1 3 160519 May 19 2016 June 2016 3.0.1312  

8.1 2 160302 Mar. 04 2016 March 2016* 3.0.1266*  

8.1 1 151207 Dec. 07 2015 December 2015 3.0.1188 An  issue with
Sitecore prevents
the Experience
Editor to save a p
age when a
component field
defines rules.

8.1   151003 Oct. 03 2015 December 2015 3.0.1188  

Sitecore version Update Revision Sitecore
Release date

Supported by Coveo for Sitecore
since

Known issues

8.0 7 160115 Jan. 15 2016 January 2016* 3.0.1226* An  issue with
Sitecore prevents
the Experience
Editor to save a p
age when a
component field
defines rules.

8.0 6 151127 Nov. 27 2015 December 2015 3.0.1188 An  withissue
Sitecore prevents
the Experience
Editor to save a
page when a
component field
defines rules.

8.0 5 150812 Aug. 12 2015 September 2015 3.0.1116  

8.0 4 150621 Jun. 21 2015 August 2015 3.0.1084  

8.0 3 150427 Apr. 27 2015 June 2015 3.0.1055  

8.0 2 150223 Feb. 26 2015 April 2015 3.0.1000  

8.0 1 150121 Jan. 30 2015 April 2015 3.0.1000  

http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.6607/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(6607).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/CES/7.0.6607/x64/Coveo%20Enterprise%20Search%207.0%20x64%20(6607).exe
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.381/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(381).zip
http://download.coveo.com/download/Sitecore/3.0.381/x64/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%20-%20Advanced%20Search%20Edition%203.0%20(381).zip
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.381%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450104981557&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/32931884/Coveo%20for%20Sitecore%203.0.381%20Documentation.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1450104981557&api=v2
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=4003
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Supported+Sitecore+Versions+and+Dependencies
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Supported+Sitecore+Versions+and+Dependencies
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8.0   141212 Dec. 12 2014 April 2015 3.0.1000  

Sitecore version Update Revision Sitecore
Release date

Supported by Coveo for Sitecore
since

Known issues

7.5 2 150212 Feb. 13 2015 April 2015 3.0.1000  

7.5 1 150130 Feb. 5 2015 April 2015 3.0.1000  

7.5   141003 Oct. 14 2014 December 2014 3.0.863  

Sitecore version Update Revision Sitecore
Release date

Supported by Coveo for Sitecore
since

Known issues

7.2 6 160123 Jan. 23 2016 January 2016* 3.0.1226*  

7.2 5 151021 Oct. 21 2015 December 2015 3.0.1188  

7.2 4 150408 Apr. 9 2015 June 2015 3.0.1055  

7.2 3 141226 Jan. 8 2015 March 2015 3.0.974  

7.2 2 140526 May 30 2014 August 2014 3.0.639  

7.2 1 140314 Mar. 27 2014 June 2014 3.0.532  

7.2   140228 Mar. 14 2014 June 2014 3.0.532  

Sitecore version Update Revision Sitecore
Release date

Supported by Coveo for Sitecore
since

Known issues

7.1 3 140905 Sep. 5 2014 October 2014 3.0.784  

7.1 2 140324 Mar. 27 2014 April 2014 3.0.381  

7.1 1 140130 Feb. 2 2014 April 2014 3.0.381  

7.1   130926 Nov. 27 2013 April 2014 3.0.381 An   inissue
Sitecore's OnPub
lishEndAsynch
ronousStrateg

may causey 
some items to be
re-indexed
multiple times.

Sitecore version Update Revision Sitecore
Release date

Supported by Coveo for Sitecore
since

Known issues

7.0 5 140408 Apr. 10 2014 April 2014 3.0.381  

7.0 4 140120 Jan. 23 2014 April 2014 3.0.381  

7.0 3 131127 Dec. 3 2013 April 2014 3.0.381  
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7.0 2 130918 Sept. 23 2013 April 2014 3.0.381 An   in the issue O
nPublishEndAs
ynchronousStr

class ofategy 
Sitecore may
cause some
items to be
re-indexed
multiple times. 
Make sure that
your crawlers
use the default S
itecoreItemCr

 implemenawler
tation in your
configuration
(see Problem
Loading the
CoveoItemCrawl

).er Class

7.0 1 130810 Aug. 13 2013 April 2014 3.0.381 An   in the issue O
nPublishEndAs
ynchronousStr

class ofategy 
Sitecore may
cause some
items to be
re-indexed
multiple times. 
Make sure that
your crawlers
use the default S
itecoreItemCr

 implemenawler
tation in your
configuration
(see Problem
Loading the
CoveoItemCrawl

).er Class

7.0   130424 July. 21 2013 Not supported   Breaking
changes
introduced with
Update 1 in the
Sitecore Search
Provider API
forces us to drop
support of this
specific version.

Supported Browsers and Operating Systems

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 fully supports the same browsers as the JavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (see ) and the sameBrowser Support
operating systems as Sitecore (see  ). Sitecore Compatibilty Table

 Other browsers and operating systems may have limited compatibility which will result in unexpected rendering issues of the Coveo search
components.

* When the Coveo for Sitecore version is followed by a star (*), the Coveo Diagnostic Page will display a possible incompatibility
between the Sitecore version and the Coveo for Sitecore version. This is because the Sitecore version was released after the Coveo for
Sitecore version and the compatibility tests were done after the release of the Coveo for Sitecore version.

There are known issues with Internet Explorer 11:

The Page Editor freezes when editing the properties of an MVC component while using Sitecore 7.5 ( see Editing the
).Properties of a Coveo Search MVC Component Freezes the Page Editor in IE11

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Browser+Support
https://kb.sitecore.net/articles/087164
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Coveo JavaScript Search Framework v0.9

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 is delivered with Coveo's open source JavaScript Search Framework v0.9.1530.  

You can learn more about what you can do with the JavaScript Search Framework in the developers documentation (see Getting Started with the
).JavaScript Search Framework V0.9

Coveo for Sitecore Release Notes

This section presents the release notes for the releases of Coveo for Sitecore starting from the September 2016 release.

Release Notes for October 2018 Maintenance Release (3.0.1385)
Release Notes for July 2017 Maintenance Release (3.0.1367)
Release Notes for March 2017 (3.0.1363)
Release Notes for December 2016 (3.0.1352)
Release Notes for September 2016 (3.0.1332)

 

Release Notes for October 2018 Maintenance Release (3.0.1385)

P
This page summarizes the new bug fix introduced in the Coveo for Sitecore October 2018 maintenance release (3.0.1385).

To download the October 2018 maintenance release, see  .Downloads

For the upgrade procedure, see  .Upgrading from July 2017 Maintenance Release (3.0.1367) to October 2018 Maintenance Release (3.0.1385)

Issue Number Bug Fix

SC-3083 Fixed issue with Coveo search page results showing items not
consistent with Sitecore permissions.

Release Notes for July 2017 Maintenance Release (3.0.1367)
This page summarizes the new bug fix introduced in the Coveo for Sitecore July 2017 maintenance release (3.0.1367).

To download the July 2017 maintenance release, see  .Downloads

For the upgrade procedure, see .Upgrading from March 2017 (3.0.1363) to July 2017 Maintenance Release (3.0.1367)

Issue Number Bug Fix

SC-2000 Fixed bug that prevented the search page from working with empty
cookie

Release Notes for March 2017 (3.0.1363)
This page summarizes the new features and fixed support cases introduced in the Coveo for Sitecore March 2017 release (3.0.1363).

To download the March 2017 release, see .Downloads

For the upgrade procedure, see .Upgrading from December 2016 (3.0.1352) to March 2017 (3.0.1363)

Issue Number Bug Fix

In the on-premises Configuration Wizard, the additional options do not appear when you enable  (Use a secure admin service
see ).Issue in IE during Admin Service Configuration with the Configuration Wizard

For release notes prior to the September 2016 release, refer to  .Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 - Release Notes

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 is now in maintenance only mode. New versions will only be released on demand for critical bug fixes.

To have access to the Coveo for Sitecore new features, consider upgrading to .Coveo for Sitecore 4.0

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Getting+Started+with+the+JavaScript+Search+Framework+V0.9
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Getting+Started+with+the+JavaScript+Search+Framework+V0.9
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/Administrator/coveo_for_sitecore_3_0_-_release_notes.htm
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4/Coveo+for+Sitecore+4.0+Release+Home
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SC-1101 Add  to the AnalyticsUri Coveo.SearchProvider.Rest.conf
 file.ig

Fixed Support Case Cases

00034970 Index was outside the bounds of the array on LINQ query solved by
IIS Reset

 

 

Release Notes for December 2016 (3.0.1352)
This page summarizes the new features and fixed support cases introduced in the Coveo for Sitecore December 2016 release (3.0.1352).

To download the December 2016 release, see  .Downloads

For the upgrade procedure, see  .Upgrading from September 2016 (3.0.1332) to December 2016 (3.0.1352)

Issue Number New Features Documentation

SC-955 Add field configuration to find an item ID
directly in the Content Browser 

 

SC-1120 Add flags to remove specific validations in
the  SwitchMasterToWeb.Coveo.config
file

Upgrading from September 2016 (3.0.1332)
to December 2016 (3.0.1352)

Issue Number Bug Fixes

SC-1111 Fixed error when TLS 1.0 is deactivated

SC-1130 Added agent attribute name for CoveoSynchronizeTopResults

Fixed Support Cases Case

00032214 Prevent cookie error with spaces when connecting via /coveo/rest
/

00033078 Change certificate validation handling to prevent conflict

Release Notes for September 2016 (3.0.1332)
This page summarizes the new features and fixed support cases introduced in the Coveo for Sitecore September 2016 release (3.0.1332).

To download the September 2016 release, see  .Downloads

For the upgrade procedure, see  .Upgrading from June 2016 (3.0.1312) to September 2016 (3.0.1332)

New Features Documentation

[LINQ] Generate valid Coveo queries for null and empty field values
comparison when using LINQ

Supported LINQ Operators

[Diagnostic Page] Display the Coveo for Sitecore version directly in
the log files

 

Fixed Support Cases Case

LINQ randomly breaks with missing client certificate 00032722

End-of-Life Announcement - Information for Partners

End-of-Life Announcement
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Products:

 Coveo's Sitecore connector
 Coveo  for Sitecore 3TM

End-of-Life Date: May 1st, 2019

 

Coveo takes pride in delivering state-of-the-art technologies to the market. As you know, in order to continuously innovate, technology companies
need to discontinue product versions that are not in line with the market needs. With this in mind, today, we are announcing the retirement of
Coveo's Sitecore connector and Coveo for Sitecore 3 on May 1st, 2019.

After that, technical support and updates will no longer be available for both products. This is a great opportunity for you to reach out to your
customers running Coveo's Sitecore connector or Coveo for Sitecore 3 and discuss next steps. Coveo strongly recommends that you encourage
your customers to upgrade to Coveo for Sitecore 4.1 before May 2019 to avoid situations where they will require support that is no longer
available.

Coveo’s account management team and technical resources will support you during both pre-sales and post-sales processes. We want to ensure
your customers have a seamless transition for their business users and website visitors.

Need help?  !Contact Us now

 

Frequently Asked Questions

What Is the Cost Associated with the Upgrade?

Coveo for Sitecore 4.1 is offered as a service with an annual term which includes standard customer support (see ). There ‘sEditions and Pricing
no specific upgrade cost if you are doing the upgrade. However, Coveo highly recommends taking advantages of Coveo Professional Services to
ensure an optimal deployment.

What if we have a customer that is not ready for Coveo Cloud Infrastructure?

Please propose Coveo for Sitecore 4.1 on-premises with Coveo Enterprise Search 7. However, please keep in mind, Coveo product vision relies
heavily on Cloud. Also, several features are not available on-premises, such as Coveo Machine Learning. More details can be found .here

 

End-of-Life Announcement - Information for Users

End-of-Life Announcement

Products:

 Coveo's Sitecore connector
 Coveo  for Sitecore 3TM

End-of-Life Date: May 1st, 2019

Coveo takes pride in delivering state-of-the-art technologies to the market. To innovate, technology companies need to discontinue product
versions that are not in line with the market needs. To that end, today, we are announcing the retirement of Coveo's Sitecore connector and
Coveo for Sitecore 3 on May 1st, 2019.

After that, technical support and updates will no longer be available for either products. Coveo strongly recommends that you move to Coveo for
Sitecore 4.1 before May 2019 to avoid situations where you will require support that is no longer available. Coveo can support you during this
migration process with consulting and professional services to ensure a seamless transition for your business users and website visitors.

Need help? !Contact Us now

Frequently Asked Questions

 

What Does End-of-Life Mean for Me?

https://www.coveo.com/en/solutions/coveo-for-sitecore/editions-and-pricing
https://docs.coveo.com/en/690/coveo-for-sitecore-v4/what-is-coveo-for-sitecore
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After May 1st, 2019, if your organization is using Coveo's Sitecore connector or Coveo for Sitecore 3, you will no longer receive support from
Coveo, nor any security updates. Therefore, it is critical that you modernize to Coveo AI-powered search. Beyond support and security fixes, the
two aforementioned products do not allow you to offer best-in-class customer experiences that your customers expect on your Sitecore website.
Customers expect a one-to-one experience on your digital properties which requires the latest innovation in artificial intelligence.

What Should I Do?

For most Coveo's Sitecore and Coveo for Sitecore 3 customers, moving to Coveo for Sitecore 4.1 will be the recommended upgrade. Today’s
customers expect a web experience tailored to them, and Coveo Machine Learning and Coveo Usage Analytics will help you deliver a
personalized customer experience.

Can I Upgrade My Existing Version to Coveo for Sitecore 4.1 and Remain on My Current Hardware?

To access the latest features to help you deliver a personalized customer experience on your site, increase your marketing team agility and be
IT-friendly, Coveo highly recommends that you upgrade to Coveo for Sitecore 4.1 Pro Cloud or Enterprise Cloud. As an alternative, you could still
deploy Coveo for Sitecore on-premises with your current hardware as long as it meets the minimum requirements (see ).Minimal Requirements
However, key features such as machine learning, cloud indexes, and usage analytics would not be available.

What Happens If I Continue to Use Coveo's Sitecore Connector or Coveo for Sitecore 3?

You can still continue to use Coveo's Sitecore connector or Coveo for Sitecore 3, but after support has ended, you will no longer receive any
technical support in case of any problems nor any security update, making your index more vulnerable to security risks. Also, Coveo will not
provide any integration with newer versions of Sitecore Experience Platform.

What Are My Alternative Options and What Are the Key Differences Between the Products?

Coveo recommends that you upgrade to Coveo for Sitecore 4.1 Pro Cloud or Enterprise Cloud. There are several new features to help you deliver
a personalized customer experience on your site, increase your marketing team agility, and be IT-friendly, notably Coveo Machine Learning,
Coveo Cloud Infrastructure and Coveo Usage Analytics.

Where Can I Get More Information?

You can find more information on the latest version of Coveo for Sitecore on  , and technical documentation can behttps://www.coveo.com/sitecore
found .here

We strongly recommend that you reach out to your Client Retention Executive to jointly determine a plan for migration.

The Page You Are Looking for Was Archived
In this topic:

Reason
Where to Go

Coveo for Sitecore 4.0
Coveo for Sitecore 3.0

Monthly Release Archives

The page you are trying to access was specific to a monthly release of Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 and is now archived.

Reason
Coveo archived the documentation pages of every monthly Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 release to keep a single version of its documentation per major
release.

Where to Go

Coveo for Sitecore 4.0

This is the latest and recommended version to use. It supports both CES-based and cloud-based indexes. It supports Sitecore 7.2, 7.5, 8.0, 8.1,
and 8.2.

Go to the Coveo for Sitecore 4.0 Documentation

Coveo for Sitecore 3.0

https://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/7.0/administrator/coveo_platform_hardware_and_software_requirements.htm
https://www.coveo.com/sitecore
https://docs.coveo.com/en/557/
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV4
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This is the previous major version, supporting only Coveo Enterprise Search CES-based indexes. It supports Sitecore 7.0 to 8.1 inclusively.

Go to the Coveo for Sitecore 3.0 Documentation

Monthly Release Archives

The monthly release documentation pages were archived in PDF format and are available in the Downloads section of this website.

Download a Monthly Release Documentation Archive

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SitecoreV3
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